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Abstract 

This master thesis examines the Subscription Economy. The subscription-based business model has 

grown globally by more than 100 percent a year over the past five years, which makes it as a relevant 

topic to investigate, since limited literature exists. In fact, no literature or framework exists regarding, 

how to actually apply a subscription-based business model in practice. Thus, this thesis is investigat-

ing the following research question: 

 

How can a subscription-based business model be applied in a business setting with increased 

customer-centric focus and can this application be used in an international context?  

 

Based on a thematic analysis eight drivers and barriers were identified, which characterize today’s 

consumers’ preferences and needs within shopping. The four main drivers are: Convenience, value 

for money, personifying, and experience. The four main barriers were identified to be: Consumption, 

surprise, experience, and expensive. From the MEC analysis, it was possible to develop a persona, 

the Conventional, which represent the majority of today’s consumers. Moreover, preferences and 

needs for subscription models were identified based on the Conventional. 

 

A framework is developed as a guidance for subscription services and has the purpose of identifying 

the most important parameters within the different types of subscriptions: Developing services, de-

veloping products, regular services, and regular products.  

 

In addition, cultural differences between Danes and German were also examined. Danish and German 

consumers share some similarities, but  they also share dissimilarities. In conclusion, it is argued that 

the developed framework is applicable across geographical markets, but only within regular products 

and services.  
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CHAPTER 1:  Introduction 

1.1 The Evolving Business Landscape 

The increasing digitalization has changed the way we live in a modern world, especially in terms of 

how consumers live, learn, communicate, shop, etc. (Simon-Kucher & Partners, 2016, p. 5). Due to 

the digital revolution, it has become easier than ever before for consumers to shop and compare prod-

ucts and services, which has affected the way businesses are managed (Sirkin, 2017). More im-

portantly, the digital revolution shows no signs of slowing down (ibid.). In today’s service- and in-

formation-based economy, consumers want and expect the freedom to consume on their own prefer-

ences (Zuora, 2019a). Today, consumers’ shopping behavior is mainly based on price, quality, speed, 

and the overall customer experience (Barrett, 2018). Consumer expectations are rising fast, since it 

is easier to compare products and prices through the Internet, leading to less loyal consumers (ibid.). 

In fact, data shows that a good deal often beats out consumer brand loyalty (ibid.). With intense and 

increasing competition in our modern world, consumers can often find a brand that delivers the same 

products or services – just cheaper. Today’s consumers will often take any opportunity companies 

give them to spend their money elsewhere, if they do not live up to the consumers’ expectations or if 

the price is lower (ibid.). Therefore, managing customer value has become more critical for compa-

nies in our service- and information-based economy (Weinstein & Johnson, 1999, p. 3). However, 

the evolving consumer expectations also create new opportunities for companies to price and sell its 

offerings by reinvent its business models (Simon-Kucher & Partners, 2016, p. 5). 

 

Today, more and more companies are migrating their products from a purchase-based to a subscrip-

tion-based model (Premo, Heuberger, Taneja & Roberge, 2017). The subscription-based model is 

characterized as an agreement whereby consumers pay regularly to receive a product or service. In 

fact, the subscription-based business model has grown globally by more than 100 percent a year over 

the past five years (Chen, Fenyo, Yang & Zhang, 2018; Luna, 2018). However, it is important to note 

that the subscription-based business model has been around for centuries, yet over the last two 
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decades it has been revitalized or reinvented, primarily due to the development of technology (War-

rillow, 2015, p. 18). This can be characterized as the ‘Subscription Economy’, which is a phrase that 

describes a new era of companies and business models (Zuora, 2019b). Selling through subscriptions 

is fundamentally different from selling on a pay-up-front basis, as it shifts the value from a transac-

tional event to a lasting relationship (Premo et al., 2017). The subscription-based business model can 

increase customer value, as it allows companies to build long-term relationships with customers, 

which might be the perfect solution to the era of digital disruption (Baxter, 2016). The Subscription 

Economy is driven by todays’ consumer’s ever-changing needs and preferences (Zuora, 2019a). In 

fact, today’s consumers’ expectations go beyond just a great product. This has pushed companies to 

invent new services that offer consumers ongoing value (ibid.). Also, consumers are rejecting the 

traditional ‘one size fits all’ approach. Instead, consumers are embracing services that offer them a 

choice, flexibility, and treat them as unique individuals that they are (Zuora, 2019a). This means 

companies increasingly need to be more customer-centric. Due to the increasing competition among 

companies and intense price wars, bringing the ultimate marketing strategy to the market is vital for 

all companies. In addition, it is even more crucial than ever before for companies to find a way to 

manage their business for a generation of consumers with exceptionally higher expectations than ever 

before. 

 

1.2 Relevance of the Thesis 

In recent years, the application of subscription-based business models have increased dramatically. 

As mentioned, subscription is not new, since the business model has existed for centuries (Warrillow, 

2015, p. 18). Although it is not a new phenomenon, applying the subscription-based business model 

has changed over the last two decades because it has been revitalized (ibid.). Hence, the increasing 

use of the business model makes subscriptions a relevant topic to further investigate and discuss. 

 

Prior to the research of this topic, it was found in secondary research that the concepts of the Sub-

scription Economy and subscription-based business models are well-discussed topics today. How-

ever, it is mostly discussed in non-academic literature, such as newspapers, blogs, etc. The coverage 

of academic literature within subscriptions has only started recently with limited academic literature 

regarding subscription-based business models. The gap is not only to be found in the academic liter-

ature. So far, there is a growing coverage in non-academic literature, however, the discussions mainly 

argue for the adoption of subscriptions and the prospected increase of its importance in the future. 
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Until now, it is primarily stated why companies should integrate the subscription-based business 

model by emphasizing the benefits of it and presenting examples of successful companies that have 

applied the business model. 

 

No literature, neither academic nor non-academic, exists that addresses the customer perspective, 

long-term relationships, concretize the customer journey, or the value creating aspects. Furthermore, 

no framework exists on how to actually apply a subscription-based business model. In addition, it is 

unknown why some companies succeed with the subscription model and why other companies fail. 

An assumption that has been made prior to the research is based on secondary research and initial 

meeting with a subscription company: 

 

Assumption 1: The reason for succeeding or failing within subscriptions might be due 

to different types of subscription models. 

 

No literature regarding how to apply and manage different types of subscriptions exists, hence the 

different types of subscriptions models will be crucial to identify in this study. Thus, the coverage 

and research of subscriptions are still in the early stage of development. The current literature is 

limited and lack far behind the developments taking place in practice in several industries. Conse-

quently, the study of subscription-based business models is a field of study with limited research, 

which is why this study has high importance of relevance for both academic literature and companies. 

A more profound and solid analysis of the subscription-based business model, and one that goes 

beyond the identification of the benefits, needs to be conducted. As the Subscription Economy is 

increasing globally, it is therefore relevant to make a research of this study in an international context. 

To our knowledge, no frameworks have been developed specifically for the study of how to apply a 

subscription-based business model in practice. Therefore, the conceptualization of such a framework 

within subscriptions is a precondition for this study. 

 

1.3 The Initial Research Question 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how a subscription-based business model can be applied 

in practice, especially because companies need to be very customer-centric, due to constantly chang-

ing consumer preferences. Thus, anchored in the data collection and research methods, this thesis 

seeks to address a practical approach of the use of subscription-based business models in a business 
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and marketing context. Importantly, whether it is possible to generalize the application to other geo-

graphical markets. Based on this, the following research question serves as the foundation for the 

entire thesis: 

 

How can a subscription-based business model be applied in a business setting with 

increased customer-centric focus and can this application be used in an international 

context? 

 

According to Olsen & Pedersen (2003), a research question should contains a number of support 

questions in order to concretize and dividing it into smaller components. Hence, to investigate the 

research question sufficiently, this thesis will examine and answer the following support questions: 

 

§ What characterizes today’s consumers? 

§ What preferences do today’s consumers have for a subscription model? 

§ How has the Subscription Economy affected the Marketing Mix? 

§ To what extent do Danish and German consumers differentiate from each other, and what are 

the similarities? 

 

In order to answer the research question, it is relevant to examine what characterizes today’s consum-

ers. The purpose is to gain overall insights of the consumers’ behavior, including an understanding 

of how they prefer to consume and their needs. Also, this includes to discover the drivers and barriers 

for the consumer behavior within shopping. The second support question is aiming to examine what 

preferences today’s consumers have for a subscription model. This is essential in order to understand 

the reasoning for why today’s consumers like or dislike different types of subscription-based business 

model. Moreover, as the study has the purpose of developing a framework, it is relevant to consider 

a well-known framework, as the Marketing Mix, which is widely applied among companies when 

launching new products or expanding to new markets. The aspects within the Marketing Mix are 

relevnt to consider in order to process the collected data. This is done to draw conclusion at a con-

ceptual level that contain theoretical insights with the purpose of developing a framework. By con-

sidering the Marketing Mix, it might lead in the direction of what market actions to take within the 

different types of subscriptions, as a tool in being customer-centric. Thus, how the Subscription Econ-

omy has affected the Marketing Mix will support with theoretical insights to developing a framework. 
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To cover the international aspect, the last support question is examined, which deals with to what 

extent do Danish and German consumers differentiate from each other, and what are the similarities. 

The aim is to investigate whether the same type of subscription model can be applied in different 

geographical markets, or whether companies need to adjust the model to different international mar-

kets. Thus, this question aims to identify what factors subscription-based companies should take into 

account when considering applying a subscription model in different geographical markets. 

 

1.4 Delimitations 

In the following section, the definitions and delimitations in this thesis are highlighted to clarify the 

main focus of research. Delimitations are about deciding what should be included in the thesis 

(Frankel, 2012, p. 16). In this thesis several delimitations have been made in order to make a specific 

and clear frame for the research. 

 

1.4.1 Geographical Scope 

Due to the scope of the research, it is considered as being too comprehensive to conduct data for 

several geographical markets in order to make sufficient conclusions. Therefore, as a result of a de-

limitation, the focus of this research is solely focus on Denmark and Germany, which seeks to derive 

a general context or pattern. However, the three first support questions also include an overall per-

spective across markets, not limited to be the Danish and German market, as the research seeks to 

derive a general context from an international perspective. The choice of the German market is based 

on the fact that even though Denmark and Germany are neighboring countries and share several sim-

ilarities, studies show that there might be cultural differences as well as differences within consumer 

behavior between the two countries. Yet, this thesis is only examining the culture in terms of nation-

ality differences i.e. Danes vs. Germans. One of the main aspects of this study is to investigate 

whether the approach can be used in an international context, thus it is appropriate to use two markets 

that are both similar as well as dissimilar in some aspects. This is chosen to provide the research with 

the most representative conclusion. 

 

1.4.2 Consumer Perspective 

The data collection is primarily conducted within a consumer perspective but also includes a company 

perspective. The purpose of emphasizing the consumer perspective is to understand the general con-

sumer behavior within subscriptions, in order to investigate how subscription companies can apply 
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the subscription model in practice. Therefore, the company perspective in this research only illumi-

nate a minor part of the research. This thesis investigates the drivers and barriers within general con-

sumer behavior. When this thesis refers to the ‘general consumer behavior’ or ‘consumer behavior’, 

it is within general shopping, which is limited to be shopping in stores, online, and subscriptions, 

unless else is stated. 

 

1.4.3 Customer-Centric 

It is important to clarify how the thesis defines the notions ‘customer-centric’ and ‘customer-focused’. 

When this thesis refers to a ‘customer-centric’ approach, it means companies focus on ‘needs’ instead 

of ‘wants’, meaning companies go beyond delivering what customers want. In this approach, compa-

nies seek to get an understanding of customers’ fundamental needs i.e. companies have an outside-in 

perspective. A ‘customer-centric’ approach is more likely to build longer lasting and profitable cus-

tomer relationships compared to a ‘customer-focused’ approach. When this thesis refers to a ‘cus-

tomer-focused’ approach, it means that companies focus on ‘wants’ instead of ‘needs’ i.e. companies 

are focused on delivering on customer wants and the customer interactions are targeted on selling 

more stuff. This approach is also characterized to have an inside-out perspective. 

 

1.4.4 Marketing Framework 

As mentioned, the research includes a well-known framework with the purpose of obtaining theoret-

ical insights to support the collected data. This is limited to exclusively considering the concept of 

the Marketing Mix. A wide range of potential marketing frameworks exists, however, these are not 

considered, as it might lead the research astray from the initial research question. It is assessed that 

the framework of the Marketing Mix will support the most with theoretical insights to the developing 

of a framework within subscriptions. In order to make a specific and clear direction for the research, 

the Marketing Mix is included. Moreover, this thesis is exclusively focusing on the 4 Ps of the Mar-

keting Mix, instead of the 7 Ps. The framework of the 7 Ps is relevant to consider in service industries, 

but since this research is not specifically investigating service companies, the 4 Ps is found more 

relevant to include. This delimitation is further elaborated in Chapter 3, section 3.2 Marketing Mix.  

 

Additionally, continuous delimitations and definitions occur throughout the thesis, which is be ex-

plicitly stated. 
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1.4.5 Defining Subscriptions 

As explained earlier, the subscription-based business model has existed for centuries but over the last 

two decades the business model has been revitalized or reinvented primarily by technology and 

changed customers’ needs and preferences (Warrillow, 2015, p. 18). Thus, many types and concepts 

of subscriptions exist today, as well as various definitions and perceptions of what a subscription is. 

Therefore, it is relevant to distinguish between the different concepts and types of models. The pur-

pose with the following section is to clarify the different understandings and definitions of subscrip-

tions. Additionally, it is discussed how the different types and concepts of subscription can be divided 

into different categories. 

 

Warrillow (2015, p. 18) defines subscriptions as a way of renting access to a product or service, which 

relates to both intangible and tangible goods. Thus, subscriptions can be defined as a way to access a 

product or service. Bonacchi & Peregro (2012) define the customer in a subscription-based business 

model as someone who “...pays a fee to have access to the firm’s products or services for a certain 

period of time” (p. 27). Besides the aspects of time and period, Palvina Marinova, the CEO of the 

subscription company Pick N Dazzle, stresses that a subscription-based business model can be cus-

tomized, and is therefore not necessarily based on repeating transactions. On the other hand, Tzou 

(2018, p. 20) characterizes a subscription model as a mutual agreement, an accord, or a relationship 

of two parties. Thus, Tzou (2018) highlights the aspect of relationship as crucial within subscriptions.  

 

Based on the above understandings and definitions, which focus on accessing products and services, 

as well as the time and relationship aspects, the understanding of subscriptions in this thesis is defined 

as the following: 

 

Definition of subscriptions: The subscription-based business model is based on the idea 

of receiving recurring revenue (usually monthly or annually) for providing prolonged 

access or ownership to a product or service. 

 

1.4.6 Types of Subscriptions 

As previously mentioned, the different types and concepts of subscriptions have developed signifi-

cantly and is no longer limited to traditional subscriptions, such as newspapers or memberships. To-

day, subscriptions are endorsed in almost every industry and within any given product or service. 
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Hence, different types of subscription-based business models exist. Over time, several authors work-

ing in the field of subscriptions have attempted to divide the subscription-based business model into 

different categories. According to Boumphrey (2017), subscriptions can be divided into the following 

categories:  

§ Long-term leasing 

§ Surprise subscription boxes 

§ Regular suppliers 

§ Short-term access 

 

Boumphrey (2017) does not distinguish between products and services. However, this way of cate-

gorizing subscriptions does not cover all the aspects of the different types of subscriptions. Addition-

ally, Warrillow (2015, p. 46-120) distinguishes between nine different types of subscription models:  

§ The Membership Website Model 

§ The All-You-Can-Eat Library Model 

§ The Private Club Model 

§ The Front-Of-The-Line Model 

§ The Consumables Model 

§ The Surprise Box Model 

§ The Simplifier Model 

§ The Network Model 

§ The Peace-Of-Mind Model 

 

The purpose of dividing subscriptions into nine different categories is to cover companies in several 

industries (Warrillow, 2015, p. 46). Yet, this thesis does not focus on specific industries, which is 

why this categorizing of subscriptions is less relevant. Chen et al., (2018), on the other hand, divide 

subscriptions into three broader types: Replenishment, Curation, and Access. Replenishment sub-

scriptions that are characterized as replenishment allow consumers to automatically purchase prod-

ucts of commodity items, such as razor blades, contact lenses, diapers, etc. (ibid.). Curation subscrip-

tions aim to surprise consumers by providing new products or highly customized experiences, which 

are common items, such as clothes, beauty, etc. (ibid.). Unlike the other two types of subscriptions, 

access subscribers pay a fee to gain access, obtain lower prices, or members-only perks (ibid.). This 

way of dividing subscriptions into categories is evaluated to be relevant to include. However, it is 
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still a broad division of subscriptions, which is not considered to be specific enough. According to 

Billige & Harwood (2018), the future of subscription-based business models is currently quite polar-

ized, yet the outlook depends on whether we consider ‘products’ or ‘services’. Based on this and 

assumption 1, mentioned in section 1.2 Relevance of the Thesis, the second assumption is made: 

 

Assumption 2: Products and services might have an impact on how to apply a subscrip-

tion-based business model. 

 

Yet, it is argued the essential to divide the types of subscriptions into ‘products’ and ‘services’, as the 

categorizing of the three types of subscriptions presented by Chen et al. (2018) is very wide. Conse-

quently, based on Chen et al.’s (2018) and Billige & Harwood’s (2018) way of dividing subscriptions 

into categories, this thesis is applying a combination of these, as both ways of categorizing are con-

sidered to contain relevant perspectives. The categories ‘products’ and ‘services’ are further divided 

into whether the product or service is ‘constantly improved’ or consumed on a ‘regular basis’. In 

particular, the types of subscriptions are categorized into four types as illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Categorizing Types of Subscriptions (authors creation) 

 

Based on figure 1, this research is exclusively investigating the four types of subscriptions, which is 

described as follows: 

§ Developing service: A service you receive that is not the exact same each time and will be 

constantly improved or customized (e.g. Netflix, Spotify, Mofibo) 

§ Developing product: A product you receive that is not the exact same each time and will be 

constantly improved or customized (e.g. Clothes, beauty boxes, food boxes) 

§ Regular service: A service you receive that is the exact same each time (e.g. Fitness, mem-

bership union, car leasing) 
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§ Regular product: A product you receive that is the exact same each time (e.g. razor blade, 

contact lenses, diapers) 

 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

To enhance the readability of this thesis, figure 2 outlines the structure below. The purpose is to guide 

the reader through the thesis including where to find the different chapters. 

 

 
       Figure 2: Reading guide (authors creation) 
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Chapter 2: Methodology 

The purpose of this chapter is to clarify and justify the methodology used in this thesis, including the 

underlying assumptions and choices that were made prior to the data collection. In order to make sure 

a structured approach of the methodology is used, this research is inspired by Saunders, Lewis & 

Thornhill (2009, p. 136-160). The following chapter is divided into six sections: 

1. Philosophy of Science, provides a discussion of the philosophy of science, concerning the 

‘world view’ that this thesis is based on, including the way knowledge is understood. 

2. Research Approach, decides whether it is an inductive, deductive, or abductive approach 

that is applied in the thesis. 

3. Research Design, is the methodological link between the philosophy of science and the re-

search strategies chosen, which concerns whether the research should be descriptive, explor-

atory or explanatory. 

4. Research Choice, refers to the choice between quantitative, qualitative, or a combined re-

search method. 

5. Data Collection, is related to how the techniques and procedures of the data collection and 

analysis is administered. 

6. Source Criticism, ensures the credibility of the research. 

By using this coherent research approach, the thesis ensures that the research question, including the 

support questions, are answered evidently. 

 

2.1 Philosophy of Science 
No clear definition of the concept of paradigms exists (Nygaard & Darmer, 2005, p. 22). As Guba 

(1990) argues, even the father of the paradigm, Thomas Kuhn, uses 21 definitions of the concept 

(Guba, 1990). However, Guba (1990) defines a paradigm as: “… a basic set of beliefs that guides 

actions, whether of the everyday garden variety or action taken in connection with a disciplined in-

quiry” (p. 17). Despite the fact that both scientific theorists use paradigms, their understanding of the 
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concept are different. Kuhn (1962) views paradigms as something that are incommensurable, mean-

ing it does not make sense to mix the paradigms, whereas Guba (1990) views paradigms as something 

that can complement each other. This is also linked to the fact that Kuhn (1962) focuses on the natural 

science and views paradigms as revolutions i.e. science is ‘built on’ when something new is discov-

ered as an ongoing process. On the other hand, Guba (1990) focuses on social science and views 

paradigms as dialogues and not something that should necessarily be separated. 

 

The thesis is based on Guba’s (1990) understanding of paradigm, as this thesis is investigating an 

area within social science and not within natural science. In the context of scientific studies, Guba 

(1990, p. 19-25) expresses four different paradigms: Positivism, Neo-positivism, Critical Theory, and 

Constructivism. The paradigms have different ways of answering the three questions regarding on-

tology, epistemology, and methodology: 

§ Ontology: What is reality? 

§ Epistemology: How is reality recognized? 

§ Methodology: How is reality investigated? 

It is important that there is consistency in the answers, as they together form the basic set of values 

for a paradigm. Therefore, the choice of the philosophy of science is crucial for the production of 

knowledge. 

 

The foundation of this research is based on both neo-positivism and constructivism, since it is argued 

that both paradigms contribute to this research. Neo-positivism views reality as critical realism. This 

implies an understanding that it is impossible for humans to fully understand the complexity that 

prevails in the perception of reality, since humans are influenced by values and emotions (Guba, 

1990, p. 20). Neo-positivism is described as a modified version of positivism. The modification is 

found within the aspect of critical realism, which indicates that the scientific knowledge should be 

managed through a critical approach by questioning and re-conceptualizing the reality. Since critical 

realists manage scientific knowledge through a critical approach, they do not trust and apply one 

single method of scientific investigation. Hence, a variety of methods are used, which are called tri-

angulation (Nygaard & Darmer, 2005, p. 26-27). Constructivism views reality as relativism. This 

implies the constructivists do not believe that the exact truth exists, as reality is a construction created 

by humans (Nygaard & Darmer, 2005, p. 28). Instead, they seek the understanding of how reality is 

constructed (ibid.). This implies reality are multiple, since humans do not share the same 
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interpretation of reality and they exist in peoples’ mind (Guba, 1990, p. 26). Moreover, relativism is 

considered as the key to openness and the continuing search for even more informed and sophisticated 

constructions (ibid.). 

 

Both paradigms are found relevant to this particular thesis, as it attempts to apply different research 

methods to investigate and answer the research question. Therefore, the chosen paradigms for this 

research are neo-positivism and constructivism, which is discussed below in relation to Guba’s two 

other paradigms.  

 

Scientific knowledge within positivism is managed through an objective reality (ibid.). This means 

that positivism is not appropriate to understand the context of social reality, which is often managed 

through a more subjective reality (ibid.). This thesis attempts to make a generalization based on in-

vestigating a relatively large sample of population and thereby follows the paradigm of positivism. 

However, it is not possible only to place this research within positivism, since it is important to gain 

knowledge about opinions, attitudes, and experiences of a specific person or a group, in order to 

answer the research question. This can be obtained by using qualitative research, which is formed by 

an interaction between the researcher and the informants and is a key characteristic of constructivism 

(Heldbjerg, 1997, p. 37). Positivists are looking for the truth about reality, but the constructivists do 

not believe the truth can be found. By applying a constructivist approach, the justifications and find-

ings will end up being more subjective rather than objective, as the research will be affected by the 

researcher’s influence and interaction with the research (Nygaard & Darmer, 2005, p. 28-29). Thus, 

limited ability to separate emotions, values, and science (ibid.). Also, critical theory believes the truth 

is human constructed (Guba, 1990, p. 23). However, critical theory focuses on ideology that includes 

political act, which is argued not to be relevant for this research (Guba, 1990, p. 24). 

 

Additionally, it is argued that the methodological considerations and the epistemological context in 

this research are neither just objective nor subjective. As mentioned, neo-positivism and constructiv-

ism have different ways of answering the three questions regarding ontology, epistemology, and 

methodology. Within neo-positivism, the scientific knowledge should be managed by asking critical 

questions and re-conceptualizing the reality. However, it is acknowledged the justifications and find-

ings will end up being more subjective than objective by applying a constructivist approach, as the 

perception of reality might be affected by different understandings and opinions. Based on how Guba 
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(1990) views paradigms, the underlying scientific theoretical approach in this thesis is considered 

both neo-positivism and constructivism, as paradigms should not necessarily be separated. 

 
2.2 Research Approach 

The deductive approach is based on general principles, theories, and assumptions about reality, which 

attempts to test hypotheses on concrete observations (Andersen, 2013, p. 265). For instance, based 

on hypotheses a theory is tested through experiments. By testing in practice, the hypotheses can either 

be accepted or rejected. Contrary to the deductive approach, the inductive approach is based on em-

pirical evidence in a specific situation, which aims to derive a general context or a pattern of the 

theory (Andersen, 2013, p. 266). This approach is generally based on relatively few people’s infor-

mation, such as attitudes towards consumption situations with the purpose of generalizing people’s 

motives to shop (ibid.). After repeated studies, this might lead to an actual theory within consumer 

behavior (ibid.). By analyzing interviews and several articles on the same topic, it is possible to ana-

lyze a concrete situation and attempt to find a context that can form the basis of a theory. The re-

searcher then tries to understand the observation by using theories. 

 

Initially, the deductive approach is applied to develop initial assumptions for this research based on 

secondary data, but immediately utilize an inductive approach in the data collection to search for 

generalization. Thus, this thesis is primarily based on an inductive methodological approach, as the 

research collects data with the purpose of deriving a general context or pattern. However, this thesis 

is also characterized by the deductive approach, as some parts of the research are based on general 

principles, theories, and assumptions, that will be tested for their consistency. 

 

In the abductive approach, the researcher grounds a theoretical understanding of the context and par-

ticipants, in terms of language, meanings, and perspectives that form the participants’ ‘world view’ 

(Bryman, 2012, p. 401). The approach emphasize on the cognitive reality of the objects that are being 

investigated. Thus, the abductive approach starts with an observation or a set of observations, after 

which the most likely explanation for the observations is sought to be found. The crucial step in the 

abductive approach is to describe and understand the world from the participants’ perspectives, the 

researcher must come to a social scientific account of the world as seen from those perspectives 

(ibid.). This might be similar to an inductive logic. However, what distinguishes abduction from in-

duction is the theoretical account grounded in the ‘world view’ of the researcher (ibid.). Abduction 

is broadly inductive but differs by virtue of its reliance on explanation and understanding on 
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participants’ perspectives (ibid.). This methodological approach differs from the deductive and in-

ductive approaches by not initially aiming at developing or testing general theories, but rather focus-

ing on the context that triggered the researchers’ wonder. Based on this, the underlying research ap-

proach of this thesis is considered abductive. 

 
2.3 Research Design 
The purpose of this section is to address the choice of research strategy. First, it is essential to consider 

whether this research is descriptive, exploratory or explanatory. A descriptive purpose describes an 

accurate profile of people, events or situations (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 140). The purpose of explor-

atory research is to explore conditions or phenomena that are less well-known or may be completely 

unknown (Andersen, 2013, p. 20). Lastly, explanatory research involves studies that establish rela-

tionships between variables (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 140). This research can be characterized to have 

an exploratory purpose as: “It is particularly useful if you wish to clarify your understanding of a 

problem, such as if you are unsure of the precise nature of the problem” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 

139). Since no broader research exists of how to actually apply a subscription-based business model 

in practice, an exploratory approach is found to be the most relevant approach for this thesis. 

 

2.3.1 Research Strategy 

The choice of research strategy is crucial, as it guides the research question and objectives of the 

research (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 141). As the combination of different research strategies often yield 

the most valuable results, this research will apply different research strategies (ibid.). Yet, the research 

strategy is a combination of a case study and grounded theory, which is elaborated in the following. 

 

Case Study 

Case study as a research strategy involves an empirical investigation of a particular phenomenon 

within a real life context using multiple sources of evidence (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 145-146). A 

case study approach is applied to this research, as the thesis investigates a particular phenomenon, 

namely subscription-based business models. In fact, case studies arise from the desire to understand 

complex social phenomena, which fits well into this research. This thesis attempts to investigate the 

social phenomena within consumer behavior of subscriptions, in order to answer the research ques-

tion (Yin, 2009, p. 4). In fact, the case study strategy is suitable for exploratory research (Saunders et 

al., 2009, p. 146). Case studies often involve multiple sources of evidence, also characterized as 
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triangulation (ibid.). This is consistent with one of the paradigms that this thesis follows, since neo-

positivists manage scientific knowledge through a critical approach, as they do not trust and apply 

one single method of scientific investigation. Triangulation refers to the use of different data collec-

tion techniques within one study with the purpose of ensuring that the data collected provides a correct 

perspective (ibid.). Thus, the choice of case study allows the use of different methods to investigate 

and answer the research question. This should provide an appropriate ontological and epistemological 

position for the thesis, since the research method consists of a combination of both quantitative and 

qualitative methods. 

 

Grounded Theory 

Malhotra, Nunan & Birks (2012) define grounded theory as: “A qualitative approach to generating 

theory through the systematic and simultaneous process of data collection and analysis” (p. 304). 

The purpose of grounded theory as a research strategy is the researchers generate findings that are 

grounded in the collected data. There are different versions within grounded theory in which the 

inductive logic is often used. Some grounded theorists have some theoretical concepts in advance and 

therefore work rather abductively, which is the case for this research (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 148). 

This research strategy is suitable to apply in the thesis, since it is based on ‘theory building’ with an 

abductive approach. Data collection in grounded theory is initiated without a formulation of an initial 

theory, as the framework is developed based on data that is generated by a series of observations 

(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 149). However, it is important to notice that grounded theory is not a presen-

tation of raw data, neither is it a testing of theory (ibid.). The research begins with assumptions or 

hypotheses, and then proceed to report ‘tests’ of these assumptions or hypotheses with sets of inter-

views. The essential part is that the data collected is considered at a conceptual level in order to draw 

conclusions which contain theoretical insights (ibid.). Since the purpose of this research is to develop 

a framework for subscription-based businesses, grounded theory is argued to be an relevant research 

strategy. 

 

However, this thesis differs slightly from grounded theory with the inductive approach, in the sense 

that grounded theory does not initially start with a theory. As mentioned, some grounded theorists 

have some theoretical concepts in advance and therefore work rather abductively, which this thesis 

follows. In this thesis, the Marketing Mix is included to get theoretical insights, which is considered 

to be important for this research. Therefore, the research strategy is inspired by grounded theory with 
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an abductive approach, but not fully cover it as stated in the inductive approach. Yet, it is argued to 

be relevant to start with other theories and frameworks in order obtain theoretical insights. 

 

2.4 Research Choice 

This section addresses the opportunity to combine quantitative and qualitative techniques and proce-

dures (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 151). Saunders et al. (2009, p. 151-152) suggest that a choice between 

mono-, multi- or mixed-methods of data collection techniques must be made. For this thesis, a mixed-

methods approach has been chosen in the collection of data, since this research uses more than one 

data collection technique to answer the research question, in terms of both quantitative and qualitative 

data. Within mixed-methods design, there are two different options: Mixed-method research and 

mixed-model research (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 152). This research applies the mixed-model re-

search, as it combines quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques and analysis, as well as 

combining quantitative and qualitative approaches at other parts of the research, such as the genera-

tion of the research question (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 153). 

 

2.4.1 Quantitative Data 

Quantitative research is defined as: “Research techniques that seek to quantify data and, typically, 

apply some form of statistical analysis” (Malhotra et al., 2012, p. 187). In this thesis, the questionnaire 

method is applied, as the method seeks a generalization by investigating a relatively large sample of 

the population (Thomas, 2011, p. 10-11). The reason for applying this method is mainly because the 

approach can support and provide an overview of the trends related to consumer behavior within 

subscriptions and at the same time, it is possible to conduct a large sample of data. According to 

Thomas (2011), the strengths of applying structured questions is: “It can be administered relatively 

easily [and] interviewees’ responses can be easily coded” (p. 163).  

 

2.4.2 Qualitative Data 

Qualitative research is defined as: “An unstructured, primarily exploratory design based on small 

samples, intended to provide depth, insight and understanding” (Malhotra et al., 2012, p.187). The 

interview method is applied to gain knowledge about opinions, attitudes, and experiences of a specific 

person or a group (Malhotra et al., 2012, p. 260). In this thesis, the interview method and focus group 

method are applied to gain knowledge about different opinions and attitudes. The focus groups enable 
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profound understanding of today’s consumers in Denmark and Germany, which ensures the research 

will result in the most useful and applicable conclusions of this thesis. 

 

2.5 Data Collection 

The following sections focus on data collection methodology and describe the characteristics, ad-

vantages, and limitations of the collected data within secondary data and primary data. Moreover, it 

describes the processes of data collection and data analysis. Initially, the secondary data included in 

the research is described. Secondly, the methods of the primary data collection is addressed. This is 

followed by a description of the methods used for data analysis. 

 

2.5.1 Secondary Data 

The following section addresses the secondary data used in the research. According to Malhotra et 

al. (2012, p. 115), secondary research is data that has been collected for another purpose than the 

research question. Therefore, it is important to be critical when collecting secondary research, as it is 

collected for another purpose (Andersen, Jensen, Olsen & Schmalz, 2012, p. 251). Also, it is im-

portant to be aware of the validity and reliability of the data. Malhotra, Nunan & Birks (2017, p. 95) 

emphasize that collecting secondary data is an essential component when creating a solid research 

design. Moreover, it should be retrieved and analyzed prior to collecting primary data, since it may 

provide with extensive knowledge to the topic that is being investigated. 

 

The secondary research used in this thesis comprises external data obtained through different reports 

with the aim of gaining a comprehensive understanding of the Subscription Economy, as well as 

consumer behavior in Denmark and Germany, respectively. The purpose of including these sources 

is to obtain an initial understanding prior to creating the research question and prior to making as-

sumptions and ideas about the topic. Also, the sources support the findings from the primary research. 

The secondary data leads to knowledge, which has not been possible to obtain within primary research 

due to limited resources. Thus, the secondary data serves three main purposes, 1) providing a general 

overview as a starting point for the research, 2) providing a foundation to formulate the initial research 

question, and 3) supporting the findings from the research (See table 1 for an overview). 
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Secondary Data 

External sources  Contribution 
Markets reports Understanding the Subscription Economy and consumers 
Interview with Fitness World Company perspective 

Table 1: Secondary Data (authors creation) 
 

2.5.2 Primary Data 

The following section addresses the primary data used in this research. According to Malhotra et al. 

(2012, p. 115), primary research data is data collected directly to address the purpose of a research 

question. As mentioned, the primary data used in this research consists of both qualitative and quan-

titative data. 

 

In the preparation of the data collection, it is necessary to clarify what to investigate in order to pro-

vide a detailed and in-depth insight (Brinkmann, 2013, p. 69). The purpose with the thesis is to in-

vestigate and obtain knowledge within the themes of subscriptions and consumer shopping behavior. 

Additionally, trends and issues within the subscription-based business model, both from a company 

perspective and a consumer perspective are conducted to obtain a critical background knowledge and 

understanding of the topic. Therefore, a questionnaire and a number of different interviews are con-

ducted. This includes two expert interviews, one interview with a subscription-based company, and 

three focus group interviews. Table 2 illustrates the contributions of the primary data. 
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Primary Data 
Informant/respondents Interview Design Contribution 
External lector from Copenhagen 
Business School and pricing ex-
pert 

Semi-structured interview Understanding of the Subscrip-
tion Economy 

Tien Tzuo 
Tech entrepreneur, the founder 
and CEO of Zuora 

Mail interview Understanding of the Subscrip-
tion Economy 

Head of customer care at Anno-
Anno 

Mail interview Company perspective 

555 respondents Questionnaire Understanding of general con-
sumer behavior with focus on 
subscriptions 

Six Danish informants Focus group Pilot study to validate the ques-
tionnaire prior to distribution 

Six Danish informants Focus group Understanding of the underlying 
general consumer behavior with 
focus on subscriptions 

Four German informants Focus group Understanding of the underlying 
general consumer behavior with 
focus on subscriptions 

Table 2: Primary Data (authors creation) 
 

Semi-Structured Interview 

Kvale & Brinkmann (2009, p. 19) define the semi-structured method as an interview method with the 

purpose of obtaining descriptions of the informants’ ‘world view’ to interpret the meaning of the 

phenomena. The semi-structured interview method takes advantage of the predetermined order of 

questions, as it also consists of a more flexible approach (Clifford, Cope, Gillespie & French, 2003, 

p. 145). By applying this method, the researchers have the opportunity to lead the conversation in a 

direction that is relevant to the research, as well as covering underlying motivations, beliefs, attitudes, 

and feelings (Malhotra et al., 2012, p. 255).  

 

In order to provide detailed and in-depth insights of the Subscription Economy, the semi-structured 

method is applied. Two expert interviews are conducted with the purpose of gathering a comprehen-

sive understanding of the Subscription Economy. Only one interview is conducted as a semi-struc-

tured interview, while the other one is conducted as a mail interview due to limited time frame. This 

is further elaborated in the next section. In fact, eight different experts within subscriptions and con-

sumer behavior have been contacted. Unfortunately, only two experts have responded. The semi-
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structed interview is conducted with an external lector from Copenhagen Business School, who is 

chosen due to his expertise within subscription-based pricing. The transcribed interview is presented 

in Appendix A as well as the interview guide in Appendix B. By using an interview guide and tran-

scribing the interview, the reliability is strengthened as these techniques helps structuring the ques-

tions and themes in the research. 

 

Mail Interview 

The mail interview is conducted to expand the empirical data and support the research with another 

expert. Due to limited time frame and the expert’s work schedule, it has not been possible to accom-

plish a semi-structured interview. The mail interview method is challenging because it does not in-

volve a semi-structured approach. Meaning, it is not possible for the researchers to elaborate on the 

questions or ask for additional questions. Yet, the researchers are fully aware of the weaknesses re-

lated to this technique. This expert interview is conducted with Tien Tzuo, who is the founder and 

CEO of Zuora – a leading subscription management platform. Also, he is the author of “SUB-

SCRIBED: Why the Subscription Model Will Be Your Company’s Future – and What to Do About 

it”. The mail interview is presented in Appendix C. 

 

An interview with a Danish subscription-based company is conducted as a mail interview as well. 

The interview is conducted with the aim of including a company perspective of how subscriptions 

work, including to get an understanding of a particular case of the interaction between a subscription 

company and its customers. The choice of interview method is also due to the limited time frame. 

Also, a German subscription-based company was contacted, but it was not possible to get an interview 

by phone or mail. In order to accommodate this, a semi-structured interview with a subscription-

based company, Fitness World, is included as secondary data, which has been collected by the re-

searchers for another purpose than this research question. The mail interview is presented in Appen-

dix D. 

 

Questionnaire  

With the purpose of getting a large sample size and obtain information regarding consumer shopping 

behavior as well as within subscriptions, this research has conducted a questionnaire. In order to 

prevent possible confusion and misunderstanding, it is important to be as closely related to the re-

search question as possible, while the questions are still understandable for the respondents (Harboe, 
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2011, p. 85). Hence, the first focus group served as a pilot study to validate the questions prior to 

distribution of the questionnaire. All aspects of the questionnaire are tested in the focus group, in-

cluding the wording, definitions, layout of the questionnaire, and the content of the questions (Mal-

hotra et al., 2012, p. 477). This is relevant to test, as it is not every respondent who understand the 

purpose with the questionnaire, have the language skills required to contribute, or understand the 

definitions used (Malhotra et al., 2012, p. 334). Moreover, the majority of the questions are catego-

rized as fixed-response alternatives, that require the respondents’ select from a fixed set of responses. 

However, it is important to be aware of the fact that fixed-response alternative questions involve the 

disadvantage of reducing the flexibility within respondents’ personal beliefs and needs. This disad-

vantage is taken into account by conducting a second and third focus group interview. The purpose 

of these focus groups are, among other things, to elaborate on the findings. The reasoning behind the 

questions is presented in Appendix E. 

 

The target population for the primary data collection includes all consumers with a Danish and Ger-

man nationality. It is important to notice that it is impossible to reach the entire population, as the 

research is bounded by time, workforce, and financial resources. Therefore, the sample used in this 

thesis does not represent the entire population fully. However, it might still be possible to make a 

generalization, without using statistical arguments (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2015, p. 295-296). 

Due to the above mentioned challenges, the respondents were chosen based on their accessibility and 

because they were easy to recruit, which refers to convenience sampling (ibid.). For this reason, the 

objective was to reach at least 200 usable complete responses from Danish respondents and 100 re-

sponses from German respondents. The objectives are different, as it is evaluated to be most realistic 

to reach more Danes compared to Germans. A sample of this size is evaluated to be enough to gen-

erate indicative results from statistical analysis in this research. However, it was not possible to reach 

the objective of at least 200 usable complete responses from Danish respondents. Even though, the 

responses are not fully completed, this thesis includes all the responses, since it is argued to contribute 

to the research, as the questions are not related.  

 

Focus Groups 

The non-structured interview approach forms the basis of the focus group interviews. The purpose of 

this type of interview method is to gain insights and create a forum, where the participants feel com-

fortable answering and discussing the questions (Malhotra et al., 2017, p. 183). In this thesis, the first 
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focus group interview is conducted to validate the questionnaire, while the second and third focus 

group interviews is used in order to elaborate on the findings from the questionnaire, as mentioned 

earlier. Brinkmann (2013, p. 45) suggests, the focus group interview method can be used advanta-

geously within consumer preference research. In focus group interviews, the researchers are per-

ceived as ‘moderators’ who focus on the group discussion and specific themes of interest. The re-

searcher use the group dynamics instrumentally to include a number of different perspectives on given 

themes (ibid.). The advantage of using a focus group interview is the interview often becomes more 

dynamic and flexible compared to in-depth interviews. The purpose of this method is not to reach 

agreement among the discussed issues and themes, but to have different views on the particular prob-

lem, which form the foundation of the persona, identified in Chapter 5, section 5.2.2 Development of 

Persona (Brinkmann, 2013, p. 45-46). In order to identify the persona, the focus group interview is 

considered as relevant, since it contributes to a dynamic discussion within subscriptions, as different 

point of views are taken into account. The second and the third focus group interviews are transcribed, 

which can be found in Appendix F and G, respectively. Also, both interview guide can be found in 

Appendix H and I. 

 

Experiment 

During the last two focus group interviews, a small experiment is conducted. The purpose with ex-

periments is to determine whether certain marketing phenomena affect consumer behavior (Hoyer, 

Maclnnis & Pieters, 2013, p. 32). The choice of making an experiment is based on an hypothesis 

made by the expert from the in-depth interview. This is further elaborated in Chapter 4, section 4.4 

Experiment: 

 

Hypothesis 1: System 1 is used when shopping through subscriptions. 

 

2.5.3 Data Analysis 

The following section describes how the collected data are analyzed and presented, which serves as 

the foundation for Chapter 5: Analysis. 

 

Grounded Theory 

The qualitative interviews are processed in the Chapter 4: Data Analysis, by using the coding princi-

ples of grounded theory. By applying coding within grounded theory, it is possible to generate the 
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bones of the analysis. According to Charmaz (2006, p. 46), coding is the crucial link between data 

collection and developing and emergent theory to explain the data. 

 

Grounded theory consists of three phases: 1) an initial phase, 2) an axial phase, and 3) a selective 

phase (Charmaz, 2006, p. 46). The initial phase involves naming each word, line, or segment of the 

data. During the initial coding, the aim is to continue to stay open to all possible theoretical directions 

throughout the readings of the data. While, initial coding breaks data into separate and distinct codes, 

axial coding brings data back together in a coherent whole, which includes further exploration of 

categorization of open codes developed in the initial phase (Charmaz, 2006, p. 60; Oktay, 2012, p. 

74). This includes connecting categories to subcategories, specifying the properties and dimensions 

of a category, and collects the initial coding to provide coherence to the emerging analysis (Charmaz, 

2006, p. 60). Through the different phases within the coding process, new interaction and perspectives 

might occur, which is useful for the analysis (Charmaz, 2006, p. 46). The conducted codebooks of 

the five interviews are illustrated in the following appendixes:  

§ Appendix J: Mail Interview - Expert: Coding 

§ Appendix K: Expert Interview Expert: Coding 

§ Appendix L: Mail Interview – Company: Coding 

§ Appendix M: Danish Focus Group: Coding 

§ Appendix N: German Focus Group: Coding 

 
Thematic Analysis 

Thematic analysis involves the process of identifying patterns and themes within qualitative data 

(Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). Unlike, many qualitative methodologies, thematic analysis is not tied 

to a particular paradigm or theoretical perspective. Meaning, the thematic analysis approach is con-

sidered a flexible method (ibid.). For this research, the thematic analysis is applied with the purpose 

of interpret the data. Within thematic analysis themes are either identified at a semantic or latent level 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). In the semantic approach, themes are identified within explicit meanings of 

the data. While, the latent approach goes beyond the semantic approach, with the purpose of identi-

fying the underlying ideas and assumptions. The latent approach is applied in this research, as the 

data analysis seeks to identify the underlying motivations through interpretation (ibid.). The thematic 

analysis involves the following phases: 
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§ Phase 1: Familiarizing with the data, in terms of rereading the data. 

§ Phase 2: Generating initial codes, involving assigning labels to the data, and require organ-

ization of the data into groups and categories. In the data analysis, this is done by applying 

the tool Nvivo, which supports to collect, analyze, and structure data from interviews.  

§ Phase 3: Searching for themes, investigating how the different codes may be combined in 

terms of an overarching theme in order to develop an initial thematic map. 

§ Phase 4: Reviewing themes and refining the thematic map. 

§ Phase 5: Defining and naming themes and further revise resulting in a final thematic map 

consisting of drivers and barriers. 

 

2.6 Source Criticism 
It is important that the chosen research design fits the circumstances of the research and provides 

sufficient quality based on a number of criteria. In order to ensure the credibility of this research, it 

is necessary to assure the quality of the empirical data, including the choice of data collection and 

theories. The quality of the thesis is assessed using the basic concepts of quantitative method: Validity 

and reliability. 

 

2.6.1 Validity 

Validity deals with whether the thesis investigates what is desired to be examined (Olsen & Pedersen, 

2003, p .195). It relates to truthfulness and assumptions that the thesis delivers, which can be split 

into: Measurement validity, internal validity, external validity, and ecological validity (Bryman, 

2012, p. 47). Measurement validity is primarily applied to quantitative research and relates to whether 

the correct factors are being measured in order to answer the research question (ibid.). Internal valid-

ity mainly relates to the issue of causality i.e. the relationship between the variables in the research 

and if the findings of the latter could be seen as an outcome of causality (ibid.). External validity 

concerns with the question of whether the results of the research can be generalized beyond the spe-

cific research context i.e. the findings should also represent the untested part of the research popula-

tion (ibid.). In this context, it is important how respondents are selected to participate in the research 

(Bryman, 2012, p. 48). Lastly, ecological validity concerns with the question whether the findings 

are applicable to people’s everyday life i.e. natural social settings (ibid.). The research needs to be 

based on findings that reflect the real world, meaning the research itself should not impact the behav-

ior that is investigated. 
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In this thesis, the collected empirical data may lead to a comprehensive answer to the research ques-

tion. Since the thesis is using an exploratory approach, this implies that the design of the research is 

not characterized by the researchers’ own prejudices. Thus, it is sought to be a modified objective in 

the interpretation of the empirical data. According to the critical realism, when applying different 

methods in the research, it is a mix of both quantitative and qualitative research, thus it might be 

possible to achieve a comprehensive answer to the research question and enhance the validity. The 

idea behind this argument is these methods can complement each other. 

 

The questionnaire is designed to not force the respondents to have an opinion about the topic if they 

are unsure what to answer. This minimizes potential biases in the responses and thus improve the 

validity of the collected data. Moreover, the focus groups provide insights for the underlying perspec-

tive of the responses of the questionnaire. The quantitative research provides data about the respond-

ents, but it does not explain or elaborate on the hidden factors behind the answers. By combining 

quantitative research with qualitative research, a valid response to the questions is ensured, which 

increases the validity of the findings. 

 

2.6.2 Reliability 

Reliability relates to the reliability of the research, meaning whether the correct method is used and 

how robust it is (Olsen & Pedersen, 2003, p. 196). In other words, whether a result can be reproduced 

at another time by other researchers (Bryman, 2012, p. 46). Reliability is increased by continuously 

questioning whether the data processing and data collection are affected by the researchers or whether 

it is reliable and as objective as possible. 

 

In this research, the empirical data is considered to be reliable, as the thesis is using multiple data 

sources. By continuously categorizing the data process and data collection, as well as assessing 

whether the researchers have influenced the data, the reliability increases. However, subjectivity 

might occur which is sought to be reduced by verifying information using secondary sources. Fur-

thermore, interview guides are used in all interviews, thereby ensuring that the results can be repro-

duced at another time by other researchers, which also increases the reliability of the research.  
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2.7 Sub-Conclusion of Methodology  

The philosophy of science in this thesis follows both a neo-positivistic and constructivist perspective, 

in which knowledge is created with both quantitative and qualitative research. The reality view within 

neo-positivists is placed within critical realism, as it is impossible for humans to fully understand 

complexity that prevails in the perception of reality. This is caused by the fact that humans are influ-

enced by values and emotions. Yet, the reality view within constructivism is placed within relativism, 

which implies reality is multiple, since humans do not share the same interpretation of reality and 

they exist in peoples’ mind. The research approach alternates between an inductive and deductive 

approach. However, it is argued that this thesis is mainly based on an abductive approach, as it does 

not aim for developing or testing general theories. But rather focusing on the context that triggered 

the researchers’ wonder and not following a series of steps in a predetermined order. By using an 

exploratory approach, the research strategy is applying a case study strategy and a grounded theory 

strategy. Moreover, the research choice is a mixed-model research consisting of quantitative data and 

qualitative data, aiming to identify the underlying reasons but at the same time getting a large quantity 

of data. The data collection process consists of interviews, questionnaire, and focus group interviews 

including an experiment. 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Foundation 

The theoretical foundation aims to provide an understanding of the most relevant theories applied in 

this thesis. To identify the sources of the research, the theoretical foundation is necessary to address, 

in order to establish a comprehensive theoretical foundation and to capture the underlying mecha-

nisms in a subscription-based business model. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize and syn-

thesize the concepts and ideas of the frameworks without adding new contributions. Hence, the pur-

pose of the following sections is to define and concertize the theoretical frameworks. The following 

chapter is divided into four sections: 

1. The Subscription Economy, addresses the development of the Subscription Economy, in-

cluding how the concept has emerged. 

2. The Marketing Mix, includes a historical account for how the marketing practice and the 

concept of the Marketing Mix have emerged and developed over the past decades. 

3. Consumer Behavior, defines a clear consensus of the term and examines the factors that are 

influencing consumers. 

4. Culture, covers the aspect of culture in Denmark and Germany with the purpose of discov-

ering whether the differences might affect how to apply a subscription-based business model. 

 

3.1 The Subscription Economy 
The aim of the following sections is to explain how the Subscription Economy has emerged and 

evolved, as well as what challenges and opportunities subscriptions bring to businesses. In order to 

get a true understanding of the Subscription Economy, it is relevant to examine the roots and history 

of its beginning. 

 

3.1.1 From Product Economy to Subscription Economy 

For the past 120 years we have lived in a Product Economy, with products as the main focus point 

(Tzuo, 2018, p. 14). Companies have been concentrating mainly on producing successful products 
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and selling as many units through as many channels as possible. In other words, companies have had 

a more customer-focused approach do to business (Navint, 2019). In the Product Economy, the rela-

tionship between companies and consumers was based on discrete and often anonymous transactions, 

meaning companies were mainly focusing on consumer mass markets (Constantinides, 2006). For a 

consumer point of view, it was mainly about owning things during the Product Economy, however 

this has changed. 

 

As for today’s consumers, especially the Millennials, it is not important to the same extent to own 

goods, as it was before. This way, there is less focus on ownership (Tzuo, 2018, p. 17). Millennials 

are born between 1977 and 2000 and have a significant impact on today’s consumer behavior. In fact, 

Millennials represent 21% of consumer purchases, which is estimated to be over a trillion dollars in 

direct buying power and a huge influence on elder generations (FutureCast, 2018). More consumers 

frequently view the prospect of buying goods as unnecessary. Consumers expect service to provide 

immediate, ongoing fulfillment, from rideshares to streaming services to subscription boxes (Tzuo, 

2018, p. 17). As a new aspect, they want to be positively surprised on a regular basis. Forester Re-

search argues that this shift in consumer behavior changed preferences and needs, and are the begin-

ning of a new twenty-year business cycle, which is called ‘The Age of the Consumer’ (ibid.). The 

argument for the new business cycle is because a broad systematic shift in capital models exists, 

turning toward serving a generation of consumers who have the ability to price, critique, and purchase 

anytime, anywhere (ibid.). This means the focus on consumer mass markets and customer-focused 

business has shifted towards a more customer-centric approach, which is more about customer needs 

instead of customer wants (Constantinides, 2006). 

 

Initially, the corporate world has responded to this shift by building more systems, such as customer 

relationship management, customer loyalty programs, offered membership rewards and incentives 

(Tzuo, 2018, p. 18). This, among other things, indicates that new customers are harder to acquire 

compared to retaining loyal customers (ibid.). At the same time companies are also focusing a lot on 

customer journeys and net promoter scores, which is an indication of the shift from customer-focused 

approach to a customer-centric approach (ibid.). According to Tzuo (2018, p. 18), companies should 

respond to the customer-centric needs by establishing direct and ongoing relationships with the cus-

tomers. Instead of dividing customers into segments, they should be seen as individual subscribers 
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(ibid.). Meaning companies should focus on building long-term relationships, instead of ownership, 

invent new business models, grow recurring revenue, and deliver ongoing value (Tzuo, 2018, p. 19). 

 

The New Business Model 

Tzuo (2018, p. 19) describes the shift from Product Economy to Subscription Economy with ‘the 

New Business Model’ presented in figure 3.   

 

 
                                      Figure 3: The New Business Model (Tzuo, 2018, p. 19) 

 

The ‘Old Business Model’ in figure 3 shows that companies used to focus on getting the product to 

the market and selling as many units as possible, i.e. companies did business based on a customer-

focused approach (Tzuo, 2018, p. 19). This was accomplished by getting the products into as many 

sales channels and distribution channels as possible. Thus, sales and not the customers was the main 

focus point within the business (ibid.). But over the last years, this has changed, as ‘the New Business 

Model’ focuses on the consumers. 

 

Today, consumers navigate through several channels and the more information companies obtain 

about consumers, the better they are able to serve customer needs and customer expectations, i.e. the 

more valuable the relationships become (ibid.). Tzuo (2018, p. 20) refers to this as ‘the Digital Trans-

formation’. ‘The New Business Model’ has enabled linear transactional channels to a more circular, 

dynamic relationship with the subscriber (ibid.). Moreover, Tzuo (2018, p. 20) emphasizes the im-

portance of knowing the consumers, otherwise companies will most likely fail. In contrast, companies 

that aware of the preferences and expectations of the consumers (outside-in perspective) will succeed 
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over companies that spend a lot of effort and time in creating a product they ‘think’ are preferred by 

the consumers (inside-out perspective) (Tzou, 2018, p. 20). As such, Tzou (2018) argues that com-

panies need to start with the consumer and not the product, i.e. need to be customer-centric and not 

customer-focused. This shift, from a customer-focused to a customer-centric organizational mindset, 

is a defining characteristic of the Subscription Economy (ibid.). Hence, the way companies run their 

businesses today is by having more focus on service where it had previously been a product focus 

(ibid.). 

 

3.1.2 The Subscription Business Model 

Subscriptions have existed for decades and the history of the subscription-based business model dates 

back to the 1500s (Warrillow, 2015, p. 15). In the 17th century, the subscription-based business model 

was applied to early newspapers and magazines (Warrillow, 2015, p. 16). In fact, the subscription 

model became the standard business approach for information publishing (ibid.). The subscription-

based business model has ensured that journalists, authors, illustrators, historians, and cartographers 

have been paid for their work for hundreds of years (Tzuo, 2018, p. 20-21). However, the description 

of the evolving landscape of subscriptions by Simon-Kucher & Partners’ (2016, p. 4) is different. 

According to Simon-Kucher & Partner (2016, p. 4), the development of the Subscription Economy 

took place in four phases. First, in the 1980s the Subscription Economy was characterized by utilities, 

such as Comcast, Xfinity, Time Warner Cable, etc. (ibid.). Secondly, in the 1990s it was dominated 

by both media and software, such as New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Economist, Adobe, Mi-

crosoft, etc. (ibid.). In the 2000s, the streaming service was introduced with Spotify, Netflix, etc. 

(ibid.). Finally, in the 2010s, the subscription for Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) was on the rise 

(ibid.). 

 

This emphasize that the subscription-based business model has been around for centuries. However, 

the offerings of subscriptions have changed. Previously, the Subscription Economy was mainly dom-

inated by typical subscription businesses, such as gyms, mobile telephones, etc. But over the last two 

decades, new subscription solutions have been revitalized by technology (Warrillow, 2015, p. 18). 

This shift happens, due to the way subscriptions are being delivered digitally, and because of the huge 

amount of data that subscriptions are generating (Tzuo, 2018, p. 21). Digital consumer subscriptions 

are exploding because of massive new improvements in digital user experiences (ibid.). According 

to Warrillow (2015, p. 157), the subscription-based business model has gone mainstream and 
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consumers expect subscriptions to offer more value than alternative solutions, meaning consumers 

do more rational buying than before. 

 

Today’s subscription solutions are about ensuring a relationship over time, which is considered as 

one of the main strengths related to this type of business model (Warrillow, 2015, p. 153). The main 

advantage of adapting the subscription model is the business model increases the lifetime value of 

customers, as selling a subscription might generate a long-term relationship due to recurring payments 

as well as the opportunity to track customers preferences in time (Warrillow, 2015, p. 32-35). By 

having the subscription-based business model, demand is diversified, which might help planning the 

business activity more effectively (ibid.). In this way, it is possible to manage a common challenge 

of the traditional business model by being able to estimate the demand (Warrillow, 2015, p. 35). 

 

Warrillow (2015, p. 41) argues that it is also necessary to consider the challenges of adapting the 

subscription-based business model. By dividing revenue from customers into smaller amounts over 

time, it is seen as one of the biggest challenges related to the subscription model, compared to receiv-

ing a bigger payment immediately. This is considered a risk, since customers may cancel their sub-

scription in an early stage. 

 

3.2 The Marketing Mix 
The purpose of the following sections is to address how the marketing mix is applied practice, and 

how the concept of the Marketing Mix have emerged and developed over the past decades. Moreover, 

the limitations and pitfalls related to the Marketing Mix are addressed as well. 

 

3.2.1 Marketing Tools  

According to Andersen et al. (2012, p. 23), various factors have an impact on marketing decisions of 

a company. Some factors are based on macroeconomic conditions, such as legislation and develop-

ments in the world economy, while other conditions are based on microeconomic conditions, such as 

consumer buying power or competitors' efforts in the market. In fact, some factors are determined by 

the company itself, which include: What kind of products the company wants to offer, how to deter-

mine the price, which distribution channels should be used, and how the company should attract 

customers (ibid.). 
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These factors are marketing tools that companies must be able to determine in which have an impact 

on sales. The marketing tools are also known as the Marketing Mix (Andersen et al., 2012, p. 23). 

Doyle & Stern (2006) define the Marketing Mix as: “... the set of decisions that management makes 

to implement its positioning strategy and achieve its objectives” (p. 88). According to Kotler, Arm-

strong, Harris & Percy (2013, p. 12), the Marketing Mix is a set of marketing tools that companies 

use to implement their marketing strategy. The Marketing Mix is classified into four broad groups, 

also known as the 4 Ps of marketing: Product, price, place, and promotion. These tools are further 

elaborated in the next section.  

 

3.2.2 The 4 Ps of the Marketing Mix Framework 

The framework of the Marketing Mix has been widely applied and well-discussed among scholars 

and marketers for decades. The Marketing Mix originated in the 60s, where Borden (1964) identified 

12 manageable marketing elements in the article ‘The Concept of the Marketing Mix’ (Constan-

tinides, 2006). Borden’s (1964) framework of the Marketing Mix assumes that the 12 factors should 

lead to a profitable business operation, if they are managed correctly (Constantinides, 2006). After-

wards, McCarthy (1964) reduced the 12 factors to a simple four-element framework focusing on: 

Product, Price, Promotion. and Place, also known today as the traditional Marketing Mix (ibid.). 

This reduction of the elements in the Marketing Mix has made it more complex as well as more 

overlapping (Fifield, 1993, p. 208). Thus, the framework of the 4 Ps has a holistic marketing ap-

proach, where it is about applying the Marketing Mix, so all the Ps interact (Kotler, Keller, Brady, 

Goodman & Hansen, 2012, p. 31). 

 

The 4 Ps are perceived as controllable variables that companies can simulate in order to manage the 

demand from their target market, which is one of the advantages within the framework (Wilmshurst 

& Mackay, 2002, p. 109-110). Additionally, Jobber (2001) argues: "The strength of the 4Ps approach 

is that it represents a memorable and practical framework for marketing decision-making and has 

proved useful for case study analysis in business schools for many years" (Constantinides, 2006, p. 

408). Thus, the framework of the Marketing Mix is relevant to include in this research, as it has 

proved useful for case study analysis within business settings.  

 

Doyle & Stern (2006, p. 37) argue that the framework is adjusted to offer value to customers as well 

as communicate the offer and to create it accessible and convenient. However, critics argue that the 
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framework is too simple and should be extended with three additional P’s: Physical, evidence, and 

process (Constantinides, 2006). The extended Marketing Mix is also known and defined as the 7 Ps 

and is specifically applied by service companies (Constantinides, 2006). According to Fifield (1993, 

p. 208-209), marketing within service companies is different from marketing of product companies, 

since services are intangible, i.e. they cannot be touched or seen prior to the purchase. In addition, 

services are heterogeneous, as it often is intangible, therefore it is difficult for companies to offer 

standardized solutions (ibid.). However, the research of the thesis focuses on a broader perspective 

and is not based on investigations on a company level. Hence, the focus is on the 4 Ps of the Marketing 

Mix and not the 7 Ps. In the following sub-sections, the approach of the 4 Ps is discussed and outlined, 

in order to gain an understanding of the Marketing Mix in practice. 

 

Product 

Kotler & Armstrong (2004) define product as: “… the goods and product-and-service combination 

the company offers to the target market” (p. 56). The product in the Marketing Mix covers both 

physiological attributes, in terms of goods and intangible services that satisfy wants or needs of con-

sumers (Doyle & Stern, 2006, p. 363). Doyle & Stern (2006, p. 363) argue that services might result 

in higher perceived risk, as the intangible element related to services may challenge customers’ per-

ception of what is being provided. 

 

According to Andersen et al. (2012, p. 474), product is considered as a company’s primary action 

parameter, which can be delivered through branding and other actions that frequently results in pur-

chasing of the product. This might lead to customer driven value and the customers’ perception of 

the brand (Kotler et al., 2013, p. 239). The focus on customers’ consumption should not only concerns 

the general service or product. Also, it is important to focus on what value the service or product are 

contributing to the customers (ibid.). This can be accomplished through three levels: Core Customer 

Value, Actual Product, and Augmented Product (Kotler et al., 2013, p. 239-240). Core customer value 

refers to the true achievements customers achieve through the purchase. Actual product relates to 

features of products or services, such as quality, design, or packaging. Augmented product refers to 

the added offerings of products or services. Thus, the most relevant elements in the product strategy 

is to gain insights about what and how much value the products or services might contribute to the 

customers. 
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Price 

The second P in the Marketing is the price and refers to: “… the amount of money customers have to 

pay to obtain the product” (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 56). Fifield (1993, p. 222) highlights sev-

eral factors that are necessary to consider in the development of a pricing strategy. Especially, com-

petitors’ pricing strategy, as well as the position of the products’ life cycle are relevant to consider. 

According to Andersen et al. (2012, p. 522), price is a reversible parameter, which means it can be 

changed very quickly. This is due to the fact that price is a measurable and unique size, which is often 

easy to communicate to customers. Thus, competitors can respond very quickly with price increases 

or price reductions. Though, prices are not static and the same product is often sold at different prices, 

depending on, among other things, demand, supply, and competitive market conditions (ibid.). 

 

When developing a price strategy, the most common mistakes are if the price does not differ enough 

within different market segments and products (Fifield, 1993, p. 224). Companies are likely to be too 

cost oriented and change the price too frequently, independent of the rest of the Marketing Mix (ibid.). 

Based on this, the most relevant element in pricing strategy is to find the right balance between a 

company’s need for profit and the customers’ desire to pay the appropriate price for the product. 

 

Place 

The action of moving a product from the producer to the customer is characterized as place. Place is 

often related to the distribution of products or services (Kotler et al., 2013, p. 354). This movement 

does often occur through a combination of inflows as well as outflows within companies’ supply 

chains (ibid.). According to Andersen et al. (2012, p. 552), it is important for companies that products 

reach the customers at the right time and in the right amount. In order to accomplish these actions, 

companies should decide whether the distribution should take place as direct distribution or indirect 

distribution (ibid.). By applying direct distribution, companies distribute products without any inter-

mediaries, while using indirect distribution, products are distributed through one or more intermedi-

aries to customers (ibid.). Therefore, it is relevant to gain knowledge about, what distribution strategy 

that is considered as the most optimal to reach customers. 

 

Promotion 

According to Kotler et al. (2013), a company’s promotion mix involves: “… the specific blend of 

advertising, public relations, personal selling, sales promotion and direct marketing tools that the 
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company uses to persuasively communicate customer value and build customer relationships” (p. 

418). It is necessary that communication related to the company and its brand is well defined (Kotler 

et al., 2013. p. 419). According to Kotler et al. (2013, p. 419), this can be achieved by applying the 

concept of integrated marketing communication, which is a concept of planning that integrates all the 

promotional tools, so they work together in harmony (Anderson & Narus, 2004, p. 324). 

 

Promotion is considered as the last ‘P’ in the Marketing Mix and connects the other three Ps together 

in terms of how product, price, and place are communicated towards the customers. Hence, it is rel-

evant to gain knowledge about: What is going to be communicated, how is it going to be communi-

cated, when is it going to be communicated, and where is it going to be communicated. 

 

3.2.3 The Evolvement of the Marketing Mix 

As mentioned, the framework of the Marketing Mix by McCarthy (1964) consists of four controllable 

variables that has proved useful for case study analysis in business settings for many years (Constan-

tinides, 2006). However, the framework has also been subject to criticism. In the following section, 

pitfalls and limitations of the 4 Ps of Marketing Mix is further addressed. 

 

Taking the development of the marketing environment into consideration, the field of marketing man-

agement has been exposed to dominant changes. The center of marketing has gone from focusing on 

the consumer mass markets and customer-focused approach in the 60s, to a more customer-centric 

approach (Constantinides, 2006). According to Constantinides (2006), the shift has resulted in an 

academic progress to adjust and develop McCarthy’s (1964) framework of the 4 Ps. 

 

Möller (2006) identifies four pitfalls related to the framework of the 4 Ps: “The Mix does not consider 

customer behaviour but is internally oriented. The Mix regards customers as passive; it does not 

allow interaction and cannot capture relationships. The Mix is void of theoretical content; it works 

primarily as a simplistic device focusing the attention of management. The Mix does not offer help 

for personification of marketing activities” (p. 441-442).  

 

These pitfalls are perceived as relevant to consider for this research, in terms of how the consumer 

behavior has influenced the way companies should apply the Marketing Mix. The pitfalls identified 

by Möller (2006) can be aligned with Constantinides’ (2006) view on the Marketing Mix. 
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Constantinides (2006) stresses two main limitations of the Marketing Mix as a management tool are 

identified: The framework’s internal orientation as well as the lack of personalization.  

 

According to Constantinides (2006), it is important to aim attention on getting improved insights on 

the dynamics and the constantly changing principles of the marketing environment of the 21st century, 

if marketing is to be applied as an important value-adding activity in the future. However, it is con-

sidered as relevant to focus on customer value, while at the same time building market oriented, 

flexible, and inventive companies, instead of the defined processes of the 4 Ps. The purpose of this is 

to be capable of constantly innovate and adapt to fast-changing market conditions (ibid.). In fact, 

significant shifts within consumer behavior and preferences have weakened the effectiveness of the 

impersonal one-way communication and the mass marketing approaches. The never ending stream 

of new technologies available to businesses and customers enable more choices and new possibilities 

for customers (ibid.). In an environment like this, the service and the personalized customer-centric 

approach have evolved to be important for companies to consider when creating value-adding activ-

ities in the future. Also, it is found that the framework consists of several area-specific limitations 

that underlines the need for further research on the issue (ibid.).  

 

Despite the fact that the framework of the 4 Ps does not focus on the concept of subscription-based 

business models, which is subject to criticism. Though, it is argued that the traditional Marketing Mix 

has become a synonymous to the term marketing. Also, it can be argued that the Marketing Mix is a 

trusted conceptual platform of practitioners dealing with tactical and operations marketing issues 

(Constantinides, 2006, p. 408). 

 

3.3 Consumer Behavior 
The purpose of this section is to address the theoretical foundation within consumer behavior includ-

ing what factors that might influence the consumer behavior within subscriptions. Consumer behavior 

is defined as the total amount of consumers’ decision with respect to the acquisition, consumption, 

and disposition of goods, services, time, and ideas by human decision-making units (Hoyer et al., 

2013, p. 3). It covers four basic domains: “The psychological core, the process of making decisions, 

the consumer’s culture, and consumer behavior outcomes and issues” (Hoyer et al., 2013, p. 1). 
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In the early stages, microeconomic theory has for a long time had a great impact on consumer behav-

ior theory. Especially, the economic thinking and the idea of consumers being rational have domi-

nated the theory (Dubois, 2000, p. 15). This is not considered as a realistic assumption, as research in 

social science has exposed that an individual consumer’s personal knowledge and the knowledge of 

the external environment are not perceived as perfect and rational (ibid.). According to Chisnall 

(1985): “Buying behavior should take account of the structure of society and the interactions of indi-

viduals within the various groups and subgroups… cultural beliefs, values…” (MacDonagh, Linehan 

& Weldridge, 2002, p. 11). Hence, it is argued that consumer behavior is affected by a combination 

of individual and social factors (MacDonagh et al., 2002, p. 12). This means it is not sufficient enough 

to only analyze the observable aspects of consumer behavior, such as the actual consumer purchases, 

in order to understand the underlying motives for consumer behavior (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 

178-179).  

 

According to Kotler & Armstrong (2004, p. 179), consumers’ purchases are highly affected by cul-

tural, social, personal, and psychological factors. Most of the factors that influence consumer behav-

ior cannot be controlled by marketers, however, it is important to consider the factors in order to 

understand consumer preferences and needs (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 178-179). Culture can be 

understand as: “... the accumulation of shared meanings, rituals, norms and traditions among the 

members of an organization or society” (Soloman, Bamossy, Askegaard & Hogg, 2013, p. 529). 

Kotler & Armstrong (2004, p. 180) relate culture to the basic principles, behaviors and values learned 

by the society, family, and other important institutes. Since every society or group is defined by its 

own specific culture, the cultural influences on consumer behavior might differ from country to coun-

try (ibid.). As the thesis focuses on both Danish and German consumers and the behavioral differ-

ences between these two consumer groups, it is relevant for this thesis to further elaborate on culture, 

which is done in section 3.4. 

 

Additionally, social factors related to the consumer’s reference groups i.e. family, and the social roles 

do also have an impact on consumer behavior (Kotler et al., 2012, p. 249). Consumers’ behavior are 

also affected by personal factors, such as age, life cycle stage, occupation, economic situation, life-

style, and personality and self-concept (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 186). Lastly, the purchases of 

consumers are highly affected by psychological factors as motivation, perception, learnings, beliefs 

and attitudes (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 191). It is evaluated that the main focus in this research 
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is related to the psychological factors in terms of the perception and the motives from the consumers. 

Hence, the psychological factors is elaborated in the following. 

 

3.3.1 Psychological Factors 

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of theories about human motivation related to 

the psychological factors that influence consumer behavior. Moreover, the pitfalls of the theories are 

also addressed. According to Statt (1997, p. 94), research of motives and motivation are relevant to 

study in order to understand the underlying psychological effects on consumer behavior. Gaining 

knowledge of these motivational components provides a better understanding of consumer behavior, 

the choice of products as well as preferences (Statt, 1997, p. 94; Andersen et al., 2012, p. 171). 

 

Needs 

Needs, motives, and motivation may be defined in different ways. According to Kotler & Armstrong 

(2004, p. 191), psychological factors are derived from the need for belonging or recognition. Thus, 

the need converts to a motive when it stimulates an appropriate level of intensity. Kotler & Armstrong 

(2004) define motives as: “A need that is sufficiently pressing to direct the person to seek satisfaction 

of the need” (p. 191). This can be related to ‘Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs’ (Statt, 1997, p. 97). The 

framework highlights that human needs are hierarchical in nature (MacDonagh et al., 2002, p. 89). 

Also, the framework focuses on human needs, the strength of the needs, as well as how humans will 

satisfy the needs (ibid.). 

 

Motives & Motivation 

According to Solomon et al. (2013), motivation relates to the activity that triggers people to behave 

the way they do: “The degree to which a person is willing to expend energy to reach one goal as 

opposed to another reflect their underlying motivation to attain that goal” (p. 187). Additionally, 

Arnold, Cooper & Robertson (1998) highlight motivation is a driver that force people into action 

(MacDonagh et al., 2002, p. 83). This can be aligned with the definition of Statt (1997), who  high-

lights motivation as: “A general term of any part of the hypothetical psychological process which 

involves the experiencing of needs and drives, and the behavior that leads to the goal which satisfy 

them” (p. 95). Meaning, the buying behavior is affected by three factors: The ability to buy something, 

the opportunity to buy it, and the motivation. 
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Pitfalls 

Several theories of motivation exist, to explain why consumers behave the way they do. According 

to MacDonagh et al. (2002, p. 81), the concept of motivation is considered complex and multifaceted. 

Thus, the complex nature might consistently cause ambiguities in the understanding of the concept 

(ibid.). However, it is crucial to notice that any motivation theory is not impenetrable, as all the the-

ories both consist of advantages and pitfalls (ibid.).  

 

According to Bayton (1958), motivation theories frequently, but also deceptively assume consumers 

are exclusively motivated by one specific motive or need. Yet, Bayton (1958) suggests that consum-

ers are motivated by a combination of various needs and motives, as consumers weight some of these 

relatively stronger than others. Also, Bayton (1958) argues that a difference between ‘true’ motives 

and rationalized motives exist, which is perceived as the last pitfall. Consumers might not be aware 

of the actual needs guiding their behavior. If consumers are confronted with this actively or passively, 

they will frequently pursuit to retrospectively rationalize their behavior, by referring needs or motives 

to their behavior that are persistent with their personality or socially acceptable. Often these processes 

take place by rationalizing behavior subconsciously. However, consumers might also be aware of the 

personal true motives in some cases (ibid.). The last pitfall can be related to the individual perception 

of consumers, which is elaborated further in the next section. 

 

Perception 

Motivation affects consumers to act with the purpose of satisfying their needs, actions, and the way 

they react rely upon their individual perception (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 192). Kotler & Arm-

strong (2004) define perception as: “The process by which people select, organize, and interpret 

information to form a meaningful picture of the world” (p. 193). According to MacDonagh et al. 

(2002, p. 29), it is relevant to study the perceptual process of consumers in order to understand con-

sumer behavior. MacDonagh et al. (2002, p. 28) highlight that consumers’ perception of a given 

situation might not necessarily be rational and accurate, it is the way consumers imitate the situation 

that is important. Different variables, such as past experiences, expectations, and motivations have 

an impact on how people perceive the world (ibid.). Taking these variables into account, it might be 

possible to improve the insights of perceptions that influence the buying behavior. These variables 

refer to as the internal factors. However, Statt (1997, p. 51) argues that consumers perceive the world 

differently, from the way it really is, are affected by external factors too. According to Statt (1997, p. 
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51), the biggest contrast is related to the fact that every consumer brings a personal or individual 

group of internal factors to a perception situation, while the external factors are more or less similar 

to every consumer. It is fundamental to notice that the actions or reaction of consumers are based on 

personal perceptions, which is not considered an objective reality (MacDonagh et al., 2002, p. 29). 

Consumers do often relate products or services to a symbolic value, which reflects the perceived 

image of the product as well as the perceived self-image (ibid.). In the situation of purchase, consum-

ers do frequently attempt to move the perceived symbolic value of products or services to their per-

ceived self-image (ibid.). 

 

People can emerge with different perceptions of the same stimulus based on three perceptual pro-

cesses: Selective attention, selective distortion, and selective retention (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 

193). Attention is considered as the distribution of processing capacity to some stimulus (Kotler et 

al., 2012, p. 261). Selective attention refers to attracting consumers’ notice (ibid.). According to Ko-

tler et al. (2012, p. 261), consumers more often notice stimuli that relates to a present need, as con-

sumers are more likely to consider stimuli they are prepared for. Noting the selective attention mar-

keters might try to develop their proposals in order to avoid selective attention filters (ibid.). Selective 

distortion highlights: “... the tendency of people to interpret in way that will support what they already 

believe” (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 193). Findings from research show that consumers frequently 

twist information in order to be persistent with previous brand and product experiences and beliefs 

(Kotler et al., 2012, p. 261). Selective distortion is considered as an advantage within strong brands, 

when consumers receive ambiguous or indifferent brand information to make it extra positive (ibid.). 

Selective retention affects the consumer to be more likely to remember good points about products. 

Consumers like and forget good points related to competing products (Kotler & Armstrong, 2004, p. 

193).  

 
3.3.2 Means-End Chain Theory  

The means-end chain (MEC) theory is applied in order to identify the needs, motivations, and values 

for today’s consumers. This section is going to address the MEC theory, including the different steps 

within the approach.  

 

MEC theory addresses how consumer decision-making can be understood as a process of solving a 

problem. Consumers consume a certain product or present certain behavior as a mean, in order to 

reach a certain desired end-state, objective or goal (Zanoli & Naspetti, 2002). The MEC approach 
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provides an understanding of consumers’ purchase and consumption decisions by addressing how 

personal value influence the individual behavior (Parry, 2001, p. 43; Kahle & Chiagouris, 1997, p. 

3). According to Reynolds & Gengler (1995) value is defined as: “…motivating ‘end-states of exist-

ence’ which individuals strive for in their lives” (Parry, 2001, p. 1). In the research, a MEC analysis 

is applied in order to structure the conducted interviews. The MEC approach is applied in the analysis 

in order to develop a map of similar consumers, which in the end contributes to a understanding of 

the consumers behavior as well as getting insights of drivers and barriers within subscriptions. This 

is done by linking elements that represent the consumption and the consumers’ perceptions, to un-

derstand how the target segment transforms attributes through personal values associated with them.  

 

According to Reynolds & Gutman (1988), a specific choice is made by consumers because they be-

lieve they can achieve a desired value through the consequences, provided by the attributes of this 

choice (Arsil et al., 2016). MEC theory is considered as a dynamic perspective, as one of the most 

important aspects of the theory includes how consumers organize information about their consump-

tion choices (Parry, 2001, p. 8). Consumers connect attributes with consequences (positive or nega-

tive), and they connect those consequences, directly or indirectly, with their personal values. This 

leads to the MEC theory relating the attributes (A) and links sequentially to the consequences (C) that 

derive their importance from the use of the choice by satisfying personal values (V), producing an A-

C-V sequence and forming a ‘ladder’ (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Based on this, the MEC approach 

cannot only be applied in order describe the consumers’ decisions but also in order to understand 

them.  

 

The Three Levels of MEC 

Attributes seek to understand the characteristics of how consumers define a product or seek to under-

stand which attributes affect the purchasing decision involves (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Over the 

years, different marketing scholars have proposed different ways of identifying product attributes 

(Parry, 2001, p. 66). In a review of the different authors definitions, several distinctions among at-

tributes are revealed (ibid.). For instance, some attributes are defined as unidimensional, while other 

attributes are defined as multidimensional. Meaning some attributes are characterized by well-defined 

characteristics, while other attributes aggregate the information contained in several attributes (ibid.). 

Furthermore, attributes can be separated into search and experience attributes. Search attributes is 

assessed before the purchase, while the experience attribute is assessed after the purchase (ibid.).  
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Gutman (1982) defines consequences as any result related directly or indirectly to consumers based 

on their behavior. Consequences are considered as both desirable and undesirable (ibid.). Desirable 

consequences are related to the advantages consumers enjoy when purchasing and are also character-

ized as benefits. According to Gutman (1982), consumers need to consume in order to realize the 

desired consequences. Hence, a choice among alternative decisions must be made. In order to make 

this choice, consumers have to discover which products have attributes that will produce these desired 

consequences (ibid.). However, no specific and single purchase offer everything that consumers de-

sire. In the understanding of how the consumers decide, the benefits that are the most important is 

found within the customers personal values (Parry, 2001, p. 101).  

 

According to Gutman (1982), a person’s values are based on culture, society, its institutions, and 

personality. Gengler & Reynold (1995) relate value to personal values, which they define as: “moti-

vating ‘end-states of existence’ which individuals strive for their lives” (p. 22). Meaning, personal 

values are individuals’ internal self-relevant goal states (Gengler & Reynold, 1995, p. 22). According 

to Schwartz (2012), ten motivationally distinct types of values can be recognized across cultures. 

However, the values of the MEC analysis are not applied in this thesis, as the research is based on 

grounded theory, which seeks to have an open approach to the analysis.  

 

3.4 Culture 
In the study of consumer research, the purpose is to gain an understanding of consumer behavior in 

order to explain, interpret, and explore the potential differences and similarities between consumers 

in Denmark and Germany. Therefore, it is essential to gain knowledge of the underlying cultural 

values that trigger the individual consumer’s behavior. According to De Mooij (2011), consumer 

behavior is largely influenced by the culture: “Cultural values are at the root of consumer behavior, 

so understanding culture’s influence is necessary for those who want to succeed in the global market 

place” (p. 2). Solomon et al.’s (2013, p. 529) definition of culture is: “a concept crucial to the under-

standing of consumer behavior”. This supports De Mooij’s (2011, p. 2) statement that culture is an 

important aspect when studying consumer behavior. In addition, Solomon et al. (2013, p. 530) states 

that consumers determine the success or failure of specific products and services, this emphasize the 

importance of companies to understand consumers including the underlying culture. 
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Still, one of the main challenges when conducting cross-cultural research is that cultures are dynamic 

(Triandis, 1994, p. xii; Dougles & Craig, 1997; Ting-Toomey, 1999, p. 3). In fact, there is a growing 

sense of urgency that companies need to increase the understanding of people from diverse cultural 

and ethnic backgrounds (Ting-Toomey, 1999, p. 3). This is among other things due to the rapid 

changes in global economy and technology (ibid.). According to Solomon et al. (2013, p. 3), general 

theories about the psychological or sociological influences on consumer behavior may be generalized 

to all Western cultures. Though, it is important to consider culturally specific aspects, even though 

certain groups of consumers do show similar kinds of behavior across nationalities (Solomon et al. 

2013, p. 3). People’s consumption life varies greatly from one European country to another and some-

times even within different regions of the same country. Therefore, it is important to include culture 

in terms of nationally (ibid.). 

 

Culture covers a broad spectrum of definitions, in which, it can be divided into categories that reflect 

characteristics of people, such as gender, age, social class, ethnicity, etc. (Hoyer et al., 2013, p. 443). 

Since culture can be defined in many aspects, this thesis will only be examining culture in terms of 

nationality differences i.e. a cross-national research. By conducting a cross-national research, it might 

be possible to identify cultural differences and similarities between two or more countries. The pur-

pose of this is to produce generalizable results and to test the universality (Douglas & Craig, 1997). 

 

3.4.1 Gert Hofstede 

Geert Hofstede the Dutch researcher is widely-known within his study of culture (De Mooij, 2011, 

p. 42). Hofstede defines culture as: “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes mem-

bers of one group or category if people from others” (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005, p. 4). Hofstede 

has proposed six independent dimensions of culture nature to analyze differences in consumer be-

havior, as he states that societies differ along these dimensions, which can be identified in multiple 

countries: Power distance, individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, uncertainty avoidance, 

and long-term/short-term orientation (Hofstede, Hofstede & Minkov, 2019).  

 

However, Hofstede’s approach has been criticized, as the dimensions do not account for the differ-

ences in the meaning and the role of the concepts in each culture (Solomon et al., 2013, p. 532). Other 

approaches to analyze and address the aspect of culture exist, still, Hofstede’s dimensions are useful 

for marketing purposes (De Mooij, 2011, p. 42). Especially, Hofstede’s framework is evaluated to be 
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useful in relation to this research, since De Mooij (2011, p. 42) has been able to demonstrate that the 

dimensions give rise to specific consumer behavior differences at national level. Furthermore, the 

application of Hofstede’s framework is used worldwide in both academic and professional manage-

ment setting, which is why the thesis includes this framework of cultural dimensions (Hofstede et al., 

2019). However, it is important to notice that the cultural dimensions represent independent prefer-

ences for one situation rather than another that distinguish countries rather than individuals from each 

other (ibid.). In addition, the country scores on the dimensions are relative, since all humans are 

unique (ibid.). Therefore, it is important to mention that this framework is used at an overall level 

that can be used to generalize, in which only includes the most relevant dimensions related to the 

research question. The following definitions of the dimensions are based on Hofstede et al. (2019): 

 

Power Distance expresses the degree to which the less powerful members of a society accept and 

expect that power is distributed unequally. Meaning if the Power Distance is high, people in a society 

are more likely to accept the power distance. Furthermore, Individualism addresses the degree of 

interdependence that a society maintains among its members. In other words, it has to do with whether 

people’s self-image is defined as ‘I’ or ‘We’. Moreover, Uncertainty Avoidance expresses the extent 

that the society of a culture feel threatened by unknown or ambiguous situations and have created 

beliefs and institutions that try to avoid these. In fact, countries exhibiting strong Uncertainty Avoid-

ance maintain rigid codes of belief and behavior and are intolerant of unconventional behavior and 

ideas. Lastly, Indulgence stands for to what extent people try to control their desires and impulses. 

Indulgence is a society allows relatively free satisfaction of basic and natural human drives related to 

enjoying life and having fun. Contrary, Restraint stands for a society that suppresses satisfaction of 

needs and regulates it by means of strict social norms. 

 

3.5 Sub-Conclusion of Theoretical Foundation 

The theoretical foundation aims to provide an understanding of the most relevant theories applied in 

this thesis. The theories reviewed in this chapter are the Subscription Economy, which addresses the 

development of the Subscription Economy by including how the concept has emerged. The Market-

ing Mix addresses a historical foundation for how the marketing mix is applied in practice and how 

the framework emerged and developed over the past decades. Moreover, consumer behavior is in-

cluded with focus on needs, motives and motivation. Within the literature of consumer behavior, the 
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framework of MEC is also included. Lastly, theory regarding culture is described in order to cover 

the aspect of culture within Denmark and Germany. 
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Chapter 4: Presenting Data 

Before the collected data is analyzed in Chapter 5, the collected data is carefully coded and cleaned, 

which is the purpose of this chapter. The following sections present five parts presentation of: 

1. Expert Interviews 

2. Questionnaire 

3. Focus Groups 

4. Experiment 

5. Company Interview 

 

4.1 Expert Interviews 
The following section presents the findings from the two expert interview. First, the mail interview 

is presented, follow by the semi-structured interview. All the data is coded in accordance to grounded 

theory, as mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.5.3 Data Analysis. Thus, this section aims to present the 

axial codes and selective codes. 

 

4.1.1 Mail Interview 

The following coding in constructed in a code book, which is presented in Appendix J. 

 

 Companies do marketing differently 

 
Figure 4: Subscription companies do marketing differently (authors creation) 
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Today, social media channels are widely applied within subscriptions compared to billboards and TV 

advertisements. This is due to the fact that subscription services mainly shape the customer journey 

by offering services that are compelling enough to generate word of mouth. Furthermore, subscrip-

tions provide consumer data as subscription companies get consumer data directly through their prod-

uct or service, whereas marketers use a lot of money on buying consumer data. This has enabled 

subscription companies to do marketing differently compared to traditional businesses. Moreover, 

marketing resources are used a lot to optimize growth within subscription services. As subscription 

companies get data directly from their product and services, engineers and data scientists are increas-

ingly used for marketing purposes to process consumer data. Therefore, engineers have to a greater 

extent taken over marketing tasks and are building freemium models as marketing tools to create 

upgrading incentives and offering in-app purchases for customers. However, some traditional mar-

keting tools are still important, since storytelling, traditional branding and promotion are still needed 

within marketing to be able to translate all data into broader and compelling messages. 

 

Experience and service shape the customer journey 

 
Figure 5: Experience and service shape the customer journey (authors creation) 

Within subscription services, the customer journey is mainly shaped by the end-to-end experiences. 

Experiences including the “sign-up” experience, the “first time of trying it out”-experience and the 

“this is cool I’m still using it”-experience are fundamental within the customer journey. These expe-

riences are important, as they attract new subscribers and keep current customers happily surprised. 

Keeping the customers happily surprised on a consistent basis is an important element in the customer 

journey. Thus, the ability to provide a great experience is crucial. In addition, subscriptions have to 

start with great service. Marketing efforts have to start with a great service, which is fundamental in 

the first place. 
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Demanding another way of shopping 

 
Figure 6: Demanding another way of shopping (authors creation) 

Today, consumers have everchanging needs and expect personalized services, as every consumer is 

unique and has different needs. This means that businesses that sell one-size-fits all packages will be 

challenged, since consumers demanding another way of shopping. Additionally, consumers want to 

subscribe to more products in the future. This means all products and services will eventually be 

available as an on-demand utility like water or electricity. In fact, consumers have a growing prefer-

ence to subscribe to services rather than buying products. This involves entire industries are making 

a shift to the subscription model, as it brings growth and more consumers are demanding another way 

of shopping. 

 

Storytelling is crucial within subscriptions 

 
Figure 7: Storytelling is crucial within subscriptions (authors creation) 

The ability of storytelling is important within subscriptions, as subscription services need an over-

arching story that put the service and the users within a broader social narrative. The model of story-

telling, the three rooms mental consists of the ‘how’, ‘who’, and ‘why’. Companies are good at sto-

rytelling of the ‘how’ and ‘who’, however they fail in the storytelling of the ‘why’, which relates to 
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the bigger reason why the company exists. The ‘why’ is seen as an important part of the storytelling, 

meaning companies should always start with the ‘why’.  

 

Moving away from the traditional ownership 

 
Figure 8: Moving away from the traditional ownership (authors creation) 

Today, a shift away from the product era exists, which means it is the end of ownership, as many 

companies are moving away from the traditional ownership. This is due to the fact that consumers 

prefer to buy services rather than products, meaning they want access, when they need the products 

without owning it. In fact, consumers are demanding new consumption models, anything expect ac-

tually buying a product. The shift away from the product era is a global phenomenon, which is driven 

by subscribers and has led to more companies offering services/access instead of ownership. On both 

part of the businesses and consumers have a growing preference to subscribe to services. 

 

Understanding customers are crucial for customer relationships 

 
Figure 8: Understanding customers are crucial for customer relationships  (authors creation) 

For companies, the subscription model is about customer relationships, as it provides businesses with 

the opportunity to understand customer preferences and behaviors. This is fundamental in order to 
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develop longer-lasting and more meaningful relationships. Long relationships contribute to new, and 

more predictable revenue streams, as long relationships contribute to loyal customers, a sharper com-

petitive edge, as well as a stronger business foundation. Therefore, understanding customers is im-

portant. In order to understand the customers, companies have to be open-minded and curios by ask-

ing questions and conducting informal feedback sessions to understand potential customers.  

 

Growth drivers within subscriptions 

 
Figure 9: Growth drivers within subscriptions(authors creation) 

Pricing is one of the biggest growth drivers within subscription businesses. However, when entering 

the market companies might not set the right price point. This means subscription companies have to 

experiment and be innovative when setting the price. Apart from pricing, another growth driver within 

subscriptions is the current subscriber base of a company. As subscription companies mature, they 

find that most of the value is received from their current subscriber base, rather than acquiring new 

customers. The value from the current subscriber base can be created by cross-selling opportunities 

and up-selling opportunities.  

 

4.1.2 In-depth Interview 

The following coding in constructed in a code book, which is presented in Appendix K. 
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Willing to subscribe when risk and commitment are low 

 
Figure 10: Willing to subscribe when risk and commitment are low (authors creation) 

Freemium models and trials have paid quite well for many companies, as they attract many customers. 

Subscription companies are doing marketing with trials to try to convince potential customers to ex-

perience the subscription, which has been successful, as consumers prefer the freemium model. Con-

sumers prefer the freemium model, as they like the low risk and commitment. Freemium and trials 

give the customer the opportunity to subscribe to product or service without they have to commit to 

it. As people are risk adverse they want to try but not commit to a big purchase. With subscriptions, 

there is a lower risk, as consumers often do not have to commit. Subscription companies can attract 

customers, as there is not a big financial investment related to this type of purchase and business 

model due to the low amount. Therefore, consumers are willing to subscribe when the risk and com-

mitment are low. 

 

Decision making does not involve high effort 

 
Figure 11: Decision making does not involve high effort (authors creation) 

People are using System 2, when they are buying a one off purchase product and it is a high amount, 

as they have to be rational thinking. Naturally, people are quite decision lazy, as they do not want to 

think a lot because it cost a lot of energy and annoys people. In fact, system 2 does not really have to 

be activated with subscription, as the decision making process is more straightforward and easy, 
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because the amount that customers have to pay at once is significant lower with subscriptions com-

pared to normal purchase. Consumers that are risk adverse do not want to commit to a big purchase. 

Subscription companies attract customers because the decision making process involves low amount 

and low commitment.  

 

Subscription-based pricing give the ability to customize 

 
Figure 12: Subscription-based pricing give the ability to customize (authors creation) 

Subscription-based pricing is really popular, since it is quite handy and convenient for the customers. 

It is about versioning, such as good, better and best kind of strategies. These strategies contribute to 

the ability to provide customization, because the customers can choose what kind of versioning they 

want. This involves subscriptions are more customer centric and subscription companies have the 

ability to tailor the offer a lot more to the customers’ needs. By having versioning, subscription com-

panies have high chances of meeting the customers’ value perceptions. However, companies really 

need to be sure they understand the customers. 

 

Demanding another way of shopping 

 
Figure 13: Demanding another way of shopping (authors creation) 
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An increasingly tendency of providing subscriptions exists. Companies try to move away from the 

one time purchase to the recurring purchase. Moreover, there is a clear trend that more subscription-

based business models will arise, since more customers demand a service oriented business model 

instead of the traditional ownership model. This is because consumers do not really own the products, 

which has bought many difficulties within pricing. Today, customers are less risk averse, as they do 

not own the product, they are just basically using it or using the service. There is a lot of general 

benefits within subscriptions that comes with the kind of more service oriented business model, as 

companies have the ability to make more revenue instead of having a one-time payment. Pricing on 

recurring basis is a benefit, since companies have a lot of different levers and mechanisms to use with 

subscription-based pricing. 

 

Understanding customers is crucial in value-based pricing 

 
Figure 14: Understanding customers is crucial in value-based pricing (authors creation) 

It might be challenging for subscription-based companies to have a value-based pricing approach, 

since it is difficult to determine the customer lifetime value within subscriptions. By having one-off-

purchase, it is a lot easier to calculate and forecast profitability and customer lifetime value. However, 

companies are getting increasingly innovative and creative when it comes to value-based pricing. The 

general approach to pricing is the price has to be equal to the value. In value-based pricing, companies 

set the prices according to the customers’ value perceptions. Therefore, understanding customers is 

crucial in value-based pricing, since it gives the ability to meet the right target of what customers are 

willing to pay. With versioning, subscription companies have high chances of meeting the value per-

ception of the customers. 
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Consumers prefer flexibility and convenience 

 
Figure 15: Consumers prefer flexibility and convenience (authors creation) 

Consumers want to shop convenient with subscriptions, because it is beneficial for customers to have 

the opportunity to cancel a subscription any time, which provide flexibility and convenience. A lower 

risk with subscriptions exists, as subscriptions involve a lower commitment. The amount customers 

have to pay once is significant lower with subscriptions compared to a normal purchase. This means 

subscriptions are more beneficial than a normal purchase because customers prefer flexibility and 

convenience. 

 

Low price might lead to loyal customers 

 
Figure 16: Low price might lead to loyal customers (authors creation) 

A loyal customer is a customer that pays on a regular basis and never cancel the subscription. In fact, 

subscriptions with really low prices help consumers being loyal, since consumers want to try services 

or products and they do not want to commit to big purchase. Thus, if the price is really low, consumers 

are barely going to notice it on the bank account.  
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Retention is important within customer journey 

 
Figure 17: Retention is important within customer journey (authors creation) 

Retention is a lot harder with subscription-based business models because the customer journey has 

changed in terms of customers both have the opportunity to sign up and cancel online easily, since a 

lot is taking place online with subscriptions. A lot of companies try to retain customers by giving 

them different offers and discounts. Sometimes companies are too focused on not losing customers 

by offering discounts that they forget about profit, meaning they might forget about the financial side.  

 

The Marketing Mix is managed differently 

 
Figure 18: The Marketing Mix is managed differently (authors creation) 

The marketing aspect has changed within the subscription-based business model, since there are dif-

ferent options with marketing within subscriptions. Subscription companies are doing marketing with 

trials in order to try to convince potential customers to experience the subscription. Within subscrip-

tions, product is more about having it as a service oriented business model, meaning product is re-

placed with service. Customers do not really own the products anymore, which has brought many 

difficulties within pricing. With pricing everything starts with segmenting the customers and under-

standing the customers, since pricing is about understanding the value. Within subscriptions, place 

has definitely changed in terms of the channels that are used and a lot is taking place online within 
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subscriptions. Moreover, a lot of subscription-based companies run too many promotions. This is 

leads to consumers to change their perception about value change. 

 
4.2 Questionnaire 

In this section, the coding of the data with open questions from the questionnaire is presented. Yet, 

when developing a questionnaire, the preformulated answers had already been provided with nu-

merical codes, which is presented as well. The following section is based on Appendix O regarding 

the findings from the questionnaire and Appendix P regarding the coding from open questions. 

 

4.2.1 Presentation of Samples 

The aggregated sample size consists of 555 respondents, of which 46% equivalent to 258 respondents, 

did not complete the questionnaire fully, while 53% equivalent to 297 respondents, completed the 

questionnaire fully. According to Malhotra et al. (2012, p. 543), it is important to consider the re-

sponse rate because if it is too low, it might affect the reliability negatively, as the data collection will 

not be valid enough. The response rate is calculated as follows (Malhotra et al., 2017, p. 556): 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒	𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠	𝑖𝑛	𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =

297
555 = 0,5351 ≈ 53,51% 

 

It is difficult to determine, whether the response rate is significant enough, since there are different 

requirements for a satisfactory response rate. However, in this research it is considered to be satisfac-

tory. The aggregated sample size of the Danish respondents consists of 397 respondents, of which 

53% equivalent to 211 respondents, did not complete the questionnaire fully, and 47% equivalent to 

186 respondents, completed the questionnaire fully. The aggregated sample size of the German re-

spondents consists of 149 respondents, of which 32% equivalent to 47 respondents, did not complete 

the questionnaire fully, and 68% equivalent to 102 respondents, completed the questionnaire fully.  

 

Overall, female respondents were overrepresented with 66% females and 33% males. Within the ag-

gregated sample, younger respondents were highly represented, as the age groups 18-24 year old 

(42%) and 25-34 years old (36%) accounted for over three-fourth of the respondents. This is due to 

the different channels that is used for the distribution of the questionnaire. It is not considered as an 

issue to contribute with this perspective of the consumer behavior. As mentioned earlier, Millennials 

are the drivers behind the Subscription Economy and have a huge impact on the older generation in 
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terms of shopping. Yet, it might reflect the most appropriate perspective of the consumer behavior, 

especially within subscriptions. 

 

General Consumer Behavior 

Based on the collected questionnaire, it is concluded that the majority (63%) of the respondents are 

doing their shopping in stores, 35% of the respondents are doing their shopping online, and only 1% 

of the respondents do the majority of their shopping through subscriptions. The respondents were 

asked to list in sequence how they prefer or ideally want to shop. 70% prefer to shop in store and 29% 

prefer to shop online. As the second choice, 66% of the respondents prefer to shop online, 27% in 

stores, and 6% through subscriptions. The responses are listed in figure 19 below to provide a better 

overview of the sequence. 

 
Figure 19: How do you prefer to shop? (Please list in sequence) (authors creation) 

Moreover, the findings from the questionnaire show the three most important parameters for the re-

spondents when they shop, which is illustrated in figure 20. This are value for money (70%), quality 

(66%), and price (53%). 

 

 
Figure 20: How do you prefer to shop? (Please list in sequence) (authors creation) 
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Subscriptions 

The following section provide an overview of the findings related to subscriptions. The different type 

of subscriptions were presented in Chapter 1, section 1.4.6 Types of Subscriptions as follow:  

§ Developing service: A service you receive that is not the exact same each time and will be 

constantly improved or customized (e.g. Netflix, Spotify, Mofibo) 

§ Developing product: A product you receive that is not the exact same each time and will be 

constantly improved or customized (e.g. Clothes, beauty boxes, food boxes) 

§ Regular service: A service you receive that is the exact same each time (e.g. Fitness, member-

ship union, car leasing) 

§ Regular product: A product you receive that is the exact same each time (e.g. razor blade, 

contact lenses, diapers) 

The questionnaire shows that the most prevalent subscription among the respondents is developing 

service, since 88% of the respondents have this type of subscription. The second most popular sub-

scription is regular service (64%). This indicates that services are the type of subscriptions that the 

respondents subscribe to the most. However, it is important to note that this could be due to the 

offering, meaning that there could be more providers of developing services and regular service rel-

ative to developing products and regular products. Only 16% and 10% of the respondents subscribe 

to regular products and developing products, respectively. 

 

Developing Service 

Developing services are the most popular subscription type among the respondents. The main reasons 

why the respondents subscribe to developing services are due to value for money (49%), convenience 

(49%), cheapest solution (25%), and flexibility to cancel (22%). However, a common reason for hav-

ing this type of subscription is that some of the services can only be bought through subscription. 

Some of the main reasons why the respondents have cancelled this type of subscription are because 

it was too expensive (27%), found better solution (26%), and they wanted to try something different 

(19%). Other reasons not listed as options but added by the respondents are the payment method, lack 

of content, stopped using it, did not need as much as paid for, and no longer interested in the service. 

 

Developing Product 

Developing products are not a subscription that the majority of the respondents are subscribing to. 

Yet, the main reasons why subscribing to developing products are they get value of money (7%), or 
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if they were recommended by someone (6%), it is a tailored experience (4%) and due to the surprise 

content (4%). Some of the main reasons why the respondents have cancelled this type of subscription 

are due to the subscription was too expensive (10%), they preferred to buy when needed (9%), and 

they wanted to try something different (7%). Other reasons that were not listed as options, but added 

by some respondents are the personal income decreased, did not have the time to use the subscrip-

tions, and moved to countries where it was not available. 

 

Regular Service 

Regular service is the second most popular type of subscription among the respondents. The reasons 

for having this type of subscription are almost the same as with developing service. 33% of the re-

spondents choose to subscribe to regular services due to convenience, 26% of the respondents do it 

because they get value for money, and 25% as it is the cheapest solution. Other reasons not listed as 

options why having this type of subscription is because it is the best solution, company deal, commits 

you to exercise, better option in terms of price and accessibility wins, being healthy (exercise), nec-

essary, laziness to cancel, only way to get it, and only possibility to get access without having to buy 

it. However, the main reasons why some of the respondents choose to cancel regular services are 

because it is too expensive (24%), they found a better solution (22%), if they were dissatisfied with 

the product, service, or experience (14%), wanted to try something different (13%), and lack of value 

for money (12%). Other reasons that were not listed as options but added by some respondents are 

that the location, payment method, moved away, only sign-on bonus for new members so if they were 

already a member there were not discount, and did not use it enough. 

 

Regular Product 

Regular products are not equally subscribed to among the respondents like developing products. Yet, 

the main reasons for shopping regular products through subscriptions are due to convenience (12%), 

it is the cheapest solution (9%), and because they get value for money (7%). In addition, 10% of the 

respondents have cancelled this type of subscription, as they preferred to buy it when needed, 9% of 

the respondents cancelled it because it was too expensive, 7% wanted to try something different, and 

6% found a better solution. 
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Suggestions for Improvement of a Subscription Model 

At the end of the questionnaire, respondents were asked how a subscription model can be improved. 

Based on the coding (Appendix P), the codes are found below. 

 

Opportunities adapted to different needs: For several respondents, it is important a subscription 

model gives the opportunity to choose among different options as needed. This is both in terms of 

different contents and different prices, which could be offered by different packages. An important 

perspective is the opportunity to adjust the price relative to usage of the product or service. Thus, 

subscription companies need to listen to customers’ feedback and needs. 

 

Customization is important: Different kind of customization is mentioned both in terms of adapting 

to personal style as well as the amount of times the subscription is delivered. Therefore, subscriptions 

should be as customized as accurate, as customers have different needs and wants. 

 

Flexibility: Flexibility is mentioned several times as a way to improve subscription models. However, 

flexibility is understood in different contexts. For instance, in terms of more flexible date to cancel, 

thus the cancellation period should not be too long. In this way, customers may not feel committed 

and will reduce the lock-in effects, which will attract more consumers. Furthermore, flexibility in 

terms of delivery is mentioned. Some of the respondents do not want to receive subscriptions every 

month. If subscription companies offer discount when buying more, customers do not have to receive 

something every month. Lastly, respondents prefer flexible subscription options that provide inter-

changeability. 

 

The ability to provide value for money: Subscription models can be improved by offering products 

or services that provide more value for money. However, there are different ways of understanding 

what value for money is. Some respondents want subscriptions to be a cheap solution, but at the same 

time it has to provide value for money. Other respondents are willing to buy something that is a bit 

more expensive, if the quality matches. For others, value for money consists of both convenience, 

price, and quality.  

 

Setting the right and clear price: Several respondents state that subscription models can be improved 

by being more transparent in the offering, especially in terms of prices. Moreover, subscription should 
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not be too focused on the price, as long as it provides value for money. However, it should be possible 

to adjust the price relative to the amount that is needed. 

 

Cheap solution: For several respondents, it is important that the solution is cheap. Subscriptions have 

to be a cheap solution, but at the same time it has to provide value for money. It should not be more 

expensive to buy through subscriptions, but it can be improved by making it cheaper than a normal 

purchase.  

 

Updated and more content: This is primarily  aimed at developing services within streaming services. 

These subscriptions have to keep up with the latest new content. Some respondents would subscribe 

if there is more content in terms of receiving more content for their money.  

 

High quality: Several respondents agree that the quality should be high. If the quality is high, more 

respondents will subscribe. In addition, some respondents are more willing to buy products or services 

if the quality matches, thus the value for money aspects is important. 

 

Easy and no commitment to cancel: Subscription models should make it easy to cancel the subscrip-

tion and not make the cancellation periods too long. For instance, companies could send a reminder 

with one-click cancelling option before the next payment. This also includes that subscriptions should 

provide customers to conveniently pause the subscription for some months, or opportunity to skip the 

subscription without additional costs. 

 

Transparency: Transparency might improve a subscription model in terms of prices and services. It 

should be clearly visible, what the price actually is. Furthermore, transparency in terms of how cus-

tomer data is handled is also mentioned. 

 

Discounts for current members: Today, offers, bonuses, etc. are directed toward new members and 

not long lasting loyal members. Some of the respondents believe a subscription model can be im-

proved by focusing on current members. Thus, a way of improving a subscription model is to provide 

loyal members offers, bonuses, or discounts. 
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Time consuming: Some respondent do not want to spend time on shopping. By offering less time 

consuming solutions, it might improve some subscription models. 

 

The ability to provide convenience: It is important that a subscription model is convenient, as some 

respondents will always prefer to buy subscriptions when they get value for money and convenience. 

 

4.3 Focus Groups 
The following section presents the findings from the two focus group interview. First, the Danish 

focus group is presented, follow by the German focus group. Again, all the data is coded in accord-

ance to grounded theory like with the expert interviews. Thus, this section aims to present the axial 

codes and selective codes. 

 

4.3.1 Danish Focus Group 

Figures for the following selective codes are made to provide an overview of the codes, which is 

presented in Appendix Q. 

 

Easy to Order Online, But Inconvenient to Return 

The informants perceive it as easy to do shopping online in terms of, it is easy to order clothes as well 

as shopping shoes, when they know their sizes. However, the informants prefer to buy products online  

that they do not need to try, since they think it is annoying to return it.  

 

Easy to Try and Select Products in Stores 

The informants consider it as easy to do their purchases in stores, as it ensures that they get the right 

products and services they want because they have the opportunity to see it in real life. By shopping 

in stores, the informants have the ability to select their own products, try it, and control the quality. 

It is especially needed to try and feel the quality, when shopping clothes to find the right fit. 

 

Service is Crucial for Subscriptions with Surprise Content 

When shopping products or services through subscriptions it not always possible for consumers to 

inspect the product before receiving it. The informants perceive service as an important parameter 

when shopping subscriptions with surprise content, including the opportunity to unsubscribe the so-

lution. The informants think it can be scary to shop based on not knowing what to receive, therefore 
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subscription companies need to have a high level of service. Especially, the relationship is important 

with subscriptions when you cannot see the product. Hence, service is crucial for subscriptions with 

surprise content. 

 

Recommendations are Highly Weighted 

The informants weigh recommendations high as important factor when shopping. This result in the 

informants often read reviews and examine the quality of the purchase before buying it, as they are 

trusting reviews. This happens especially when they buy products or services in which they have  

limited knowledge about. Also, the informants prefer to receive recommendations from a trusted per-

son, especially when trying a new subscription. Hence, worth of mouth is important to create loyalty 

within subscriptions. In fact, the network effect is reasonably important for subscriptions. 

 

Need to Meet Needs and the Consumption Has to Be Fixed 

When consumers have a fixed consumption or a habit, the informants perceive it as easier to buy 

through subscriptions instead of a normal purchase. When consumption is relatively linear or if they 

have an expected consumption, it is an advantage shopping through subscriptions, because the in-

formants know they is going to use it. Also, subscription can work on all sorts of things that is needed 

regularly, as subscriptions then makes it easy as you just receive it. Knowing that the subscription 

will be used, will create value for consumers, since a need is covered. Therefore subscriptions should 

be adapted to consumers’ needs or a need they were not aware of. The ideal subscription solution 

should match consumers’ needs completely, which is the part that is most critical when having a 

subscription in the long run according to the informants. In addition, the informants points out if they 

have to try a new subscription, it is crucial they are going to use the product or service because then 

it is a great solution to have subscriptions. Moreover, the informants think it is problematic to shop 

through subscriptions if they do not know their exact consumption, since some purchases are difficult 

to predict. Thus, it is important for the informants being able to predict their consumption when sub-

scribing. Yet, shopping through subscriptions are perceived as habit purchases among the informants, 

which is not loyalty as it can easily be replaced by other supplier. 

 

Consumers Like to Try New Things When They Know What to Receive 

The informants like to try new things and do sometimes subscribe to new solutions in order to try 

something new. Therefore, the ideal solution make consumers to try something new. However, some 
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informants do give an expression of that the idea of paying an amount to be surprised in unappealing, 

because they do not know what they receive. Yet, subscriptions might be a bit boring after half a year 

or so, if it is always the same. 

 

Convenience and Flexibility Are Fundamental 

Convenience and flexibility are considered as fundamental parameters when shopping through sub-

scriptions. The informants perceive it as convenient, when the subscription can be delivered to the 

mailbox, so they do not have to think about buying the product in a store or retrieve it at the post 

office. Moreover, it is important subscriptions are flexible in terms of having the ability to adapt to 

consumers’ specific needs and interests, as well as freedom in terms of accessibility. Accessibility is 

important for building loyalty that the informants are not forced to listen to a specific song or watch 

a specific movie. 

 

Hard to Start Subscribing But Can Change Habits 

It takes some time before the norm changes in relation to purchases, as it takes time for our behavior 

to change. With subscriptions, it is possible to create good habits, since the informants do not want 

to waste the products or services they have already paid for by buying other products or services. By 

shopping through subscriptions, it might be possible to avoid impulse purchases. Therefore, the in-

formants are a bit more sensible in their purchase if they are shopping through subscriptions. Accord-

ing to the informants, subscriptions can create good habits instead of impulse purchases. This results 

to the perception that it as harder to get started with subscriptions in the areas where consumers are 

in doubt about their needs. Hence, when starting to subscribe, there must be something special about 

starting e.g. a great offer. 

 

Should Not Satiate Customers 

A problem with surprise boxes is it will start to accumulate at some point, when receiving the same 

product too frequently. The informants perceive it is easier to receive goods that they have a good 

conscience of throwing out. In fact, consumer do not have a problem with throwing out magazines, 

but they have a problem with throwing out clothes. Meaning subscriptions work better for products 

or services that disappear again e.g. food. In order to avoid satiating consumers, subscription solutions 

have to cover consumers’ needs. Matching consumers’ needs are most critical when having a sub-

scription in the long run. When the informants’ needs are covered they feel the subscription is value-
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creating, which is important for in order to continue to subscribe. Therefore, the ability to understand 

consumers’ personal needs and adapt to the by learning over time, it might be possible to avoid sati-

ating consumers. 

 

Value For Money In Terms of Quality and Price 

In general, price is an important parameter when shopping among the informants. Especially, when 

it comes to trying new subscriptions the price is important, as they are more willing to subscribe if 

the price is low. However, the informants also perceive quality as a fundamental parameter when 

shopping, if subscriptions have been flexible and the quality has been high over a long period of time, 

they are more likely to stay with the current subscription. Hence, the informants demand to receive 

value for money when shopping. For instance, some consumers do not mind buying cheap or expen-

sive goods if the quality matches the expectations of the product. This means, consumers weigh their 

purchases based on whether they get quality matching the expectations of the product. Thus, the 

aspect of value for money is important. 

 

Consumers Prefer Low Effort When Shopping 

The informants perceive it as an advantage shopping through subscriptions, as it provides with the 

ability of saving time on shopping. Besides the informants demand a solution that is time efficient, 

they also demand subscriptions to involve fewer concerns, in terms of not worrying about shopping 

things and the easiness to cancel. When purchases are expensive, the informants need to consider the 

purchase more i.e. a high effort exists. Conversely, subscriptions often consists a low amount, there-

fore they think it is a bit easier to relate to, as the effort is low. Also, low effort means subscriptions 

in general have to be easy and convenient. This means the informants prefer low effort when shop-

ping. 

 

Service and Experience are crucial to crate great customer relationships 

Often with subscriptions, the personal relationship is lacking, which is a disadvantage. The inform-

ants think having relationships are important when shopping. Relationships are especially important 

with subscriptions where consumers are not able to see the products. Therefore, service is crucial for 

subscriptions, because consumers do not have a relationships in advance and the only way subscrip-

tion companies can create relationships is through service. In fact, the informants believe building a 

relation to customers might create loyalty, as the relationship will boost consumers’ desire to keep 
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subscribing. Loyalty is created from a relationship between people, but it does not necessarily need 

to be created through a human being, it can for instance be created through great customer service. 

Also, service after receiving the product or service is important. If the informants get good service, 

they will return which might create loyalty. Some of the informants are shopping the same place 

every time due to good service and they do not even look elsewhere because they are treated well in 

which they describe as loyalty. If the informants get a bad treatment, they will not return. Therefore, 

the experience and subsequent service are fundamental for building trust and creating loyalty within 

subscriptions. 

 

Trust can be built through having a well-known brand  

Trust is important when shopping through subscriptions, since consumers do not have the opportunity 

to feel or see the products, they are buying. Yet, service is important for getting a good experience, 

because consumers have no experience in creating trust through subscriptions. It turns out the inform-

ants have more confidence in companies that have built a well-known brand, such as Apple. Also, 

the informants trust experts in shops, as they often need experts when having expensive purchases. 

In fact, word of mouth from a person that the informants trust can make them to try a new subscrip-

tion. However, when the informants shop they do not trust the solution, therefore service is important. 

Especially, the subsequent service is important for building trust. Furthermore, the informants do not 

hesitate to disclose personal information when shopping through brands, as they are well-known and 

trusted.  

 

A great offer gives incentive to subscribe 

If the informants are going to start subscribing to a new subscription, it must involve a great offer, 

for instance in terms of a sign-on bonus. Also, if subscriptions are cheap, the informants are willing 

to try a new subscription. Some informants are willing to replace their subscriptions, if they get a 

better offer i.e. if they find cheaper solutions. However, if they have had a very well-functioning 

subscription, then it is a big deal to change to another subscription just. 

 
4.3.2 German Focus Group 

Figures for the following selective codes are made to provide an overview of the codes, which is 

presented in Appendix R. 
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Shopping universal product online is convenient 

The informants prefer to shop online, since it is convenient when they have the ability to send every-

thing to the store, try it and leave it, if they do not like it. Another convenient aspect within online 

shopping is found in the option to get products delivered at home. The informants especially prefer 

to buy universal products online, like regular stuff and products where they know their size and do 

not have to try it. 

 

Want to try and select products  

If the informants know what exactly they want or need, they would like to try it in a store in order to 

feel the quality of it. Additionally, they prefer to select their own product, since they have different 

preferences. 

 

Consumers want less concerns within frequent use of subscriptions  

If the informants continue to use a specific product or service, it gives incentive for them to continue 

subscribing. Therefore, frequently usage is crucial for subscriptions. The benefit within this type of 

subscription, where the informants know their need, is they do not need to think about shopping, 

because the subscription is coming automatically for something that they need, which is perceived as 

convenient.  

 

The ability of having a transparent subscription 

The informants prefer subscriptions that involve low commitment and are flexible to cancel, which 

is the reason why they do not like hidden long-term contracts. Within some subscriptions it is hidden 

that the contract is a one year-subscription. The informants perceive this as annoying, since it tricks 

them into a long-term contract, which they do not like, as they want low commitment within sub-

scriptions. This means the informants perceive the ability of having a transparent subscription as 

fundamental.  

 

Content needs to be updated more frequently  

According to the informants, the general product within some subscriptions does not change, meaning 

consumers will receive the same product every time. If the content does not change, the informants 

will get bored of the subscription at some point, if they have experienced all the content, or they do 

not get a surprise anymore. This means it is crucial to update the content more frequently.  
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Germans want low prices and quality 

Germans are really price aware and do not want to spend a lot of money, this means they are willing 

to switch to a comparable subscription that they already have, if it cheaper. In fact, some people in 

Germany are usually going for the cheapest solution. However, Germans have a price, quality ap-

proach, meaning they do not want to spend more money than they actually have to do. Thus, Germans 

try to find the right quality for the right price. 

 

Convenience, flexibility and easiness are important especially within the cancellation process 

According to the informants, one of the pros of shopping through subscriptions is convenience. This 

is an important parameter, since some the informants are willing to spend more money if the sub-

scription is more convenient. In addition, they also describe the ideal subscription solution as con-

venient. Furthermore, it is important that subscriptions are easy and flexible to cancel, as the inform-

ants perceive a complicated canceling process as a burden. In fact, the informants are more willing to 

subscribe if they know that the subscription is easy to cancel again. No subscription companies get 

successful if it is hard to cancel, as words are quickly spread out and having a hard way of getting out 

of the subscription might affect the reputation of the company. For instance, if Netflix and Spotify 

had a complicated unsubscribing process they would never have gotten this big, since it is easy to 

loose people if they have a complicated process. The signing up process needs to be easy as well.  

 

Easy and great service are import for the whole experience 

Quality and the experience are perceived as important factors among the informants, when choosing 

a product or service. For instance, some of the informants switched to another subscription, not be-

cause the price, but the whole experience. The informants believe great experience is needed to create 

loyalty through subscriptions. Moreover, good service is also needed in order to create loyalty through 

subscriptions. Therefore, it is important customers can get in touch with the customer service,  if they 

have any problems. 

 

Loyalty depends on personal criteria 

Every consumer has their own personal criteria, meaning it is hard for providers to make it right for 

everyone. Some consumers choose price over quality, while others choose service, meaning the rea-

son for being loyal depends on consumer’s personal criteria. Therefore, the ideal subscription should 

be personalized to consumers’ person criteria. According to the informants, consumers can be either 
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service loyal or brand loyal. Consumers are service loyal if the service is the cheapest, the closest, 

best service, etc. Consumers are brand loyal, if they are loyal to the company because they thing the 

company is great. Apples is a great example of brand loyalty. The informants’ definition of loyal is 

if consumers do not switch to another brand. Yet, loyalty depends on personal criteria. 

 

Consumers want value for money 

One of the reasons for having a subscription is it might be cheaper compared to having a normal 

purchase. For instance, it is cheaper to lease a car through subscription instead of buying a car, and 

having a gym membership instead of buying a day ticket every time. However, the quality is also 

important for the informants, when choosing a product or service. In fact, some of the informants 

might be inclined to switch subscription, if they get a better quality elsewhere. According to the in-

formants, quality is needed to create loyalty through subscriptions, as the best quality makes people 

loyal. Hence, consumers want value for money.  

 

Germans do not like the surprise element 

When it comes to the actual product, subscriptions are not always the most flexible product, if  con-

sumers do not know what to get. This flexibility point of not knowing what to received is perceived 

as disadvantages within subscriptions among the informants. The reason why the informants perceive 

this as a disadvantage is due to the fact that Germans do not like to try new things. Instead, Germans 

stick to what they know. It is a German heritage that there is not much change in what they use to do. 

Therefore, Germans do not like the surprise element within subscriptions.   

 

Unlike Millennials their parents have concerns about disclosing personal information 

Today, it has become such a common business model that whatever is done online, disclosing per-

sonal information is almost always a requirement. Millennials grew up with disclosing their personal 

information therefore it became a normal thing. The informants are not as concerned about disclosing 

personal information to the same extent as their parents are. For instance, the informants parents hate 

disclosing their credit card details when shopping online and they are always careful. 

 

Comparing solutions to get the best offer  

The informants compare subscriptions in order to get the best offer. For instance, they are looking for 

free trials and no subscription fee. The informants prefer free trials, since it is nice to have tested the 
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subscription before paying for it. In addition, they think that registration fee is too expensive and no 

registration fee is therefore preferred.  

 

Subscriptions need to be trustworthy and have a good reputation 

Quality and trustworthiness are needed to create loyalty through subscriptions, especially trust to the 

providers is needed to create loyalty through subscriptions. Reputation is also important when creat-

ing loyalty through subscriptions, since consumers might be more disposed to try the subscription, if 

it is recommended by friends. In fact, having a hard way of getting out of the subscription might 

affect the reputation of the company. Thus, subscriptions need to be trustworthy and have a good 

reputation. 

 

4.4 Experiment 
The experiments are conducted based on hypothesis 1, mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.5.2 Primary 

Data: 

Hypothesis 1: System 1 is used when shopping through subscriptions. 

 

This hypothesis was made after the semi-structured interview with one of the experts. The expert 

talked about the book ‘Thinking Fast an Slow’ written by Daniel Kahneman, the Nobel prize winner. 

The book is about a research on dividing the brain into ‘system 1’ and ‘system 2’. The central about 

this is ‘system 1’ is about thinking fast, instinctive, and emotional. While, ‘system 2’ is slower, more 

deliberative, and more logical. During the interview, the expert expressed that it was possible to link 

Kahneman’s research with consumers’ shopping behavior within subscriptions. The expert stated that 

consumers are primarily using system 1 when they do shop through subscription or if they are exposed 

to subscriptions offers. Based on this, the experiments have the purpose of testing this hypothesis in 

order to investigate whether this can be used for the research. The experiments was conducted at the 

end of each focus groups. The informants was shown three different scenarios with different sub-

scription offers. In each scenario, two offers was shown, one as a monthly offer and one as a yearly 

offer. The informants had 10 seconds to make a decision of which offer they prefer. 

 

Scenario 1: Netflix  

§ Offer 1: Netflix, 79 DKK per month 

§ Offer 2: Netflix, 853 DKK per year 
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In the first scenario the informants were asked to choose between two offers related to Netflix. In the 

Danish focus groups five informants choose Offer 1, while only one of the informants choose Offer. 

The reason why the majority of the informants choose Offer 1 is they want to have the freedom to 

cancel the subscription and not being forced to watch Netflix for one year. Moreover, the informants 

agree it does not seems to be a huge amount when having the opportunity to pay smaller amounts 

several times. Even though, Offer 1 is more expensive than Offer 2, it does not feel more expensive, 

since it is divided into smaller amounts. Only one informant choose Offer 2 because the total offer is 

cheaper compared to the first offer and the informant is sure to use the subscription for at least one 

year. However, one of the informants points out, Offer 2 is only cheaper if the informants keep watch-

ing Netflix for 11 months. 

 

In the German focus group, all informants choose Offer 1 because they want to have the flexibility to 

cancel the subscription. The informants weight the flexibility to cancel as being more important than 

the price, as the discount is not that big. Additionally, the informants were asked whether they will 

change their choice if the price is cheaper. If the difference is significant enough e.g. if it is possible 

to save around the monthly fee for two or three months, some of the respondents will change to Offer 

2. 

 

Scenario 2: Fitness membership 

§ Offer 1: Fitness, 249 DKK per month 

§ Offer 2: Fitness, 2689 DKK per year 

In the third scenario the informants were asked to choose between two offers related to a fitness 

membership. In the Danish focus group, all the informants choose Offer 1. The reason for choosing 

Offer 1 is to have the flexibility to cancel the subscription or put it on hold. This flexibility is im-

portant to the informants, if the life situation or interests changes. However, if the consumption of 

subscriptions is fixed and the informants know the subscription will be used, e.g. contact lenses, then 

they will choose the annual offer, since it is cheaper than Offer 1. 

 

In the German focus group, three informants choose Offer 1, while only one informant choose Offer 

2. However, two of the informants that chose Offer 1 want to change their answer to Offer 2. After 

more carefully thinking, both of the informants will go with Offer 2, since fitness is something they 

use more frequently. Even though, there are some months the informants do not use the gym they are 
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probably not choosing to cancel it, as they might need to register the subscription again compared to 

if it just runs automatically. The informants that originally choose Offer 2 chose it because the in-

formant then is forced to use the gym membership, when having paid that much money. The last 

informant is still choosing Offer 1 due to the flexibility with the first offer in terms of different usage 

of the gym. The informant has times where he goes more often to the gym and times where he does 

not go, and have some months travelling different places. Therefore, it might depends of the life 

situation. Though, this informant will always choose flexibility over price because just knowing that 

he can cancel it helps a lot when signing up for a subscription. 

 
Scenario 2: Razor blades  

§ Offer 1: eight razor blades, 170 DKK every second month  

§ Offer 2: 48 razor blades, 918 DKK per year 

In the second scenario the informants were asked to choose between two offers related to razorblades. 

All informants in the Danish focus groups choose Offer 1, as none of them know their consumption 

of razor blades. In addition, some of the informants think the amount of razor blades sounds unreal-

istic, even though they do not know their consumption. The informants will rather choose to split the 

total amount and pay every second month, as it feels as a smaller amount to pay. Also, in the German 

focus group, all informants choose Offer 1. The motive for choosing this is similar to the reason why 

the Danish focus group chooses Offer 1. The informants do not know their specific consumption of 

razor blades and the amount of razor blades sounds too big. Additionally, it is a comparably cheap 

product, therefore the informants are more likely to buy it when needed. 

 

In conclusion, the hypothesis was tested and show that the majority of the respondent are using system 

1 when they are exposed to subscription offers, as some of the informants during the experiment 

would change their choice after more carefully thinking i.e. when using system 2. In fact, it is found 

that the informants choice of actions are, among other things, based on that they do not want to com-

mit.  
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4.5 Company Interview 

The Balance Between Perceived Value and Actual Value 

 
Figure 21: The Balance Between Perceived Value and Actual Value (authors creation) 

 

People do not like changes in price, especially not when it gets more expensive. Several customers 

have canceled their subscriptions due to new initiative where the possibility of getting DKK 100 in 

discount is removed. The initiative is decided, as the company believes the customers get an incred-

ible amount of value. 

 

Creating Loyalty in Developing Products Through Customer Relationships  

 
Figure 22: Creating Loyalty in Developing Products Through Customer Relationships (authors creation) 

AnnoAnno’s business model enables the company to learn more about the customers for each time a 

box is delivered, as they know what customer like or do not like. In fact, customers are very commit-

ted and write several pages of feedback to the company. In this way AnnoAnno gets a closer rela-

tionship to the customers and get the ability to deliver a better product next time and an even better 
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experience. The relationship with customers might create loyalty, because the customers are very 

committed. Several customers are loyal because they choose to buy the clothes at AnnoAnno, even 

though they find the clothes cheaper elsewhere. Meaning the best and not necessarily the easiest way 

to create loyalty is through good service, good customer relationship and the experience itself.  

 

Loyalty is Created Differently Depending on the Type of Subscription 

 
Figure 23: Loyalty is Created Differently Depending on The Type of Subscription (authors creation) 

Some customers choose to purchase through AnnoAnno because they feel they get a good service 

and a great experience. Thus, both the service aspect and experience itself are important in order to 

create loyalty. Especially, it is extremely important customers get a good experience in the beginning. 

The best and not necessarily the easiest way to create loyalty is through good service, good relation-

ship with the customer and the experience. However, the ability to create loyalty depends on the type 

of subscription the company is running. It is easier to create loyalty at AnnoAnno, as the business 

model is based on a relationship with the customer. Whereas, business models delivering the same 

basic item to the customers every time have other parameters in scope, such as price.  
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The First Experience is Crucial 

 
Figure 24: The First Experience is Crucial(authors creation) 

As mentioned, the best and not necessarily the easiest way to create loyalty is through good service, 

good relationship with the customer, and the experience itself. In fact, it is extremely important cus-

tomers get a good experience in the beginning, as the majority of the customers in AnnoAnno cancel 

their subscription after the second box. Another reason why customers decide to unsubscribe is if the 

company does not meet the style criteria. Therefore, it is extremely important that subscription com-

panies listen to the customers and their needs and wishes. The ability to understand customers’ needs 

and wants is important to not ‘satiate’ customers too much, meaning they cancel or pause the sub-

scription. 

 

Retention is Managed Differently 

 
Figure 25: Retention is Managed Differently (authors creation) 

It is crucial to understand why customers cancel their subscription, as it can be caused by different 

reasons. However, it is extremely important to listen to the customers’ needs and wants, as some 

customers cancel their subscription because they want to return to the subscription later. Hence, it is 

easier to maintain customers by suggesting them to move their subscription or pause it. Retaining 
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customers is incredibly important, as it is cheaper than getting new customers into the business. More-

over, the effects of reminders within subscriptions depends on the type of subscription. For instance, 

customers do not get reminded of the subscription, if they do not receive something physically. But, 

customers that receive a physical product get reminded of it and might either move their subscription 

or cancel it. Therefore, retention is managed differently depending on the type of subscription. 
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Chapter 5: Analysis 

This chapter provides an analysis of the collected data and seeks to answer the research question 

identified in Chapter 1, section 1.3 Initial Research Question. This chapter consists of five sections, 

which provide a clear structure for answering the support questions: 

1. Today’s consumer, is an analysis of what characterizes today’s consumers. 

2. Consumer behaviors’ influence on the Marketing Mix, covers how consumer behavior 

influences the Marketing Mix. 

3. Preferences of today’s consumers within the subscription model, attempts to analyze what 

preferences today’s consumers have for a subscription model. 

4. Application in geographical markets, is about to what extent a subscription-based business 

model is applicable across different geographical markets. 

5. Application of subscription-based business models, summarizes the analysis. 

 

5.1 Today’s Consumer 

The following sections seek to develop a thematic analysis and a MEC analysis. The purpose is to 

gain an overall insight of consumers’ behavior within shopping, including an understanding of how 

they prefer to consume, their needs, and wants. Thus, the sections attempt to find the underlying 

drivers and barriers within general consumer behavior of shopping, which is based on the focus 

groups. 

 

5.1.1 Thematic Analysis 

The thematic analysis is used to identify underlying motives through interpretation. This section in-

volves four steps: 

1. The initial coding 

2. The initial thematic map 

3. The refined thematic map 
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4. The final thematic map 

The thematic analysis leads to the main drivers and barriers for consumer behavior mapped in the 

final thematic map. The result of the thematic analysis is applied in the remaining analysis.  

 
Initial Coding 

Initially, the transcribed focus group interviews are reviewed in order to identify the initial codes. 

The initial coding process is critical for the analysis, since it forms the basis for the MEC analysis in 

section 5.1. The coding process is based on all the quotes from both the Danish and German focus 

group, which consist of 10 different informants in total. The following codes are found to be most 

frequently used across the focus groups: Convenience, Consumption, Price, Easy, Service, Cancel, 

Experience, Flexibility, Offer, Trust, Quality, Surprise, Fitting, Recommendation, and Value for 

money. The initial coding process contributes with an overview of what concepts the data consists of. 

With the purpose to create value from the codes, three thematic maps are developed. In the following 

sections, each thematic map narrows down and redefines the number of identified themes and sub 

themes in order to present the ultimate and final thematic map consisting of drivers and barriers based 

on the informants’ consumer behavior. 

 

The Initial Thematic Map 

 
Figure 26: The Initial Thematic Map (authors creation) 
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As figure 26 illustrates, the first thematic map involves reorganizing the coded data into themes with 

the purpose of revealing initial patterns in the data. The primary themes originated from drivers and 

barriers are: Engagement, Product attributes, Intrinsic motives, Social influence, and Extrinsic demo-

tivation. The thematic map illustrates the interrelated world of consumer behavior within stores, 

online, as well as within subscriptions. By including as many codes as possible, it is possible to obtain 

a visual overview of the data and begin the process of understanding each code and theme. Yet, to 

ensure that the map reflects the entire data more accurate, this map is revised through the second 

thematic map in the following. 

 

Refined Thematic Map 

 
Figure 27: Refined Thematic Map (authors creation) 

The refined thematic map is illustrated in figure 27 and serves as a more accurate representation of 

the data, where the most essential codes and themes are retained. The refined thematic map is pre-

pared by reviewing and reorganizing the codes from the initial thematic map into clusters. Meaning 

the codes identified only consist of a small difference in meaning. Additionally, codes identified not 

to be relevant for the drivers and barriers within consumer behavior of today’s consumers are removed 

from the thematic map. The refined thematic map delivers a more concrete and correct overview 

within the collected data and classifies the most dominant themes across the focus groups. However, 
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a further analysis of the final thematic map is established, in order to ensure only the most significant 

drivers and barriers are included. 

 

Final Thematic Map  

 
Figure 28: Final Thematic Map (authors creation) 

The final thematic map represents the most relevant and critical drivers and barriers within consumer 

behavior of today’s consumers. It is prepared by reviewing the data once again and refining the 

themes established in the refined thematic map. The results within the final thematic map show that 

the most relevant and significant drivers within consumer behavior are convenience, value for money, 

personifying, and experience, while the main barriers are consumption, surprise, experience, and ex-

pensive. The final drivers and barriers form the foundation for the following MEC analysis. 

 

5.1.2 MEC analysis  

In the following section, an analysis of the eight drivers and barriers, identified in the thematic anal-

ysis, is presented through a MEC analysis. The MEC analysis attempts to link attributes (A) to con-

sumptions consequences (C), and personal values (V). The purpose is to deliver a comprehensive 

understanding of today’s consumers and personal values linked to general shopping behavior. The 

MEC analysis helps to develop specific A-C-V links for today’s consumers and is divided into two 

sections: 

1. The initial MEC analysis 

2. The primary MEC analysis 
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Initial MEC Analysis 

First, all data from the focus group interviews are categorized into attributes, consumption conse-

quences, and personal values (See Appendix S). This process involves reviewing and analyzing all 

the data and extract relevant quotes. Afterwards, the quotes are linked to an attribute, a consumptions 

consequence, and a personal value. A-C-V links that are not relevant to the research, or do not relate 

to the shopping behavior of today’s consumers are left out, in order to ensure a clear analysis. 
 

Primary MEC Analysis 

After the initial MEC analysis, a spreadsheet consisting of all the relevant A-C-V links are created. 

In the following sections, the identified A-C-V links are described along with how they relate to the 

drivers and barriers. 

 

Drivers 

The following section describes which A-C-V links that pertain to the drivers identified in the the-

matic analysis. The positive personal values identified refer to the values that the informants are 

looking for when shopping. 

 

Convenience 

Figure 29: Convenience (authors creation) 

‘Convenience’ is identified as a driver within the thematic analysis. Especially, an easy returning 

process is considered as a driver when shopping in stores. Within online shopping, it is perceived as 

easy to shop in terms of getting products delivered, as it is convenient. Also, shopping regular prod-

ucts online is a driver among the informants, as the informants often do not need to try the product or 

see it in advance, which is why it is more convenient. In fact, fixed consumption is a huge driver 

when shopping through subscriptions, since it is easier to buy products or services through subscrip-

tions, if the informants have a fixed consumption. When the informants have a fixed consumption, 
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subscriptions are preferred, since it gives fewer concerns in terms of the informants do not needing 

to worry about shopping. Shopping through subscriptions is also time saving, as subscriptions have 

the ability to being more flexible and deliver directly to home. In fact, a driver within subscriptions 

is the opportunity to get access, as it gives more freedom in terms of low commitment within a prod-

uct. 

 

Value for money 

 
Figure 30: Value for money (authors creation) 

‘Value for money’ is perceived as a driver among the informants. In particular, a driver within online 

shopping is the ability to find products cheaper compared to shopping in stores. Also, shopping 

through subscriptions are cheaper in terms of getting access instead of buying the actual product. 

Moreover, great offers and the time saving element are identified as drivers for shopping through 

subscriptions. All the consequence consumptions lead to an ‘economic’ personal value. 

 

Personifying  

 
Figure 31: Personifying (authors creation) 

Based on the thematic analysis ‘personifying’ is identified as a driver. The main driver for shopping 

in store is the physical presence of the product, since some of the informants weigh this driver high, 

as it gives the opportunity to try and feel the quality of the product. Also, it is possible to gain the 
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personal value ‘enjoyment’ when shopping in stores, as the consumption consequence physical pres-

ence of the product leads to a great experience. Furthermore, a driver for shopping online is the bigger 

selection compared to stores. This is in terms of a bigger range of products or more available sizes 

lead to the personal value ‘control’. Another driver for shopping online is found within some inform-

ants do not needing advice when they have enough knowledge about the products, which might be 

time saving.  

 

The ability to try something new is a driver within shopping through subscriptions, as it leads to the 

personal value ‘enjoyment’, such as receiving a surprise box. A driver for shopping through subscrip-

tion is customization, as it gives the opportunity to buy products or services tailored to consumers’ 

needs. When shopping through subscriptions it might be possible to create good habits in terms of 

avoiding impulse purchases, as products or service are bought in advance. By creating good habits, 

it is possible to obtain ‘achievement’ as a personal value. Furthermore, accessibility to products or 

services without having ownership when shopping through subscriptions is a driver. It leads to the 

personal value of ‘freedom’, as the informants do not feel committed to the product or service due to 

the opportunity to cancel. Another driver within subscriptions is loyalty. Some of the informants buy 

through subscriptions because they want to support an organization, even though they are not using 

the product.  

 
Experience 

 
Figure 32: Experience (authors creation) 
Lastly, ‘experience’ is also considered a driver, particular within online shopping and subscriptions. 

In accordance to online shopping, trust is considered a driver. If the informants trust a brand, they are 

inclined to buy the product online instead of shopping in store, if they know exactly what to buy. 
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Within subscriptions, the main drivers are recommendation and service. If the informants are recom-

mended a subscription by people they trust, they are more likely to consume through subscriptions. 

Moreover, if the informants have had a great experience in terms of service, it gives them the desire 

to continue subscribing.   

 

Barriers  

The following section describes the A-C-V links related to the barriers identified in the thematic 

analysis. The negative personal values identified refer to the values that the informants are avoiding 

when shopping. 

 

Consumption 

 
Figure 33: Consumption (authors creation) 

Based on the thematic analysis, it is found that ‘consumption’ is a barrier. Especially, if consumers 

have a variable consumption, meaning they do not know their exact consumption i.e.t the consump-

tion is not fixed, or if they are not aware of their consumption at all. Therefore, the informants do not 

like to spend money on products or services related to situations where they are not sure about their 

consumption. Thus, it is difficult to shop through subscriptions. Also, it is a barrier to consume spe-

cific products on a fixed basis as subscriptions, since some informants do not like to dispose some 

products, such as clothes. However, the informants do not mind disposing products like magazines. 

Yet, it is a barrier if informants do not have the ability to consume on a flexible basis, as they like to 

have the freedom. It is important to notice that this barrier is within subscriptions only, as shopping 

in store or online do not require as much commitment. 
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Surprise 

 
Figure 34: Surprise (authors creation) 
Through the thematic analysis, it is found that the informants do not like surprises when shopping 

online and through subscriptions, as it gives less control. The informants perceive it as an obstacle 
when they do not have the opportunity to choose the product by themselves and if they are not aware 

of what products to receive. This is, among other things, due to personal health, if there are specific 

products the informants cannot use. Hence, surprise content is a barrier when shopping online and 

through subscription, which does not apply to shopping in stores. 

 

Experience 

 
Figure 35: Experience (authors creation) 
The barrier experience is related to the personal values: Relation, image, control, and economic. The 

experience is both a driver and barrier. This emphasizes the importance of experience. Especially 

with online shopping and through subscriptions, experience might be a barrier. Within subscriptions, 

the personal relationship is lacking. Hence, trust towards the provider is essential. Also, the content 

of the product or service is important. Some of the informants perceive it as a disadvantage if they 
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get bored, meaning if there is not something new or different, they will get bored after a while. How-

ever, it is important to notice several personal values related to experience, as a barrier exists, thus it 

might be based on personal experiences and criteria.  

 

Expensive 

 
Figure 36: Expensive (authors creation) 
Even though, it is found that value for money is a driver, the price is still important to the informants. 

Particularly, through subscription it is a barrier, if it is too expensive. The informants need to feel that 

they get value for money by shopping through subscription, thus it should not be more expensive. 

 

5.1.3 Sub-Conclusion of the Thematic and MEC analysis 

Based on the thematic and MEC analysis, eight drivers and barriers were explored and further devel-

oped through A-C-V chains. Figure 37 illustrates the main drivers and barriers within general shop-

ping for today’s consumers that was found. 

 
Figure 37: Final Thematic Map(authors creation) 
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This means these drivers trigger today’s consumer to purchase in stores, online, and through sub-

scriptions, while the barriers are being avoided. The A-C-V chains, identified for each driver and 

barrier, show how the attributes in terms of shopping in stores, online, and through subscriptions were 

linked to consumption consequences and personal values. However, the underlying motives for the 

drivers and barriers are related to the personal values: Achievement, comfort, control, economic, en-

joyment, freedom, image, and relation. 

 

5.2 Preferences of Today’s Consumers within the Subscription Model 

Reaching a state of customer-centric goes beyond delivering what consumer wants. It requires com-

panies to get deep understanding their fundamental needs as part of customer relationship efforts. 

Thus, companies need to understand the world through consumers. Hence, the purpose of the follow-

ing section is to examine what preferences today’s consumers have for a subscription model. Thus, it 

is essential to understand the reasoning for why today’s consumers like or dislike different types of 

subscription-based business model. By applying the frameworks of thematic analysis, MEC analysis, 

and a segmentation process, it is possible to develop a persona that represent the preferences of to-

day’s consumers within subscriptions. This analysis is divided into two sections: 

1. Segmentation 

2. Development of Personas 

 

5.2.1. Segmentation 

The following section provides a segmentation analysis that is based on the drivers and barriers iden-

tified in the thematic analysis. The purpose with the segmentation is to classify the informants with 

respect to their behavior, attitudes, and dispositions, this helps to understand the informants as con-

sumers (Reynolds & Gutmann, 1988). The segmentation process follows Kotler, Armstrong, Wong 

& Saunders’ (2008, p. 411) with approach. The major variables for segmentation are geographic, 

demographic, psychographic, and behavioral variables. However, the psychographic segmentation is 

excluded, as it is argued not to be relevant to the research question.  

 

Geographical and Demographical Segmentation 

Two focus groups are conducted with Danes and Germans, which is the basis for the geographical 

segmentation. The demographic segmentation was done prior to the research, as this research focuses 

on Millennials. 
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Behavioral Segmentation 

Behavioral segmentation divides consumers into groups based on their knowledge, attitudes, uses or 

response to a product (Kotler et al., 2008, p. 415). This section segments the informants in relation to 

their behavioral motivations for shopping through subscriptions. Figure 38 illustrates the behavioral 

segmentation values for each informant. 

 
Figure 38: Behavioral Segmentation (authors creation) 
The behavioral segmentation includes four subcategories: Surprise content, brand loyalty, involve-

ment level, and personal relation, which combined explain the attitudes and preferences within sub-

scriptions. The subcategories represent measures, which are found relevant for this research with 

regards to the research question. The analysis identifies an almost homogenous behavioral trend 

among the informants. However, four informants have been identified as outliers within attitudes 

towards surprise content and personal relation. At one end of the scale informants A and F are found 

within personal relation, who contrasts sharply to the rest of the informants. The same applies to 

informants C and D within attitudes towards surprise content. The following sections describe the 

subcategories in detail.  

 

Surprise content 

Surprise content indicates the informants’ attitudes towards surprise content when shopping through 

subscriptions. The main trend among the informants is that they have negative attitude towards sur-

prise content. Informant B states: “I do not like the surprise element. If I buy something, then I need 

to know what I buy, I do not want things that I do not know or what is” (Appendix S). Combined with 

the results from the MEC analysis, surprise was found to be a barrier when shopping through sub-

scriptions, as the informants feel they have less control with surprise content. However, two outliers 
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are found, as informant C and D have a positive attitude towards surprise content. Informant C states: 

“I like to try something new”. Combined with the results from the Presenting Data, it was found that 

some of the informants like to try something new, but the surprise content is an exception.  

 

Brand Loyalty 

Brand loyalty indicates the level of reluctance towards changing subscriptions. The main trend is 

identified to be low, as the informants generally are willing to change subscriptions, if they get a 

better offer. As informant D states: “All I have of my subscriptions, internet, mobile, fitness, Spotify, 

HBO, I would switch if I got a better offer” (Appendix S). Also, informant I states: “But I would not 

say that I am loyal. At least it is not my own definition of loyalty. Because I know that, if there is a 

new app, which is comparable to Spotify and it is cheaper, I would directly switch, probably. So that 

is why I would say, that I am not loyal. And the same for my gym membership, and for Netflix”. None 

of the informants are loyal to their subscriptions, as they are willing to change if they receive a better 

offer. 

 

Involvement Level 

Involvement level refers to how involved the informants are when shopping through subscriptions. 

The main trend among the informants is identified as being low. This indicates a low level of interest 

and a desire for spending time on shopping through subscriptions. Informant D states: “The benefits 

are that you feel you get more value for money, i.e. compared to what you would otherwise have 

done. E.g. with Spotify you feel it is value creating because you have a need you know must be cov-

ered, where you save time, as you do not have to think about it e.g. as contact lenses or spending time 

shopping”. All the informants agree that they are not interested in spending time on shopping when 

it is through subscriptions. Combined with the results from the MEC analysis, convenience was found 

to be a driver when shopping through subscriptions. Yet, they do not want to have high involvement 

with subscriptions, as it just needs to be convenient. 

 

Personal Relation 

This relates to the importance of having personal relation when shopping through subscriptions. In-

formants B, C, D, E, G, H, I, and J do not find it very important to have personal relations when 

shopping through subscriptions. However, the subcategory of personal relation is found to have two 

outliers, as informant A and F perceived it as very important to have a personal relation when 
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shopping through subscriptions. Informant F states: “Usually when I shop, I have to trust the person 

I am talking to because I want to have a relationship if they are going to help me with something. 

Which I am not getting in this case”. In addition, informant A states: “Loyalty comes at least from my 

point of view in some form of relationship”. For informant A, personal relations are highly weighted, 

especially in order to create loyalty. This also explains why this informant is not brand loyal.  

 

Sub-Conclusion on segmentation 

In conclusion, the segmentation has identified the informants as being homogenous, as they share 

similar characteristics with minor deviations. The behavioral segmentation identified a clear trend 

towards low surprise content, low brand loyalty, high involvement level, and low personal relation. 

However, four informants differed from the majority in the segmentation. Informants A and F showed 

positive attitudes towards surprise content. While, informants C and D have a high preference for 

having personal relations within subscriptions. Hence, from the focus groups, one primary segment 

has emerged with two outlying segments in each end of the spectrum within some of the subcatego-

ries. This segmentation lays the foundation for the following section where personas are created to 

describe the three segments. 

 

5.2.2 Development of Personas 

As a result of the thematic analysis, MEC analysis, and segmentation the following section presents 

the identified personas’ preferences within subscriptions. The following personas have been devel-

oped based on the segmentation: 

1. The Conventional 

2. The Critic 

3. The Explorer 

One persona has been identified as being representative for the segment and is characterized as, the 

Conventional. In addition, the two outliers have been identified as: The Critic and the Explorer. Each 

persona is a representation of the drivers, barriers, and personal characteristics of the consumer be-

havior within subscriptions. In the following section, a description related to the Conventional is 

addressed including references and attitudes derived from the segmentation. The persona of the Con-

ventional will be described by answering three questions, 1) What characterizes the persona? 2) What 

are the drivers? 3) What are the barriers? 
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The Conventional 

Who is the Conventional? 

The Conventional is a student or has just started his career. He is a modern consumer and as a Mil-

lennial he is a part of a digitized and technology-driven generation, meaning he is shopping through 

subscriptions, primarily subscriptions as developing services and regular services.  

 

The Conventional is outgoing, progressive, tolerant, and open. This means he is moving among dif-

ferent arenas and social groups. This leads to both family and friends being important as he is a 

grounded person, but the enjoyment of going out and experiencing the world is also important. Shop-

ping through subscriptions has become a tool for him to balance his life, where he is buying through 

subscriptions in order to calm down, balance his life and save time. The Conventional prefers to shop 

through subscriptions with regular products that make his life easier with fewer concerns, since sub-

scriptions helps to control his stressful environment in order to have more time for enjoyments. Per-

sonal development is of great importance for the Conventional, as he likes new opportunities, has 

great expectations for himself, and is aware of his own preferences. The Conventional emphasizes 

trust, thus he often weight recommendations from credible people as crucial.  

Being a millennial means that he is a part of a big purchasing population, since millennials account 

for about one third of the world’s total consumption. He perceives price as an important parameter 

when shopping, but at the same time he also wants quality products. He would rather spend a little 

extra money to have the pleasure of quality products i.e. quality products at a reasonable price. For 

him it is important that shopping is adapted to his needs and wants.  

 

Drivers 

For the Conventional, shopping through subscriptions is perceived as convenient. He has primarily 

subscriptions as developing services in order to cover personal needs and interests. He prefers to shop 

through subscriptions with regular products that makes his life easier with fewer concerns. A major 

driver for the Conventional when shopping through subscriptions is value for money, since both 

price and quality are considered important factors. Personifying is also perceived as an important 

driver within shopping through subscriptions, as it gives the opportunity to receive products or ser-

vices tailored to his needs. Lastly, the Conventional considers experience as a driver, since the Con-

ventional believes trust is an important element when shopping through subscriptions. If the Conven-

tional trusts a brand, he will be more inclined to purchase it through subscriptions. 
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Barriers 

Even though the Conventional primarily shops through subscriptions for intrinsic motivation, he is 

still negatively affected by expensive prices, as he is price conscious and demand value for money. 

Variable consumption is also perceived as a barrier within subscriptions, as the Conventional is neg-

atively affected by spending money on products or services related to situations where he is not sure 

about her purchase. The surprise element within subscriptions is considered as barrier, since he is 

aware of his own preferences and personal needs and wants to have the opportunity to choose and 

select his own products or services. As the Conventional considers trust as an important element when 

shopping through subscriptions, a bad experience is considered as a barrier. Negative ‘recommenda-

tions’ toward a product or service might lead to the Conventional to cancel an existing subscription 

or to never start subscribing to a specific solution. 

 

5.3 The Marketing Mix within Subscriptions 

The following section addresses how today’s consumers influence the Marketing Mix. This section 

is based on the persona’s preferences and needs, the Conventional, developed in section 5.2.2 Devel-

opment of Personas. 

 

5.3.1. From Product to Service 

Today’s consumers have everchanging needs and expect personalized services, as every consumer is 

unique and has different needs, which was also found within the persona in section 5.2.2 Development 

of Personas. This means that subscription services that sell one-size-fits all packages will be chal-

lenged. In fact, consumers are demanding another way of purchasing, anything except actually buying 

a product, as they have a growing preference for subscribing to services rather than buying products, 

meaning product is replaced with service. This is a shift away from the product era, which means the 

end of ownership. As consumers prefer to buy services rather than products, it means they want access 

when they need the products without owning it. The shift away from the product era is a global phe-

nomenon, which is primarily driven by Millennials and has led to more companies to offer ser-

vices/access instead of ownership. In fact, several informants perceive subscriptions as services rather 

than products, for instance one of the informants stated: “It is service products” (Appendix S). 
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Loyalty 

Due to consumers’ everchanging needs, it has become more difficult to create loyalty. According to 

Tien Tzuo, “Long relationships in return drive new, more predictable revenue streams as loyal cus-

tomers keep subscribing”. Meaning companies must care about that relationship because they need 

the relationship to continue in order to grow and make money, as it provides businesses with the 

opportunity to better understand their customers based on their preferences and behaviors.  “I guess 

you are loyal until either there is a better product or the all one does not fulfil or meet your criteria 

anymore” (AN, p. 14). Customers can either be service loyal or brand loyal, in terms of being loyal 

to the company because they think the company are great or the best e.g. Apple is one of the best 

examples of brand loyalty. If consumers are service loyal, it is because they need the service and have 

a more practical reasoning, such as the price, distance and service. However, this vary related to the 

different types of subscriptions, as mentioned in the following quote: “Being able to create loyalty 

depends on the type / type of subscription business you run”.  

 

Within developing services, it is difficult to create loyalty, as consumers are willing to change sub-

scriptions if they receive a better offer, which is reflected in the following quote: “But I would not 

say that I am loyal. At least it is not my own definition of loyalty. Because I know that, if there is a 

new app, which is comparable to Spotify and it is cheaper, I would directly switch, probably. So that 

is why I would say, that I am not loyal. And the same for my gym membership, and for Netflix”. 

Additionally, within this type of subscriptions it is not common that a relationship between the con-

sumers and company exists. In fact, it might be easier to create loyalty through the subscription model, 

developing products, compared to other types of subscriptions, as the business model is based on a 

relationship with the customer. However, it is important to understand customers’ needs and prefer-

ences in order to avoid satiating them. Also, within regular services it might be difficult to create 

loyalty, since consumers are willing to change subscriptions if they receive a better offer. Yet, the 

service aspect is important within this type of subscription, as relationships between the consumer 

and the company exist. Within regular products, the majority of consumers are service loyal, as the 

product is the most essential and not the relationship, meaning loyalty is created within other param-

eters, such as price.  
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5.3.2 Consumers Are Less Risky  

Pricing is one of the biggest growth drivers within subscription businesses. However, when entering 

the market companies might not set the right price point. This means subscription companies have to 

experiment and be innovative when setting the price. There is a clear trend that more subscription-

based business models will arise, as more customers demand a service oriented business model in-

stead of the traditional ownership model. This is due to the fact that consumers do not really want to 

own products anymore, which has bought many difficulties within pricing. The reason for the grow-

ing preferences within accessing instead of ownership is because today’s consumers are less risky, as 

they do not own the product, they are just basically using product or using the service. Thus, it might 

be challenging for subscription-based companies to set the right price. The general approach to pric-

ing is that the price has to be equal to the value.  

 

In value based pricing companies set prices in relation to the customers’ value perceptions. Therefore, 

understanding customers are crucial in value based pricing, since it gives the ability to meet the right 

target of what customers are willing to pay. However, this is a challenge for many subscription com-

panies, since it is difficult to determine the exact value, as consumers do not own product anymore. 

By having one-off-purchase, it is a lot easier to calculate and forecast profitability and customer life-

time value. However, subscription services have the opportunity to use subscription based pricing or 

versioning, which give companies high chances of meeting the right value perception of the custom-

ers.  

 

Subscription based pricing is convenient for customers. With subscription based pricing, consumers 

have the opportunity to choose the solution and price structure that fits their needs best. This involves 

subscriptions that are more customer-centric and subscription companies have the ability to tailor the 

offer a lot more to the customers’ needs within subscriptions. Importantly, companies really need to 

be sure they understand customers with subscription-based pricing. With pricing everything starts 

with segmenting the customers and understanding the customers, since pricing is about understanding 

the value. 

 

In the questionnaire, it was found that the three most important parameters for consumers in terms of 

shopping are value for money, quality, and price. This result indicates that consumers weigh price 

high, but more importantly, value for money. This underlies the importance of setting the right price 
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in accordance to the value perception of the consumers. However, the pricing strategy should be 

managed differently depending on the type of subscription. For instance, within developing services 

and regular products, consumers are more price conscious, as they weigh price high when choosing 

between alternatives. Within developing products, consumers weigh quality and value for money 

higher than just finding the cheapest solution. As mentioned, pricing is about understanding the value, 

within regular products consumers are price conscious, however, it was found that their reason for 

subscribing to this type of subscription is due to convenience. Consumers do not want to pay more 

for shopping through subscriptions, but are preferring subscriptions, if the price is the same or 

cheaper. 

 

5.3.3 Promotion 

Today, especially social media channels are widely applied within subscriptions compared to bill-

boards and TV advertisements. This is due to the fact that subscription services mainly shape the 

customer journey by offering compelling enough to generate word of mouth. Furthermore, subscrip-

tions provide consumer data as subscription companies get consumer data directly through their prod-

uct or service, whereas marketers use a lot of money on buying consumer data. This has enabled 

subscription companies to do marketing differently compared to traditional businesses. Moreover, 

marketing resources are often used to optimize growth within subscription services. As subscription 

companies get data directly from their product and services, engineers and data scientists are increas-

ingly used for marketing, since they are taking care of the consumer data. Therefore, engineers have 

to a greater extent taken over marketing tasks and are building freemium models as marketing tools 

to create upgrading incentives and offering in-app purchases for customers. However, some tradi-

tional marketing tools are still important, since storytelling, traditional branding and promotion are 

still needed within marketing to be able to translate all data into broader and more compelling mes-

sages. 

 

Moreover, retention is a lot harder with subscription based business models because the customer 

journey has changed in terms of customers both having the opportunity to sign up and cancel online 

easily, since a lot is taking place online with subscriptions. A lot of companies try to retain customers 

by giving them different offers and discounts. Sometimes companies are too focused on not losing 

customers by offering discounts that they forget about profit, meaning they might forget about the 

financial side. 
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The marketing aspect has changed within the subscription based business model, as there are different 

marketing options within subscriptions. Subscription companies are doing marketing with trials in 

order to try to convince potential customers to experience the subscription.  

 

Within subscriptions, place has definitely changed in terms of the channels that are used, a lot is 

taking place online within subscriptions. Moreover, a lot of subscription-based companies run too 

many promotions. This is leading to consumers’ perception about value to change. 

 

Storytelling is crucial within subscriptions 

The ability of storytelling is important within subscriptions, as subscription services need an over-

arching story that puts the service and the users within a broader social narrative. The model of sto-

rytelling mentally consists of the three rooms of ‘how’, ‘who’, and ‘why’. Companies are good at the 

storytelling of ‘how’ and ‘who’, however they fail in the storytelling of ‘why’, which relates to the 

bigger reason why the company exist. The ‘why’ is seen as an important part of the storytelling, 

meaning companies should always start with the ‘why’. 

 
5.3.4 Place  

Within subscriptions, place has definitely changed in terms of the channels that are used, a lot is 

taking place online within subscriptions. The change from ownership to service has led more con-

sumers to buy access to products or services instead of owning it through different channels, espe-

cially online as reflected in the following quote: “A lot is taking place online with subscription-based 

pricing”.  Since a lot of activities within subscriptions take place online, the physical and personal 

relationship between the subscription provider and the consumer is often not existing. Thus, service 

is considered crucial for subscriptions, since it is the only way subscription companies can create 

relationships, as it is the core of the product. Especially, service is crucial within the developing 

products because consumers are not always of what they receive. This is reflected in the following 

quote:  "… I think that's part of what is subscription based business model. You have to maintain a 

relatively good service mindset because you just can't see the product. It is a little scary to shop based 

on the fact that you do not know what to receive, then you have to have a high level of service”. In 

fact, the informants believe that building a relation to customers might create loyalty, as the relation-

ship will boost consumers’ desire to keep subscribing. The way the consumers perceive the value of 
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the solution, is related to the providers’ ability to engage with the consumer based on who they are, 

what they are doing and the providers’ interaction with the consumer.  
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5.4 The Influence of Culture from Consumer Behavior 
 

 
Figure 39: Hofstede’s Six Dimensions 
 
5.4.1 Power Distance 

Both Denmark and Germany have a relatively low score in this dimension. However, Denmark has a 

score of 18 which is very low compared to Germany and other countries. With a very egalitarian 

mind-set the Danes believe in independency, equal rights, accessible superiors and that management 

facilitates and empowers. The same applies to Germany, that has a highly decentralized structure and 

is supported by a strong middle class. In fact, power distance has a particular influence on the deci-

sion-making process when consumers evaluate alternative products or services (De Mooij, 2004, p. 

222). According to De Mooij (2004, p. 222), the larger the power distance and uncertainty avoidance 

countries have, the smaller proportion of consumers search for product information from impersonal 

and objective magazines. As Germany has a larger power distance compared to Denmark, Germans 

to a greater extent tend to seek product information from personal sources rather than impersonal 

sources. In the data analysis, it is reflected that Danes trust impersonal sources, as they in some cases 

shop based on reviews from the Internet. 

 

5.4.2 Individualism  

Both the Danish and German society are truly individualistic, since both countries have a score of 74 

and 67 on this dimensions, respectively. This means there is a high performance for loosely-knit 

social framework, where individuals are expected to take care of themselves and their immediate 

families only. Thus, there is a strong belief in the ideal of self-actualization. Loyalty is based on 

personal preferences for people as well as sense of duty and responsibility. Both for the Danes and 

Germans, communication is among the most direct in the world following the ideal to be ‘honest, 
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even if it hurts’ – and by this giving the counterpart a fair chance to learn from mistakes. Both in 

search and buying process social relationships between consumers and companies vary between in-

dividualistic and collectivistic (De Mooij, 2008, p. 264). In individualistic cultures consumers do not 

to the same extent want a relationship with the company as within the collectivistic culture (ibid.). 

Moreover, it is expected everyone has their own private opinion, personal values, and preferences in 

an individualistic society (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2006, p. 124). In the data analysis, it is reflected, as 

consumers have everchanging needs and expect personalized services because every consumer is 

unique and has different needs. 

 

5.4.3 Uncertainty Avoidance 

With a score of 23 Denmark scores low on the uncertainty avoidance dimension compared to Ger-

many. This means that Danes do not need a lot of structure and predictability compared to Germans 

e.g. plans can be changed overnight, new things that pop up. Furthermore, curiosity is natural by 

having a low score in this dimension. In other words, what is different is attractive for Danes. In 

general, if a culture is more open and embraces the future, people are more interested in trying new 

purchase options such as subscriptions. This means Danes like to consume new and innovative prod-

ucts. From the data analysis, it is found that Danes like to try new things and do sometimes subscribe 

to new solutions in order to try something new. However, some informants do give expression of that 

the idea of paying an amount to be surprised in unappealing, because they do not know what they 

receive. When uncertainty avoidance is low, people search for convenience in shopping (Hofstede & 

Hofstede, 2005, p. 180). This is also found in the data analysis that convenience is considered an 

important parameter when shopping. 

 

Contrary Denmark, Germany is among the uncertainty avoidant countries with a score of 65, which 

is in the high end, thus there is a slight preference for Uncertainty Avoidance. The high score indicates 

a strong preference for deductive approach rather than inductive approach in thinking, presenting, or 

planning, meaning the systematic overview has to be given in order to proceed. Moreover, details are 

important to create certainty. Cultures that are more reluctant to the future are more hesitating to try 

new things, and will engage less in things that they are unfamiliar with. Also, this is reflected in the 

data analysis, Germans do not like to try new things. Instead, they stick to what they know, which is 

a German heritage that there is not much change in what they use to do. Therefore, Germans do not 

like the surprise element within subscriptions. Yet, there might be a chance that cultures with high 
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uncertainty avoidance will hesitate more to a subscription model. However, long-term relationships 

might play an important role for consumers that want to reduce their uncertainty, which may be cre-

ated in long-term customer relationship that can be created through a subscription model (Crosby, 

Evans & Cowles, 1990). Therefore, with high uncertainty avoidance, German consumers are expected 

to have an interest in long-term relations. Still, they might perceive subscriptions as a higher commit-

ment and thus barrier. This make it more difficult to convince German consumers to start subscribing. 

Additionally, the data analysis showed Germans often evaluating the pros and cons within subscrip-

tions and comparing solutions with the purpose to find the best solutions in terms of price and quality.  

 

5.4.4 Indulgence 

Denmark is an indulgent country, as it has a high score of 70 in this dimension. Unlike, Germany that 

has a low score of 40. By having a low score in this dimension indicates that the Germen culture in 

restrained in nature. Societies with low score have a tendency to cynicism and pessimism. But people 

in societies with a high score are generally exhibit a willingness to realize their impulses and desires 

to enjoying life and having fun. They possess a positive attitude and have a tendency towards opti-

mism. This also explains that Danes like to try new things, as they perceived it as fun. In fact, Danes 

place a higher degree of importance on leisure time, act as they please and spend money as they wish. 

In contrast to Danes, Germans do not put much emphasis on leisure time and control the satisfaction 

of their desires. Thus, Germans have the perception that their actions are restrained by social norms 

and feel that indulging themselves is somehow wrong. 

 

5.4.5 Sub-Conclusion of Cultural Differences 

In conclusion, Danish and German consumers share some similarities, but do also have some dissim-

ilarities. Germany is found to have a larger power distance compared to Denmark, meaning Germans 

to a greater extent tend to seek product information from personal sources rather than impersonal 

sources. Both, the Danish and German society are characterized by being individualistic. This means 

Danish and German consumers relies on their own opinion, personal values, and preferences i.e. they 

expect personalized services because every consumer is unique and has different needs. The part 

where Danes and Germans differ most is within uncertainty avoidance. Denmark has a low uncer-

tainty avoidance, which means Danes like to try new things. Germany, on the other hand, does not 

like to try new things, thus Germans do not like the surprise element in some subscriptions to the 

same extent as Danes. Yet, there might be a chance that cultures with high uncertainty avoidance will 
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hesitate more to a subscription model. Thus, German consumers are expected to have an interest in 

long-term relations. Still, they might perceive subscriptions as a higher commitment and thus barrier. 

This make it more difficult to convince German consumers to start subscribing. Lastly, Denmark is 

an indulgent country, this means Danes are generally exhibit a willingness to realize their impulses 

and desires to enjoying life and having fun. Unlike, the Germen culture which is restrained in nature. 

This also explains that Danes like to try new things and that German does not. 

 

5.5 The Application of the Subscription Model in Practice 

Based on the analysis, the aim of the following section is to address how companies can apply a 

subscription-based business model in a business setting with increased customer-centric focus. For 

this purpose, a framework is developed based on the findings from the analysis. It is important to 

notice that this framework is developed based on the Conventional persona, identified in section 5.2.2 

Development of Personas, which is found to be the most representative persona to characterize the 

today’s consumer within needs and preferences. The purpose is to cover the customer-centric aspect. 

This section is divided into two main parts in order to describe each step in the framework, the third 

part, post-subscribing, is only mentioned shortly: 

1. Pre-Subscribing 

2. Subscribing Period 

3. (Post-Subscribing)  

 

5.5.1 Pre-Subscribing 

 
Figure 40: Pre-Subscribing (authors creation) 
The pre-subscribing phase is the moment before consumers decide to subscribe. This involves eval-

uating drivers and barriers for shopping through subscriptions. In this phase, consumers compare 

alternatives with the aim of finding the best solution that fits their preferences and needs the most. 

Convenience, value for money, personifying, and experience are the main drivers for today’s con-

sumers’ shopping behavior. The drivers and barriers are important for subscription companies to take 
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into account, as it might reflect today’s consumers’ preferences and needs. The following reflects 

drivers and barriers for the Conventional shopper. 

 

Drivers 

Convenience is an important driver for today’s consumers, the opportunity to save time drives the 

Conventional shopper to purchase. By offering convenient shopping, it leads to fewer concerns, 

which is highly prioritized for the Conventional, especially within some specific purchases. Value 

for money is a major driver for the Conventional shopper. Both, price and quality are considered as 

important factors. The Conventional shopper is price conscious, but still concerned about quality. 

Thus, offering quality products or services to the right price is an essential driver for today’s con-

sumer. Today’s consumers want to be treated as unique and individual consumers; thus, personifying 

attracts the Conventional shopper. Providing products or services that can be adapted to consumers’ 

personal needs and preferences over time, will make them feel special. Today’s consumers are more 

motivated to subscribe to subscriptions that can be trusted and deliver a positive experience. 

 

Barriers 

Variable consumption is perceived as a barrier when shopping through subscriptions, as today’s 

consumers prefer subscriptions, when they are sure of their consumption or if a need is covered. The 

Conventional shopper is negatively affected by spending money on products or services related to 

situations where he is not sure about his purchase, as today’s consumers value being in control.  This 

is also related to surprise, as the Conventional is self-conscious, meaning today’s consumers are 

aware of their preferences and personal needs. Thus, surprises are perceived a barrier in terms of not 

knowing what to receive. As well as experience is perceived a driver, it is also perceived a barrier. 

When consumers have bad experiences, it quickly affects their perception of the company, which 

might influence a company’s reputation, if they do not act. Therefore, great service within experi-

ences is important.  

 

Basis of Existence 

In the pre-subscribing phase, it is important subscription companies focus on storytelling, in order to 

lead customers realizing what value the subscription contributes with. Meaning, subscription compa-

nies have to start with themselves by questioning, what the company’s basis of existence is. Story-

telling includes asking the following three questions: 
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• Telling the story of the product – the how 

• Telling the story of the market – the who 

• Telling the overarching story that puts the service and the users within a broader social nar-

rative – the why 

 

5.5.2 Subscription Period  

 
Figure 41: Subscription Period (authors creation) 
The subscription period includes the different types of subscriptions, as well as the parameters the 

subscription companies should aim attention at. Each step is elaborated in the following. 

 

‘Types of Subscriptions’ 

Within developing services, customers receive services that are not the exact same each time and 

will be constantly improved or customized. The main reasons why consumers subscribe to developing 

services are because they receive value for money, the convenience, the cheapest solution, and the 

flexibility to cancel. In developing products, customers do not receive the exact same product each 

time, since the product will be constantly improved or customized. The motives of beginning to sub-

scribe to developing products are related to getting value for money, a tailored experience, surprise 

content, or if the subscription is recommended by a trusted person. Within regular services consum-

ers receive the exact same service each time. The main reasons for subscribing to regular services are 

related to receiving convenience, value for money, or because it is the cheapest solution. When sub-

scribing to regular products consumers receive the exact same product each time. The main reasons 

why consumers subscribe to regular products are because it is convenient, the value for money aspect, 

or it is the cheapest solution.  
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‘Retention or Acquire’ 

‘Retention or Acquire’ is included in the framework, as it is found that a company’s current subscriber 

base is one of the most valuable growth drivers. However, retention is a lot harder with subscription-

based business models because the customer journey has changed, in terms of customers both having 

the opportunity to sign up and cancel online easily, as a lot is taking place online with subscriptions. 

Retaining customers is incredibly important, as new customers are sometimes harder and more costly 

to acquire compared to retaining loyal customers, but in some cases, it is found more appropriate for 

subscription companies to focus on acquiring new customers. Whether subscription companies 

should focus on retaining current customers or acquiring new customers depends on what type of 

subscriptions it is. For instance, if customers do not receive a physical product, they are not reminded 

of their subscriptions and will stay subscribed. Yet, subscription companies can focus on acquiring 

new customers, if the current subscriber base are remaining. Whereas, if customers receive a physical 

product, they are reminded of the subscription and if they are not satisfied, they are going to cancel. 

Therefore, the focus on retention is a lot more important within subscriptions that contain physical 

products. Also, for subscription companies offering physical products, it is important not to satiate 

the customers. Thus, in order to retain customers, it is important to understand their preferences and 

needs. 

 

Hence, it is argued that subscription companies within developing services and regular services have 

the opportunity to put more effort on acquiring new customers. However, subscription companies 

within developing products and regular products should put more effort on retaining their current 

subscriber base.  

 

‘Focus on’ 

Besides ‘Retention or Acquire’, this framework also suggests what the different types of subscriptions 

should focus on. In order to retain customers in the subscription period and develop loyalty, subscrip-

tion companies have to be aware of which parameters to focus on within the different types of sub-

scriptions. Within developing services, the majority of the customers are not loyal, as they are willing 

to change subscription if they receive a better offer. Therefore, it might be difficult to develop loyalty 

within developing services. Hence, subscription companies should focus on parameters such as price 

and content, which is found to be the most sensitive. However, it is still possible to customize the 

service, which may lead to loyalty. 
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In developing products, loyalty can be created based on a relation to customers. Through the sub-

scription period, companies gain better insights within customers’ preferences and needs. Over a pe-

riod, it might be possible to constantly improve or customize the product, as subscription companies 

have the opportunity to adapt to consumers’ preferences and needs. This is especially important in 

order to create a better relation to customers as well as avoiding satiating them. Thus, subscription 

companies within developing products should focus on building customer relationships. 

 

Within regular services, consumers are found not to be loyal. Especially, due to the fact that consum-

ers have low preferences within regular services. Hence, consumers are willing to change subscrip-

tion, if they receive a better offer. Within regular services, subscription companies should focus on 

price, service, and convenience. It is important to note that there might be other parameters, but this 

suggestion is based on the Conventional shopper’s drivers and barriers. Moreover, within regular 

products, consumers are not loyal. Thus, subscription companies should retain customers by focusing 

on price, quality, service, and convenience. 

 

5.5.3 Sub-Conclusion of the Application of the Subscription Model 

Based on the this, a framework is developed as illustrated in figure 42. The framework is divided into 

three steps: Pre-subscribing, Subscribing period, and post-subscribing, which is based on the Con-

ventional persona that is identified to be the most representative persona to characterize the today’s 

consumer in terms of needs and preferences.  
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Figure 42: The Application of the Subscription-Based Business Model (authors creation) 
 

5.6 The Application of the Framework in an International Context 
To assess whether the same type of subscription model is applicable in different geographical mar-

kets, it is necessary to evaluate if the cultural differences between Danish and German consumers 

might affect the applicability of the framework. Based on the analysis, it is found that Danish and 

German consumers share some similarities, but do also have their dissimilarities. The most significant 

findings are that both Danish and German consumers rely on their own opinion, personal values, and 

preferences i.e. they expect personalized services because every consumer is unique and has different 

needs. So, even though both countries are individualistic, it might be an obstacle for the application 

of the framework to be applied in different geographical markets.  

 

Additionally, the area where Danes and Germans differ the most is within uncertainty avoidance. 

Danes like to try new things and Germans, on the other hand, does not like to try new things. Thus 

Germans do not like the surprise element in some subscriptions to the same extent as Danes do. 

Furthermore, German consumers are expected to have an interest in long-term relations. Still, they 

might perceive subscriptions as a higher commitment and thus a barrier. This make it more difficult 
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to convince German consumers to start subscribing. In general, Danes exhibit a willingness to realize 

their impulses and desires to enjoy life and have fun. In contrast to the Germen culture, which is more 

restrained in nature. This also explains why Danes like to try new things and why Germans do not to 

the same extent. 

 
Based on the identified similarities and contrasts between Danes and Germans, it is argued that it 

might be difficult to apply the framework in an international context. Even though, Danes and Ger-

mans share some similarities, as some the differences are too significant. Thus, subscription compa-

nies need to have different approaches. However, it can also be argued that some types of subscrip-

tions can be applied across geographical markets even though culture differences exist. The collected 

data showed that consumer preferences within regular products and services have a bigger tendency 

to be generalized, as the consumers receive the exact same product or service every time e.g. prefer-

ences within razor blades are low. 

 

In conclusion, it is argued that the developed framework is applicable across geographical markets 

within regular products and services. However, it might be necessary to conduct a broader analysis, 

that reflects the population to a greater extent, in order to draw significant conclusions. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Perspectives 

The purpose of the research was focused towards investigating. The following section reflect and 

discuss three main topics in relation to the analysis, results, and limitations:  

§ Data verification 

§ Development of the framework 

 

6.1 Data Verification 

Data verification contains of the process of seeking alternative explanations of the interpretation of 

data. Data verification can be done through using other data sources or applying other theories in 

order to guarantee the final results and conclusions are well grounded (Malhotra et al., 2017 p. 911). 

For this thesis, a mixed-methods approach has been applied in the collection of data, since the re-

search applies both quantitative and qualitative data in order answer the research question. Addition-

ally, the research involves a combination of different research strategies, as the research strategy is a 

combination of a case study and grounded theory.  

 

Furthermore, the social reality is viewed from a neo-positivistic perspective and a constructivist ap-

proach, meaning the epistemological context in this research are neither just objective nor subjective. 

Based on this it important to be fully aware that this will result in the justifications and findings ending 

up being more subjective rather than objective, as the research will be affected by the researcher’s 

influence and interaction with the research. Thus, limited ability to separate emotions, values, and 

science. However, the data has been analyzed in-depth throughout the analysis by applying different 

theoretical concepts: thematic analysis, MEC analysis and segmentation. By using these different 

methods and theoretical concepts the risk of bias is further reduced.  
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6.2 Developing a Framework and Further Research 

In order to address how companies can apply a subscription-based business model in business settings 

with increased customer-centric focus, a framework is developed based on the findings from the anal-

ysis. Within the development of a framework, it is relevant to take the following steps into account: 

Researching, analysis and concepting, testing and refining. However, the thesis does primarily focus 

on the steps within researching, analysis and concepting. By using the focus group interview method, 

it has been possible to gather data formed by a dynamic and flexible approach, including different 

viewpoints. Based on the thematic analysis, MEC analysis, and the segmentation process, it has been 

possible to develop a persona that represent the preferences of today’s consumers within subscrip-

tions. In order to develop the framework further, it can be argued that the thesis should focus both on 

the steps of testing and refining as well, with the purpose to strengthen the validity within the frame-

work. However, it can be argued that building a solid framework takes time and effort. Due to the 

limited timeframe within the research the focus of the thesis has been placed on gathering data and 

the analysis process. In further research it is suggested to add the testing and refining steps to the 

development of the framework in order to make the framework more valid.  

 

However, the framework is limited to only focusing on the pre-subscribing phase and the subscribing 

period. This results in the post-subscribing phase is not investigated further in the framework, since 

the analysis data to support this. In further research it is suggested to involve this phase in order to 

understand why consumers unsubscribe. Furthermore, the data collection is limited to primarily be 

conducted within a consumer approach, since the purpose is to understand consumer behavior. Based 

on this, the company perspective in this research is only illuminated in a small part of the research. 

By applying a broader company perspective as well it is possible developing a more industry based 

approach, resulting in a more concrete framework.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

In the following, the conclusion is addressed by answering the research question and support ques-

tions, which aims to summarize the results of the thesis. 

 

Based on the thematic analysis, eight drivers and barriers were identified. The four main drivers for 

today’s consumers are: Convenience, value for money, personifying, and experience. These drivers 

characterize the today’s consumer in terms of what preferences and needs consumers have within 

general shopping, meaning what drives today’s consumer to shop. Also, four main barriers were 

identified: Consumption, surprise, experience, and expensive. These barriers also characterize today’s 

consumers, as they are avoiding these barriers when they shop. 

 

A MEC analysis was conducted with the purpose of developing a persona that represent the majority 

of today’s consumers. Based on the thematic analysis, MEC analysis the most representative persona 

was identified to be the Conventional shopper. Through subscriptions, the Conventional shopper is 

mainly buying developing services and regular services through subscriptions. Especially, conven-

ience is an important driver within subscriptions, as the opportunity to save time drives the Conven-

tional shopper to purchase. By offering convenient shopping, it leads to fewer concerns, which is 

highly prioritized. Today’s consumers want to be treated as unique and individual consumers. Thus, 

personifying attracts the Conventional to shop through subscriptions. Providing products or services 

that can be adapted to consumers’ personal needs and preferences over time, will make consumers 

feel unique. The main barriers within subscriptions is consumption, in terms of variable consumption, 

as today’s consumers prefer subscriptions, when they are sure of their consumption or if a need is 

covered. The Conventional shopper is negatively affected by spending money on products or services 

related to situations where he is not sure about his purchase, as today’s consumers value being in 

control. This is also related to surprise, as the Conventional is self-conscious, meaning consumers are 

aware of their preferences and personal needs. Thus, surprises are perceived a barrier in terms of not 
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knowing what to receive. As well as experience is perceived a driver, it is also perceived a barrier. 

This emphasizes the importance of great experience.  

From the analysis of how the Subscription Economy has affected the Marketing Mix, it was found 

that today’s consumers have everchanging needs and expect personalized services, as every consumer 

is unique and has different needs. Moreover, it is found that consumers are demanding another way 

of purchasing, expect actually buying a product. In fact, they have a growing preference to subscribe 

to services rather than buying products, meaning product is replaced with service. As consumers 

prefer to buy services rather than products, it means they want access when they need the products 

without owning it. The reason for the growing preferences within accessing instead of ownership is 

because today’s consumers are less risky, as they do not own the product, they are just basically using 

product or using the service. Due to consumers everchanging needs, it has become more difficult to 

create loyalty. Every consumer has their own personal criteria, meaning it is hard for providers to 

make it right for everyone. Therefore, the ideal subscription should be personalized to consumers’ 

person criteria.  

Based on the analysis, a framework for how a subscription-based business model can be applied was 

developed. The framework consists of three steps: Pre-subscribing, Subscribing period and post-

subscribing. This thesis only presents two phases. The framework is divided into types of subscrip-

tions in terms of what parameters the different types of business model should aim attention to. 

Lastly, cultural differences between Danes and German was also examined. Danish and German con-

sumers share some similarities but do also have their dissimilarities. The most significant findings 

are that both Danish and German consumers rely on their own opinion, personal values, and prefer-

ences i.e. they expect personalized services because every consumer is unique and has different needs. 

So, even though both countries are individualistic, it might be an obstacle for the application of the 

framework to be applied in different geographical markets. Especially, within uncertainty avoidance, 

which is where Danes and Germans differ the most. 

 

In conclusion, it is argued that it might be difficult to apply the framework in an international context. 

Even though, Danes and Germans share some similarities, as some the differences are too significant. 

Thus, subscription companies need to have different approaches. However, it can also be argued that 

some types of subscriptions can be applied across geographical markets even though culture 
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differences exist. The collected data showed that consumer preferences within regular products and 

services have a bigger tendency to be generalized, as the consumers receive the exact same product 

or service every time e.g. preferences within razor blades are low. 
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Appendix A 
Expert Interview: Transcribed + Open Codes 

Transcribed interview with Martin Jamatz, Strategic Pricing 

Manager at TDC, 

External lector at Copenhagen Business School and PH.D.  

 

The interview was conducted the 14th of marts, at Copenha-

gen Business School.  

 

M refers to Martin Jamatz 

I1 refers to the first interviewer  

I2 refers to the second interviewer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I1 What is your position? And for how long have you re-

searched and worked within the field of the subscription 

based business model? 

M: My name is Martin Jamatz. I am originally from Germany 

and I have been working with pricing since… basically 

since 2014 I would say. So I actually it started out, that I 

did an internship in Germany at an inhouse Consultancy 

at Bayern Pharmaceuticals, an chemical company. First 

real touchpoint with pricing I would say. Then I started 

here at CBS as a research assistant for around ten mounts, 

so I was a part of pricing excellent project where we did 

consultant work for a lot of Danish companies. Then I 

started my PhD at CBS as well, industrial PhD. I did it 

with GN, GN Store Nord, also call GN Group. I worked 

there at the same time as a pricing and value analyst and 

finished my Ph.D, and then I started working at TDC 

where I am sitting in the group strategy department. TDC 

consists of a lot of different brands and I am kind of sit-

ting above all those brands, so I do more the strategic 

stuff and working as a so called strategic pricing manager. 

And I am still teaching at CBS as an external lector and I 
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also go to a lot of conferences to speak about pricing. 

That all I would say.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subscription is about paying regularly for access-
ing service; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Freemium models have paid quite well for many 
companies; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Offering different types of trials; Subscription 
based pricing is about doing versioning, like the 
classics, good, better and best kind of strategies;  
 

I1: Okay, I think it the answers to our two first questions.  

I2 Yes, but what about your work within the field of sub-

scriptions? 

M Yes, that is funny. So at GN we did not do that much sub-

scription based pricing. Although, we really wanted to 

move there. Then I have been doing some projects here at 

CBS. Where we worked with some more hardcore indus-

trial companies, that wanted to make that shift towards a 

more service oriented business model. So yeah the key 

term for that is  

servitization, which you guys maybe know. And then now 

at TDC of course it is hardcore subscriptions. It is basi-

cally what we do for mobile subscriptions, TV and broad-

bred. 

I1 Alright, so how would you define a subscription? 

M Hmm… I do not know, you should look in one of those 

papers that define them in an academically way. No I 

think for me a subscription is basically that you pay on a 

regularly basis for service for access. On a regular basis 

meaning that you are being charged as a customer on reg-

ular intervals.  

I1 Perfect.  

M That is my spontaneous definition.  

I1  That is good. And what different type of subscription 

based business models are there? 

M I think it depends on what you mean by types? Like you 

think about freemium models, that could be one right? 

Like Spotify for example. I think it has paid off quite well 

for many companies. Even though I think some are more 

successful than others, you know in upselling towards the 

pay premium version. That is obviously one. Then one 

type could also be that you look into trials right? Where 

you offer different types of trials. Then of course sub-

scription based pricing could also be, that you do a lot of 

versioning, like the classics, good, better and best kind of 

strategies. So that is obviously a really popular one. If you 
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look at, you know, the telecom industry, where I work in, 

you have more than three options. You actually have five. 

I really think it depends on what you want to achieve with 

you subscription based model and also how much of the 

psychological leavers you want to use on that.  

Subscription based pricing is really popular; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to make profit, companies need to sort of 
upsell to more premium versions; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I2 Alright, but you said some of the freemium models were 

doing better than others. Why do you think that? 

M So, I mean obviously in the end of the day the company 

wants to make money, right? So they want to make profit. 

So they need to sort of upsell to more premium versions. I 

think some companies are really bad at deciding which 

features to put into the base of the free version and which 

features to put into the more premium one. Yeah, I do not 

have an example right now from the top of my head of a 

really bad one. But I think, so for example Spotify does 

quite well the advertisements, that these are being short 

off with the premium version. So that is obviously really 

nice, because the advertisements annoy you, if you listen 

a lot to it right? So I think it really much about selecting 

the right features and where you going to put them. For 

some people there is just no to  incentive go for the pre-

mium one.  

I2 Do you have an example of a company that have failed 

within subscriptions  

M I am sure, that there is tons. Not really from the top of my 

head now, actually. Let’s come back to this later.  

I1 Okay, next question. How has the subscription based 

business model developed over the decades? 

M You can see that companies get a lot smarter. It is proof 

based on pricing. I already mentioned the psychological 

factors. So you can really see that the more research that 

is being done about the psychological parts, more compa-

nies are adapting to it. And I think they get quite smart. I 

do not know how subscription based pricing looked like 

back in the days. But I think just from the past years, you 

can really see that there has been a lot of changes. And 

also that a lot of companies are adopting it.  
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I1 Alright, then we going the questions related to the trends 

and the issues within subscriptions. What do the current 

trends related to transcriptions look like, right now if you 

should elaborate a little further on that? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Companies try to move away from one time pur-
chase to recurring purchase; 
 
 

 

 

Companies have difficulties in changing their 
mindset towards a more service based business; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some companies fail within subscription, as they 
also base the pricing on usages and outcome; It 
might be a challenge for subscription based com-
panies to have a value based pricing approach; 
Companies are used to do cost plus pricing, which 
might be a challenge when changing to the sub-
scription based business model; 
 
 
 
 
 
The value is difficult to determine in value based 
pricing; 
 
 
 
Subscription companies are more renting out the 
products; 
 
Customers do not really own the products, which 
has brought many difficulties within pricing; 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M What are the current trends…? Again the general trend is 

that a lot of companies trying to move away from the kind 

of one time purchase to recurring payment mechanism, 

that subscription based pricing entails, right? You can see 

that a lot. You can also see, when you talk about issues, 

that a lot of companies are actually starting to do so, be-

cause, they really have difficulties in changing their mind-

set towards a more service based business model. That is 

really difficult for them. So we did a project for one com-

pany working in the maritime industry, again a very hard-

core production company. And they really did not manage 

to do so, to make that shift. The problem was that, they 

wanted to make not just subscription based pricing, but 

also to base the pricing on usages and outcome. So it is 

kind of a more value based pricing approach. And they re-

ally could not get the head around it because they were so 

used to doing these kind of cost-plus-pricing right? You 

just look at your cost and apply a little margin, done, that 

is the price. And suddenly they usages based pricing, 

where you said, then now we are going to price depending 

on a monthly fee, but also depending on how much actu-

ally, the people are going to use our products and what is 

actually the value in it and what is the risk for us, right? 

Because they were used to sell the product and you know, 

it is out of our door. But it is actually not the case. They 

are kind of more renting out the product, right? And just 

giving it to the customer, but the customer does not really 

own it and that brought many difficulties for them, also 

from a risk point of view. So quite difficult to make that 

shift. Other trends…. Hmmm? 

I2 But do you think that, many companies are moving to the 

subscription based business model? 

M I think it very much depends on the company and on the 

industry. I think first of all subscription based pricing is 
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quite handy and convenient for customers. So it is very 

customer centric in that sense. So that is one of the rea-

sons. Also because the customers are requesting it and 

they have a clear preference for this model. Depending on 

the types of subscription model that you have, of course it 

is nice for the customers that you can just cancelling it 

any time, which might be some kind of risk for the com-

pany instead of just selling it one time at really high price. 

On the other hand, it is also nice to have those recovering 

revenues. And also as I mentioned with trials and the free-

mium versions, right? You have a lot of possibilities to 

actually attract new customers and also to reactivate cus-

tomers. So those are some mechanisms I think are defi-

antly benefits. 

Shifting to the subscription based business model 
depends on the industry; Subscription based pric-
ing is quite handy and convenient for  customers; 
Subscriptions are customer centric; 
 
 
Customers have clear preferences for the sub-
scription model, as they are requesting it; 
It is beneficial for customers to have the oppor-
tunity to cancel a subscription any time;  
It is a risk for the companies that customers can 
cancel their subscriptions any time instead of sell-
ing it one time at really high price;  
 
It is a benefit for companies to have recovering 
revenues within subscriptions; 
Trials and freemium versions attract new custom-
ers and reactive customers;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a clear trend that more subscription based 
business models will arise; 
 
A lot more traditional industries will make a shift 
to the subscription business; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Usually, subscriptions was a lot based on time, 
but some companies are shifting towards pay per 
view; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I1 Okay, that is great! And what about the future perspec-

tives of the subscription based business model? 

M I think we will see it more and more. That is for sure. I 

have not seen any data on it, but I would say that is a clear 

trend. You will also see that a lot more traditional indus-

tries will make that shift. That is also pretty obvious, I 

would say. Then in terms of trends, what I find quite in-

teresting is that usually you had a subscription that was a 

lot based on time, right? And I think you see some com-

panies that are more shifting towards actually use it. So 

you can pay per view or pay per whatever you using, in-

stead of just having it for month or for a year. That is a 

trend that I see. 

I2  Can you give some examples of companies that are doing 

this? 

M Pay per view? Or for example? 

I2 Yes. 

M Yeah… Netflix is not doing it unfortunately. That would 

be nice. We discussed that yesterday in class, actually. 

That could be an example. Hmmm…. I can give an exam-

ple of a friend of mine, who is doing it. He works at Phil-

lips Healthcare. They are selling medical equipment for 

surgeries like basically cameras, where you can go to the 

stomach and stuff. And there they have developed now a 
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subscription based model. So they used to sell the ma-

chines just like this… or the equipment and now they ac-

tually are getting paid based on how often the doctors ac-

tually are using it. Which is good for the doctors, because 

you have some doctors that actually have to use it a lot 

and who really do not have to use it. The full pricing 

model is basically that they pay monthly fee. And they of-

fer different ones, so what they do is… that you pay cer-

tain amount of money and then the pay per use is at cer-

tain price. So that could be that you have this monthly fee, 

which is rather low, but then you pay a lot for the usage. 

And then it could also be vice versa like the more fre-

quent that you use. Then the pay per use get a lot cheaper. 

And that is what they have been doing with the medical 

equipment. I find it pretty cool.  

 
 
 
 
Medical equipment and machines were normally 
sold, now subscription businesses are being paid 
based on how often the doctors actually use the 
equipment; 
The full pricing model is when you pay a certain 
amount of money monthly and then pay per use; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is difficult to generalize when subscription 
based business models create value for compa-
nies;    
For customers there are lower risk within the sub-
scription based business model, as there is not a 
big financial investment; 
 
 
Subscription companies can attract customers, as 
there is not a big financial investment related to 
the purchase;   
The lower risk related to the subscription model 
can help companies to gain more customers; 
Companies can make more revenue with the sub-
scription based business model, instead of having 
a one-time payment;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I1 Yeah, that is pretty cool. Alright and when does a sub-

scription based business model create value for company? 

M What is value? Financial value or…?  

I1 Both, yeah we can start with financial value 

M I think it is difficult to generalize that. Again I think with 

the subscription model, you know for the customer, it 

means that there are a lower risk. They do not have to 

have such a big financial investment. So it basically 

means, that the selling company has the opportunity with 

that kind of business model to actually attract a lot more 

customers, and create and interest and you can try the 

product. So I think this can really help you to gain more 

customers. Also sometimes what you can see is that you 

make more money with the subscription based business 

model instead of having this one of kind of payment. That 

might not count for all kinds of products across the indus-

tries, but you see that with some products.  

I1 Alright, how does a company maintain the customers and 

do subscription lead to loyal customers? 

I2 And maybe an important question, how do you define 

loyal customers? 

M Of course a loyal customer is a customer that pays on a 

regular basis, I guess that is how the selling company 
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would define it, but I have generally also called loyal cus-

tomers loyal who maybe not bought every month, but you 

know many times throughout the year so that is also loyal, 

so that is difficult to say, but I would just say it is basi-

cally people who never cancel their subscription that is 

loyal. 

A loyal customer is a customer that pays on a reg-
ular basis;   
 
 
 
 
 
Loyal customers never cancel their subscriptions;   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions might lead to loyal customers, but it 
depends on the product line; If the price is really 
low, consumers are barely going to notice it on 
the bank account 
 
 
Subscriptions with a really low price helps cus-
tomers to being loyal; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscription companies are doing marketing with 
trials to try to convince potential customers to ex-
perience the subscription; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The marketing aspect has changed after the sub-
scription based business model; 
 
 
 
 

I2 What about a customer that shift to another subscription? 

M Well if it is with our company then that is also loyal 

right? And then of course you can assess the attractive-

ness depending on if the fee goes upwards or downwards 

according to your pricing menu.  

I1 So, do you think that subscriptions lead to loyal custom-

ers? 

M Not necessarily. Again, and I have said this several times, 

it really depends on the product line. I think if it is a really 

low price that really does not hurt you, you are barely go-

ing to notice it on your monthly online bank account 

right, then you just go with it and really helps you to be 

loyal instead of, you know, having this one-time payment 

and then maybe you have to do it again a year after then it 

is nice to have the sweet current thing and that can create 

great loyalty, definitely.   

I1 Right. We go to the next question, how do subscription-

based business model influence the way that companies 

do marketing? 

M Yeah, we already touched upon a few things, so for exam-

ple with the trials that you really try to convince potential 

customers to just, you know, have a look at our service, 

give it a shot and just try it and experience it for yourself, 

I think you see that a lot in advertisements. 

I2 But do you think that the marketing aspect has changed 

after the subscription-based business model? 

M Definitely.  

I2 Can you elaborate on that?  

M Yeah so, again you have some companies, you know, that 

cannot just give a product away for a trial, that is just not 

possible, but you can always do it with a subscription, so 

that works. You also have other possibilities when it 
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comes to general promotions, again for example if you 

think now the telecom industry, you have a lot of promo-

tions where you of course you give a discount or where 

you say the setup fee is being reduced. If you, you know, 

you can set a high price if you subscribe for one month, 

but if you are already willing to subscribe for several 

month the price is being reduced, so the type of discounts 

and promotions you can do, I think you have a lot of 

greater possibility with the subscriptions  

Subscriptions companies can give products away 
for a trial and that works; 
 
 
 
 
 
Other possibilities with general promotions is to 
reduce the setup fee; 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a lot of greater possibilities with market-
ing within subscriptions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Retention is a lot harder with subscription based 
business models; 
 
 
 
Retention is harder with subscription based busi-
ness models, as customers can just cancel the sub-
scription;  
 
A lot of companies try to retain customers by giv-
ing them discounts;  
 
 
 
 
Sometimes companies are too focused on not los-
ing customers, so they forget about profit;  
In B2B companies are so focused on retaining 
customers that they forget about the financial 
side;  
 
Forgetting about the financial side, is an issue 
within subscriptions; It is often quite difficult to 
assess profitability within subscription based pric-
ing; It is difficult to determine the customer life-
time value within subscriptions; 
 
 
 
 
By having one-off-purchase, it is a lot easier to 
calculate and forecast profitability and customer 
life time value; 
 
 

I2 But would you say that subscription-based business 

model has more focus on retention than compared to a 

company that does not have a subscription-based business 

model? So the retention part in the marketing. 

M I think retention is a lot harder with subscription based 

business models. 

I2 Why do you think that? 

M Because people can just cancel straight away right? And 

then often what a lot of companies are doing is that they 

try to retain the customers by giving them a lot of dis-

counts, right? They just say “We do not want to see you 

go, how about we offer to you for half price?” and the 

problem here is that a lot of, especially within the con-

sumer side also, companies are doing it too much so they 

actually forget about profits, they are just so focused on 

not losing the customer, actually you see that in B2B a lot 

as well, that they are so focused on retaining their custom-

ers they forget about the financial side, which is a huge is-

sue, and also it is quite difficult often to assess profitabil-

ity within subscription-based pricing it is not that easy, 

again what is the customer lifetime value right? Of course 

we have some kind of averages, but you have a lot cus-

tomers who you know cancel, subscribe, cancel, sub-

scribe, you have some who are super loyal, again with 

having this one-off purchase it is a lot easier calculate 

these things and to forecast.    

I2 But would you say that subscription-based business 

model has more focus on retention or acquiring new cus-

tomers? 
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M I would say both. I think the retention part also works 

given with the basic benefits that you have with subscrip-

tion what I said for example with the risk, that the cus-

tomers is less risk, he does not own the product, he is just 

basically just using it or using the service, but yeah, there 

is not so risk involved, so there are a lot of general bene-

fits that comes with the kind of more service oriented 

business model, that really help you retain customers. 

 
 
Subscription companies have focus on both reten-
tion and acquiring new customers; Retention is a 
basic benefit within subscriptions  
 
 
The customers is less risk, as they do not own the 
product, they are just basically using it or using 
the service; There is a lot of general benefits with 
subscriptions that comes with the kind of more 
service oriented business model;  
The subscription based business model help com-
panies retain customers; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within subscriptions, product is more about hav-
ing it as a service oriented business model; 
This is a clear trend [shift from product to ser-
vice] 
 
 
Subscription is a service you kind of renting out 
the product;  
Within subscriptions, place has definitely changed 
in terms of the channels that are used; 
Within subscriptions, the solution based pricing 
offers a lot of new opportunities for running pro-
motion; 
 
 
Pricing helps to create revenue on a recurring ba-
sis; Pricing on recurring basis is a benefit, as com-
panies have a lot of different levers and mecha-
nisms to use with subscription based pricing;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I1  Alright, and now we go to the more consumer focus and 

trends  

I2 What about that one? 

I1 Yeah okay, do you think we need to elaborate further on 

this? 

I2 Yes 

I1 Okay, then I have one more question to the last one. What 

impact to subscriptions have on the marketing mix? 

I2 And it is only the four p’s  

M Yeah, I think product we basically already covered right, 

but it is more about having it as a service-oriented busi-

ness model, so there is a clear change in that. If you think 

about the place… yeah it is hard to generalize right, but 

generally of course as I said the idea is that you make it a 

service you kind of renting out the product right, so the 

place definitely changes, also if you maybe talk about the 

channels that are being used. Promotions I think we al-

ready had a couple of examples where solution based 

pricing offers a lot of new opportunities for running pro-

motion, pricing as we also already discussed it helps you 

to create revenue on the recurring basis which is a great 

thing obviously, you have a lot of different levers you can 

use or mechanisms you can use with subscription based 

pricing, yeah just a lot of psychological factors you can 

use, it is so much fun. That sums up the marketing mix    

I2 But do you think that within subscription-based or sub-

scription are the companies more focused on the price to 

lower the price or to create more value for the customers? 

M Well, ideally the second one, but here is a lot of difficul-

ties right, so the general approach to pricing is that you 
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say that the price has to equal the value right, that is a key 

aspect and a lot of companies are not really good at it 

 
 
Ideally subscription companies should focus on 
creating value for the customers; There are a lot 
of difficulties related to focusing on value instead 
of lower the price; The general approach to pric-
ing is that the price has to equal the value; A lot 
of companies are not really good at setting the 
price equal to the value; 
 
A lot of companies are not good at value pricing, 
because they destroy value by running too many 
promotions; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Companies that runs too many promotions can 
manage to destroy their value and get into finan-
cial troubles;   
 
 
A lot of subscription based companies run too 
many promotions;  
 
 
By running too many commercials it changes 
consumers’ perception about value; 
 
 
 
Companies set prices that they think reflect the 
value, but when they reduce the price it is a prob-
lem; 
 
 
Reducing prices might destroy the value, this is a 
big problem within subscriptions; 
 

I2 Why do you think that they are not good at it? 

M Because they destroy value by running to many promo-

tions, so I would say the classic example is actually it is 

from Germany it is, it used to be a do it yourself hardware 

store, king of like Silvan and they were always running 

commercials on TV saying 20% on everything except for 

animal food, and they were running these commercials all 

the time and everyone in Germany knows that stupid slo-

gan, and the problem was that they were running this pro-

motion all the freaking time so once you actually went to 

the store and they did not have the promotion it felt like a 

rip-off simply because you were so used to those to those 

20% and it was, for you it was the new norm for you that 

had all, the brain told you it was 20% of the list price is 

actually what equals the value, so not getting those 20% is 

a rip-off, so the company really managed to destroy their 

value and then they got into trouble, financial trouble, 

they offered 30% on everything and then they went bank-

rupt. And this is  what you see a lot with companies doing 

subscription-based pricing is that they run too many pro-

motions all the freaking time, also is the telecom industry 

right, there are so many commercials all the time and it 

really changes peoples’ perceptions about value and that 

is really a difficult thing because you really want to cap-

ture the value that you are proving and that you want to 

get paid fairly for it , and that is a problem because usu-

ally you set your prices for a reason on it because you 

want to realize those prices because you think you know, 

this is what reflect the value  and then you reduce prices 

and then you destroy value and that is a big problem with 

subscriptions I would say.  

And people are getting really sneaky right? And cancels 

their subscriptions all the time. They want those deals 

where the companies freaking out: “No no, do not leave 

us”… So people are also getting smarter.  
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I1  Okay, then we want to ask you what customer segment 

prefers the subscription based business model? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
People are risk adverse;  
Risk adverse people want to try and they do not 
want to commit to big purchase; 
 
People want it convenient; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
System 2 is working, when people buy a one off 
purchase product and it is a high amount; People  
are rational and think a lot, when they are using 
system 2; Naturally people do not want to think a 
lot; Subscription based pricing involves a low 
amount and low commitment;  
Subscriptions are more intuitive straight forward 
decision; People are quite decision lazy, as they 
do not want to think, because using system 2 cost 
a lot of energy; Using system 2 annoys people; 
 
 
 
Subscription based pricing have these kind of  
wording: ‘Good, better and best’;   
 
With subscriptions companies can make it straight 
forwards, as it is easy; System 2 does really not 
have to be activated with subscriptions;  
It pays off that System 2 does not have to be acti-
vated with subscriptions; 
 
With subscriptions it is only one month, so con-
sumers do not have to use system 2 to make a de-
cision;  
 

M What are the segments? According to Germans and 

Danes?... Surely, people are risk adverse. You know peo-

ple, as I said, who maybe want to try and not commit to a 

big purchase. I think there is also a lot about convenience 

to it. People want it convenient. If we talk about phycol-

ogy. Then you know you always have this comparison of 

Mr. Spock versus Homer Simpson. So there is this book 

by a guy called Daniel Kahneman, who is a Nobel prize 

winner. It Is called “Thinking Fast and Slow”. He did this 

research on dividing the brain into system 1 and system 2. 

I do not know if you are familiar with it?  

I1 Yes, we are both familiar with it.  

M Exactly, so the thing is, when you buy a product like a 

one off purchase and it is a high amount, then your sys-

tem 2 is working. So it is really rational and you really 

have to think a lot. And naturally you do not want to think 

a lot. And with subscription based pricing, it is a low 

amount, there is not such a high commitment. And so on. 

It is a more intuitive straight forward decision. And peo-

ple are quite decision lazy. They do not want to think, be-

cause using system 2 cost a lot of energy. That annoys 

you, so you do not want to do that. And I think when you 

do subscription based pricing you also have these kind of 

wording: ‘Good, Better and Best” and so on. You know 

you can really make it straight forward. You know Homer 

Simpson looks at it and just says: “Okay, it is easy. I am 

just going for this one”. The system 2 does really not have 

to be activated. And this is really something that pays off 

well in subscription based pricing. Especially because you 

are thinking: “What am I going to lose? It is only one 

month for 100 kr.”. Instead on paying 10,000 kr. So this 

really helps.   

I1 This is interesting. Do you have any questions? 

I2  Not yet. 

I1  Alright. So what types of subscription based business 

models do customers prefer or what are most popular? 
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M Obviously, freemium. This has been super successful. 

That is pretty clear. I think what also have been proving 

quite successful is… I think Dropbox back in the days 

where it was for free for consumers but not free for busi-

ness customers. I think this is also how a lot of companies 

try to sort of discriminate among their costumer segments, 

which work quit well. I think the whole idea of trials have 

also worked. I think the whole versioning has been super 

successful as well. Yeah really successful I would say.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Customers prefer the freemium model; The free-
mium model has been successful; 
The freemium model has been proving quite suc-
cessful; 
 
 
 
A lot of companies try to discriminate among 
their costumer segments by offering it for free for 
consumers but not for business customers [free-
mium model]; 
Trials within subscriptions have also worked;  
The whole versioning has been super successful; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Customers do not really care rather they buy sub-
scriptions as a product or service;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The amount that customers have to pay at once is 
significant lower with subscriptions compared to 
normal purchase; There exists a lower commit-
ment within subscriptions;  
It depends on the product whether a customer will 
choose to buy on subscription rather than a nor-
mal purchase; There is a lower risk with subscrip-
tions, as often you do not have to commit; 
There are lot benefits for customers when they 
only have to lease or rent; 
Companies can tailor the offer a lot more to the 
customers’ needs within subscriptions; 
 
 
 
 
The good, better, best kind of versioning work for 
customers because they can choose what they 
want; 

I2 But do you think that customers prefer to buy subscrip-

tions when it is a product or service? 

M I think they really do not care. That would be my guess. I 

do not think people care that much about it.  

I1 Alright. Can you list three reasons why a customer will 

always choose a service or product on subscription rather 

than a normal purchase? 

I2  You know in store or online… 

M I think it is the amount that you have to pay at once is sig-

nificant lower, so that does not hurt you as much. It is the 

commitment part. You do not have to commit usually. I 

mean it depends on the product, right? So often you do 

not have to commit, so there is also less risk, which is 

generally the case. If you are buying a car or just rent-

ing/leasing one, there is a lot of benefits which come with 

just leasing and renting. So that is two reasons. What is 

the third one?... I think it is also that you can tailor the of-

fer a lot more according to the customer needs. I mean 

sometimes even with subscription-based pricing you can 

customize an offer which is also amazing right, but yeah 

again talking about this good, better, best kind of version-

ing, I think it really works for customers because they can 

choose, you know, what they want, so thinking about 

again leasing right, either you just buy a car, it is yours, it 

is like a, you know, one size supposed to fit everything, 

whereas with leasing you have different kind of leasing 

offers so you can really choose one that suits you and 

your needs. 
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I1 Exactly. Alright, and how does the subscription-based 

business model influence the customer journey? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Different offers within subscriptions influence the 
customers journey; A lot is taking place online 
with subscriptions; 
Companies can do a lot more consulting with sub-
scriptions; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The customer journey has changed in terms of the 
online aspect, customers can both sign up and 
cancel online, so the easiness; The convenience 
aspects within subscriptions change the customer 
journey;   

I2 If you maybe try to compare with a customer journey 

with a company that does not have subscription. Where is 

the main difference between these? 

M I am just thinking about general points. I think when, you 

know, when you have kind of this pricing menu, let us say 

with telecom right where you have for a mobile phone 

subscription, you have five different offers, again you 

have a lot more choices you can make so that influences 

the journey quite a bit I would say. A lot is taking place 

online with subscription-based pricing. I think you can 

also do a lot more consulting, especially if you think 

about the B2B sector right, you can really think about, 

okay so what type of subscription would suit my customer 

and have this more consultative selling, rather than having 

this hardcore door-to-door, this is the product, the one and 

only product, take it or leave right. So, I think that 

changes also in the customer journey or the selling pro-

cess in general. When you think about the whole cus-

tomer journey of course it is about how you sign up, you 

can often just sign up online, you can cancel online right, 

so again it is the easiness, it is the convenience aspects 

that have changes the customer journey I would say. 

I1 Definitely. Yes, alright and now to a new topic, value cre-

ation. How has value based pricing developed during the 

decades. 

M People or companies are increasingly understanding what 

value is and value-based pricing, as I said I go to a lot of 

conferences and you see a lot of companies that say: ”Oh, 

we are doing value-based pricing” but they really do not. 

I2 How would you define value-based pricing then? 

M Basically, it means that you set the prices according to 

your customers value perceptions. And again, here it is 

also important to stress perceptions, which is not neces-

sarily the real value, but it is the value perceptions. Value-

based pricing also means that you are able to meet the 

willingness to pay of your customers, you are not going 
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above and not below, you are really able to hit the target. 

I think that in terms of you know analyzing that, I think 

we are getting more and more sophisticated on how to re-

ally unravel the willingness to pay, which might be a 

good thing or a bad thing depending on how companies 

apply it right, because you can also really exploit custom-

ers who is doing so. But yeah, that is a shift that I have 

seen, then one aspect I really mentioned is you think a lot 

more about outcome and usage right, so how much are 

customers actually going to use my product, what is the 

outcome, so that could be one example. Yeah so a classic 

example is what I am doing at work is, so in my previous 

company we were looking into implementing a pricing 

software so we talked to pricing software companies, for 

example, Oracle for that sake, and you know, how they 

sell the system to is that the at how much money you are 

making right now and once the system is implemented 

they look at how much money you made since the imple-

mentation and they want to have a share of that, so it is 

very flexible right, but in a way it is sort of fair, since it is 

them who help the company to increase profits, but yeah, 

because it is also difficult because then you are making a 

lot of money and then you get a bit sad that you have to 

give a large share to the software company, so I think 

companies are getting increasingly innovative and crea-

tive when it comes to, you know, really pricing based 

value and capturing that value  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
People and companies are increasingly under-
standing what value is and value based pricing;  
A lot of companies think that they are doing value 
based pricing, but they really do not; 
 
 
 
In value-based pricing companies set the prices 
according to the customers value perceptions;  
 
Value perceptions are necessarily not the real 
value;  
Value-based pricing means that companies are 
able to meet the right target of what customers are 
willing to pay; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I2 So do you think more companies are doing value-based 

pricing? 

M They would like to, they just do not know how to do it, 

that is among the main problem. I think it is sort of estab-

lished now that among the three general approaches cost, 

competitor and value-based pricing, that value-based pric-

ing is superior, there is a lot of research on this, it is just 

that a lot of companies are struggling to implement it, be-

cause they do not know how to measure the willingness to 

pay, they do not know how to analyze it, and they also, 

sometimes they do and then they cannot really change 
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their salesforces mindset, they cannot change it inside the 

company. Typical example right, so they do the analysis, 

they know this product should cost 1000kr. They set it on 

the willingness to pay and they send their salesforce out 

and their salesforce gives these huge amount of discount 

right, because they do not want to lose the customer, or 

because the customer is giving them a hard time or most 

importantly because the salesforce is only used to negoti-

ate prices, but they are not used to communicate value 

and to defend value right, that is a classic situation right, 

that a potential customer complaints and says “oh no, this 

is too much” and then they say “okay, then maybe I give 

you 10% discount”, but they do not really try to unravel 

why they perceive to be too much, and then, you know, 

they can have the value talk and try to understand “Okay, 

maybe the customer did not understand the real value of 

this product” maybe there is some additional values ac-

cording to his needs and so on. So this is a big problem, 

why companies do not implement it, and at times also 

costly because running a conjoined analysis is not cheap, 

especially if you do not have anyone inside your company 

who is able to do that, but you just generally see is that, 

you see companies like Simon Kucher, you know, who 

are performing super well with their pricing consulting 

work, they are also really expensive so there is a lot of 

companies who say “Oh yeah, value-based pricing is 

amazing, let us get consultants” because they cannot do it 

on their own, and then they see how much they cost and 

then they say “Oh no, let us not do it” and then they just 

continue with the status quo until they are really running 

into financial trouble, right that is a bit of a problem. 

 
 
Companies are getting increasingly innovative 
and creative when it comes to value-based pric-
ing; 
 
 
 
 
More companies would like to do value based 
pricing, but they do not know how to do it, which 
is the main problem; 
 
 
Value-based pricing is superior;  
A lot of companies are struggling to  implement 
value-based pricing; 
A lot of companies do not know how to measure 
the willingness to pay; 
 
 
Companies struggle with changing their 
salesforces mindset, when implementing value-
based pricing;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Salesforce is only used to negotiate price and they 
are not used to communicate value and to defend 
the right value, which is a problem; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It can be costly to implement value-based pricing;  
 
 
 
 
 
 

I2 But would you say that subscription-based companies are 

doing more value-based pricing? I know that it depends in 

the subscriptions, but the overall perspective. 

M I think, again, the one example about versioning right, so 

you have different customer segments so, you know, with 

having different versions with different kind of features in 

a way you defeature, you have high chances of meeting 
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the value perceptions of the customers, just because you 

have more things that you can offer. 

 
 
 
 
Companies often use consultants, when they are 
implementing value-based pricing, because they 
cannot do it on their own;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By having versioning, subscription companies 
have high chances of meeting the value percep-
tions; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I2 But would you say that there could be some disad-

vantages with companies that run different types of sub-

scriptions, like you said good, or, best, or companies that 

only provide one type of subscription? 

M Not necessarily, I mean if you really good at upselling 

and you manage that most of your customers go for them, 

for the best version then of course that is a great thing, but 

there is also a lot of companies who mostly sell the really 

cheap version right, so it is hard to generalize.  

I1 Of course. Alright, then we are going to the last question. 

What key parameters are critical in order to create a suc-

cessful subscription-based business model? 

M What is a parameter for you? 

I1 We do not want to say too much, but maybe like a factor 

or like a…yeah 

M Okay. Are you thinking more of the type of the service or 

product or are you more thinking of about the capability 

of the firm or the customer segments?  

I2 More about the capabilities of the firm or the customer 

segments. 

M Yeah, I think you…. I mean I cannot talk enough about 

this whole mindset issue right, because a lot of people 

have just difficulties in changing their mindset and they 

just want to maintain the status quo and they hate change 

right, everybody hates change. So this is quite difficult es-

pecially then when you think, you know, you are chang-

ing your pricing model, this is a going to impact the firm 

right, if it does not flow you might go bankrupt right, so 

this is something that is, that really needs to be changes 

and you need a lot of top management commitment and 

so on, there is a lot of research about how you can make 

that a success, like change management and pricing. I 

think generally, you know I talked about this idea of ver-

sioning and what features to put where, I think you really 

need to be sure that understand your customers, and that 

you arrange those different types of subscriptions you are 
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going to offer in a really smart way, because otherwise it 

can ruin your business, so generally with pricing every-

thing starts with, you know, segmenting your customers 

and really understanding your customers. That is for sure 

one of the key parameters, I would say.  

A lot of people have difficulties in changing their 
mindset;  
 
 
 
People hate changes;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Companies really need to be sure that they under-
stand their customers with versioning; Companies 
have to arrange different types of subscriptions 
efficiently to not ruin the business [versioning];  
 
 
 
With pricing everything starts with segmenting 
the customers and understanding the customers, 
which are key parameters in order to create a suc-
cessful subscription company;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Danes and Germans are quite similar in some 
cases; Danes are often spoiled, because they can 
cancel their subscription contradictory to Ger-
mans who have 24-month contract; 
 
 
 

I2 How would you describe the big difference to run a sub-

scription-based business model in Denmark versus in 

Germany? If you have to think about the consumers, the 

Danish consumers versus the German consumers? 

M Do we differ? 

I2 I think so, at some points. If you as a company had to en-

ter the German market versus the Danish market, what is 

the big difference you have to with you… 

M With my subscription? 

I2 Yeah, how to manage it.  

M That is tough. I mean for now I do not really see a differ-

ence because all the factors that come to my mind, I 

would say that the Danes and the Germans are quite simi-

lar, so when it comes to being risk adverse and not really 

being willing to commit, I think you Danes are often quite 

spoiled, I mean think about mobile subscriptions you can 

cancel all the time, where in Germany you are always tied 

to your 24-month contract. 

I2  It is easier to cancel in Denmark? 

M A lot easier, it is also a lot cheaper. But that is just Tele-

kom industry right. Yeah, I do not really see major differ-

ences. 

I2 What about something like food boxes on subscriptions? 

M Food Boxes? What kind of food boxes? 

I1 In Denmark we have Aarstiderne? 

M Ah, like the food every evening, right?  

I2 Do you have that in Germany? 

M Yeah, I think we do, actually I am not exactly sure. We 

have it with fruits a lot in companies, but for private peo-

ple, I am sure we do have it. I know it is a super success 

in Denmark, I really like it. I think it is such a cool sys-

tem, a lot of people are doing it, I am not doing it. But I 

think it would fly in Germany as well.  
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I2 But why are you not doing it if you like it?   
 
It is easier to cancel subscriptions in Denmark;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Food boxes are a success in Denmark;  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are differences between Germans and 
Danes;  

M I think that it is just that I am not really willing to commit 

to be cooking so much. But I mean if I look at it, if you 

also look at the larger companies then I think the sub-

scription models they apply, they are quite similar across 

those two countries, just the prices differ right.  

I2 But what about the consumer behavior? 

M What would you say, are Germans more… How do we 

differ?  

I2 I do not know, but I am sure that there is a difference. 

M Yes, there are differences for sure, but at the moment I fail 

to translate that into this topic. I will e-mail you if I find 

out, I have, you know, been living here for some time and 

get along well with the subscriptions that you guys are of-

fering. I am managing on that. 

I1 You do not have any more questions? 

I2 No.  
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Appendix B 
Expert Interview: Interview Guide 

  

Interview Guide  

Informant:  Martin Jamatz  

Language of interview: English 

Place and time of inter-

view: 

Copenhagen Business School  

Solbjerg Plads 3, 2000 Frederiksberg 

14th Marts 2019 

Documentation: Recording on file 

  

Topic  Interview Question 
Information about the 
informant 

1. What is your position? 
2. How long have you researched and worked within the field of the sub-

scription based business model and can you tell us about your studies? 
General knowledge 
within subscriptions  

3. How would you define a subscription and how does it work? 
4. What different types of subscription based business models are there? 

And how would you categorize them? 
5. How has the subscription based business model developed over the dec-

ades? 
Trends and issues 
within subscriptions 
  

 
 

 From a company per-
spective 

6. What do current trends related to subscriptions look like? 
7. What are the future prospects of the subscription based business model? 
8. When does a subscription based business model create value for a com-

pany, and when does it not? 
9.  How does a company maintain the customers and do subscriptions lead 

to loyal customers, and how do you define loyal customers? 
10. How do subscription based business models influence the way compa-

nies do marketing?  
11. What impact do subscriptions have on the marketing mix? 

Consumer trends 
within subscriptions 
 

12. What customer segment prefers subscriptions? 
13.  What subscription based business models do the customer prefer?  
14. List three reasons why a customer will always choose a service or a 

product on subscription rather than a normal purchase? 
15.  How does subscription based business models influence the customer 

journey? 
Value creation 16. How has value-based pricing developed during the decades?  

17. What key parameters are critical in order to create a successful subscrip-
tion based business model? 
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Appendix C 
Mail correspondence with Expert, Tien Tzuo, Tech entrepreneur, the founder and CEO of 
Zuora 
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Appendix D 
Mail correspondence with Maria Andersen, Head of customer care at AnnoAnno 
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Appendix E 
Clarifications of questions asked in the questionnaire  

 
In the following section the questions asked in the questionnaire will clarified in order to elaborate 

on the questions content and function in the research. The first questions in the questionnaire point to 

the knowledge of demography, shopping behavior of the respondents, and then the following ques-

tions are directed at subscriptions. The following section serves as an overview of the questions in 

the questionnaire, where the questions are added together into themes. The themes form the founda-

tion of the structure of the questionnaire design:  

 

Questions related to ‘Demographics’ 

Questions related to the theme Demographics are asked to confirm that the target respondents are 

identified correctly. By asking the question related to nationality, it is possible to exclude respond-

ents who are not Danish or German through a filtering function. If the respondents have another na-

tionality than Danish or German, they will not have the opportunity to answer the questions further. 

Asking the questions regarding gender and age enable to investigate different age and gender 

groups and provide an overview of trends related to specific groups, since the behavior of the re-

spondents might differ within age and gender. Additionally, many people are cautious about dis-

closing demographic information they believe is private. Therefore, it is important to mention to the 

respondents, that the answers in the questionnaire are anonymous. Taking considerations related to 

the structure and order of the questions in to consideration, it is supposed, the respondents’ motiva-

tion and intention to answering the questions might lack if in-dept and difficult questions are placed 

in the start of the questionnaire.  By placing the easist questions in the start it is probable easier to 

avoid this issue.  

 

Questions regarding ‘Consumer shopping behavior’ 

The questions regarding “Consumer shopping behavior” aims to illuminate the shopping behavior 

and preferences of the Danish and German consumers. This is done by examining how the majority 

of the shopping of consumers is done, by focusing on stores, online or through subscriptions as well 

as which shopping channel they prefer. Finally, the question “Why would you prefer to shop though 

a subscription instead of in a store or online?“ is asked, which forces the respondents to come up 

with reasons of what it take to choose subscriptions instead of shopping in stores or online. The last 
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free-response question is applied as a sub-question to gain and deeper knowledge of the consumer 

behavior within shopping.  

 

Questions regarding ‘Subscriptions’  

The main purpose of asking questions regarding subscriptions was to collect data of the German 

and Danish consumers behavior regarding the four different categories within subscriptions. The 

thesis divides the subscriptions into the categories, Developing Service, Developing Product, Regu-

lar Service and Regular Product. This is done in order to…. By asking “What are the 3 main rea-

sons you have or have not this/these subscriptions?” it is possible to find out what advantages and 

disadvantages the respondents relate to the different the categories and find out what parameters 

that form the basis of the respondents preferred subscription solutions.  
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Appendix F 
Transcribed and open coded Danish focus group interview  
 
I1 Kan I starte med hver især og sige jeres navn og ligesom 

tilkendegive, at det er ok i bliver optaget? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kan ikke overskue at handle i 
butikker fordi der roder;    

AH Jeg hedder Anders og det er helt fint i optager 

CJ Jeg hedder Christine og det ok i optager 

JS Jeg hedder Josefine og det er også ok med mig 

PS Jeg hedder Philip og det er ok i optager 

KS Jeg hedder Kristoffer og det er ok i optager 

SJ Jeg hedder Sabine og det er også ok i optager 

I1 Det første spørgsmål det lyder på, hvad i primært handler 

i butikker og online, altså på nettet, og over subscription. 

Og hvis vi så starter med, hvad i primært handler i butik-

ker. 

SJ Tøj 

KS Ja tøj 

CJ Fødevarer 

SJ Ja, fødevarer 

AH Dagligvarer 

I1 Er det som i primært handler i butikker? 

SJ Ja 

PS Ja, dagligvarer, tøj 

I1 Ok. Hvad med online så? 

CJ Tøj 

I1 Men handler ud primært tøj i butik eller online 

CJ Øh. Jeg handler mest tøj online. Så køber jeg mest daglig-

varer i butik 

I1 Hvordan kan det være, du handler mest tøj online? 

CJ Fordi jeg synes det er… hvis det sådan er f.eks. sådan no-

get som H&M, det er meget rodet, så kan det sådan.. så 

kan jeg næsten ikke overskue det, så er det nemmere bare 
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at bestille det hjemme fra. Altså eller Zara eller den slags 

forretninger, og hvis det sådan er lidt dyrere forretninger, 

så er det ofte sådan, at de ikke har så meget at hver stør-

relse, og så er det bare nemmere sådan synes jeg, og hvis 

det så ikke passede, så kan man ofte gå ned i forrentnin-

gen og aflevere det, så det ikke sådan, at det koster penge, 

så det synes jeg er nemmere. 

Det er nemmere at bestille tøj 
hjemmefra;  
 
Dyrere forretninger har ofte 
ikke så meget af hver stør-
relse;  
Hvis tøjet ikke passer i stør-
relsen er det nemmere bare at 
gå ned forretningen og afle-
vere det; Det koster ikke 
penge [at aflevere tøjet i for-
retningerne], så det er nem-
mere;  
 
 
 
Det er irriterende at skulle 
sende ting retur over nettet; 
Det er nemmere at gå ned i 
butikken; Man er sikker på, at 
man får det som man vil 
have, fordi man kan se det;  
 
 
 
Kan godt finde på at købe sko 
over nettet, da man trods alt 
kender sin skostørrelse;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bruger Spotify og Netflix 
som subscriptions;  
 
 
 

IJ Ok ja.  

SJ Jeg handler mest i butik med tøj. Men det er fordi, jeg sy-

nes det er irriterende, at man skal sende ting retur over 

nettet sådan labels og sådan. Så er det nemmere at gå ned 

i butikken.. ja. Og så er jeg sikker på, at jeg får det jeg vil 

have, fordi jeg kan se det på dem. 

KS Jeg har det på samme måde. 90% af mit tøj køb, det er i 

butikken. 

SJ Som regel sko jeg måske godt kunne finde på at købe 

over nettet, fordi der ved man sådan trods alt sin størrelse. 

AH Jeg tror kun jeg handler i butik. 

JS Jeg køber heller ikke tøj online. 

CJ Men subscription mener du så sådan noget som Netflix, 

kan man så sige, at man handler musik på subscription? 

I1 Ja, altså subscription det.. 

CJ Nej undskyld, jeg mener Spotify ikke Netflix. 

I1 Ja, det er begge to subscription. Det er noget sådan.. som 

du betaler for enten hver måned eller hver 2. måned eller 

hver halve år, eller en gang om året. Noget der ligesom 

kommer igen. 

AH Ja selvfølgelig bruger man da også det. Spotify, Netflix. 

KS Ja men du startede det med, hvad køber du ikke i sub-

scription. Hvad køber du i forretningen. Tøj og dagligva-

rer.  

AH Så køber jeg kun i forretning.  
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PS Skulle vi tilføje, hvad vi købte online også, eller hvordan 

var det? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Handler elektronik eller ting 
til lejligheden online;  
 
Handler alt det, som man 
ikke behøver at prøve online; 
Køber stel og kopper online;  
Køber computer online;  
  
 
 
 
Har nok viden om computere 
til at kunne købe den online;  
Vil aldrig købe headphones 
online;  
 
 
 
Vil købe headphones i forret-
ning eller prøve dem først, 
før de købes online, da der er 
behov for at de bliver testet 
inden;  
 
Læser bare reviews om, hvad 
andre siger om produktet; 
 
Følelsen af hvordan det 
[headphones] sidder er vigtig;  
 
 
Har tillid til reviews;   
Handler meget ud fra re-
views;  
 
Handler ud fra reviews, hvis 
det ikke drejer sig om tøj;  

I1 Ja. 

PS Der vil jeg sige, jeg er også på tøj og dagligvarer i butik. 

Øhm.. men altså hvis det skal være online, så er det gene-

relt med, at du ved det er det samme, så f.eks. elektronik 

eller ting til ens lejlighed, altså pynt og.. jeg ved ikke. 

Altså alt det der, hvor du vil sige en vase, den behøver du 

ikke at prøve.  

JS Jeg køber alt mit stel online. Altså sådan kopper. 

KS Hvis man skal have ny computer, den køber jeg også on-

line.  

I1 Hvorfor gør du det? 

KS Fordi jeg ved nok om computer til at jeg sådan, at jeg kan 

se den har det jeg skal bruge. Men sådan noget som head-

phone f.eks. det vil jeg aldrig købe online. Det ville jeg 

købe i forretningen.. eller om ikke andet i hvert fald prøve 

det af et eller andet i en forretning før jeg køber det on-

line, fordi der føler jeg, at jeg har behov for at teste dem 

af om de sidder godt og hvordan jeg synes lyden er og så-

dan nogle ting. 

PS Og så alligevel der har jeg det sådan, så sidder jeg bare og 

læser review. Så læser jeg sådan en test om, hvad andre 

de har sagt og hvad for en der er den bedste i 2019. 

KS Men ja, så er det jo mere følelsen, altså hvordan den sid-

der. Det er ikke nødvendigvis sådan lyden, men sådan.. 

PS Ja okay, der har jeg så tillid til reviews eller dovenskab. 

I1 Men handler du så meget baseret på reviews? 

PS Ja. 

KS Det gør jeg også. Hvis jeg skal købe et eller andet som 

ikke er tøj. 

I1 Hvorfor er det i gør det? 
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PS Så behøver du ikke selv bruge tid på at sætte dig ind i det.  

 

 

 

Og du er sikker på, at du får noget der er godt. 

 
 
Du behøver ikke selv at bruge 
tid på at sætte dig ind i pro-
duktet, hvis du handler ud fra 
reviews;  
 
Du er sikker på, at du får no-
get godt, hvis du handler ud 
fra reviews;  
 
 
Har kontaktlinser, Netflix og 
HBO over subscriptions;  
Har Spotify over subscripti-
ons;  
Subscriptions er underhold-
ning;  
Subscriptions er servicepro-
dukter;  
Kunne aldrig finde på at købe 
tøj på abonnementsløsning; 
 
 
 
Har ikke brug for så meget 
tøj [argument for ikke at købe 
tøj online]; Hver gang eller 
hver anden gang, får man no-
get som man ikke har valgt 
[argument for ikke at købe tøj 
online]; Ens slid af tøj er ikke 
lineært [argument for ikke at 
købe tøj online]; Du ved ikke 
om du har behov for tre par 
nye sokker hver fjerde må-
ned;  
 
Det er mere sådan, nu er man 
ved at løbe tør [hvordan man 
køber tøj]; Hvis du har et fast 
forbrug, er det nemmere at 
køre det over hver måned [tøj 
køb];  
 
 
 
 

KS Ja. 

I1 Hvad med over subscriptions, hvad har i der? 

SJ Kontaktlinser, Netflix, HBO 

KS Spotify 

SJ Så det er sådan noget med nydelses.. 

KS Underholdning 

AH Det er jo serviceprodukter. Altså sådan en ting man ikke 

sådan tøj, det tror jeg aldrig jeg kunne finde på at købe på 

abonnementsløsning. 

I1 Hvorfor kunne du ikke det? 

AH Ja.. for det første tror jeg ikke at jeg har brug for så meget 

tøj og for det andet du ved.. så får man øh.. det samme 

hver gang eller så får man som man ikke selv har valgt el-

ler et eller andet. Det kan jeg heller ikke. 

 

KS Ens slid af tøj er heller ikke lineært. Altså du ved ikke at 

du har behov for 3 par nye par sokker hver 4. måned. 

 

AH Nej vel? 

KS Det er mere sådan åh nu er jeg ved at løbe tør. 

 

SJ Det er noget med du har et fast forbrug, så er det nem-

mere at køre det over hvert måned. 

KS Ja lige præcis. 

AH Præcist. 

KS Hvorimod dagligvarer og sådan nogle ting vil være nem-

mere at konvertere, fordi du nemt måske kan se okay jeg 
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drikker to liter mælk om ugen, så det kunne være fint at 

det bare dukkede op. 

Dagligvarer vil være nem-
mere at konvertere [til sub-
scription]; Det vil være fint, 
hvis det bare dukkede op [på 
subscription];  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Er bange for at varerne bliver 
leveret, når man ikke er 
hjemme [årsag til ikke at 
købe mad på subscription];  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscriber på Goodiebox, 
skønhedsprodukter;  
 
 
Subscriber på Goodiebox, for 
at prøve noget nyt;  
 
 
 
 
Har været nogle dårlige ting 
på subscription for skønheds-
produkter;  

SJ Ja det er Nemlig.com jo. 

AH Men ville du det? 

SJ Jeg handler på Nemlig.com 

AH Jo men altså gør du det sådan på abonnement basis og 

sige okay, jeg drikker to liter mælk, så gør jeg det resten 

af mit liv agtigt.  

CJ Men sådan noget årstiderne, hvor man modtager sådan 

noget madkasser, er det ikke også sådan noget subscrip-

tion? 

KS Jo. Jeg har aldrig prøvet det. 

CJ Jeg er altid bange for at de leverer det, når jeg ikke er 

hjemme. Så jeg tør ikke næsten. 

SJ Men man kan selv vælge tidspunkt. 

KS Men det er Nemlig. 

SJ Det kan du også på Årstiderne.  

KS Ja men Nemlig det jo, det svarer jo til at handle online. 

SJ Lige præcis. 

KS Det er jo ikke subscription. 

JS Men der kan man også bruge Rema1000 har også Vigo, 

man kan få det, hvor det koster 20 kr. at få leveret daglig-

varer. Jeg subscriber på Goodiebox – skønhedsprodukter. 

I1 Hvorfor er det, du gør det? 

JS For at prøve noget nyt. Det koster… 170 jeg giver om 

måneden for skønhedsprodukter for op til 1000 kr. om 

måneden. 

AH For nogle gode ting? 

JS Altså der er nogle måneder, hvor jeg.. sådan har tænkt 

hold nu kæft. Men så f.eks. så var der en måned, hvor jeg 

fik solcreme og aftersun og alt muligt til ferien, så skulle 
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jeg tilfældigvis på ferie måneden efter, så var det jo geni-

alt, at jeg ikke selv skulle ud og bruge flere hundrede kr. 

på det, når jeg så fik en rigtig god solcreme og en rigtig 

god aftersun. 

 
 
Har været nogle gode ting på 
subscription for skøndheds-
produkter, når du mangler der 
og ikke selv skal ud og købe 
det; 
Det er når man er pisse heldig 
[fik gode ting i Goodebox]; 
Holdt pause fra Goodiebox i, 
fordi du bliver træt af det;  
 
 
Gad ikke at betale for hårbør-
ste [hvorfor man bliver træt 
af Goodiebox];  
 
 
 
 
 
Startede på Goodiebox igen, 
efter for at modtage en box 
med en masse gode produk-
ter, som man altid bruger;  
Startede på Goodiebox igen, 
fordi man kan gå ind på 
hjemmesiden og undersøge, 
hvad man modtager, hvis 
man ikke vil overraskes; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Boxen er personificeret;  
 

AH Ja præcis, det er når man er pisse heldig. 

JS Nogle gange.. altså jeg har også, jeg har holdt pause i det i 

5 måneder fordi til sidst blev jeg træt af det, men så.. 

I1 Hvad blev du træt af? 

JS Nemlig at så kom der en hårbørste og det gad jeg ikke.. 

altså betale 170 kr. for en hårbørste. 

SJ Hvad fik dig til at starte igen? 

JS Det var så fordi at de havde den her the season box, der 

var for næsten 1200 kr. i boksen, det var bare en masse 

gode produkter, som man altid bruger shampoo. 

I1 Ok, så der vidste du hvad der var i boksen enten du fik 

den? 

JS Det kan man gå ind og kigge på deres hjemmeside, hvis 

man ikke vil overraskes, så kan man gå ind og kigge, så-

dan altså.. 

CJ Man kan ikke vælge sådan noget specifikt? Fordi jeg får 

meget op i, at der ikke er alle mulige mærkelig parfumer 

og jeg har masser af allergi og sådan noget.  

JS Nej, det kan man ikke når det er. Men du kan gå ind og 

skrive, hvad øjenfarve man har, hvad hårfarve man har og 

sådan noget, så hvis du f.eks. har farvet dit hår blond, 

hvilket jeg var da jeg startede, så får man… sådan noget.. 

hvad hedder det, farvevenligt shampoo med eller… hvis 

man skriver man bliver platinblond, så får man sådan no-

get silvershampoo med.  

SJ Der er lidt personificeret. 

JS Ja en lille smule ikke så meget. 
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I1 Men du nævnte noget med, at du havde kontaktlinser på 

subscription, hvorfor har du det? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Køber kontaktlinser på sub-
scription, fordi man altid har 
gjort det;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Det giver noget fleksibilitet at 
modtage kontaktlinserne over 
subscription, fremfor at 
skulle købe dem i butikken;  
 
Kontaktlinser er et helt line-
ært behov, du ved præcist 
hvor meget du skal bruge;  
 
 
 
Kontaktlinser kan være i 
postkassen, så man behøves 
ikke at ned i en pakkeboks;  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SJ Det har man vel altid gjort. Jeg har aldrig nogensinde haft 

kontaktlinser i de 15 år, hvor man ikke kørte det på abon-

nement. 

PS Det har jeg gjort. Jeg brugte også kontaktlinser engang. 

Så købte jeg dem bare et halvt år ad gangen. 

SJ Det kan måske også godt være, at man gjorde det i star-

ten.  

I1 Fordi kan man ikke gå ned i butikken? 

SJ Jojo, du kan sagtens gå ned og købe i butikken, men.. her 

får man dem bare en uge før man skal starte på pakken og 

så ved jeg bare, at det i… hvad hedder det nu.. postkassen 

i stedet for at skulle gå over. Jeg tror, det giver noget flek-

sibilitet og sådan. Butikkerne lukker kl. 19, så hvis du ef-

ter kl. 19.. og så kan du ikke se dagen efter. Hvis der lige 

pludselig er nogle ting der ligesom.. 

KS Det er jo også et helt lineært behov, du ved præcist, hvor 

meget du skal bruge.  

SJ Præcist, jeg kommer ikke til at bruge sådan særlig mange 

mere. Så skal man virkelig være uheldig, hvis jeg… 

CJ De kan være i postkassen, du skal ikke ned i den der 

pakke boks.  

SJ Nej, de kan være i postkassen. Ellers vil de som regel tror 

jeg stille den faktisk ude foran døren, hvis jeg skal være 

helt ærligt, det er jo ikke sådan noget folk gider at stjæle, 

tænker jeg ikke. 

I1 Hvilke parameter er så vigtigst for jer, når I, altså generelt 

handler og shopper? Hvis I skal tænke på nogle overord-

net parametre. Jeg ved godt, det kan være lidt forskelligt.  

SJ Pris. 
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CJ Med hensyn til mad og sådan produkter så er det sådan 

f.eks. økologi, specifikt meget sådan noget cruelty free ift. 

fødevarer og så går jeg også meget op i, at jeg ikke får.. 

fordi jeg ikke får alle mulige mærkelige parfumer og alle 

mulige underligt noget ift. shampoo og make up og alt det 

der. 

 
Pris er en vigtig parameter, 
når man handler generelt;  
I forhold til mad er økologi 
vigtigt; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Går meget op i service, når 
man handler generelt; 
 
Hvis man får god service, 
kommer man igen;   
 
Køber det samme sted hver 
gang på grund af god service;  
 
Kigger ikke engang andre 
steder, fordi man har fået god 
service; 
 
 
Hvis man bliver behandlet 
godt og de [personalet] er 
søde, så kommer man igen 
[hvorfor man ikke kigger an-
dre steder]; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kigger ikke andre steder på 
grund af loyalitet; Super loyal 
shopper; 
 
Man er en loyal shopper, hvis 
man får god behandling, eller 
hvis man kommer igen, det 
samme sted; Hvis man får 

I1 Så det er meget indholdet? 

CJ Ja. 

AH Jeg går super meget op i service tror jeg.  

I1 Hvorfor gør du det? 

AH Hvis jeg får en god service, så kommer jeg igen. Dengang 

da jeg flyttede til København, så købte jeg en cykel et 

sted, der kommer jeg.. jeg kommer det samme sted hver 

gang nu er jeg på min tredje cykel. Men jeg går altid der-

ned og køber en cykel, altså.. jeg kigger ikke engang an-

dre steder. 

I1 Hvorfor gør du ikke det? 

AH Det er fordi jeg blev behandlet godt og de er sgu søde, så 

kommer jeg derned igen og sådan.. i Hjørring hvor jeg 

kommer fra, der var der en tøjbutik vi brugte igennem 

gymnasietiden. Han var.. Finn hedder han, han var skide 

sød, jeg skriver stadig en mail til Finn. Jeg skal have de 

har bukser og så sender han dem over eller… det var ikke 

mere end 14 dage siden, så fløj han herover, for han 

skulle besøge sin søn. Så havde han bukser med, hvor 

altså.. du ved.. ved ikke, loyalitet er det nok. Super loyal 

shopper.  

I1 Hvordan vil du definere, hvad loyal shopper så er? 

AH Jamen, det er vel, hvis man får en god behandling eller at 

man kommer igen det samme sted. Hvis man får en dårlig 

behandling, kommer man selvfølgelig ikke igen. Hvis 

man får en god behandling, så kommer jeg igen. Hvis jeg 
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føler, at det er lort, så kommer jeg aldrig der igen. Altså 

det er virkelig vigtigt. 

dårlig behandling kommer 
man selvfølgelig ikke igen; 
Hvis man får en god behand-
ling, så kommer man igen; 
God behandling er virkelig 
vigtigt;  
 
Det er vigtigt, at man får kva-
litet for pengene, når man 
shopper generelt;  
Har ikke noget imod at købe 
noget billig eller dyrt, hvis 
kvaliteten matcher forvent-
ninger til produktet; 
Vejer sine køb ud fra, om 
man får kvalitet matcher for-
ventningerne til produktet;  
 
Kvalitetskontrol er vigtigt når 
man generelt handler, at man 
selv kan vælge; Vil selv 
vælge produkterne f.eks. æb-
ler og gulerødder;  
Hvis man skal købe tøj, vil 
man gerne mærke kvaliteten 
på tøjet, og hvordan det sid-
der;  
Ved ikke så meget om elek-
tronik, så der læses reviews 
og undersøges om man får 
den rigtige kvalitet;  
 
 
Man har en formodning om, 
at man kan modtage dårlige 
frugter, hvis man køber dem 
på subscriptions;  
 
 
 
 
 
Har en forventning om, at 
man modtager gode grøntsa-
ger fra årstiderne;  
 
 
 

I1 Hvad med jer andre, hvad er vigtigst for jer, når i shop-

per? 

KS At jeg føler jeg får kvalitet for pengene. Altså sådan.. jeg 

har ikke noget imod at købe noget billigt, jeg har heller 

ikke noget imod at købe noget dyrt, hvis kvaliteten mat-

cher de forventninger jeg har til produktet. Så det er sådan 

jeg vejer alle mine køb. 

 

CJ Enig. 

PS Jeg tror også for mig bliver det kvalitetskontrol og det er 

altså.. hvis jeg står i supermarkedet, vil jeg selv vælge, 

hvilke æbler jeg putter i min pose og gulerødder. Hvis jeg 

skal købe tøj, kan jeg godt lide at komme ud og mærke, 

hvad kvaliteten er på tøjet og se hvordan det sidder og 

som sagt elektronik, det ved jeg ikke så meget om, så der 

læser jeg review. Så det er sådan. Så bare finde ud af, at 

jeg får den rigtige kvalitet.  

KS Det er også det, der er problemet med susbcription som 

frugt og grøntsager, man bare har en eller anden formod-

ning om du bare får sådan helt blødt æble og sådan en 

halvråden… 

AH Er det stereotype omkring det?  

KS Jeg har aldrig prøvet det. 

AH Jeg tænker sådan noget Årstiderne f.eks. hvis man bestil-

ler den der GrøntKasse eller hvad det er. Så har jeg sådan 

en forventning om, at det er fandme gode grøntsager. 

SJ Det er det også.  

AH Så var min forventning egentlig at det var bedre grøntsa-

ger end hvis jeg gik ned i Føtex og Netto og handlede ik. 

Det er overhovedet ikke en bekymring for mig. 
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SJ  

Og servicen er også ret høj for sådan nogle ting, fordi så 

får man bare en ny pakke eller så sender de noget med det 

samme gratis, så kan du beholde de andre æbler, hvis det 

er det du har lyst til eller bruge dem til æblemos eller 

hvad fanden det nu er. 

 
Det er ikke en bekymring at 
købe grøntsager over sub-
scriptions, da man har en for-
ventning om, at de er bedre 
end dem, man køber i super-
markedet; Servicen er ret høj 
inden for subscriptions, man 
får man en ny pakke gratis, 
hvis man får dårlige grøntsa-
ger;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions bliver nødt til 
at opretholde en forholdsvis 
god service-mindedhed; Man 
kan ikke se det [produktet], 
derfor bliver man [virksom-
heden] nødt til at opretholde 
god service-mindedhed; Det 
er lidt skræmmende at handle 
baseret på, at man ikke ved, 
hvad der kommer ind af dø-
ren; Man [subscriptions] bli-
ver nødt til at have et højt le-
vel af service, fordi man ikke 
ved, hvad der kommer ind af 
døren;  
 
Ens forbrug skal være kon-
stant for subscriptions; Ved 
ikke hvor meget man forbru-
ger; 

CJ Præcist. 

AH Ja lige præcis, altså det vil være min.. 

SJ Men det tror jeg er en del af det der subscription based. 

Man bliver nødt til at opretholde en forholdsvis god ser-

vice-mindedhed, fordi man netop ikke kan se. Det er jo 

lidt skræmmende at handle baseret på, at du ikke ved, 

hvad der kommer hjem med, eller hvad der kommer ind 

af døren, så bliver man nødt til at have et højt level af ser-

vice. 

AH Det føler jeg at Nemlig har. Men for nogle nye kan det 

måske godt være svært at starte. 

I1 Men ift. det her med Årstiderne, der nævnte du så, at du 

ikke havde det, kunne du så finde på at subscribe til det? 

AH Jeg tror bare, at ens forbrug skal være konstant. Jeg ved 

ikke, at jeg spiser 4 bananer, 3 æbler hver dag. Altså der 

kan gå 3 dage, jeg er ikke hjemme i 3 dage. Så står det jo 

bare der.  

SJ Det er jo også meget henvendt til familier f.eks. altså så-

dan, hvor du har et relativt steady eller fast forbrug sådan 

så kan det godt være at du lige pludselig har barn syg og vil 

rigtig gerne have øllebrød eller noget andet, men det er så 

noget andet. Men vi andre yngre, som ikke rigtig har settle 

down og så har godt 3 gange cafe om ugen og.. der vil det 

jo være.. altså det er jo sådan.. 

 

Madkasser er henvendt til 
familier som har et relativt 
steady eller fast forbrug;  
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JS Altså de har jo løsninger til enkel personer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Madbokse er ret fleksible;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Har virkelig overvejet at 
købe rammer af øl på Nem-
lig, så de kan bære det op ad 
trapperne;  
 
 
Det er nederen at skulle 
bære det op ad trapperne;  
 
 
 
 
Køber vaskemiddel og ren-
gøringsartikler hver tredje 
måned og får det leveret til 
døren;   
 
 
 
Så kommer de og leverer 
det til døren; 
 
 
Der er specifikke varer, som 
jeg ikke ville købe [på sub-
scription]; hvis jeg ikke kan 

SJ De har jo.. helt enig. 

JS Det er jo ikke fordi.. lige med Årstiderne har faktisk også 

gjort så man ikke behøves at subscribe, du kan bare be-

stille, det er ret nemt. 

SJ Præcis, det er ret fleksible. 

CJ Jeg har overvejet det, men øh.. altså når man har sådan al-

vorlige fødevare allergier, så er det ret besværligt. Jeg kan 

ikke kontrollere hvad der er altså, om der et eller andet i 

den der olie, så det er sådan.. jeg har det sådan lidt, det hol-

der jeg mig fra. Sådan har jeg det også sådan lidt, eller altså 

selvfølgelig kan jeg godt købe nogle specifikke ting. Jeg 

har virkelig overvejer, om jeg skulle købe rammer øl på 

Nemlig, så de kan bære dem op ad trapperne. 

I1  Hvorfor det? 

CJ Fordi det jeg har tænkt.. altså det er jo ikke fordi jeg køber 

mange rammer øl ofte, men når jeg så har gjort det og tæn-

ker, ej hvor er det bare nederen og bære det op ad trap-

perne.  

KS Men det gør vi i vores lejlighed. Altså vi tre drenge der bor 

sammen og vi altså kører… vi har nogle ting der er fælles 

noget olie, mel og resten kører man selv. Så en gang hver 

tredje måned så køber vi vaskemiddel, rengøringsartikler til 

et halvt år og så altså bestiller vi bare, så laver vi bare så-

dan en kæmpe.. så laver vi nemlig den der, så køber vi bare 

vaskemiddel til altså til… så mange måneder vi har plads 

til også fordi så kommer de og leverer det til døren. 

CJ Det er nemlig også sådan noget, det kunne jeg godt finde 

på. Men sådan ellers så er der bare specifikke varer, som 

jeg ikke ville købe, hvis jeg ikke sådan kan.. sidde og se 

hvad der er i og hvad det er og sådan. 
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PS Det kunne faktisk være fedt og få et abonnement på toilet-

ruller eller køkkenruller. Det fylder så sindssygt meget, når 

man skal ned og købe det. 

se, hvad der er i [hvilke pro-
dukter subscriptionen inden-
holder]; 
 Det kunne være fedt at få et 
abonnement på toiletpapir 
og køkkenruller;  
 
Ved at have køkkenrulle og 
toiletpapir på abonnement, 
slipper man for at stå og 
mangle det;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fleksibilitet er vigtigt, når 
man handler gennem en 
subscription;  
Der skal være mulighed for 
at melde fra [fleksibilitet];  
 
Handler meget induitivt; 
Hvis man skal handle noget, 
som man aldrig nogensinde 
ser og er sikker på hvad er, 
så skal der være både god 
service og mulighed for at 
afmelde;  
 
 
 
Tillid er vigtig, når man 
handler igennem subscripti-
ons; Når man ikke kan 
mærke varen, skal man have 
tillid til, hvad man køber;   
Man har ok tillid til virk-
somheder, som har opbyg-
get et brand; 
 
 

SJ Så man aldrig nogensinde står i den situation, hvor man 

lige pludselig ikke har noget. 

PS  Nej og når man skal ned og købe det, skal du bare have 10 

bæreposer med nærmest. 

CJ Så skal du også indtaste ugentligt forbrug. Så det kommer 

så det passer. 

AH Prøv seriøs at tænk hvis der kommer en helligdag.. eej.. 

I1 Hvilke parameter er så vigtigst for jer, når i så skal handle 

igennem subscription? Hvad vægter i højt, hvis i skal 

handle igennem subscription? 

SJ Fleksibiliteten. 

I1 Ift. hvad kan du uddybe det? 

SJ Bare jeg har mulighed for at melde fra, hvis jeg ikke har 

lyst til fra dag til dag, fordi det netop.. jeg tror jeg er me-

get.. jeg handler meget på, ja sådan.. nok ret intuitivt, så 

hvis jeg virkelig skal handle noget, jeg aldrig nogensinde 

ser og ikke er sikker på, at det er det jeg får hjem, så skal 

der satme være både en god service men også mulighed for 

og sige, når man det her, det har jeg prøvet en gang og det 

var rigtig skidt, så kan jeg bare gå af, nu gider jeg ikke da-

gen efter. 

AH Jeg tror det er tillid. Altså, det kan du også sige det med, 

jeg kan jo ikke mærke varen, men jeg skal have tillid til, 

hvad jeg køber. Årstiderne og sådan nogle ting, der har 

man, altså de har jo et eller andet slags brand som de har 

bygget op. Hvor man tænker ok tillid til, at de æbler jeg får 

er fine, men hvis det var et eller andet, så tror jeg ikke vi 

ville have gjort det ved Lidl, hvis de tilbudte det samme.  

I1 Hvorfor ikke det? 
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AH Fordi jeg ser ikke Lidl have den samme position som Årsti-

derne. 

 
 
 
 
Det skal være nemt at an-
nullere og det skal være 
nemt at returnere;  
Servicen kommer til at være 
kritisk, hvis man er util-
freds; 
Service er vigtig for at få en 
god oplevelse, fordi man 
ikke har nogen oplevelse in-
den til at skabe tillid ved 
subscription; Oplevelsen 
bliver først skabt efter man 
har modtaget produktet 
[subscription]; Fleksibilitet 
og tillid til servicen skal 
være i top [subscription];  
Det er svært at definere 
hvad der er nemt at annul-
lere;  
 
 
 
 
 
For at det skal være nemt at 
annullere, skal man kunne 
opsige fra dag til dag med-
mindre de [virksomheden] 
for eksempel har sendt pro-
duktet;  
 
Sign-on bonus og en prøve-
periode er vigtig, når man 
handler igennem subscripti-
ons;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KS Så det skal være nemt at annullere og så skal det være nemt 

at returnere, hvis der er noget du er utilfreds med, så ser-

vicen kommer til at være kritisk, fordi som du nemlig 

nævnte, du går jo ned i den samme cykelhandler fordi du 

har en god oplevelse. Når du køber noget på subscription, 

så der ikke noget.. nogen god oplevelse inden til at skabe 

den der tillid. Så den bliver nødt til at komme efter du har 

modtaget produktet. Så den der fleksibilitet og den der tillid 

til at servicen er i top, hvis der er noget, der er galt.  

PS Altså jeg vil sige, det der med at annullere.. det er også.. 

det er svært at definere, hvad er nemt og annullere, fordi 

hvis en ting er at sige jeg vil gerne stoppe min subscription, 

det er nemt. Men andre gange så ringer du ind og siger, det 

gider jeg ikke at abonnere på længere, og så får du at vide, 

det er fint, men så skal du bare lige betale for de næste to 

måneder, fordi der er 2 måneders opsigelsesperiode. Altså 

det er sådan, det skal være sådan du kan opsige fra dag til 

dag medmindre de f.eks. har sendt produktet, så kan de 

godt sige, det er lige en dag for sent. 

SJ Præcis. 

PS Og så synes jeg en anden ting, der er ret vigtigt, det er så-

dan, at der er en eller anden sign-on bonus for mig, det kan 

være.. det kan bare være en prøveperiode, hvor du sådan.. 

nu ved jeg ikke, hvis det var årstiderne, så fik man de første 

to ugers bokse med mad i, så kan man se, om det var noget 

for en selv, eller det kan være, man får et nyt knivsæt eller 

en højtalere eller jeg ved ikke, hvad man ellers får.. en 

jakke. 

JS I Årstiderne der får man sådan en.. der får man nogle olier 

med første gang, man køber en kasse. 
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I1 Var det så årsdagen til, at du prøvede Årstiderne.  
 
Årsagen til at subscribe til 
Årstiderne var ikke på 
grund af sign-on bonus, 
ville gerne prøve noget nyt;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Convenience er vigtigt;  
 
 
 
 
 
Der skal være et formål 
med, at man vælger at sub-
scribe, f.eks. noget man bru-
ger hele tiden; 
 
 
Det er vigtigt at kunne for-
udsige ens forbrug, når man 
skal subscribe; 
Man får værdi ved at købe 
det, fordi man kommer til at 
bruge det;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JS Nej, det var bare fordi at jeg ville prøve noget nyt. 

CJ Kan du så selv bede om, hvilke slags olie? 

JS Jeg fik sådan en olivenolie og sådan en æbleeddike.  

KS Men du nævnte du gik tilbage til den efter, den der.. 

JS Nej det var beauty 

KS Ja men den der beauty fordi der var en god sign-on.. var det 

ikke en sign-on bonus? 

JS Nej det var det ikke der. 

KS Det var bare en god måned? 

JS Ja, det var en rigtig god måned. Men jeg synes også noget 

der er vigtigt, det er convenience. Der skal også ligesom 

være et formål med, at man vælger at subscribe på det, 

altså man gør det for måned til måned. Men jeg vil sige 

Spotify og Netflix sådan, det er lidt for sig selv, fordi det 

bruger man jo næsten hele tiden ik, men f.eks. med dine 

kontaktlinser eller med… 

SJ Ja dem bruger jeg også hele tiden. 

AH Altså for mig er det helt klart, at der er de her altså, man 

måske kan forudsige det. Lad os sige, når ok altså jeg får 

værdi, altså at købe det her for jeg ved at jeg kommer til at 

bruge det. 

I1 Men hvad er det, der skaber værdi for dig? 

AH Jamen.. ja det er jo forskelligt fra produkt til produkt men 

f.eks. med Spotify jamen jeg ved jeg kommer til at bruge 

det, selvfølgelig skal jeg have det. Altså hvis jeg købte 

frugt, så vidste jeg ikke, om jeg kom til at spise det. Altså 

bruger jeg det i en måned og den anden måned, smider jeg 

halvdelen ud og så kan man stå og sige, når men det var 

sgu lidt spild af frugt og penge eller noget. 

PS Men hvis du nu havde et abonnement f.eks. på et blad på et 

blad som, der kan du ikke helt sige, hvad dit forbrug er? 
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AH Jamen det har jeg faktisk, det er sjovt. Det har jeg.. og det 

er sådan lidt mere loyalitet for bladets skyld, at jeg har det. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscriber på blad på grund 
af velgørenhed og loyalitet 
overfor fodboldklubben; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Har ingen ide om, hvordan 
ens forbrug vil være;  
 
 
 
 
Købte Illustreret videnskab 
på abonnement i halvt år, 
uden at læse det;  
Abonnementet kørte videre, 
fordi man har lyst til at læse 
i magasinet på et senere 
tidspunkt, men ved bare 
ikke lige hvornår;  
 
 
 
Det er irriterende, når man 
ikke læser de blade, som 
man har på abonnement;  
 
 
 
 

I1 Hvorfor? 

PS Hvad er det for et blad? 

AH Det er fodbold. Det er en fodboldklub Arsenal, som der har 

en øh.. en forening i Danmark, og det er den eneste måde 

de tjener penge på. Og så er man fan er fodboldklubben. 

KS Så er det vel velgørenhed. 

PS Men hvordan vil du så have det med f.eks. at have et abon-

nement på det ved jeg ikke Ude og Hjemme. Du kan jo 

ikke forudsige dit behov for at læse det, men du kan allige-

vel samle dem sammen og så kan du jo tage dem med på 

ferie. 

AH Det ja… jeg forstår… jeg forstår godt hvad du mener. Det 

er derfor jeg jo siger, at det selvfølgelig er super svært for 

mig at sige jamen.. sige ja til et eller andet abonnementsløs-

ning, fordi jeg.. altså jeg har ingen ide om, hvordan mit for-

brug vil være.  

PS Det er jo nemlig en vare, hvor man så kan gemme dem, 

fordi jeg har f.eks. haft Illustreret videnskab og det havde 

jeg et halvt år, hvor jeg ikke læste det. Men alligevel så 

kørte jeg abonnementet videre, fordi jeg havde det sådan.. 

jeg havde lyst til at læse dem, jeg kunne bare ikke lige sige, 

hvornår jeg havde tid til det.  

AH Ja men det kan jeg sagtens forstå. Men irriterede det dig 

ikke, at du ikke fik læst det? 

PS Jo lidt. 

AH Ja ikke. Det irriterer mig super meget med de her fucking 

blade nu at jeg ikke får læst det lort, men det er stadig så-

dan, ok det går til et godt formål. Så ja..   

CJ Jeg havde det på samme måde, jeg abonnerede på sådan 

noget astma og allergi, det er så heller ikke.. Jeg får det. 
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Det var også sådan noget en velgørenhedsagtigt ting, fordi 

de så.. de gør noget godt for folk, som har de ting og det 

har jeg jo. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Har Spotify på abonnement, 
fordi man kommer til at 
bruge det;  
 
 
Kender ikke til ens kon-
stante forbrug af musik, 
men subscriber alligevel;  
 
 
Sportify giver mulighed for 
at høre alt slags musik, man 
er ikke tvunget til at lytte til 
den samme plade; Friheden 
skal være der [ved subscrip-
tion]; Fleksibiliteten skal 
være der [ved subscription]; 
Subscriber på musiktjeneste 
fordi man får value for mo-
ney;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I1 Men du nævnte sådan, at en af grundene til at du f.eks. 

havde subscription, var bl.a. sådan noget som Spotify fordi 

du ved du kommer til at bruge det. Men alternativet til Spo-

tify er, at du går ind og køber musik hver gang, hvorfor 

vælger du så subscription frem for det andet? 

AH Det er fordi at, jeg ikke ved min konstante forbrug ved at 

høre musik er altid. På Spotify kan jeg både vælge alt mu-

sik og hvis jeg skulle købe en plade ad gangen, så er jeg li-

gesom tvunget til høre den her plade ikke.  

 

KS Altså det er friheden. Friheden skal være der. 

SJ Fleksibilitet. 

CJ Koster sådan en sang på iTunes ikke også 8 kr. eller så no-

get? Så der er vel også en del value for money ift. 

SJ Jo meget. 

AH Jeg tror også på det er lidt sådan en generation, der.. nåede 

at have CD’er og så stoppede med det og så fik man Spo-

tify rimelig hurtigt efterfølgende ikke. 

PS Der var lige en Limewire. Du skal du ikke være uærlige 

linjer. 

AH Ja det var der måske. Men altså sådan.. ja. Jeg har sgu al-

drig købt en sang på iTunes. 

KS Det har jeg heller ikke. 

PS Det er dyrt. 

CJ Det er virkelig dyrt. 

JS Der var engang, hvor man fik øh.. det var måske ude i em-

net, så var der sådan en sektion, hvor man lige kunne købe 

en.. den nyeste sang til I.. hvad hedder det.. ringetone 25 

kr., så sendte man en SMS, så fik man den. 
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PS Det er jo også en vare.. det er jo faktisk en vare, hvor man 

kan sige, at man overhovedet ikke kan forudsige sit behov, 

men at.. fordi Netflix, vil være det samme. Du ved ikke, 

hvilken film du vil se i morgen og derfor er det måske 

bare… 

 
 
Du kan overhovedet ikke 
forudsige dit behov ved mu-
sik, men Netflix vil være det 
samme;  
 
 
Hvis man købte en film, 
ville man være bundet til 
den;  
 
 
 
Netflix og Spotify er ikke 
særlig dyrt;  
 
 
 
 
I forhold til hvor mange ti-
mer man bruger det [Spo-
tify], er det ekstremt billigt; 
Sportify er mega vanedan-
nende; Sportify er nemt og 
let tilgængeligt;  
Det er som regel vanekøb, 
som du laver på subscripti-
ons;  
 
 
Manglende personlig rela-
tion ved subscriptions er en 
ulempe; Man skal have tillid 
til produktet, som man ikke 
har set før;  
 
Subscriptions er hamrende 
ucharmerende;  
Subscriptions er alt for ro-
bot-agtigt;   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AH Nej nej præcist. Så hvis jeg købte den film, var jeg ligesom 

bundet til det. 

PS Ja. Du kan ikke rigtig teste den af heller. Du kan lige gå 

hjem og se den altså sådan. Tager lige det først episode af 

serien og så står man med hele den der boks bagefter. 

CJ Det er jo heller ikke særlig dyrt altså sådan.. Netflix og 

Spotify. Det er også fordi det ikke er.. ift. hvor mange timer 

altså ja hørte.. hele tiden når jeg er på arbejde f.eks., så ift. 

hvor mange timer jeg bruger det, så føler jeg, sådan noget 

som Spotify er ekstrem billigt.  

SJ Det er fordi det er mega vanedannende. Det er så nemt og 

let tilgængeligt. Det er som regel vanekøb, du som regel la-

ver på subscriptions.  

I1 Nu ved jeg godt i måske har været lidt inde på noget af det, 

men kan i prøve at diskutere lidt fordele og ulemper ved at 

købe gennem subscription. Bare lige kort. 

SJ Vi havde manglende personlig relation som ikke rigtig er 

ved subcriptions. Så du skal sådan have tillid til produktet, 

du ikke har set før. 

 

 

AH Det er hamrende ucharmerende.  

SJ Og det er helt vildt. Mega ucharmerende. Det er alt for ro-

bot-agitgt.  

PS Er det det? Også hvis du får sådan en pakke med forskel-

lige varer i hver gang? Er det ucharmerende? 

KS Jeg tror mere det er tanken inden. 
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AH Ja jeg tror det er tanken der er ucharmerende, fordi jo selv-

følgelig boksen er charmerende eller flot pakket ind og der 

er.. altså en flot du ved, hey der fik jeg en overraskelse. 

Men tanken om, at jeg betaler 150 kr. for at blive overra-

sket er ucharmerende. 

Boksen er charmerende el-
ler flot pakket ind;  
 
 
Tanken om at betale et be-
løb for at blive overrasket er 
ucharmerende; Fordelen er, 
at du får mere for pengene 
[når man shopper gennem 
subscriptions], hvis du sam-
menligner med, hvad du el-
lers ville have gjort;   
Man føler det [subcription 
løsningen] er værdiska-
bende, fordi du har et be-
hov, der dækkes; Du sparer 
tid, fordi du ikke skal tænke 
på at handle det;  
Fordelen er, at du enten har 
et forventet forbrug eller et 
lineært forbrug; Det [sub-
scriptions] skaber fleksibili-
tet;  
 
 
 
 
 
Det er bare så rart, at man 
har en boks stående der der-
hjemme;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KS Jeg tror de store fordele… fordelene er at du føler du får 

mere for pengene altså ift. hvis du sammenligner med, 

hvad du ellers vil have gjort. F.eks. Spotify. Så er det, det 

der med, at man føler det er værdiskabende, fordi du har et 

behov, du ved, der skal dækkes, hvor du sparer tid, fordi du 

ikke skal tænke på det f.eks. som kontaktlinse eksempler, 

eller brug tid på at handle, hvis du har et mere… så forde-

len er der på den parameter, at du har et enten et forventet 

forbrug eller et lineært forbrug. 

SJ Så synes jeg også, at det skaber noget fleksibilitet. Jeg er tit 

rigtig rigtig sent hjemme fra arbejde, der er ikke noget 

værre end at skulle handle kl. Halv 9 om aften, fordi så ved 

man nå så skulle man også lige handle, det tager hurtigt en 

halvtime trekvarter, og så skal man også lige hjem og lave 

mad. Så det er bare så rart, at man har en boks stående der-

hjemme. Nu skal du bare lavet det. Det tror jeg også meget 

handler om… 

AH Det ved jeg ikke, om jeg er enig i.  

SJ Det kommer jo også an på sådan.. når man har de der ar-

bejdsuger på sådan.. jeg kan godt nogle gange have ar-

bejdsuger på 70 timer om ugen, så er det satme surt, at 

skulle stå i Føtex kl. 9 om aften eller kvart i 9 inden de luk-

ker og folk er forvirret, og man ved ikke, hvad man skal 

have. Fordi så skal man også lige tænke over det, så i mine 

stressede perioder, er det bare så nemt at have. Det er også 

derfor sådan, man kan godt hen eller jeg kunne princippet 

tage mine kontaktlinser fysisk, men helt ærligt, det er bare 
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lidt lettere, at de ligger i postkassen i stedet for, at jeg skal 

gå derhen lige forbi Louis Nielsen. 

Med nogle typer af sub-
scriptions er det bare lettere, 
at de ligger i postkassen i 
stedet for, at man skal gå 
ned for at hende det;  
 
 
 
Ville aldrig købe abonne-
ment på mad;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Har let ved at handle ind, 
informanten synes det er af-
stressende;  
 
Synes det er kedeligt at 
handle ind;  
Undgår impulskøb ved at få 
mad på subscriptio; 
 
Man er måske lidt mere for-
nuftig i sine køb, hvis de 
kører på subscriptions;  
 
 

I1 Hvorfor er du uenig?  

AH Altså kontaktlinse eksemplet er selvfølgelig.. 

SJ Kunne du aldrig finde på at købe Nemlig.com? Hvis du har 

en uge, der hedder.. 

AH Jeg vil sgu aldrig købe abonnement på mad. Nej.  

CJ Men hvad hvis… det kan jo ikke bare ikke være hver uge, 

for hvad hvis man lige hellere vil ud og spise en masse 

dage, eller hvis man lige føler for noget andet? Pizza eller.. 

SJ Det jeg mener, er at du har mulighed for at.. du kan sige, du 

kun vælger det en uge og så klart så.. så klart hvis jeg væl-

ger den uge, hvor jeg også har lyst til Årstiderne og skulle 

gå ud og spise 7 gange, så er det super dumt, men det gør 

man så bare heller ikke, altså sådan der.. altså så.. 

JS Men så køber man jo også til.. Årstiderne har jo også, jeg 

tror de har 3, 4, 5 dage, så der er jo plads til du kan lave no-

get ind imellem. 

SJ Der er fleksibilitet. Jeg tror faktisk ikke engang, du kan få 7 

dage. 

JS Nej det tror jeg heller ikke. Du kan gå ind inden du bestiller 

din mad, så kan du vælge og se, hvad der er i den pakke. 

Jeg gider ikke have kødboller, så jeg tager en anden pakke. 

AH Jeg har så let ved at handle ind. Jeg synes det er super af-

stressende.  

SJ Ej men du må da godt handle ind for mig, hvis du vil. Jeg 

synes det er så kedeligt. 

KS Og på den måde så undgår du også impulskøb, når du lige 

har cravings til et eller andet ik. Det er jo sådan så den an-

den side, det der med, at du måske er lidt mere fornuftigt i 

dine køb, hvis det kører på en subscription.  

AH Det vil ikke være nogen tvivl. 
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KS Du bliver ikke fristet. Man bliver ikke fristet af 
impulskøb, hvis man hand-
ler over subscriptions; Der 
er noget charme i, at du kan 
skabe en god vane igennem 
subcriptions;   
 
 
 
Du kan tvinge vanen ind, da 
du ved, at du vil spilde de 
varer, som du allerede har 
betalt for, hvis du ikke bru-
ger dem; Der er meget com-
mitment ved subscriptions;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Man kan helt klart tvinge 
nogle vaner igennem med 
subscriptions;  
 
 
 
 
 
Med subscriptions skal du 
ikke længere bekymre dig 
om ting;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Din subscription kan gøre, 
at du aldrig nogensinde har 
dårlige dage, hvor du ikke 
har dine kontaktlinser;  
Subscriptions kan også fun-
gere på alle mulige ting, 
som man har brug for 

PS Der er helt sikkert noget charme i, at du kan skabe en god 

vane gennem subscriptions. Altså du kan gå ind og købe 

Årstiderne, så ved du, at der står noget mad, så vil det være 

dumt at gå ned og købe pizza eller kebab eller hvad du el-

lers har lyst til. Fordi så ved du, du spilder det her du alle-

rede har betalt for, så på den måde kan du tvinge en vane 

ind. 

AH Ja ja super meget sådan commitment.  

PS Du kan lave et abonnement på Illustret videnskab eller Na-

tional Geografic, så ved du, at du ikke kommer til at sidde 

og læse sladreblade eller kigge på din telefon. 

SJ Præcis. 

AH Måske. 

PS Måske? Man bruger et halvt år på ikke at læse det. Men jo 

man kan helt klart tvinge nogle vaner igennem subscripti-

ons, man kan få nye underbukser hvert 3. måned eller hvor 

meget det er, har jeg også set. Fordi så.. det ved jeg ikke, så 

er de friske. Men på den måde kan man gøre det, men jeg 

tror også noget andet er bare den der, at du ikke længere 

skal bekymre dig om ting, så f.eks. kontaktlinser er et super 

godt eksempel, hvor du kan bruge en subscription, fordi du 

ved at den giver dig egentlig ikke særlig meget værdi til 

hverdag at have kontaktlinser, men dit minus i værdi er jo 

bare gigantisk, når du ikke har det. Fordi det bare altså, det 

er bare blevet normen, at du altid har dem, men ligeså snart 

du ikke.. så har du et problem. Der kan din subscription så 

gøre, at du aldrig nogensinde har de der.. dårlig dage, hvor 

du ikke lige har kontaktlinser. Det kunne selvfølgelig også 

fungere på alle mulige andre ting, så man bare har brug for 

jævnligt. 
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KS Der er også en kæmpe fordel fra leverandørens perspektiv, 

hvor det der med at du ved, hvor mange kunder du får, så 

du kan optimere altså købet mere, som så kommer til at 

skabe mere værdi for kunden, fordi du ved præcis hvor 

mange der skal have grøntsager og hvor mange der skal 

have kød og alle de her forskellige ting. Også tror jeg en 

ulempe er at det er sværere at komme i gang, altså på sub-

scription. 

jævnligt [som kontaktlin-
ser]; Det er en fordel for le-
verandørerne, at de ved, 
hvor mange kunder de får, 
så man kan optimere købet, 
som kommer til at skabe 
mere værdi overfor kun-
derne;  
Det er en ulempe, at det er 
sværere at komme i gang 
med subscriptions;  
 
 
Det er sværere at kommere i 
gang med subscription på de 
områder, hvor du er i tvivl 
om dit behov; 
 
 
 
 
 
Kunne tænke sig at prøve at 
købe tøj over subscriptions, 
fordi hun ikke har tid til at 
købe tøj selv;  
 
 
 
 
Hvis man kan returnere de 
ting [tøjet], som man ikke er 
interesseret i og modtage tøj 
en gang om måneden, vil 
det gøre ens liv meget let-
tere;   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I1 Hvorfor er det sådan? 

KS Altså på de områder hvor du i tvivl om dit behov. Altså.. på 

mad for alle dem der ikke har familie eller tøj eller sådan 

den slags ting. Men jeg sad faktisk og snakkede med min 

tante til en fødselsdag i weekenden, hvor jeg fortalte om dit 

arbejde fordi jeg fortalte jeg skulle til det her. Med det der 

tøj der og hun er helt altså super slank, men hun sagde sta-

dig, at hun godt kunne tænke sig at prøve det, fordi hun sy-

nes.. hun er for doven til at gå.. hun arbejder som advokat 

sindssyg mange timer om ugen, at hun ikke har tid til at gå 

ud og købe tøj. Så hvis hun fik noget tilsendt og kunne re-

turnere de ting som, som hun ikke var interesserede i og de 

kom en gang om måneden. Det vil gøre, sagde hun ville 

gøre hendes liv meget nemmere. Så den del tror jeg godt, 

kan være interessant. Det der med også, lad os sige det 

kommer en gang om måneden og så kan du smide de ting 

tilbage du ikke var interesseret i. F.eks. headphone, så får 

du 4 hvad ved jeg, så kan du prøve dem af og så kan du re-

turnere de tre.  

SJ Det kunne de godt lave som sådan en service.   

KS Ja lige præcis. 

AH Gad man det?  
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SJ En gang om ugen så kommer bilen og kører forbi din dør 

eller hvad det end er. Vælg det tidspunkt, der passer dig i 

løbet af den dag. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Der er forskel på rutinekøb, 
nødvendighedskøb og for-
nøjelseskøb, om man vil 
have det på subscription;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Har brug for en ekspert, 
hvis det er et dyrt køb;  
Man overvejer det meget 
mere, når det er et dyrt køb; 
 
 
 
 

KS Altså hvis jeg skulle have et par nye headphone, så kunne 

jeg godt finde på. Også bare, hvis du skulle have et nyt jak-

kesæt man, så sendte de lige sådan 8 forskellige, så kunne 

du prøve dem af, så kom de og hentede dem. 

AH Er der ikke sådan noget service, hvor du går ned i en butik. 

KS Nej det er jo ikke subscriptions. 

AH Er der ikke noget med, du går ned i en butik, snakker med 

ekspedienten eller en eller anden, ok hvad er det her jeg kø-

ber, hvor kommer det fra og.. du ved, sådan nogle ting. Er 

der ikke sådan nogle ting. 

SJ Ser det godt ud? 

AH Præcis. 

SJ Er farven blå eller er den rent faktisk bare grøn. 

AH Altså jeg er farveblind forhelvede.  

KS Så må du jo have en hjælper. 

AH Jaa.. det har jeg jo dernede.  

JS Jeg synes det er en svær diskussion, fordi det er jo meget 

forskelligt baseret på rutinekøb eller om det nødven-

dighedskøb eller fornøjelseskøb eller så noget fordi.. 

CJ Det er også meget afhængigt af, hvad det koster, altså så-

dan hvis du køber hovedtelefoner til 200 kr. så er det måske 

fint nok, at de ikke er super gode, men hvis du køber.. beta-

ler 2500 kr. for dem, så er det vel sådan.. 

SJ Så skal jeg have en ekspert med mig.  

CJ Ja så overvejer man det meget mere. Jeg gør tit det sådan 

jeg prøver at finde ud af, hvad jeg godt vil have, og så ven-

ter jeg lidt og så ser jeg, så nogle gange så siger folk, amen 

den og den side, er der tit tilbud på og så køber jeg det når 
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jeg finder ud af, hvad jeg gerne vil have, så køber jeg det 

på internettet, der hvor der er sådan, det billigst.  

 
Køber varer over internettet, 
der hvor det er billigst;  
 
 
 
Ville aldrig købe en compu-
ter online;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Har købt en iPhone på net-
tet, fordi man har tillid til 
Apple produktet;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Læste anmeldelser i forbin-
delse med køb af computer;  
 
Det var nemmere at tage 
hen i butikken og købe den 
[computeren]; 
 
 
 
 
 
Oplever at man får virkelig 
dårlig service nogle gange; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PS Men vil det så sige, at du aldrig ville.. aldrig købe et dyrt 

produkt online. 

SJ Nej, jeg vil aldrig købe en computer på.. 

CJ Altså jeg købte høretelefoner, telefoner og computer og så-

dan noget online. Men hvis jeg kan købe f.eks. via B&O’s 

hjemmeside, så tænker jeg sådan, de havde 10-15% på alle 

deres høretelefoner, så tænkte jeg.. 

SJ Men eller jo det vil jeg faktisk egentlig, jeg har faktisk lige 

købt en iPhone på nettet i sidste uge. Men det er fordi jeg 

har tillid til Apple produktet, men en computer der kommer 

det også lidt an på, dengang da jeg skulle købe en computer 

var det i forbindelse med mit studie, så det havde nogle 

krav til at det skulle være let med programmering og det 

skulle have hvad det end hedder en god harddisk eller, der 

skulle være en god hukommelse. Jeg ved ikke engang, 

hvad det hedder.. et eller andet.. og sådan der, og så når 

man læste de der 1700 anmeldelser, hvor halvdelen af dem 

synes det er rigtig godt, så er der nogle der synes det stin-

ker og sådan lidt.. hvordan kan vi være så forskellige, så er 

det bare nemmere at tage den i en butik, hvor man må for-

mode at.. godt nok er vi alle sammen sælgere men.. også 

forhåbentlig formode at der er så mange alternative dernede 

i den butik, så hvis det ikke lige er en Lenovo, når men så 

er det måske en Apple eller..  

CJ Jeg oplever faktisk, at man kan få virkelig dårlig sådan ser-

vice nogle gange altså, nu var det næsten sådan, at min op-

vaskemaskine er gået i stykker og jeg har haft den i to år og 

det er bare altså.. nu skal jeg ud og købe en ny så nu er jeg 

næsten bange for, hvad skal jeg købe, fordi jeg ved ikke 

helt, hvad jeg tror på og de kan koste alt fra 1000 til 8000 
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og eller.. altså sådan.. så får jeg bare ikke rigtigt købt det, 

fordi jeg.. 

 
Har kæmpe tillid til dem 
[ekspedienter, fagmænd] 
man snakker med;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Man skal finde en butik, 
som man har tillid til;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ville være villig til at prøve 
en billig subscription; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AH Der har jeg kæmpe tillid til dem jeg snakker med. 

SJ Det har jeg også.. fagmænd 

CJ Men først så opdagede.. oplevede det og altså det var det 

dårligste jeg nogensinde har haft. 

SJ Så ville jeg bare gå et andet sted hen. 

AH Ja præcist. Så en ny butik og gå ned og sige hey den her 

købte jeg, den var lort. Jeg skal have noget andet. Jeg forre-

sten.. det er SU budget kan du ikke lige hjælpe mig? Du 

ved snakke med dem. Det havde jeg ikke gjort, jeg har 

kæmpe tillid til folk. 

SJ Man har også.. det er også nemmere at prutte om prisen, 

når man står der. 

CJ Jeg var nede og spørge, men så synes jeg bare, at de siger 

forskellige ting og så fatter jeg ingenting og.. ja.. jeg gider 

bare ikke at skulle skifte den om 2 år igen. 

AH Ej men du skal bare finde en butik, du har tillid til.  

PS Hvad så hvis i skulle købe noget på nettet med et mærke, 

som i ikke kendte, men det var dyrt? Lad os sige en kjole til 

2000 kr. for et mærke i ikke kendte.  

SJ Nej 

CJ Nej det ville jeg ikke gøre 

I1 Men lad os sige, hvad nu hvis det var billige ting på sub-

scription, ville i så være villige til at prøve det?  

CJ Så ville jeg være villigere. 

AH Altså.. billige ting?  

I1 Noget du tænker sådan.. nu snakkede vi om dyre ting, det 

ville i aldrig købe på nettet eller i nogle tilfælde, men lad os 

sige at i faldt over noget – et tilbud over subscription og det 

så mega interessant ud og det var ikke så dyrt igen, hvor i 

tænkte, det er ok det her. Kunne i så finde på og prøve det? 
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SJ Jeg tror, at jeg ville være mere villig til at gøre det, hvis det 

var fordi jeg tænkte ej det her det er satme et godt tilbud. 

Vil være villig til at prøve 
billig subscription, hvis det 
var et godt tilbud;  
Prisen er ikke afgørende for, 
om man vil prøve en ny 
subscription;  
Det er afgørende, om man 
får tingene brugt [hvis man 
skal prøve en ny subscrip-
tion]; Hvis man ved at man 
får tingene brugt er sub-
scriptions en fantastisk løs-
ning; Hvis man ved, man får 
det brugt, så gør subscrip-
tion det nemt og det kom-
mer bare;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hvis man vidste, at man 
skulle bruge en hvid t-shirt 
fra nu og resten af ens, så 
ville man bestille over sub-
scriptions;  
 
 
Kan ikke lide surprise ele-
ment; Hvis man køber no-
get, skal man vide, hvad 
man køber; 
 
Det afhænger af prisen; 
 
 

AH Jeg tror ikke det er prisen, der er afgørende for mig. 

I1 Hvad er det så afgørende for dig? 

AH Om jeg egentlig får tingene brugt, fordi hvis jeg ved, jeg 

får tingene brugt, så er subscription en fantastisk løsning, 

fordi så bliver.. så gør jeg det nemt for mig selv og det 

kommer og sådan er det bare. Men hvis jeg ikke får tingene 

brugt, så fungerer det jo ikke. 

SJ Men du køber jo heller ikke online tøj, selvom du har brug 

for en hvid t-shirt. 

AH Ja men jeg ved jo ikke hvornår jeg har brug for.. jeg kan jo 

ikke sige i næste uge.. 

SJ Jamen lad os nu sige i morgen, der fandt du ud af, at du 

havde brug for en hvid t-shirt, fordi den anden var gået i 

stykker i vasken i dag.  

AH Men så skulle jeg købe 1.. så skulle jeg købe en t-shirt på 

subscription. 

I1 Så er det ikke subscription. 

SJ Nej, så er det jo ikke subscription. 

AH Nej præcis. Altså hvis jeg vidste, at jeg skulle bruge en ny 

t-shirt hver anden uge fra nu af og resten af mit liv, så 

havde jeg bestilt igen. 

SJ Det er i hvert fald samme størrelse som regel, hvis det pas-

ser godt i fittet. 

AH Lige præcist. 

CJ Jeg kan ikke lide det der surprise element. Hvis jeg køber 

noget, så skal jeg vide, hvad jeg køber, jeg vil ikke have 

ting, som jeg ikke ved hvad er, eller hvad der er i eller ja. 

JS Det kommer så også an igen på prisen synes jeg fordi hvis 

man så siger man får, det ved jeg ikke, 200 kr. og så får du 
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2 styks tøj hver måned, det kunne jeg godt finde på at falde 

for at prøve noget nyt. 

 
Kunne godt finde på at 
prøve noget nyt; 
 
Kan ikke lide surprise ele-
ment;   
Kan godt lide surprise ele-
ment;  
 
Surprise er lidt af et gave 
element;  
 
Vil ikke kunne lide surprise 
element ved elektronik; 
Det kunne være meget sjovt 
at få grøntsager som et sur-
prise element, og prøve ting, 
som man ikke har prøvet 
før; Det kan være lidt svært 
at komme i gang med sub-
scriptions;  
 
Hvis man skulle komme i 
gang, skulle der være et el-
ler andet ekstra godt ved at 
starte, hvor man bare tænker 
wow; Hvis man skal starte 
skal på en ny subscription, 
skal der være et fedt tilbud;  

I1 Kan i andre lide det her surprise element? 

SJ Nej. 

KS Jeg kan godt lide det. Fordi jeg tror det er lidt forskelligt 

sådan fra.. det tror jeg ikke, man kan generalisere, fordi det 

kommer an på området og personen. Fordi surprise er lidt 

det der gave element øh.. men på den anden side på nogle 

områder altså.. elektronik og alt så noget, så vil jeg slet 

ikke. Men altså grøntsager f.eks. jo det kunne da være me-

get sjovt, at få et eller andet, man ikke har prøvet før. 

SJ Ja præcist. 

KS Jeg tror det lidt kommer tilbage til det der med det svært at 

komme i gang. Hvis jeg skulle bryde den der til at komme i 

gang på den der.. så skulle det enten være sådan du siger 

sådan at der var et eller andet ekstra godt ved at starte eller 

sådan et eller andet, hvor jeg bare tænker wow. 

SJ Et fedt tilbud. 

KS Ja lige præcis. Eller word of mouth fra en jeg stoler på, der 

sagde du skal prøve det her, jeg får grøntsager hver søndag 

og jeg får dobbelt så meget, som hvis jeg handlede i forret-

ningen. Det er en super aftale og det er meget fleksibelt. 

Altså.. så tror jeg.. jeg tror den vej igennem øh.. at en du 

stoler på eller kender øh.. får jeg vil ikke prøve det på bag-

grund af en Instagram reklame eller bus.. så det er den der.. 

Word of mouth fra en man 
stoler på [hvis man skal 
prøve en ny subscription];  
 
 
 
Ville ikke prøve en ny sub-
scription på baggrund af en 
Instagram reklame eller bus; 
Prisen er altid vigtig;  
Pris vs. værdi;  
 
 
Et problem med en surprise 
boks, er at man kan være 
meget kræsen; 

JS Og så prisen selvfølgelig altid. 

KS Ja pris vs. værdi ikke.  

PS  Jeg tror mit problem vil være, hvis nu f.eks. det var tøj så-

dan surprise boks, så vil det være 1. jeg kan være meget 

kræsen i, hvad jeg gider at gå med og 2. det vil være at jeg 
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vil være bange for at det vil begynde at hobe sig op. Altså 

f.eks. jeg har set nogle steder for mænd, så kan man f.eks. 

få en boks med slips og butterflyes og alt muligt, og hvis 

man tænker man fik sådan en, nu ved jeg ikke om det hver 

måned eller så noget, men når der lige pludselig er gået et 

år, så står du med 24 slips. 

Et problem med surprise 
bokse kan være, at det vil 
begynde at hobe sig, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vil ikke have et problem 
med at smide blade ud, men 
vil have et problem med at 
smide tøj ud; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frygter at man lige pludse-
lig står du med 20 t-shirts, 
hvilket vil holde mig fra at 
prøve en ny subscription; 
Ser surprise bokse som lort;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gider ikke at bruge tid og 
penge på noget som ikke er 
særlig godt;  
 
Du kender ikke dit behov;  
 
 
 
Subscriptions fungerer 
bedre til noget, der kommer 
ind og som også forsvinder 
igen f.eks. mad;  

KS Og dem slider du jo ikke ned. 

PS Og det er jo ikke sådan.. hvis det nu er Illustreret viden-

skab, så ville man smide det ud, når man har læst den fordi 

sådan.. fair nok, jeg ved godt der er mange, der gemmer 

dem, men jeg har ikke noget problem med at smide det ud. 

Men det vil jeg altså have med et slips, det vil være noget 

andet og det samme sådan, hvis man nu havde på t-shirts 

også altså, det kan godt være den gamle måske var blevet 

lidt slidt, men hvis den ikke er sådan helt slidt, så gider 

man måske heller ikke smide den ud nu. 

AH Nej overhovedet ikke. 

PS Og så lige pludselig så står du bare med 20 t-shirts, det vil 

jo være min frygt i hvert fald og det der.. det vil holde mig 

fra det. 

AH Jeg ser også de der surprise bokse som lort, altså så får man 

24 slips, der er dårlige og 24 butterflyes, der bare er virke-

lig ringe i stedet for gå ned og købe 5 lækre slips og sådan 

en selvbinder. Altså så er du ligesom i mål, så har du slips 

til de næste 10 år. Altså på et eller andet tidspunkt kan du 

ende ud i de er kedelige, så køber jeg et nyt. Altså det.. jeg 

gider ikke at bruge tid og penge på noget, der ikke er særlig 

godt, fordi så står det bare et eller andet sted, og så får man 

det ikke brugt og gider.. så bliver man bare pisse irriteret 

over det. 

KS Det er igen tilbage til det der med behov ik. At du ikke ken-

der dit behov. Plus eller måske mere det der med, det skal 
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også ryge ud igen, altså subscription fungerer bedre til no-

get, der kommer ind som også forvinder igen. Altså mad el-

ler altså de der forskellige ting. Hvor slips de går kun ind 

og så… 

Det ville irritere, hvis det 
pludselig bare hober sig op i 
skuffen;  
 
 
 
Det er nemmere at modtage 
varer, som du har god sam-
vittighed over at smide ud;  
Det er svært at forudsige 
tøjforbrug, udover at der er 
sæsoner;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At skulle sende en boks re-
tur lyder bare som rigtig 
meget besvær; Hvorfor vil 
man vælge at man engang i 
mellem kan være heldig at 
få en fed trøje; 
 
Man vælger subscription for 
at prøve noget nyt;  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

PS At få for mange underbukser det vil også irritere mig ret 

meget, altså sådan.. hvis det lige pludselig bare hobede sig 

op i skuffen. 

KS Men det er jo også.. det er jo så influx af ulige med udlux, 

så skal du have sådan 2 par om året men altså.. 

PS Der er det sådan set nemmere, hvis det er en vare, hvor du 

sådan du har det god samvittighed med at smide det ud. 

KS Lige præcis.  

CJ Men også med tøj hvordan kan de forudsige.. altså udover 

der er sæsoner, der kan man jo forudsige sådan.. på en eller 

måde man.. hvad hvis man lige pludselig er sådan, ej nu vil 

man bare kun gå i sådan metalica tøj, det kan de jo så heller 

ikke rigtig..  

I1 Det er jo an på, hvilken type subscription det er, så kan du 

f.eks. så kan du skrive ind til dem, du har nogle ønsker til, 

hvad du vil have i din boks. 

AH Ja det kan man designe sig ud af. 

JS Men er det ikke også meget normalt øh.. at de sender altså 

man sender noget af boksen retur? Det er jo en ret stor boks 

man får, det er jo ikke fordi de siger, nu skal du have det 

her, nu skal du betale 2000 den her måned. 

AH Det lyder bare som rigtig meget besvær. Hvorfor vil man 

vælge at man engang i mellem være heldig at få en fed 

trøje ift. ej den fandt jeg aldrig. 

PS Hvorfor skulle man sende det tilbage, man har jo allerede 

betalt for produktet? 

JS Det er for at prøve noget nyt. 
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I1 Det har du ikke. Det du betaler for, hvis vi snakker om An-

noAnno, det er du betaler 100 kr. som et stylingsgebyr, så 

har du en personlig stylist, der går ind og sammensætter en 

boks til dig ud fra en profil, sådan en stilprofil, du har været 

inde og udfylde og derudover inden du får en boks, så får 

du lov til at sende nogle ønsker – jeg kunne rigtig godt 

bruge en kjole, fordi jeg skal til konfirmation. Og så får 

man den her boks, så har stylisten skrevet sådan prøv de 

her ting sammen og den her med den her. Det man så ikke 

kan lide eller ikke kan passe, det sender man så retur gratis. 

Så betaler du kun for det, du beholder. Så det du betaler, 

det er det stylingsgebyr hver 2. eller 3. måned. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Man bliver positivt overra-
sket flere gange; 
Man prøver jo noget nyt 
[subscriptions];  
 
 
 
 
Hvis man godt kan lide at 
blive udfordret på sin stil 
lidt en gang i mellem, så er 
det jo en fed måde at gøre 
det på [surprise subscripti-
ons];  
 
 
Der et tidssparingsprincip i 
det [subscriptions];  
 
 
 
 

AH Det kunne jeg aldrig finde på. 

SJ Nej heller ikke mig. 

AH Altså, der er så meget forkert ved det. Altså stylisten er jo 

ikke din stylist, du bliver inddelt i 7 kasser og så er.. finder 

stylisten 7 forskellige outfits og siger, det var det, og der er 

måske hvad.. hvis det er 100 mennesker, så er der måske 50 

forskellige stile. Det er jo håbløst. 

PS Nej..  

CJ Tror du egentlig ikke at det faktisk rammer ok sådan egent-

lig skræmmende meget plet og gøre det på den måde? Folk 

går jo lidt i det samme gør de ikke? 

AH Jeg tror, at folk tror at de rammer skræmmende meget plet. 

JS Jeg tror det kommer altså også meget an på… min bror han 

gør det med jeg ved ikke, der findes også et mærke til 

mænd, og han er blevet ret sådan positiv overrasket flere 

gange over, at den er sgu egentlig mega fed og.. prøv lige 

tænk.. man prøver jo noget nyt, der er måske nogen der 

ikke er så bevidst om at sige jeg kun i t-shirts og kun skjor-

ter, altså så ville jeg heller ikke gøre det, hvis jeg var den 

type. Men hvis man godt kan lide at blive udfordret på sin 
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stil lidt en gang i mellem, så er det jo en fed måde at gøre 

det på.  

Du kan prøve det, når du 
har lyst [tøj på subscrip-
tion];  
 
 
 
Man skal ikke sætte en halv 
dag af fra arbejdet eller 
skole til at tage ud og prøve 
det [tøj på subscription];  
 
 
 
 
Hvis man fik sendt en anden 
type bluse hjem, kunne man 
faktisk godt blive mega 
overrasket;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opsagde HBO, fordi der 
ikke var flere serier at se;  
 
 
Opsagde Goodiebox da man 
ikke fik nok value for mo-
ney; 
 
 
 
Subscribede til Aktiv træ-
ning, fordi der var en sign-
on bonus;  
 
 
 
 
Unsubscribede fordi pro-
duktet slet ikke var interes-
sant;  

CJ Men hvis man gerne vil udfordre det, hvorfor går man så 

ikke bare ned på strøget og kigger i alle forretninger? 

JS Fordi man måske ikke selv altid lige kan se hvad.. 

SJ Hvad er god stil er eller hvad der klæder en. 

KS Og der er jo også et tidssparingsprincip i det der. 

JS Ja. 

KS At du arbejder, du får det sendt til din adresse og så kan du 

prøve det. 

SJ Du kan prøve det, når du har lyst kl. 23, hvis det er det du 

har lyst til ik. 

KS Lige præcis. 

JS Ja. 

KS Og du skal ikke sætte en halv dag af fra arbejdet eller skole 

til at tage ud og prøve det. 

JS Jeg ved da godt, når jeg går ind i en H&M eller en Zara el-

ler et eller andet, så ved jeg godt, hvad det er for en type 

bluse, jeg plejer at gå efter, og hvad det er jeg kigger efter 

og jeg tror bare, hvis jeg sådan fik sendt en anden type 

bluse hjem og fik prøvet den, så kunne man jo faktisk godt 

blive mega positiv overrasket over, hvor fedt den sidder på 

en. 

I1 Men hvis vi lige prøver at komme videre her en gang ift. 

kan i komme i tanke om nogle subscriptions, som i har 

haft, altså som i ikke har mere, altså hvorfor var det i op-

sagde dem? Grunden til i ikke har dem mere. 

CJ Jeg har haft HBO, det opsagde jeg. 

I1 Hvorfor gjorde du det? 

CJ Det var bare fordi.. så var der ikke lige flere serier, jeg gad 

at se. 
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JS Altså jeg sagde mit Goodiebox op, fordi at jeg ikke fik nok 

value for money. 

Det er irriterende at være 
bundet til at skulle modtage 
noget i tre måneder;  
 
 
 
 
Unsubscribede fordi der 
kom et bedre tilbud;  
 
 
 
Hvis ens forbrug ændrer sig, 
unsubscriber man; 
 
 
 
 
 
Man unsubscriber, hvis man 
får et bedre tilbud; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PS Ja.. jeg har også haft HBO, så sluttede Game of Thrones 

øh.. men altså, jeg har også prøvet sådan, jeg fik engang et 

abonnement på aktiv træning, fordi de nemlig havde sådan 

en sign-on bonus, hvor man fik et helt vildt godt løbeur en-

gang. Så skrev jeg mig op til det, så tænkte jeg, det kunne 

da egentlig være spændende at læse det her blad, så finder 

jeg ud af, at det er super ligegyldigt, halvdelen af bladet var 

slankekure og den anden halvdel var motion på kontoret. 

Det var bare sådan, jeg fandt ud af det produkt slet ikke var 

mig, så det fik jeg jo hurtigt skrevet mig fra igen. Men alli-

gevel kan jeg godt huske dengang var jeg ret irriteret over, 

at jeg så også var bundet i 3 måneder eller så noget. Fordi 

nu var det bare lort, det her blad, der kom hver gang. 

I1 Har i andre nogle i.. 

KS Ja fitness world, der skiftede jeg til at træne på skolen, 

fordi det var gratis vs… øh så jeg fik et bedre tilbud end det 

jeg havde i forvejen. 

SJ Så længe hvis ens forbrug ændrer sig. 

KS Ja forbruget ændrede sig. 

SJ Hvis man synes, at det eller kan tilbydes på løsningen ikke 

er holdbar altså, eller at du bliver skadet, at du ikke kan stå 

i et motionscenter, så er der ikke nogen grund til at det bli-

ver trukket 179 eller 279. 

KS Eller du får et bedre tilbud. Noget et eller andet som.. og så 

nu har jeg ikke selv gjort det, men jeg kunne da også fore-

stille mig, der var mange som skiftede så fra til Netflix til 

HBO og så skiftede til hvad Amazon altså sådan.. er måske 

kørt i cyklus, godt jeg har en øh underholdnings subscrip-

tion, men at man se kunne finde på at altså, at som du siger, 
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der var ikke flere serier godt, så prøv at hoppe videre til 

næste ikke. 

 
 
Har lige opsagt TV-pakke 
fordi det blev for dyrt;   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Skiftede på grund af et 
bedre tilbud;  
 
 
 
 
 
Hvis man vil nedjustere ens 
TV-pakke, kan internettet 
blive meget dyrere;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Har indtrykket af, at det er 
besværligt at opsige TV-
pakke;  
 
 
 
 
 
 

CJ Ja, men det kræver også at man har tiden til ligesom og.. 

altså.. sådan f.eks. altså jeg har Netflix, fordi min far beta-

ler for Netflix og han ser ikke Netflix. Men sådan han gider 

jo bare ikke gå op i det, så det er sådan, så har vi altså så, 

det kræver også sådan noget som, nu ved jeg ikke om sådan 

nogle TV-pakker, TV på den måde, man kalder det sub-

scription. Men der ved jeg da også, jeg har da flere gange 

spurgt mine forældre jamen i bruger det jo ikke, i ser jo 

ikke halvdelen af det og det er faktisk pisse dyrt, sådan stor 

TV-pakke. 

SJ Det er ekstremt dyrt jo. Der er Netflix 99 kr. det er sådan, 

det kan man til at føle på, men 1700 pr. kvartal for TV-pak-

ker, som man aldrig ser, det er sådan gør lidt mere naller i 

budgettet. 

JS Vi har faktisk lige opsagt vores TV-pakke, fordi det blev 

for dyrt. Man ser jo ikke TV længere, og hvis du vil se no-

get på DR eller nyheder, jamen så logger du ind gratis på 

nettet hellere betale licens. 

SJ Præcis. 

I1 Hvordan kom du så i tanke om, at I ikke brugte det så me-

get? 

JS Øh.. det var faktisk fordi at der var en der i den bygning, 

jeg bor i, jeg har altid tvunget til at have TV, fordi det er et 

nybyggeri på Islands Brygge øh.. så der var man tvunget til 

at have TV sammen med internettet, det var det eneste 

Yousee udbød, men så ringede der nogle nye, som havde 

sat sådan en antenne op på taget, som sagde vi kan give jer 

internet uden TV. Og det var så fedt, at vi kan spare 300 kr. 

om måneden nu. 

I1 Så det var fordi i fik et bedre tilbud? 
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JS Ja. Det er lidt nemmere at for-
holde sig til Netflix, fordi 
det ikke koster så meget;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Det er helt hjernedødt, at 
man betaler for så meget og 
så måske bruger 10% af det;  
 
Det er en klassisk boundling 
strategi, sådan har det altid 
fungeret [tvpakker];   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mund til mund er vigtigt, 
hvis man skal skabe loyali-
tet inden for subscripitons;  
 
 

KS Altså vi har jo den store TV-pakke også øh.. men det kan 

ikke betale sig for os i hvert fald nedjustere. Nu bor jeg så 

med to håbløse drenge, der ser så meget fodbold, så der er 

jeg låst lidt. Men hvis vi vil nedjustere vores TV-pakke, så 

bliver vores internet så meget dyrere, at der er det billigere 

at beholde på den måde. Altså så skulle vi cutte fjernsynet 

helt, men vores internet er en del meget billigere, fordi vi 

har den store TV-pakke, så vi er også det er sådan måske 

lidt bondefangeri, men der er vi så lidt låst i den position, 

og så er det så påvirkelser, omgivelserne, fordi hvis det 

stod til mig, så skulle vi ikke have det der fjernsyn, noget af 

det. Cut hele lortet. 

CJ Men det har jeg bare indtryk af, det er fordi, det er besvær-

ligt, fordi så… mine forældre i ser jo ikke.. altså over 50% 

af det her, det ser i jo ikke.. nej, men og de forstår ikke, 

hvad man kan man ellers og internettet og alting og så er 

min mor sådan, så skal jeg bruge en dag på det eller altså 

sådan, der tror jeg sådan.. hvor Netflix og de der ting, der 

er lidt mere for sig, det koster ikke lige så meget, og det er 

lidt nemmere at forholde sig til. 

SJ Men det måske også fordi TV-pakker.. alternativet for at gå 

fra en stor til en lille eller stor til en mellem, så meget spa-

rer du sgu heller ikke. 

KS Nej præcis. 

SJ Fordi så har du det der problem, hvis du laver bland selv, så 

skal man betale 100 kr. for den boks de sætter op og kortet 

og så skal du også lige.. hvis du har 5-10 kanaler du ser, så 

kan det ikke svare sig, fordi så bliver det også for dyrt. For 

så kan du ligeså godt beholde den der altså sådan.. alterna-

tivet til altså enten eller, der er ikke det der midtvejs alter-

nativ, dog det gør bare lidt nemmere ikke at gøre noget. Så 
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har man det, så kan jeg i hvert fald godt se den fodbold 

kamp eller Champions League eller..  

Efter servicen er vigtigt for 
at kunne skabe loyalitet for 
en subscription;  
 
 
Service er vigtigt for at 
kunne skabe loyalitet; 
 
Når man handler skal man 
have tillid til den [løsnin-
gen], derfor er service vig-
tigt; Når man handler fy-
sisk, skal man have tillid til 
de mennesker, man snakker 
med; Det er vigtigt med en 
relation, hvis de [ekspedien-
ten] skal hjælpe en med no-
get; Service er vigtigt for 
subscriptions, fordi man 
ikke har en relation, den 
eneste måde man kan skabe 
relation ved subscription er 
gennem service; 
Hvis man opbygger relation, 
så skaber det loyalitet; 
Relationen vil booste ens 
lyst at blive ved med det; 
Relationen er ekstra vigtig 
med subscriptions, fordi 
man ikke kan se produktet;   
Man har ingen anselse om, 
hvad man får, så den der ef-
tertillid eller efterservice 
skal være mega høj; Det 
handler om, at det bliver til-
passet ens behov; 
Det [subscriptionen]vil må-
ske være lidt kedeligt efter 
et halvt til et helt år; 
Netflix og Spotify gør det 
godt ift. de baserer på dine 
tidligere søgninger og valg; 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CJ Men det er i hvert fald noget, jeg synes, der er helt hjerne-

dødt, at man betaler for så meget og man måske bruger 

10% af det og så fordi der er alle de der forskellige prissæt-

ninger, så lever man med det. 

PS Men det er jo bare den klassiske boundling strategi, det er 

sådan det altid har fungeret. Kig altså Microsoft Office, 

hvem er.. sidder og bruger outlook og kalenderen, der er jo 

så mange forskellige ting, man får der, og det eneste folk 

ofte bruger er word, excel og powerpoint. Og det samme du 

lavet et avis abonnement, det kan godt være, du kun er inte-

resseret i finansafsnittet eller berlingske, eller det kan være 

biler men du bliver nødt til at købe hele avisen. 

SJ Ja for der er ikke noget alternativ.  

I1 Men hvad tror i så der skal til for at skabe loyalitet inden 

for subscriptions, hvis man skal køre den model? 

KS Mund til mund. 

I1 Mund til mund? 

KS Ja. 

SJ Eller det er jo også nogle efter serviceydelser agtige sådan 

nogle, hvad hedder det, efter servicen – nu har du fået det 

leveret. Ok det her det var crap eller vi sender en ny pakke 

frugt, fordi dine jordbær blev sgu mast under transporten 

eller et eller andet. 

KS Ja så service. 

I1 Hvorfor det? Hvad vil det gøre at man får det? 

 

SJ Tror bare at.. jeg tror for mig, når jeg handler, så skal jeg 

have tillid til den. Normalt når jeg handlet fysisk, så skal 

jeg have tillid til det menneske, jeg snakker med, fordi jeg 

vil gerne have en relation, hvis de skal hjælpe mig med 
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noget. Det har jeg ikke her, så den eneste måde de ligesom 

kan have en relation for mig på, det er ved sige, når så sen-

der vi altså bare den her pakke jordbær, du kan sgu få den 

mellem kl. 22-23, fordi der kører den sidste vogn eller et 

eller andet.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AI kan f.eks. sidde og gøre 
det meget mere personligt;   
 
 
Det ville være fedt at kunne 
slippe for de artikler, som 
man ikke gider at læse; Vil 
være godt, hvis man kunne 
skrive til virksomheder ift. 
hvad man kan lide; Det er 
fedt, når det bliver person-
ligt og det tilpasser sig;  
Personificering skaber loya-
litet;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I1 Men så det her med at man opbygger den her relation, me-

ner du skaber loyalitet? 

SJ Det kan i hvert fald være, det gør…  

KS Ja. 

AH Ja helt klart. 

SJ Ja det vil i hvert fald booste min lyst til at blive ved med 

det, fordi jamen fint nok, det har fungeret hver gang, de 

kommer sgu med den pakke æbler eller hvad det end er, 

så.. det er ekstra vigtigt nemlig med sådan subscription ba-

sed, fordi du kan ikke se produktet. Du har ingen anelse 

om, hvad du får, så den der eftertillid eller efterservicen, 

skal bare være mega høj. 

PS Jeg vil sige for mig, der handler det om, at det bliver tilpas-

set mit behov, så jeg kan acceptere, når jeg starter med at 

lave en subscription, at det er den samme model alle andre 

får, men det vil jeg måske synes var lidt kedelig efter et 

halvt til et helt år. Så der synes jeg, at f.eks. Netflix er et 

super godt eksempel eller Spotify, de begynder at finde no-

get ift. dine tidligere søgninger eller tidligere valg, og det 

samme der nævnte du tøjboks, der kunne jeg godt forestille 

mig, hvis de altid kunne se at der var.. 

AH Hvis du altid sendte det lorte slips tilbage.. 

PS Præcis. 

AH Du skal ikke sende et slips mere. 

PS Nej nej men jeg beholdte altid øh deres sweatshirts, hvis de 

var en eller anden eller forskellig farver og der var nogle 

farver jeg altid sendte tilbage. Altså sådan.. nu kan det jo 
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bare godt være et menneske, men altså.. jeg ved en masse 

AI kan f.eks. sidde og gøre det meget mere personligt. 

F.eks. jeg kan huske mit igen mit Illustreret videnskabs 

abonnement, der var også sindssyg mange artikler, jeg ikke 

gad at læse og jeg tænkte sådan, kunne jeg ikke bare få ra-

bat på det her, så kunne jeg slippe for dem eller et eller an-

det. Det ville da være så fedt, hvis de kunne.. hvis jeg 

kunne skrive tilbage til dem og sige hey kunne i lave sådan 

et blad med flere af de her artikler og færre af dem her. 

Altså det der når det bliver personligt, det tilpasser sig, det 

synes jeg er fedt. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fleksibilitet og kvalitet er 
vigtigt, hvis man skal prøve 
en subscription;  
 
 
Pris er vigtig, når man prøve 
en subscription; 
 
Er ikke loyal, hvis der på et 
tidspunkt, hvor der kommer 
et bedre produkt; Hvis man 
har følt, at det har været me-
get velfungerende, så skal 
der meget til for at skifte, 
hvis der lige kom noget 
bedre; Hvis det [subscriptio-
nen] har været sådan fleksi-
belt og i højt kvalitet over 
lang tid, vil man være rime-
lig tilbøjelig til at blive; Det 
er tager lidt tid, før normen 
ændres ift. køb;  
 
 
Der er lidt en disruption i 
den måde, vi handler ind,  
og hvordan vi tænker at  
bruge vores penge;  
 
 
 
 
 
Vi er vanemennesker; 

I1 Så det mener du skaber loyalitet? 

PS Absolut.  

CJ Altså jeg ville, jeg har flere gange overvejet at få sådan no-

get Nemlig.com ugentligt eller sådan få leveret. Men det er 

meget ift. sådan, kan de sådan, kan de gå, altså kan de 

komme ind i lejligheden og sætte det der hvor.. selvom 

man ikke lige er hjemme, hvor fleksibelt er det og.. 

SJ Så sender du en nøgle, de får en nøgle til din opgang. 

CJ Nå, det var jeg faktisk ikke klar over. 

SJ Så skal du også være villig til at de så må.. altså der er 

nogle andelsforeninger, hvor man ikke må give nøgler ud, 

hvis man f.eks. man.. og så stiller de det bare foran. 

I1 Men det er ikke subscription.  

CJ Nå, det kan man ikke få, hvor man får det konsekvent? 

SJ Nej. Det kan man ved Årstiderne. Nemlig er bare online-

handel. 

CJ Men det jo dagligvarer og den slags og det vil jeg egentlig 

gerne, fordi der har jeg sådan.. 

I1 Men kunne du så finde på, at få Årstiderne? Fordi der er jo 

forskel på Årstiderne og Nemlig. Nemlig går du selv ind og 

vælger, hvor Årstiderne det er forskellige pakkeløsninger, 
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du kan vælge, hvis det sådan økologi, der skal være fokus 

på eller et eller andet vegetar, så er det vegetarer. 

Det tager længere tid før vo-
res adfærd ændres;   
 
Det er mere vane end det er 
loyalitet i forhold til abon-
nement løsningen; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ville ikke være loyal over 
for kontaktlinser, hvis man 
kunne købe dem billigere et 
andet sted; Er overhovedet 
ikke loyal, hvis det er un-
derholdning; Forudsætnin-
gen for loyalitet er, at det er 
det samme produkt ellers er 
det ikke loyalitet mere, så er 
det kvalitet eller pris; Loya-
litet er vel, at man kan få 
den samme vare bedre et 
andet sted eller billigere et 
andet sted;  
 
 
Er loyal fordi man ikke un-
dersøger andre muligheder; 
Køber cykler hos samme 
forhandler på grund af god 
service;  

CJ Men det jo bare så meget af det jeg ikke kan spise, så det 

vil jo være sådan, så altså hver anden uge kan jeg spise det 

agtigt, så det vil ikke rigtig give mening. 

I1 Men hvad skulle der til sådan altså? 

CJ Hvis jeg kunne få alt det allergivenlige jeg ville have og 

altså.. 

I1 Altså jeg tænker ikke med mad men bare med subscripti-

ons, hvad skal der til for, at man kan skabe loyalitet tror 

du? 

CJ Fleksibilitet og kvalitet. Primært egentlig bare de to, og så.. 

I1 Men hvad nu hvis der på et tidspunkt kommer noget, der er 

bedre? Er du så loyal? 

CJ Pris selvfølgelig. 

I1 Men er du så igen loyal? 

CJ Nej hvis det har været konsekvent og det har være sådan 

jeg har fået det jeg har altså.. hvis jeg har følt det har været 

meget velfungerende, så skulle der meget til, hvis der lige 

kom noget bedre, så skulle man også til at overveje at det 

så egentlig bedre, ser det bare bedre ud eller.. så tror jeg 

altså.. hvis over lang tid det har været sådan fleksibelt og 

højt kvalitet, så tror jeg at jeg vil være rimelig tilbøjelig til 

at blive. 

 

KS  Jeg tror også det tager lidt tid for at du ligesom får ændret 

normen, altså de fleste af os er vokset op med, at man gik 

ud og handlede med mor eller far, så det sådan ligesom 

også den måde tingene altid har fungeret på, at det ligesom 

var den måde man gjordet det på. Så det altså også sådan 

lidt en disruption i den måde vi handler ind og altså tænker 

over og bruge vores penge på, så jeg tror også bare, at det 
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element gør, at det kommer til at tage noget tid. Men så på 

et eller andet tidspunkt, hvis det her subscription får sådan 

ordenligt foothold, og det næste nye hvad end det bliver, 

altså så kunne jeg godt forestille mig, at det så også vil tage 

altså.. jeg tror vi er vanemennesker, det tager længere tid 

før, at vi sådan virkelig ændrer vores adfærd. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Loyalitet kan også opbyg-
ges ved, at det er for bøvlet 
for dig at skifte;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ville skifte, hvis det blev 50 
kr. billigere;  
 
 

AH Ja det.. jeg tror det er mere vane end det er loyalitet ift. 

abonnementsløsningen vil jeg ikke være loyal overhovedet, 

jeg ville være pisse ligeglad. 

I1 Men kan du komme i tanke om noget, der vil gøre sådan, så 

nogle kunder måske ville være loyale? Hvis du skulle 

nævne nogle parameter. 

AH Altså så skal jeg komme i tanke om noget, som jeg ikke 

ville men andre måske ville. 

JS Men der er det også svært fordi igen lige med f.eks. øh.. 

kontaktlinser, der vil jeg måske have en højere tendens til 

at være loyal. 

AH Ville du det? 

SJ Jeg havde ikke noget imod det, hvis der var.. 

AH Hvis der var den, der sagde, du får de samme kontaktlinser 

20% billigere? 

SJ Præcis, så havde jeg.. så tager jeg bare dem. 

JS Ja ok.. hvis det er samme mærke. 

AH Ja det er jo forudsætningen ikke. 

JS Men hvis det er underholdning, så vil jeg være.. overhove-

det ikke.  

AH Men forudsætningen for loyalitet er vel, at det er det 

samme produkt ellers er det jo ikke loyalitet mere, så er det 

jo kvalitet eller pris. 

SJ Præcis.  

AH Loyalitet er vel, at du kan få den samme vare bedre et andet 

sted eller billigere et andet sted ikke. Så vil jeg da 
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overhovedet ikke være loyal. Men tværtimod hvor min cy-

kel f.eks. altså der går jeg derned af loyalitet. Jeg kan ga-

ranteret købe en billigere cykel eller købe den samme cykel 

på tilbud. Men jeg undersøger det ikke engang altså. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Det virker som om, at det er 
mennesket, som er afgø-
rende [når der handles];  

CJ Men er det ikke fordi, at du har fået en god service, men du 

ved jo ikke, om du kan få en god service et andet sted, for 

du kigger ikke efter det. Er det ikke lidt det samme? 

AH Nej.  

CJ Altså sådan du prøver jo slet ikke. Tænk hvis der var en 

service, der var bedre. 

AH Præcis. Så bliver jeg der af loyalitet. Men hvis nu at du 

ved.. hvis du har det her abonnement, og du fik tilbudt et 

andet, som er det samme. 

PS Jeg tror det er altid svært at sammenligne med det samme. 

Altså det er der sgu ikke rigtig nogen der ville kunne. 

AH Jamen det er jo bare for at sætte forudsætninger for loyali-

tet.  

PS Men man kan jo sige, loyalitet kan man jo også bare.. det 

kan også bare opbygges ved, at det er for bøvlet for dig og 

skifte. Så hvis.. altså en klassisk switching cost og sige.. 

AH Men ville du kalde det loyalitet eller vil du kalde det 

switch? 

PS Ja det ville jeg absolut kalde loyalitet.  

CJ Hvis varer er identiske, er folk så loyale? Altså hvis de vir-

kelig er identiske, så tror jeg det er de færreste, der er så-

dan.. altså. 

PS Lad os nu sige, du kan få.. du har Netflix i dag. Der har de 

jo siddet og set på alle de film, du har set over tid og giver 

de dig nogle forslag til, hvad du skal se fremover. Altså 

forslag til dig. Hvis du så fik Netflix padangen, nu kalder vi 

den, det ved jeg ikke.. Bedflix. 

AH Godt navn. 
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PS Øh.. den koster 5 kr. mindre om måneden, men så skulle du 

lige pludselig.. så får du bare alle forskellige tilbud, der er 

ikke længere det der med, vi ved godt, at du f.eks. kan lide 

gysere eller krimi. 

AH Så ville jeg ikke blive hos Netflix af loyalitet. Så vil jeg 

sige, ok 5 kr. er ligemeget, men hvis det var.. 

SJ 20% 

AH Ja 20%, 50 kr. billigere, så vil jeg skifte. Så vil jeg ikke 

blive hos Netfix, fordi jeg er en loyal kunde. Altså jeg vil 

være fuldstændig ligeglad. Men hvis det var den samme 

slagter, jeg gik ned til hver gang, og hvis at.. nå men Pre-

ben dernede, han er en skide fin fyr og vi har det godt sam-

men, så vil jeg gå ned til ham, hver gang jeg skulle have 

noget.  

PS Men så hvis der var to produkter, der kostede det samme og 

den ene af dem allerede var specialiseret til dig, ville du så 

blive ved den ende eller vil du bare skifte eller vil du være 

ligeglad, hvor du var? Kunne du skifte fra den ene måned 

til den anden, hvis det ikke krævede noget af dig?  

AH Ja.  

KS Det virker som om, det er mennesket, der afgør det for dig. 

Du har ikke noget forhold til Netflix, men du har et forhold 

til Finn. 

JS Ja.  

Loyalitet er sindssygt svært at 

opbygge 

 

 

Hvis det handler om pris og 

kvalitet, så er det ikke loyalitet; 

 

AH Det er derfor, jeg siger, at loyalitet er sindssygt svært at 

opbygge her. Det er min pointe.  

KS Ja lige præcis. 

AH Mange af de ting som bliver ankeret op føler jeg bare 

blive sådan, når man hvis prisen er anderledes eller hvis 

kvaliteten er anderledes, men det er jo ikke loyalitet. 

I1 Ok. Så du mener ikke, at man kan opbygge loyalitet? 
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AH Jeg siger, det er sindssygt svært, fordi den der loyalitet 

kommer i hvert fald fra mit vedkommende i form af en 

eller anden relation. 

Loyalitet kommer i form af en 
eller anden relation; 
 

 

Loyalitet kommer fra en rela-
tion mellem mennesker; 
 
 
Relationer behøves ikke nød-
vendigvis skabes gennem et 
menneske; 
 
 
 
Det er egentlig ikke produktet, 
som skaber loyalitet. Det er alt 
det omkringværende service, at 
jeg føler jeg bliver godt be-
handlet; 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Har en grundforventning om, 
at når man betaler for noget, så 
fungerer det. 

KS Ja det er mennesket. Det er jo ikke.. 

AH Men det kan jo også godt være den der net chat, som 

man sidder og skriver med. Det behøves ikke være et 

menneske. Men hvis nu jeg ved, der er et problem hver 

gang, så ringer jeg eller skriver og får svar og ofte så bli-

ver det løst – så jeg er rigtig glad. Så bliver.. så synes jeg 

måske loyalitet er noget, så det er egentlig ikke produk-

tet, som der skaber loyalitet for mig. Det er alt det om-

kringværende service, at jeg føler jeg bliver godt behand-

let. 

PS Hvad hvis nu du fik et brev. Lad os sige du havde et 

abonnement på t-shirts, du har været inde og vælge f.eks. 

nu har du sagt, jeg skal have 5 blå t-shirts og de skal 

komme en gang om året. Hvad nu hvis du så fik et brev 

og sagde hej vi kan se du har bestilt 5 blå t-shirts, ved du 

hvad, vi kan se moden til sommer, den bliver gul, hvad 

tænker du om det? Og så kærlig hilsen og så lad os sige 

et eller andet navn. Så hver gang du fik et brev fremover, 

så var det fra det navn.  

AH Altså så var det fra Preben, der skrev til mig hver gang? 

PS Ja, præcis. 

AH Jeg ville ikke ligge mærke til det. 

PS Det ville du ikke? 

CJ Men sådan noget at ting har fungerede og været velfun-

gerende i en længere periode for dig, altså for mig er det 

sådan, hvis du skifter til noget nyt, så ved du ikke, at det 

er velfungerende.  

AH Jeg tror jeg har en grundforventning om, at når jeg beta-

ler for noget, så fungerer det. 
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I1 Men hvis nu.. til spørgsmål. Mener i selv at i er loyale 

overfor jeres subscriptions? Jeres nuværende subscrip-

tion. 

 

 

 
 
Er ikke loyal over for subscrip-
tions;  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Er ikke særlig loyal over for 
sådan nogle der vanekøb; 
Er ikke loyal hvis en vane let 
kan erstattes af en anden distri-
butør eller en anden leveran-
dør; 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JS Nej. 

KS Nej. 

SJ Nej.  

PS Nej. 

KS Overhovedet ikke.  

AH Altså i visse omfang. 

SJ Hvis der kom et bedre tilbud. 

AH Spotify har man selvom man måske kunne få Apple mu-

sic, og der var noget reklame om på et tidspunkt om at få 

et halvt år gratis. 

SJ Men det ville du måske, hvis du nu havde et alternativ. 

Apple music lavede det.. nu ved jeg ikke så meget om 

Spotify fis øh.. men og det var 20% billigere. Ville du så 

ikke gøre det? 

AH Det er jo nemlig det jeg siger, der er det.. 

SJ Så du er jo ikke særlig loyal over for sådan nogle der va-

nekøb, fordi hvis den vane let kan erstattes af et andet en 

anden distributør eller en anden leverandør, så er det vel 

det. 

AH Præcis. 

CJ Apple eller Google kunne lave noget bedre end lille Spo-

tify. 

AH Så havde jeg sagt ja tak.  

SJ Lige præcis. Så havde jeg da også sagt ja tak. 

AH Eller måske også.. altså det ved jeg ikke, nu Apple fun-

gere vel på samme måde og der er noget med, at man kan 

få 3 måneder gratis. Så i realiteten er det måske billigere 

for mig at skifte i en kort periode, men så er der også alle 

mulige andre ting. Så er jeg den eneste med fucking 
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Apple music ikke, så alle andre har Spotify og så hvis jeg 

skal finde en playliste, så kan jeg ikke finde jeres playli-

ste, fordi at fordi den ikke er der. Forstår i hvad jeg me-

ner.  

Har ikke lyst til at være den 
eneste med Apple Music, hvis 
alle andre har Spotify; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vil ikke skifte subscription på 
grund af besvær; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Det handler om den sociale di-
mension ift. hvor villig man er 
til at skife; 
 
 
 
 
 
Det er en bonus at kunne finde 
andres musik;  
 
 
Ville skifte alle subscriptions 
ud, hvis der kom et bedre til-
bud;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SJ Det er jo så ikke af loyalitet. Det er jo så noget andet. 

AH Det er besvær.  

SJ Det er jo så besvær og fleksibilitet vel? Eller hvad man 

siger ikke? 

AH Men hvis man sagde, at der kom Spotify 2.0 og det fun-

gerede på samme måde og jeg kunne hente lige hvad jeg 

ville. Så havde jeg skriftet alligevel.  

SJ Ja. 

CJ Så det er den sociale dimension. Altså ligesom Facebook. 

Facebook er jo heller ikke noget værd, hvis du er den 

eneste som har det.  

KS Nej.  

CJ Så det er det samme for dig i forhold til Spotify.  

AH Det er en bonus ja, at jeg kan finde andres musik. Og de 

kan finde mit, hvis de vil. 

KS Alt hvad jeg har af mine subscriptions, internet, mobil, 

fitness, Spotify, HBO, der ville jeg skrifte, hvis jeg fik et 

bedre tilbud. Så er det spørgsmålet om kommunikatio-

nen, du får det samme produkt, at jeg føler, at jeg får 

mere værdi, om det er 100 procent deres markting kam-

pagne eller om det er en som kommer og siger… 

SJ  Altså, der er for eksempel Fitness World, jeg kunne da 

godt se, at SATS eller hvad fanden det hedder, det har 

måske nogle lækre og lidt bedre udstyr, men jeg bor så 

fire minutter fra Fitness World og 25 minutter fra SATS, 

så det ville jeg aldrig gøre.  

I1 Så det er tilgængeligheden for dig også? 

SJ Blandt andet, ja.  
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KS Du kan også sige… Man søger det heller ikke.  Tilgængelighed er vigtig for at 
kunne opbygge loyalitet;  
 
 
 
 
Søger ikke at erstatte en sub-
scriptions, men er stadig ikke 
loyal nok;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kommunikation kan være med 
til, at man vælger at skifte; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
En anbefaling kan gøre, at man 
tilmelder sig en ny subscrip-
tion; Word of mouth kan gøre, 
at man tilmelder sig en ny sub-
scription; En præmie kan gøre, 
at man tilmelder sig en sub-
scription; Man får en kæmpe 
fordel ved at købe denne her 
[subscriptionen], kan få folk til 
at prøve en ny subscription; 
Det skulle være nogle daglig-
dagsting, som blev lettere, hvis 
man skal prøve en ny subscrip-
tion; Det skulle skabe et behov, 
hvis man skal prøve en ny sub-
scription;  
 
 
Et behov du ikke vidste, at du 
har kunne få folk til at prøve 
ny subscription; 

SJ Nej.  

KS Altså jeg søger ikke at erstatte Spotify, fordi jeg er til-

freds, men jeg er heller loyal nok.  

SB Hvis du fik en mail om, det sådan du ved… Hvis du fik 

et tilbud. 

AH Ja, hvis der var en, som kom og sagde til dig. Nu skal du 

høre… 

KS Ja, lige præcis. Så er det kommunikationen.  

SJ Så ville jeg gøre det.  

I1 Men hvad skal der så til for, at I tilmelder jer en ny sub-

scription? Hvad skal der til, for at der noget som sådan 

tiltrækker jer? Eller gør det attraktivt? 

SJ En anbefaling måske. 

KS Ja, jeg vil sige en anbefaling, word of mouth og så den 

der med eller anden præmie, altså wow.. 

SJ Det er for godt til at være sandt.  

KS Ja, lige præcis. Jeg får den her kæmpe fordel ved at… jeg 

får et nyt ur ved at købe denne her…  

CJ Det skulle være nogle dagligdagsting, som blev lettere. 

Man slap lidt for at gå i supermarkedet eller sådan noget. 

  

AH Ja, det skulle skabe et behov for mig.  

SJ Ja.  

AH Det er vigtigste. Det skulle skabe et behov…  

KS Som du ikke vidste, at du har.  

AH Ja, altså det kan også være et behov, jeg allerede har.  

SJ Det kunne også bare være et behov, som du allerede har. 

Men at det bare først er nu, at løsningen kommer.  
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AH Ja, de ved hvordan de løser det her for dig. Sådan at du 

bliver lige så tilfreds, som du er i dag. Så havde jeg gjort 

det.  

 
 
 
De [subscription løsningen]ved 
hvordan de løser det for dig, 
kan få folk til at prøve ny sub-
scription. Sådan at du bliver 
lige så tilfreds, som du er i dag 
[hvis du prøver subscriptio-
nen]; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Network effekten er rimelig 
vigtig også for rigtig mange 
forskellige platforme;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Det et problem, hvis man ikke 
kan gå ind på andres playliste;  
 
 
 

KS Ja.  

PS Jeg tror, man skal differentiere sig mellem en anbefaling 

i det her tilfælde. Fordi en anbefaling kan jo godt være 

folk der siger: ”Hey, den her beauty box er vildt nice”. 

Men en anbefaling kan også være, at sige: ”Hey, gider 

ikke at få Spotify, fordi det er faktisk ret nice, plus så kan 

jeg dele min playliste med dig”. Og det er den der net-

work effekt. Den tror jeg er rimelig vigtig også for rigtig 

mange forskellige platforme.  

AH Men det der ville jeg være fuldstændig ligeglad med.  

PS Men sagde du ikke lige før, at du ikke ville have…  

CJ Du er glad for at se andres playlister og…  

AH Ja, det er jeg super glad for. Men hvis du sagde til mig: 

”Hey, du skal lige have Spotify, så jeg kan se dine playli-

ste”. Så ville jeg være ligeglad.  

PS Jamen, så når har du haft 100 venner, som har sagt det til 

dig lige pludselig. Så synes du faktisk, at du er den ene-

ste som kun har iTunes.  

AH Ej, det har jeg det okay med.  

Alle Hahaha.  

AH Jamen, det har jeg det helt okay med.  

PS Det var ikke det, som du sagde lige før.  

AH Nej, men det er fordi, at jeg vender det omvendt. Altså 

der var det et problem for mig, at jeg ikke kunne gå ind 

på din playliste.  

KS Ahh, okay.  

PS Men jeg kan huske, at jeg fik Spotify, fordi jeg… jeg 

havde nemlig Apple Music før, det var billigere, det 

kørte over min fars kreditkort og alting. Men jeg var bare 
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så træt af, at jeg vidste bare, at nogle af mine venner 

havde nogle fucking fede playlister, som jeg ikke kunne 

få adgang til medmindre jeg fik Spotify.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Var træt af, at man vidste, at 
ens venner havde nogle fede 
playlister, som man ikke kunne 
få adgang til medmindre man 
fik Spotify [årsag til skift]; 
Brugerfladen er bedst på Spo-
tify; 
 
 
 
Er villig til at betale for Spo-
tify, som har en bedre bruger-
flade;  ’ 
 
 
Det handler om kvalitet;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Er fuldstændig ligeglad med at 
skulle opgive personlige oplys-
ninger, når der handles online; 
Er ligeglad med at skulle op-
give sine personline oplysnin-
ger, fordi der er så meget fokus 
på det; 
 
 
 
 
 
Ville have det fint med at op-
give de fleste af personlige op-
lysninger;  

AH Jamen, det er også det, som jeg sagde.  

CJ Jeg brugte både Apple Music, et eller andet Digster, og 

så Tell more Music. Og jeg synes bare, at brugerfladen 

på Spotify er bedst.  

PS Ja.  

CJ Og det er jeg villig til at betale for.  

KS Jeg brugte også Yousees musik, og det var elendigt. Og 

det var endda gratis ikke? Og alligevel har jeg Spotify.  

PS Det handler om kvalitet.  

CJ Ja, det har jeg også gratis. Det var så dårligt, at man var 

villig til at betale for Spotify.  

KS Ja, haha.  

I1 Okay, men hvordan har det så med at opgive jeres per-

sonlige oplysninger, når I for eksempel skal handle igen-

nem en subscription eller online?  

AH Jeg er fuldstændig ligeglad.  

SJ Ej, der er jeg også meget ligeglad. Der er så meget fokus 

på det  

CJ Altså hvilke personlige oplysninger? Mit personnummer 

eller?  

AH  Altså de må få alt. De har adgang til alt.  

I1 Det kunne blandt andet være din adresse, navn, kortnum-

mer.  

CJ Jeg ville have det fint med de fleste ting. Men jeg ved 

ikke… jeg synes også bare, at der bare er nogle virksom-

heder, som lidt misbruger sådan nogle oplysninger til så-

dan noget targeting i forhold til marketing. Eller sådan og 

det ved jeg ikke rigtigt om…  
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I1 Så når du handler, så tænker du jeg har ikke lyst til at op-

give mine oplysninger.  

Der er nogle virksomheder, 
som lidt misbruger nogle per-
sonlige oplysninger til sådan 
noget targeting i forhold til 
marketing;  
 
 
 
Tænker ikke over, at man ikke 
har lyst til at opgive personlige 
oplysninger, når man handler; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Er mere påpasselig, når man 
skal handle online eller over 
subscriptions; Er ikke påpasse-
lig, når man skal handle online 
eller over subscriptions; 
 
Mange subscriptions noget, 
som du har hørt om, og som er 
velkendt; Du kunne ikke finde 
på at bruge en subscription, 
som du aldrig har hørt om før 
og som ser lidt halv snalret ud;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Var ikke i tvivl om at opgive 
personlige oplysninger ved køb 
af Årstiderne, da det er et 
dansk brand; I forhold til de 
ting, som man har subscribet 
på, kender man altid nogle, 
som har det, eller så ved man, 
at det er loyalt;  
 
Opgiver fake mail og navn ved  
gratis prøveperiode;  

AH Det gør du jo ikke, altså det kommer an på…  

SJ Googler du nogensinde, har Netto….  

CJ Det er mere sådan som Coop kort. De gør det jo for ek-

sempel meget.  

I1 Det er mere om du er påpasselig, når du skal ind og 

handle? Og tænker ej, det gør jeg ikke det her.  

JS Ja, det er jeg.  

CJ Ej, det er jeg nok ikke.  

AH Nej, vel? 

SJ Men også på subscription based, fordi… er mange af 

dine subscriptions ikke noget, som du har hørt om? Og 

som er velkendt? Altså det er jo noget andet, hvis du går 

ind på en eller anden hjemmeside og du har aldrig hørt 

om det før, og det ser egentlig lidt halv snalret ud. Så 

havde du jo aldrig nogensinde kunne finde på det.  

JS Nej, men jeg er fuldstændig ligeglad, når det kommer til, 

om det er…  

SJ Var du i tvivl, da du tog Årstiderne?  

JS Nej, der var jeg ikke tvivl.  

SJ Nej, for det var også sådan et dansk brand.  

JS Det er også fordi, at man kender… i hvert fald med de 

ting, som jeg har subscribet på, der kender jeg altid nogle 

som har det eller så ved man, at det er loyalt. Men hvis 

jeg går ind og tilmelder mig… jeg prøvede en prøveperi-

ode på Finans eller et eller andet, hvor man kunne få det 

gratis online. Altså så har jeg sådan en fake mail, som jeg 

giver. Og et fake navn.  

I1 Og hvorfor er det du giver en fake mail?  

PS Så ved man, at man ikke får spammails.  
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JS For det første, er det alle de spam mails. De ryger ind i 

en, som jeg ikke behøver at åbne. Og det dukker ikke op 

på telefonen. Og så er det bare sådan, de er jo fuldstæn-

dig ligeglade med, om jeg hedder Leif eller om jeg hed-

der Josefine.  

 
Opgiver fake mails, så man 
ikke får spammails;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Når du kommer som køber, så 
er der en vis tillid, og så er 
man villig til at give noget in-
formation indtil man på et eller 
andet tidspunkt ikke kan se re-
levansen længere; 
 
 
 
Der er en hvis grad af tillid, 
fordi man godt kan se at det  
[subscriptionen] forbedre ens 
oplevelse; 
 
 
 
 
 
Efter GDPR så ved man, at der 
er langt mere styr på det [per-
sonlige oplysninger];  
 
 
 
 
Er fuldstændig ligeglad med at 
opgive standardoplysninger;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KS Ja, jeg tror der er en… når du kommer som køber, så er 

der en vis tillid, og så tror jeg man er villig til at give no-

get information indtil man på et eller andet tidspunkt, 

måske ikke kan se relevansen længere. Altså hvad hedder 

din søster? Hvis jeg er i gang med at taste ind, hvad jeg  

skal have af mad. Altså jeg tror der er en hvis grad af til-

lid, sådan har jeg det i hvert fald. Fordi jeg kan godt se, 

at det forbedrer min oplevelse, at et tøjfirma kender mine 

mål, eller sådan den slags ting. Men så på et eller andet 

tidspunkt. Altså så tror jeg mere bare at alarmen blinker, 

hvis det er et skridt for langt.   

I1 Ja, okay.  

JS Ja, altså efter det er der GDPR, så ved man jo også, at der 

er langt mere styr på det.  

SJ Præcis.  

PS Jeg har det sådan, at hvis det er standard oplysninger, 

som min adresse, min alder, min fødselsdagsdato, hvis de 

har brug for det eller højde eller vægt. Fuldstændig lige-

glad.  

AH Præcis, de ved det godt i forvejen.  

PS Altså det kører jo bare over alle de der betalingsplat-

forme alligevel. Altså hvis du går ned og møder mig på 

gaden, så kan du alligevel se, hvor høj og hvor bred jeg 

er og alt sådan noget. Og man kan også estimere, hvor 

gammel jeg er. Så jeg føler ikke, at det er personligt. Så 

alt sådan noget, altså fint. Allergier, hvis jeg havde noget 
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af det. det ville jeg også gerne smide ind. Det synes jeg 

heller ikke er sådan…  

 
 
Føler ikke at standardoplysnin-
ger er personlige;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spammails er irriterende;  
 
 
Har en mail specifikt til spam-
mails;  
Er meget flittig til at sige, at 
man ikke vil have noget 
[mails] som helst, hver gang 
man handler;  
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions skal virkelige 
være påpasselige med ikke at 
spamme; 
Der er konsekvent ikke er 
nogle som får mit  telefonnum-
mer; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kan ikke se relevansen i at op-
give sit telefonnummer; 
 
 
 

I1 Okay. 

KS Altså alt det der er jo standardoplysninger, ikke?  

PS Altså alt sådan noget der. Det bekymrer mig ikke så me-

get. Jeg kan følge det helt klart med de der spammails er 

irriterende.  

JS Ja, der har jeg mail helt specifikt til det.  

PS Det har jeg også. Og ellers er jeg meget flittig til at sige, 

at jeg ikke vil have noget som helst, hver gang jeg hand-

ler og tjekker lige at der ikke kommer noget nyhedsbrev.  

AH Årh, det er jeg så dårlig til. Jeg hader det.  

KS Og det skal de der subscriptions virkelige også være på-

passelige med. Altså det der med, hvis du opsiger… altså 

at de ikke spammer dig for længe.  

JS Jeg har faktisk en ting, at der konsekvent ikke er nogle 

som får mit telefonnummer. Medmindre, det selvfølgelig 

er krævet, at man får en sms og sådan noget. Men mit te-

lefonnummer, det vil jeg virkelig ikke have, at der er 

nogle som har.   

I1 Hvorfor det? 

JS Ja, det ved jeg ikke…  

KS Jeg synes også, der er mange steder, som er begyndt at 

kræve telefonnummer.  

JS Ja, det er der faktisk.  

KS Hvor man sådan igen ikke kan se relevansen.  

AH Jo, altså det er jo lige meget.  

PS Ej, fordi der faktisk tit, hvor du skal have leveret en 

pakke, og så skriver de en sms til dig, når den er på vej.  

AH Afsted med det. Det er jo lige meget. Hvad skal de bruge 

det til? 
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CJ Får du ikke alle muligt opkald hele tiden fra Zimbabwe 

og alle mulige steder? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Den ideelle subscription løs-
ning skal kunne stille et behov; 
Den ideelle subscription løs-
ning skal give value for mo-
ney, det skal kunne betale sig 
at købe den;  
Det være mega nemt. Den 
[subscriptionen] skal give con-
vienence; Den idelle løsning 
skal få mig til at prøve noget 
nyt; Det skal være nemt at op-
sige den [subscriptionen]; 
Det er en god start at give en 
ekstra ordinær ting for at 
komme over stepperne; Man 
skal virkelig føle, at man får 
god service eller value for mo-
ney, hvis man får en ekstra or-
dinær ting; Den efterfølgende 
service er vigtig i det sekund, 
hvis der er nogen problemer; 

AH Jamen, altså…  

KS Facebook for eksempel. Indtast dit telefonnummer. Nej, 

jeg skal ikke have mit telefonnummer derind. 

JS Heller ikke min Instagram og sådan noget. Jamen det er 

jo mere fordi at så kan folk slå dig på dit telefonnummer.  

AH Det er jo noget fuldstændig andet.  

I1 Okay, vi har lige et sidste spørgsmål. Hvad er den ideelle 

subscription løsning, hvis I skal beskrive den eller hvis 

den allerede findes? 

JS Toiletpapir.  

I1 Nåår ikke på den måde, mere sådan hvad modellen skal 

indeholde. Altså hvad den skal kunne. Hvad er vigtigt, 

når det er. Den ideelle løsning.  

JS Den skal kunne stille et behov. Altså man skal få value 

for money. Altså det skal kunne betale sig at købe den. 

Og skal det være mega nemt. Altså den skal give mig en 

eller anden convienence. Enten i form af, at jeg ikke be-

høver at gå ned at handle eller at jeg prøver noget nyt el-

ler sådan et eller andet. Og ja, det skal være nemt at op-

sige den igen. Altså så man kan skrifte mening. Som hvis 

man gik ind i en butik og lagde skoene tilbage eller.  

KS Ja, og jeg ville sige… altså en god start for at komme 

over stepperne er en eller anden ekstra ordinær ting.  

Så du virkelig føler, at du får service eller value for mo-

ney. Og så den efterfølgende service i det sekund, hvis 

der er nogen problemer… ja, altså så for at opbygge den 

der tillid, ikke? Og ja, så det der med, at den fuldstændig 

matcher dine behov.  

Det tror jeg er den kritiske… eller det er i hvert fald den 

del, som er mest kritisk i den lange bane for at have en 
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subscription i lang tid. Det er, at den fuldstændig matcher 

de behov, du har.  

Den efterfølgende service er 
vigtig for at opbygge tillid; 
Den idelle løsning skal fulds-
tænding matche dine behov; 
Den del, som er mest kritisk i 
den lange bane for at have en 
subscription i lang tid, er at 
den fuldstændig matcher de be-
hov, du har;  
 
 
Fleksibiliteten er et kriterie til 
den ideelle subcription; 
Følelsen af, at det [subscriptio-
nen] konstant skaber værdi i 
dit liv; Det bedste er, at du fak-
tisk glemmer det [subscriptio-
nen], at du ikke tænker over, at 
du har det [subscriptionen] 
ikke;  
 
 
 
Det vigtigste er, at man får 
dækket et behov; 
 
 
 
 
 
Fleksibilitet og at det opfylder 
et behov, hvor behovet er selv-
sigende [ideelle løsning]; 
Det [subscriptionen] skal være 
fleksibelt, og så må det [sub-
scriptionen] meget gerne til-
passe sig; 
 
Den [ideelle løsning] skal lære 
over tid; 
Den [ideelle løsning] skal lære 
over tid ift. stil og dine interes-
ser; 
 
 
 
 
 

I1 Men hvad ellers med andre kriterier, hvis man skal være 

sådan mere sådan generel for en model udover?  

KS Udover behov? Så tror jeg, at det er den der, nemlig flek-

sibiliteten i det. Altså den der følelse af, at det konstant, 

når du ser, at det skaber værdi i dit liv. Det bedste er jo, 

at du faktisk glemmer det. Altså, at du ikke tænker over, 

at du har det ikke. Men at du bruger det i dagligdagen. 

Såsom så de få gange, hvor man kommer i tanke om: 

”Hov, jeg har Spotify”. Altså…  

I1 Okay, har I andre noget?  

CJ Jeg synes, også at det vigtigste er, at man får dækket et 

behov. Altså der er ikke noget, som er dyrere end at be-

tale for ting, som man ikke bruger. Altså ligesom, når 

man køber tøj, man aldrig går med. Det er bare sådan ær-

gerligt.  

PS Ja, fleksibelt, opfylder et behov. Altså behovet er selvføl-

gelig selvsigende. Men altså jeg synes det skal være flek-

sibelt og så må det meget gerne tilpasse sig. Jeg synes de 

der standardiseret ting… medmindre det er noget, hvor 

det bare fast, såsom kontaktlinser, toiletpapir, alt sådan 

noget.  

KS Ja, at det sådan lærer over tid.  

PS Ja, med din stil, dine interesser, alle de der… og hvad du 

vil høre og se. Det synes jeg, er noget som altid skifter. 

Og derfor bør det være tilpasseligt.  

I1 Okay.  

AH Synes I det er vigtigt? Altså på Spotify og Netflix? Bru-

ger I nogensinde de forslag? 

PS Ja.  

KS Ja, ’Discover Weekly’. Ja, hele tiden.  
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JS Ej, det gør jeg ikke  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PS Du bliver overrasket over, hvor meget nice musik, man 

finder.  

KS Altså jeg kender personer, som kun hører ’Discover 

Weekly”. Altså de hører ikke andet. Altså det er det ene-

ste, de hører på Spotify, fordi så skifter det og så kommer 

der ny musik. De gider ikke en gang lave deres egen 

playlister mere.  

SJ Det kunne være, at man skulle prøve det.  

PS Jeg laver heller aldrig playlister længere.  

KS Det gør jeg så stadig, men jeg hører også meget ’Disc-

over Weekly’.  

I1 Okay, vi har lige en sidste ting. Det er et lille eksperi-

ment.  

I2 Det tager to minutter.  

I1 Ja, det tager ikke så lang tid. Kan du lige dele det ud?  

I2 Yes, I får lige et stykke papir hver, vil I sende det her 

ned? 

PS Yes.  

I2 Det kommer til at foregå sådan, at jeg viser to forskellige 

tilbud. Og så har I 10 sekunder til at skrive, om I vil 

vælge tilbud 1 eller 2.  

JS Skal vi skrive navn på sedlen? 

I1 Det er ligegyldigt. I skal bare skrive tilbud 1 eller 2. og 

der kommer tre forskellige forsøg af dem, ikke? Og I har 

10 sekunder til at overvejer. 

I2 Virker den ikke? 

KS Nej.  

SJ Jamen, må jeg lige spørge om noget? Skal vi skrive no-

get? 

I1 Nej, du skal bare skrive, når jeg viser det, om du vælger 

tilbud 1 eller 2.  
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SJ Perfekt. 

JS Og der er tre tilbud.  

KS Og der er to tilbud eller hvad? 

I1 Ja, to tilbud. 

JS To tilbud, tre gange.  

I1 Nej… eller jo, to tilbud, tre gange.  

KS Okay, så der er tre scenarier? 

I1 Ja, og I har 10 sekunder.  

CJ Skal man vælge et, to, eller tre eller hvad? 

I1 Et eller to. Der er to.  

SJ Ja, der er tre tilbud og ved hvert tilbud er der to mulighe-

der.  

PS Vi er klar.  

AH Nu skal I ikke fucke det mere op.  

I2 Lad os gøre det.  

I1 I har 10 sekunder og I skal bare overveje, hvad vil jeg 

helst vælge? 

SB Kom nu med det.  

I1 Er I klar? Et… to… tre… Nu… 

I2 Læs det højt. 

KS Okay, Tilbud et: Netflix til 79 kroner om måneden. Til-

bud to: Netflix for 853 kroner for et år. 

SJ Okay, så skal vi jo til at regne ud.  

KS Arh, så skal man jo regne ud…  

AH Nej, du skal ej. Du skal bare vælge hvad du helst vil.  

KS Jeg havde regnet det ud. 

AH Havde du det?  

SJ Du har kun ti sekunder. 

I1 Du har kun ti sekunder.  

CJ Jamen jeg er i tvivl om hvad der er et og to  

JS Jeg ville subscribe på månedsbasis.  
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CJ Så har jeg valgt det forkerte. 

AH Måned er et.  

I2  Så prøver vi næste.  

I2 Er I klar. 10 sekunder.  

KS Okay, Tilbud et: otte barberblade hver anden måned for 

170, eller 48 barberblade for 918 for et år.  

AH Hvordan kan gemme 48 barberblade på et år?  

KS Ja, det har jeg slet ikke nok skægvækst til haha.  

I1 Sidste.  

I2 Okay, er I klar?  

KS Tilbud et: Fitness 249 kroner om måneden, og Tilbud to: 

Fitness 2689 kroner for et år.  

SJ Det er forhåbentlig samme konklusion.  

KS Jeg har på fornemmelsen, at alle bare har svaret et til det 

hele.  

I1 Okay, hvis vi starter med den første. Det var Netflix. 

Hvem valgte Tilbud et? 

SJ Altså det månedlige tilbud?  

KS Det har vi alle.  

CJ Jeg valgte det årlige, men det var fordi, at jeg mente, at 

det var billigst.  

PS Det var det også.  

I1 Okay, men du ville betale up front 853 kroner? 

CJ Det er udelukkende fordi, det er billigere.  

AH Ej, så meget nyttemaksimerer jeg overhovedet ikke.  

I1 Hvorfor har I andre valgt Tilbud 1?  

JS Friheden…  

SJ Det er fordi, friheden til at kunne vælge fra. Og ellers 

skal jeg se det et år. Eller det føler jeg, at jeg bliver nødt 

til, fordi jeg faktisk betaler 853 kroner for det.  

AH Også det der med at betale et mindre beløb flere gange.  
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SJ Ja, det føles ikke så tungt.  

AH Nej, det er ikke så slemt.  

CJ Men det er jo dyrere? 

AH Ja, ja men det føles ikke dyrere.  

SP Men du skal huske på, at det jo kun er dyrere, hvis du…  

SJ Det er kun billigere, hvis du holder det i 12 måneder. El-

ler 11 er det jo så her.  

CJ Jamen har haft Netflix i tre år.  

I1 Tilbud to omhandler de her barberblade. Hvem har valgt 

Tilbud et?  

AH Alle.  

I1 Hvorfor har I valgt det fremfor Tilbud 2?  

PS Samme begrundelse. Det er irriterende, hvis det begyn-

der at hoppe sig op.  

SJ Det er jo bare urealistisk med 48.  

JS Eller det lyder bare fuldstændig… Jeg ved godt, at det er 

det samme men.  

KS Og jeg kender ikke mit behov i barberblade.  

SJ Nej.  

KS Det er i hvert fald ikke så højt.  

AH Den grundlæggende tanke er jo om du vil betale… 

KS Ja, up front og spare lidt.  

AH Det tror jeg langt størstedelen vil hellere bare dele det ud 

over tid. Altså det føles bare mindre.  

JS Ja, så er der måske en måned, hvor man ikke behøver.  

SJ Ja, også et’eren.  

I1 Hvad med Tilbud tre.  

SJ Også et’eren.  

JS Også et’eren.  

CJ Også et’eren.  

I1 Hvorfor har I valgt det?  
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KS Samme årsag.  

PS Der er jo mange årsager til at melde sig ud af Fitness. 

Hvis det nu er sommer for eksempel. Og du tænker: ”Nu 

skal jeg bare løbetræne hele tiden”, du skal på ferie et 

halvt år, du skal på exchange, du er blevet udsendt af ar-

bejdet.  

JS Du brækker benet.  

CJ Ja, jeg sætter det tit i bero, hvis man ikke lige skal bruge 

det.  

KS Jeg tror ikke at de der ting er kritiske nok, til at alle kan 

sige med sikkerhed, at det der har jeg tænkt mig bruge i 

et år. Og derfor vælger man tit at sige… 

AH Okay, kontaktlinser? Det ved du, at det kommer du til at 

bruge.  

SJ Hvis jeg fik at vide, at sparede to måneder, så ville jeg 

betale up front.  

AH Ville du det? 

SJ Ja, for jeg kan jo ikke se uden kontaktlinser.  

KS Nej, lige præcis.  

SJ Jeg har på de 15 år ikke fået noget bedre tilbud.  

AH Så skulle du stå og opbevare dem et eller andet dumt sted 

i stedet for at de bare kom en gang hver 14. dag.  

JS Nej, nej, det kommer vel på månedsbasis.  

SJ De kan jo stadigvæk godt komme løbende. Du betaler 

bare for alle 12 måneder.  

AH Ej, jeg havde sgu kørt en månedsløsning. Det kører bare.  

SJ Ej, det havde jeg ikke. Jeg havde betalt det up front og 

så…  

AH Hvis du sparer…  

KS Det er kritisk og du ved at du skal have det. Så køber du 

det bare up front.  
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AH Ej, jeg køber det bare som en månedsløsning.  

CJ Spotify, ville du også købe det? det er også en måneds-

løsning. Eller hvor sikker er du på, at du ville have Spo-

tify om et år.  

AH Jamen, det er jeg rimelig sikker på.  

CJ Jamen, det er jeg også. Hvis det var billigere, så ville jeg 

også have købt det.  

AH  Ej, stadigvæk månedsløsningen, afsted med den. Det fun-

gerer.  

SJ De lever på sådan nogle som dig, Arne.  

AH Hvad? 

SJ De lever på sådan nogle som dig. Haha  

PS Prøv at tænk, han kan jo også godt leve bedre ved at tage 

månedsløsningen, fordi der er også en opportunity cost.  

JS Fuldstændig.  

SJ Ja, ja.  

AH Ej, altså…  

SJ Men det er jo med stort set stensikre…  

AH Ja ja, altså nyttemaksimering og rationelt, så er det det 

eneste rigtige valg at tage det billigste. Men det ved jeg 

ikke… jeg synes bare…  

SJ To måneders gratis kontaktlinser… 

CJ Det kan jo også være, at de penge som du ikke bruger er 

ude at arbejde, og at du får afkast. Det ved jeg ikke, 

hvordan du tænker haha.  

AH Overhovedet ikke, jeg skal bare betale månedligt, det 

fungerer.  

PS Jeg er enig.  

AH Det gør jeg med alt altså.  

I2 Skal vi stoppe den her.  

I1 Ja.  
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Appendix G 
Transcribed and open coded Danish focus group interview  
I1 Frederikke Munksgaard 

I2 Jenni Fong 

CB Christian Bøgh-Sørensen 

AN Alex Neu 

MA Milena Arms 

IS Ira Scha 
I1 Alright. Okay, first I like would ask you to say your name 

and state that you accept that you will be recorded. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The process of sending everything back is an-
noying; 
 
 
 
 
 

AN Yeah, my name is Alex and I accept being recorded. 

MA Hello, my name is Milena and I accept being recorded. 

IS And my name is Ira, and I accept being recorded. 

CB My name is Christian, and I accept being recorded. 

I1 Perfect, thank you. Okay, first we would like to know 

what you primarily buy when shopping in store, online 

and through subscriptions, and we will start with shop-

ping in stores. 

MA In stores? 

I1 Yeah 

MA It can be anything? 

I1 Yeah 

MA Okay 

CB Buy food 

AN Groceries yeah 

IS Yeah 

MA Yeah, groceries.  

CB, 

IS 

Sometimes clothes 

MA But groceries are more often. 

AN But I also prefer buying clothes in stores actually, be-

cause I hate the process of sending everything back. 

I1 Okay 

MA That is true 

IR Yeah 

CB Things that do not fit 
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IS Yeah exactly…  
 
 
 
 
It easier to buy shoes online, because the size is 
pretty universal; 
 

Order shoes more online; 

  

 

 
There are bigger collections online compared to 
stores; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Online shopping is convenient when you can 
send everything to the store, try it and leave it, 
if you do not like it;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shopping mostly electronics online; 
 
 
Do not shop that frequently often online, but 
online is mostly electronics and shoes; 
 
 
 
 
Like to try shoes on in the store;  
 
 
You can usually find shoes cheaper online;  
 
 
Prefer to buy regular stuff online; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AN Maybe that is more a male approach, I do not know, but 

IS No 

CB I feel shoes are easier, because you know your size and it 

is pretty universal  

AN That is true. I actually also order shoes more online, but 

buy clothes in store 

CB Same here 

I2 But why do you like online shopping? 

MA Because, online they do have a bigger collection, and that 

in the store so. There may be more sizes and some it is…. 

Like, for Zara for example, it is quite easy, you can just 

send everything to the store, try it on there and if you do 

not like it you can just leave it at the store and that was it, 

so I think that it is pretty convenient. 

I1 Okay 

AN I did not know that 

CB I had no idea you could try it in the store 

I1 And what about you, when you are shopping online, what 

are you shopping? If you are doing it? 

CB Electronics mostly 

AN Yeah, actually do not shop that frequently often online to 

be honest, but like then also mostly shoes and electronics, 

stuff like that. Headphones. 

I2 But why shoes?  

AN Yeah because I think it was like Christian kind of men-

tioned that it is like, I mean, to be honest I like to try 

them on in store, but then online you can usually find 

them, like cheaper or like… it is, yeah shoes if you know 

the size for example like usually or like sometimes I buy 

the kind of regular, at least not the same shoes, but maybe 

the next model or something and then you know your size 

already from the previous one and then… yeah. You can 

assume that it is the same kind of size in the same shoes. 

CB Or if it is within the same brand, then the size is the same, 

so if you have one pair on Nike and you buy another pair, 

it is the same.  
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AN But I for example also had the experience that it was not 

the same with my adidas shoes for example, so that is 

why I usually like if I never had this shoe type, I like to 

try them on first in store, because I sometimes had the 

problem it is 45 in one and the 43 and a half in like the 

another. It does not really make sense, but… 

 
 
 
 
 
Like to try the shoes first in the store, and then 
order them online afterwards; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have gym membership, Netflix and Spotify on 
subscriptions;  
 
 
 
 
 
Mainly have streaming providers on subscrip-
tions;   
Have phone and wifi on subscriptions; 
Do not have the phone on subscriptions due to 
living conditions; 
 
 
 
 
Have Netflix, Apple Music, gym membership, 
car leasing and underwear on subscriptions;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Get two pair of underwear every second month;  
 
 
 
Get the same underwear every second time, but 
can change to boxers or briefers or whatever; 
 
 
 
The underwear is send to a package box;  
 
It is closer than going and buy the underwear 
somewhere else [receiving subscriptions];  

I1 Okay, and what about through subscriptions? What do 

you buy when you do that? 

I2 If you do that 

I1  Yeah, if you do it 

AN The only thing I can come up with is my gym member-

ship, but it is… I do not know if that counts, but that is 

the only subscription, okay Netflix, Spotify  

I1  And what about you?  

 

IS I actually have the same subscriptions  

AN Maybe we can share? 

IS Yeah haha!! But I mainly have those streaming providers.  

MA The same for me, I have my phone, wifi and stuff 

AN I do not have my phone on subscriptions.  

MA You have pre-payed or what? 

AN Yeah. I mean I have not been living in Germany for long 

time.  

CB I have the same subscriptions, basically. Netflix, Apple 

Music, gym membership. I also lease a car. And then I 

subscribe to underwear haha.  

AN Haha that is actually an idea.  

MA How often do you get it? 

CB Two pairs of underwear every second month. So basi-

cally one a month.  

AN Is it always the same or do you get something different? 

CB I actually get the same. But I can go in and just change 

what I want and is it boxers or briefers or whatever.  

IS I did not know that existed.  

CB It is send right to the package box in my street, so it is al-

most closer than going and buy the underwear some-

where else.  
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MA And does something count like too good to go? Where 

you do it over your phone? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Used to subscribe on an app; 
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions are not really physical products;  
 
 
Rent a bike through subscription;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The parameters that are the most important, 
when shopping depends on the product;  
 
When buying clothes, quality and how it fits 
are the most important parameters;  
 
Buying clothes in store in order to try it on and 
see how it fits;  
 
Buy clothes in store in order to feel it;  
Would never subscribe groceries, because want 
to pick the food and vegetables that you like 
the best;  
 
 
 
Do not want someone else to pick your vegeta-
bles;  
   
 
 
 
Some companies offer if you do not like the 
food that is sent to you, you can get the money 
back; It is still a struggle even though subscrip-
tion services offer to get the money back [buy-
ing food online]; People have different prefer-
ences towards food;  
 

AN It has to be on subscriptions right?  

I1 Yes, it has to be a recurring payment.  

IS Heaps strings, haha? 

MA Haha yeah.  

IS That is something I used to have on subscriptions.  

AN I think subscriptions are not really physical products I 

guess?  

MA Actually, I my bike is rent with swap fees.  

I1 Oh that is interesting. Okay, but we will go more into 

depth with that later. So now I would like to ask you what 

criteria or parameters are the most important, when you 

are shopping?  

AN Online or? 

I1 Both  

CB  In general 

AN It really depends on the product.  

MA Yeah… 

AN Like… if I buy clothes, then like quality and how it fits 

are definitely the most important parameters. That is why 

I also like to buy it in store, because I need to try it on 

and see how it actually fits.  

CB But also to feel it, and see if it feels okay.  

AN Yeah… and then also groceries. I would never like sub-

scribe this. I know there are these online solutions, but I 

would never do that. Because especially with food and 

vegetables, I mean you can pick the ones that you like the 

best, right? So you do not want someone else to pick your 

vegetables. 

IS But actually, if you do not like them… at least at Rivel in 

Germany, then you can say they were not good, and then 

you get the money back.  

AN Yeah okay, but still it is a struggle you know? And then 

some people likes for example tomatoes when they are 

firmed and hard, and other people like them, when they 

are soft. So these are kind of things, why I would never 
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buy groceries online for example. Like especially not 

food.  

Would never buy groceries online due to differ-
ent preferences towards foods;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is super convenient to buy food online;  
It is super annoying to carry food home;  
 
 
 
 
Like to do the food shopping;  
 
 
 
 
 
Buying food is like an experience;  
 
 
 
 
It is really big to deliver drinks at home in Ger-
many;  
You do not want to carrying all the bottles of 
water home;  
Would like to get the drinks delivered at home;  
It is not even more expensive to get the drinks 
delivered at than going to the supermarket;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscription based products never change;  
Subscriptions involve low commitment;  
 
 
Products like Netflix and Spotify never change;  
 
 
Netflix is always looks the same; The gym is 
always looks the same; The water always tastes 
the same; 
 
The content in Netflix changes;  
 
 

I1 That makes sense.  

CB Especially, if you buy groceries, that you need to use for 

recipes, and then you suddenly can use it because it is too 

bad.  

IS But I think it is super convenient to buy food online. I 

think it is just super annoying to carry everything home 

and then carry it up to the fifth floor. At least I am living 

on the fifth floor, so it is quit annoying.  

AN For me it is also about that I like buying food for exam-

ple. I like going into the store and I really do not have a 

shopping list, so I go there and then I am like: this looks 

nice, and this looks nice. If it looks fresh or whatever it 

looks like. It is more like an experience buying food for 

me at least.  

MA For example like in Germany, I do not know if you have 

it in Denmark. It is really big to deliver drinks at home. If 

you need sparkling water or something and you do not 

want to carrying all the bottles home.  

IS I would do that. I did at my bachelors. It is not even more 

expensive than going to the supermarket.   

MA I do not drink sparkling water, so I would not do it.  

IS Then also have wine and beer, and everything.  

CB I have a soda stream that is sparkling water. Haha.  

AN Haha. That makes a lot of sense.  

CB And I only had to carry it up to the apartment once. And 

then it is all good.  

AN I think especially with like subscription based things, is 

something that never changes. Low commitment let’s 

say. You know like Netflix and Spotify. The product is 

not changing. So if I buy tomatoes this week and next 

week, then it might be different because the product 

changes. But Netflix is always looks the same. The gym 

is always look the same. The water always tastes the 

same.  

I2 But the content in Netflix changes.  

AN Yeah that is true.  
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CB It is every week it is not like all the moves go out and 

everything totally change. So you know they just keep 

updating. But the general product does not really change.  

 
 
 
The general product does not really change in 
Netflix, they just keep updating;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Germans are really price aware;  
Germans do not want to spend a lot of money, 
especially not on food;  
It is sometimes not the best strategy not spend-
ing a lot of money on food;  
 
 
It is a better strategy to spend a little more 
money on food and have better quality and 
know it is ecological; 
Germans do not like to spend more money than 
they have to;   
 
Germans have this price, quality approach, that 
they do not want to spend more money than 
they actually have to, but at the same time not 
always just go for the cheapest;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Germans are finding the right quality for the 
right price; Food in Germany is so cheap; 
 
 
There are many discounters in Germany within 
foods;   
 
Some people in Germany are usually going for 
the cheapest solution; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Convenience is an important parameter when 
shopping;  
 
 
 

I1 That is true. Actually in our research we have found out 

that the three most important parameters for Germans 

when shopping are: value for money, quality and price.  

MA Yeah I would say the same. 

I1 Yeah and we have talked a little about it, but what do you 

think is the reason for this? 

MA I think Germans are really price aware, so they do not 

want to spend a lot of money, especially not on food. 

Which is sometimes not the best strategy I think. Espe-

cially when you go for meats or eggs or something, 

where I think you can just spend a little more money and 

have better quality and know that is ecological.  

AN The thing is that they do not want to. I think they do not 

like to spend more than they have to. Like when you buy 

for example… you would not say: “I do not want a TV” 

because it is expensive. But then you have this price, 

quality thing, where you say: “I do not want to spend 

more than I actually have to, on a really good quality 

product. I think that is basically more the approach, not 

always just going for the cheapest.  

MA Yeah.  

CB Finding the right quality for the right price basically.  

IS Yeah. But also especially food in Germany is so cheap.  

MA Yeah in Aldi and Lidl.  

IS Yeah there is so many discounters.  

AN Yeah with food, there are people usually actually going 

for the cheapest. Which is true. That is why it is so cheap 

in Germany I guess.  

I1 Okay, and do you think there is other parameters that are 

important as well.  

AN What were the three again? Price, quality…?  

I1 Yes, value for money, quality and price.  

CB  Convenience.  

IS Yeah convenience.  

I1 Yes, why? 
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IS Because you… at least I would spend more money, if I 

had a more convenient shopping experience. I mean it 

does also depend on the product. But as long I really want 

to have this product I think it is worth spending a little 

more. It is totally fine for me.  

 
Willing to spend more money, if the shopping 
experience is more convenient, but it does re-
ally depend on the product;  
As long as the product is really wanted, it is 
worth to spending a little more money on it;  
 
 
Fashion trends are important when shopping;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
People that buy online are not looking for a 
specific products, but you know the overall cat-
egory;   
 
 
 
If you know what you exactly want or need, 
you would go to a store and buy it to try it on 
and see it;  
 
 
 
 
 
Pros of shopping through subscriptions are 
convenience, it is easier, it can be cheaper;  
It is cheaper to have Netflix compared to buy-
ing a TV package every month;  
It is a pros within subscriptions that you cancel 
it every month;  
It is very easy, that you can just cancel the sub-
scription;  
 
When it comes to an actual product, subscrip-
tions are not always the most flexible product 
when you do not know what you get; Netflix is 
great because you know what you get every 
month;  
 
 
 
 
The flexibility point of not knowing what to get 
is a disadvantage within subscriptions; 
 
It should be flexible to cancel the subscription 
and there should not be a one month commit-
ment; 
 
You can use Netflix daily or whenever you 
want;  
 

AN I think also like fashion trends are important. That you 

just follow some trends and maybe adjust your shopping 

experience. So instead of buying it online… you know 

you can buy it online, but you want this like specific 

product. So I think usually when you buy online, then 

you do not look like for this specific product. Then you 

maybe look for pants or a dress for example, but you do 

not know which one exactly, but you know the overall 

category, but not which one exactly. But if you know 

which one you exactly want or need, I would go to a store 

and buy it there, try it on and see it.  

I1 Alright, and then I would like to ask you if you can dis-

cuss the pros and cons of shopping through a subscrip-

tion? 

CB Pros are convenience. It is easier. It can be cheaper, de-

pending on… Netflix compared to buy a Tv package 

every month.    

IS And you can still cancel it every month. 

CB Yeah every month you can just cancel it. It is very easy 

whereas it is not always the most flexible product, when 

it comes to the actual product you get. Netflix is great be-

cause you know what you get every month. But if you 

subscribe to… I do not know pants or sucks every month 

and then suddenly one month you get three pair of pink 

socks and you look at them and think: “I cannot use 

these”. So you know…   

AN I think this flexibility point is definitely a disadvantage. If 

you have a subscription, and you can cancel it every 

month, it is okay, but if you still have this one month, 

where you actually have to have it. And if you do not use 

it like daily for example like Netflix. You use it daily 

more less. Or you can use it daily. Or whenever you want 

basically. If you subscribe to like socks or actually 
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physical products. They come every month. Then it is not 

like you need it every day, but then you have it once a 

month. Which is not like very flexible.  

It is not flexible to subscribe to physical prod-
ucts;  
 
 
 
There is a huge difference between having a 
subscription as a service or a real product; 
 
The pros with subscriptions is about having a 
kind of carefree subscription, where you do not 
have to worry, which is convenient; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions are convenient; Subscriptions are 
easy and timesaving; With subscriptions you 
do not have to care about anything; 
You do not have to think about shopping with 
subscriptions;  
 
Subscriptions are coming automatically;  
With subscriptions you do not need to be 
aware;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions are not flexible if you need the 
product immediately;  
Sometimes with subscriptions if cancel you 
still need to pay; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At some point you will get bored with sub-
scriptions; 
With subscriptions, it is important that you will 
get surprises; Subscriptions will be a little bor-
ing after sometimes, because you do not get a 
surprise anymore; 
 
  
 

MA Yeah I think there is also a huge difference between if is 

a service you have or it is a real product. But I must say 

for my back for example it is kind of a carefree subscrip-

tion I have. It the tire is flat, I just give the bike back to 

shop and get a new one, or they just repair it at the mo-

ment.   

IS I think they also bring the new bike to your home.  

MA Yeah they bring it to your home or come to your home 

and repair it. So that is pretty convenience. It is easy and 

timesaving. You do not have to care about anything.  

AN Yeah that is a thing. You do not have to think about it. 

When you go to a store, you do not have to have it on 

your list because it is coming automatically. You do not 

need to be aware. But then again with the product thing, 

if you need like socks now and know: “okay, I am actu-

ally going to get them in like three weeks”.  

IS Haha yeah! I need my socks right now.  

AN Haha yeah it is just an example. I mean if you need the 

product basically tomorrow or the day after, and you 

know: “Okay I have a subscription,  it will come in three 

weeks”. Then you think: “What do I do now?”. I need it 

now… so it is a flexibility point I guess.  

CB If you cancel you still pay. You will probably  still get the 

socks. But is three weeks too late.  

AN Haha yeah.  

IS Haha but I think socks are really bad example.  

AN Haha. I think everybody gets the content.  

IS Haha yeah.  

MA  And maybe a disadvantage is that at some point you will 

get bored. There is not something new happening. You 

will not get any surprise anymore. So maybe it is a little 

boring after sometimes.  

I1  Okay. We have talked a little about it. But I would like to 

ask you again. What specific subscriptions you have to-

day and what the main reason for having them is? 
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AN I listed all mine. My three subscriptions haha.   
Have gym membership, Netflix, Amazon 
Prime and HBO on subscriptions;  
 
Have Spotify on subscriptions;  
 
 
Have iCloud on subscriptions; 
 
Have internet and electricity on subscriptions;  
 
 
Some subscriptions you can cancel every 
month;  
 
Have gym, music, Netflix, Viaplay, car and un-
derwear on subscriptions; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Having a gym membership on subscriptions is 
convenient; Music on subscriptions give access 
instead of buying every song; Streaming mov-
ies on subscriptions give access instead of buy-
ing every movie; It is cheaper to lease a car on 
subscription instead of buying a car; 
 
Having underwear on subscription is bit fun;  
 
 
Buying socks and underwear through subscrip-
tion subscriptions are convenient, as it is prod-
ucts you never think of;  
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions are mainly for if you are going to 
continue to use the product or service; 
 
 
One of the reasons for having subscriptions is 
because it is cheaper;  
It is much more expensive to pay every time, 
instead of having subscriptions; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IS I also have a gym membership, Netflix, and Amazon 

Prime, HBO…  

AN Spotify…  

IS Yeah Spotify… 

MA iCloud…   

IS Yeah true. And internet and electricity. But you kind of 

need those. Haha. 

AN You can also cancel every month I guess. Maybe not the 

internet or the electricity I guess.  

CB Electricity is a bit harder. And I have gym, music, Net-

flix, Viaplay, my car and my underwear.  

I1 Okay, and what is the specific reason for having those 

subscriptions? 

CB Well. I cannot really go and buy a gym. That would be 

really expensive. So that is also more for convenience. 

Music is… that I do not want to buy every song every 

time I want to listen to it. And the same with Netflix and 

Viaplay. And the car is also cheaper than going out and 

buying the car even though it is just once. And the under-

wear is a bit for fun. It is actually one of my friends who 

have started it, so it is also to support him. But is also be-

cause I always forget to buy socks and underwear and so 

on, so I never think of this, it is more like I need to buy 

new shirts or sweaters or pants. So it is to put this away 

for the back of my mind.   

AN For me it is mainly subscriptions because I know, I am 

going to continue to use it. Netflix, I am continuing to 

use, Spotify… Gym…  

IS But also because it is cheaper. Because at least at my gym 

you can also just pay for the next month and then it stops, 

but then it is so much more expensive.  

AN Yeah but I think, in that case you do not even have a 

choice, either you subscribe for like a month, even 

though it is more expensive, or you subscribe for like a 

year, which is cheaper, but subscriptions are subscrip-

tions I guess.  
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CB There are some gyms where you can buy like a day 

ticket. But that is a lot, if you have to buy a day ticket 

every time, you go to the gym, compared to just a 

monthly subscription.  

 
 
 
You have to pay a lot, if you buy a day ticket 
every time in the gym compared to a monthly 
subscription; 
 
If you continue to using the product or service, 
it make sense to have a subscription; If you 
only using it once, you are buying a day ticket;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
With registration fee it is too expensive;   
 
It does not make sense to subscribe, if you only 
are going to use it for three months and the reg-
istration fee is expensive;  
 
 
Registration on the Internet; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some subscriptions are too expensive if you are 
only going to use the subscription for a short 
period; 
Sometimes it depends on how long time you  
are going to use the subscription, as it cannot 
pay off, if it is for a short period;  
 
The flexibility is important within subscrip-
tions; No or low commitment is important 
within subscriptions;  
 
 
 
In some subscriptions you still have to pay for 
it, if you cancel it within the first three months; 
 
 
 
 
For some subscription companies it is compli-
cated to cancel it; It is kind of a burden to can-
cel some subscriptions;  
 
 
 
The cancelling process should not complicated 
otherwise people will not sign up again;  

IS I mean, it depends.  

AN You know you are continuing using, then it make sense 

to have a subscription. If I am only using it once, I am 

buying a day ticket. So that is the primary reason I guess.  

MA I thought about, when I came back from my exchange, 

like one month ago, and I thought about reregistering to 

the gym. But it got so expensive too. Because you regis-

tration fee and now I am going stay maybe only three 

more months, so it does not make sense for me to pay all 

that money. So then I rather go running. And the same 

thing for my bike. It got stolen, while I was away, so I re-

ally did not want to find a new one, or a used one. With 

Swap fee you just register on the Internet. It is 20 euros 

per month. If something breaks or…  

AN Is everything included for this? 

MA Yeah. But I was going to stay here for another year I 

would not that, because then it gets expensive to pay 

every month.  

CB That is also the thing you have to have in mind: “How 

long am I actually going to need this product” 

MA Yeah. 

AN Then again the flexibility. If you can cancel. How long do 

you have to actually subscribe. Can you actually cancel 

every month or do you have to have it for like a year. 

That is also a kind of opportunity. Because…  

CB Some subscription companies… if you cancel the sub-

scription within the first three months you still pay for it, 

so no matter what you still get it.  

AN That is also… for some companies it is actually compli-

cated to cancelling it. This is kind of burden. I mean in 

the first place you might even do not know it. But you 

know what I did for example with the gym, I cancelled it 

because I was gone for like four months and then I came 

back. But I know if the cancelling process complicated 
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and they try to make it as hard as possible to get out of 

that thing, I would not sign up again. If is easy, then you 

might be gone for three months and then you decide to 

maybe get again, because you know it is kind of easy to 

get in and out. So I think that is also a factor.  

If the cancelling process is easy you might de-
cide to get it again; 
 
 
 
You might get the subscription again, if you 
know it is easy to get in and out;   
 
It is super convenient, when you can freeze 
some subscriptions;   
 
 
 
Trial months are very important;  
If you do not like the subscription, it is super 
nice to have tested it;  
 
Hate subscriptions where they offer a 12 month 
deal, but break it down to the monthly rate; 
Some subscriptions are kind of hidden that it is 
a year-subscription, which is annoying; 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is annoying, when it is hidden that the sub-
scription is a 12 month deal; It is annoying 
when subscriptions trick you into a long-term 
contract; Subscriptions do not have any stores, 
where you can talk face to face with some em-
ployees;  
If you call to some subscription companies you 
have to wait for minutes and minutes;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If subscription companies are difficult to reach, 
you are being annoyed and pissed off, so you 
might never going to subscribe again; 

IS But you can also freeze some subscriptions. Which I 

think is super convenient. If you know that, for example, 

if you have seen everything on Netflix, then you can just 

cancel for three months.  

MA Yeah or trial month. Is also very important. If you then 

do not like it, it is super nice to have tested it.  

AN But for me it is kind of… or I hate there are for example 

subscriptions, where they offer you a  12 month deal, but 

break it down to the monthly rate, but it is kind of hidden, 

that it is a year-subscription, because you have to break it 

down to the month. But somewhere it says very small: “it 

is a 12 month subscription”. For example for one VPN I 

had, it was a 12 month subscription and then they break it 

down to a month. 22.07 for Lucas. He bought it to watch 

football. And they said 4,99 per month, with one trial 

month and he signed up. But it was this 12 month deal 

and then the monthly were somewhere else, where you 

clicked, but it was super hidden. And then I see this is al-

ready… this is annoying, because they try to trick me into 

this long-term thing.  

MA And the thing is mostly, that they do not have any stores, 

where you can go talk face to face with to somebody. 

And if you call you wait for minutes and minutes in the 

like waiting thing.  

AN That was exactly what Lucas did. He sent them five e-

mails and tried to call them. No one ever responded and 

then at some point after nine months he was like: “alright 

just keep the money, this is just too annoying”. It is only 

499 a month and it is like, I can reach it. But it is just an-

noying. So I know already, that he would never ever get 

this thing again, because he is like so annoyed and pissed 

off by this. That he is never going to subscribe again.  
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MA Yeah but sometimes, they have really good customer ser-

vice I must say. Like Netflix for example, if you call 

them or just write to them they respond.  

Would never get the subscription again because 
he was annoyed and pissed off [could not reach 
the company]; 
 
Sometimes subscription companies have a re-
ally good customer service;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unsubscribed from Netflix, as needed to study 
more;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unsubscribed from Amazon Prime, because all 
the content had been seen; 
Did not want to pay for the subscription if you 
have seen all the content;  
It is so easy to unsubscribe;  
It just takes two clicks in your browser to un-
subscribe;  
 
 
If your subscription is location based, and you 
are not in that location anymore, you unsub-
scribe;  
If your life situation changes and you do not 
need the subscription anymore, you unsub-
scribe;  
 
 
 
  
If you do not use the subscription anymore, you 
unsubscribe; 
Did not want to spend money on subscription, 
that is not used;  
 
 
 
 
 

IS Have you tried it? 

MA Yeah, my dad did it. Haha.  

AN He is your manager.  

IS Haha family manager.  

AN I also have some problems can he take care of this. Haha.  

I1 Can you think about some subscriptions that you have 

unsubscribed from and why you chose to do it? 

MA I unsubscribed from Netflix, because now it is thesis 

time. Haha  

AN Haha. You unsubscribed from life.  

MA Haha. But you can get it… I could get it again, after I am 

done.  

IS I also did the same with Amazon Prime for some time. 

But also because I have seen everything. So I was like, I 

do not want to pay for it anymore. I think I stopped for 

half a year or something. And also because it is just so 

easy to just unsubscribe. I think it is just two clicks in 

your browser and then it is done.  

AN There are maybe two reasons why. Either your subscrip-

tion is like location based, and you are not that location 

anymore. Then it obviously does not make sense, and 

then you cancel it. Or your life situation changes and you 

do not need it anymore. And maybe you also do not want 

it anymore, like self-protection, I do not know. Haha.  

IS But sometime, I also unsubscribed from Heaps, because I 

did not use it anymore and then I did not want to spend 

money on it.  

MA At Heaps you already knew all the bars and…  

IS Yeah. And actually the only bar, that we really used, 

there were not these offers anymore.  

CB Haha. Waste on your time. And you do not try new 

things. You go the same bar every time.  

AN Haha that is also a German thing. You do not try new 

things. Stick with what you know.  
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CB I think I rotated between the same three or four bars 

every time. There is not much change. Haha.  

 
 
Germans do not want to try new things;  
 
Germans stick to what they know;  
 
 
 
It is a German heritage that there is not much 
change in what they use to do; 
Switched to another gym, because the old gym 
was crape even though it was more cheap;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Quality and experience are important when 
choosing products and services;  
The quality is much better with the new sub-
scription;  
 
 
 
It is not a big cost to change subscription, if 
you get off the old one easy and on the new one 
easy;  
When switching to another subscription it was 
not due to the price, but the whole experience;  
 
Feared the unsubscribing part from the old 
gym;  
 
Thought it was going to take billion years to 
unsubscribe, but it was surprisingly easy to un-
subscribe;  
 
 
 
Quality is needed to create loyalty through sub-
scriptions; Quality and trustworthiness is 
needed to create loyalty through subscriptions;  
Good service is needed to create loyalty 
through subscriptions; The experience is 
needed to create loyalty through subscriptions; 
The customer journey is important to create 
loyalty through subscriptions; 
 

AN Haha that is a German heritage, right? 

CB Haha yeah. I switched gym once. That is because the old 

gym was more cheap, but is was more crape as well, so 

all the machines were shit. And the new one newly build, 

new machines, better view, it was a bit further away, 

but…  

MA Haha it is BLOX.  

IS Haha yeah, when you talked about better view.  

CB Haha I was very hypnotized by the canal. And it is just 

newer. The teams were better. And they were more regu-

lar and more consistent, so… it was bigger as well.  

AN Then it is more about quality and the experience, right?  

CB Yeah. The quality is a lot better now, than it was before.  

AN It is also when there come new competitors and substi-

tutes up. Because you have one anyway right? It get off 

the old one easy and on the other one easy, then it is no 

big cost for you. And if the other one is way better based 

on your own personal criteria. It was probably not price, 

but it was the whole experience.  

CB Yeah. I actually put of the whole subscribing for three or 

four months, because I feared the unsubscribing part from 

the old gym. I was just like: “Oh this is going to take a 

billion years to get out of”. In the end it was surprisingly 

five clicks and was out.  

I1  Okay. And what do you think is needed to create loyalty 

through subscriptions?  

AN Quality. 

CB Yeah quality and trustworthiness.   

MA Good service. 

AN The whole experience  

AN The customer journey. From the start to the finish.  

I2 But what is important in the customer journey? 

AN I mean everyone has the own personal customer criteria, I 

would say. Like, what do you want to get out of this ser-

vice or product? There are probably some common things 

that everybody more or less have in common. Like you 
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want to be treated well. And if you have a problem, there 

is someone you can get in touch with like customer ser-

vice. And then there are other personal criteria, where it 

is also hard for the providers to make it like right for eve-

ryone. For example if I choose the price over quality. 

Then I would stay at the old gym, but then if others 

choose service higher, then they have to increase the 

price to make the service better. And you know that is al-

ways a turnoff I would say.  

Everyone has the own personal customer crite-
ria;  
 
 
 
Everybody have in common that you want to 
be treated well;  
If you have a problem, you need someone you 
can get in touch with like customer service;  
Other personal criteria are hard for the provid-
ers to make it right for everyone; 
Some consumers choose price over quality, 
others chooses service higher;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trust to the providers is needed to create loy-
alty through subscriptions; It is important to 
trust the company with a lot of personal infor-
mation; 
 
 
 
Reputation is playing a big deal when  
creating loyalty through subscriptions; 
 
 
 
 
 
Many people left Facebook because of data 
leaks;  
 
 
 
Some people do not want somebody else to 
have their data and others do not care;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CB The thing is also… something about trust. Do you know, 

do trust to provide this company, with a lot of personal 

details. You know credit cards. A lot of times your ad-

dress… you know all these personal information, do you 

really want to get this out, that easy? 

AN I think reputations plays a big deal. Because if you know 

a lot of people out there, and it is like a trust, quality kind 

of thing, right?  

MA Yeah for example with facebook. Okay that is not a sub-

scription, but so many people left facebook because of 

data leaks, they had. 

AN Yeah okay, but that is again something personal, right? 

Like for me that is a criteria, where they say: “Okay, I do 

not want somebody else to have my data”. But personal 

for me, I do not care, because…  

CB They have so much information.  

AN Yeah if they want to find out, they will find out anyway. 

That is again something personal.  

CB It is not something new, that our data has been sold. It is 

just the wrong company it was sold to but… our data is 

sold anyways to Google and Facebook and Apple, or 

whatever you have so.  

AN I also think it has always been like this with subscrip-

tions, I guess, basically. And at some point it is just I 

have it, but I really do not use it. But it is there, and I 

have had it for the last five years… 

IS No then you cancel.  

MA Yeah.  
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IS At least I would cancel, because then I think I am spend-

ing money on nothing.  

 
 
 
You cancel if you do not use the subscription; 
 
 
If you do not use the subscription, you are 
spending money on nothing; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You are thinking if you really need the sub-
scription, if you do not use it that much;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can subscribe to something that do not 
cost any money, such as mails;  
 
Never look at the spam mails with annoying in-
formation;  
 
 
 
Unsubscribing from annoying spam mails;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The worst part is that you actually will  
get all these new letters and stuff, when you 
subscribe;  
 
 
There are cases where you really do not need 
the subscription, but maybe you need it in the 
future like gym membership;  
 
 
 
 
 

CB Depends on how much you use it. For me personally, if it 

is something that I know I use between once or ten times 

a month. I would always keep it. But if is something that 

I use maybe one or twice a month then I would be 

more…  

IS Yeah, then you are thinking about if you really need to 

have it.  

CB Yes.  

IS At least me as a student. Where you do not that many 

money.  

AN But you can also subscribe to something that do not cost 

any money. For example I am just thinking that my email 

account get spammed with so much annoying infor-

mation, I never look at. But I am still not unsubscribing 

it.  

IS Okay, I am unsubscribing from all these annoying things. 

AN Yeah, I just delete it. Like you know… I guess it depends 

on the…  

MA But in the end you will subscribe at so many subscrip-

tions and you do not have the overview anymore.  

AN Maybe you can get access to my email account and do it 

for me. Haha.  

CB Haha. The worst part is that you actually have to go and 

subscribe, when you get all these new letters and stuff. 

You use an hour to find the right bottom to unclick and 

then it is not there. You are just in the system forever.  

AB I think there are cases where I have the subscription and I 

really do not need it, but maybe in the future, I am going 

to need it. Some people think… like the gym member-

ship, that is the best example. Like some people go once 

a month. It is more worth it to go outside and do some-

thing there. You do not need a gym subscription. Maybe 

for their personal feeling… I think like: “I have this 

membership, I feel better”. 

IS Yeah maybe the day will come.  

CB Haha. I can justify the rest of the month, by going once.  
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AN Haha yeah.   
A gym subscription make you feel better;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Loyal to some few subscriptions;  
 
 
 
 
 
Keep thinking of switching from Apple Music 
to Spotify;  
Do not feel really loyal to subscriptions;  
 
 
Found better solution, thus changed the sub-
scription provider 
Feel loyal to the new gym due to the frequently 
usage;  
 
 
You are loyal until there is a better product or 
the old product does not fulfil or meet your cri-
teria anymore;  
 
 
 
Distance within fitness is important to create 
loyalty through subscriptions;  
If it [the gym] is like in walking distance, it is a 
big reason for me to stay there; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Not loyal to subscriptions; 
 
 
 
If there is a new app that is comparable to 
Spotify and it is cheaper you would probably 
switch;  
Not loyal, if you would directly switch to a 
comparable solution, if it is cheaper; 
 
 
 
 

I1 Okay, we talked about loyalty before, but I just want to 

ask you, if you think you are loyal to your subscriptions? 

AN The few I have yes.  

CB Kind of yes.  

I1 Why? 

CB I have Apple Music instead of Spotify. And I keep on 

thinking, maybe I should switch, but then I do not. So it 

is not really that I feel so loyal to my subscriptions, ex-

cept my leasing, but others than that… It is the same with 

the gym. I changed, because I found the other one better. 

But I still feel loyal to the new gym. Because I am keep-

ing on paying there and I am keeping on coming there. 

And I do not want to change now. But in the future I 

might.  

AN I guess you are loyal until either there is a better product 

or the old one does not fulfil or meet your criteria any-

more. For example I would never do that because the 

gym thing for me is like.. the most important thing for me 

is the distance, if it is too far away I know I am not going. 

So if it is like in walking distance, it is a big reason for 

me to stay there.  

CB Technically, everything is in within walking distance. 

Haha  

AN Haha. True, that us a good point. It is just how lazy you 

are.   

IS Haha. But I would not say that I am loyal. At least it is 

not my own definition of loyalty. Because I know that, if 

there is a new app, which is comparable to Spotify and it 

is cheaper, I would directly switch, probably. So that is 

why I would say, that I am not loyal. And the same for 

my gym membership, and for Netflix.  

AN Yeah, that is more from a practically point of view. Like 

my loyalty definition is more like a practical point of 

view. Like I am loyal… exactly what you said. Not for 

the product itself, but as long as it meet my personal cri-

teria, then I am loyal. But not because of the company, or 

the service…  
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CB  Or if it is more convenient.  As long as the subscription meet the people’s 
personal criteria, then it is loyalty but not be-
cause of the company or the service; 
 
 
 
 
Think that you just stay with the subscription 
you had first; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You are loyal if you not switch to another 
brand;    
 
You are either brand loyal or service loyal;  
You can be loyal to a company because you 
think they are great; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Apple is a great example of brand loyalty;  
You are service loyal, if you need the service;   
 
You are service loyal if the service is the 
cheapest, the closest, best service;  
 
 
The best quality and best everything makes 
people loyal; 
 
 
Free trial is important when signing up for new 
subscriptions;  
You can forget to unsubscribe, when the sub-
scription offers free trial;   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscribed as it was super cheap; 

MA Or something like… Apple music and Spotify. The thing 

you had first… I think you just stay with the thing, that 

you had first.  

IS Or you switch? 

AN Haha. You have had all the things… as long as you have 

not listen to all the songs and watched all the movies.  

I2 But what is your definition of loyalty? 

IS I mean… I would say that I am loyal, if I can say that I 

would not switch to another brand.  

AN I think you are either brand loyal or you are service loyal. 

Like either you are loyal to the company, because you 

think, they are great and they are the best. Apple is the 

best example. I mean I doubt there are products that are at 

least as good as Apple products. But everybody is just 

loyal because I mean, there is also this logo thing… there 

are also other things, but Apple is a great example of 

brand loyalty. But then if you are service loyal, it is more 

because you need the service and then it is more practical 

approach, like: the cheapest, the closest, best service. I 

think.  

CB Yes, the best quality. Best everything.  

I1 Perfect, what elements are needed when signing up for 

new subscription? Or what can catch your attention? 

IS Free trial.  

AN Haha yeah, and then you forget to unsubscribe. That is 

why you have eight subscriptions on the same time.  

MA All the time when I subscribe, I put in my calendar, when 

I have to unsubscribe.  

IS Yeah me too.  

CB I look at the notification and think: hmm I will do it to-

morrow.  

IS Uhh, that remind me that we have to unsubscribe the co-

working space.  

MA Ahhh yeah. It was super cheap.  

AN That is why you bought it? But you do not need it? 

MA Haha. We have used it once. But we only paid one kro-

ner.  
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AN So you actually now confirm my point earlier. You do 

not need it, but you just have it, because you might need 

it in the future.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
You do not need the subscription, but you just 
have it, because you might need it in the future; 
 
Keeping the subscription because it only cost 1 
kroner;  
 
 
 
 
 
No registration fee is nice; 
No registration fee or half price for the first 
three months are a nice bonus;  
 
 
If you need a subscription anyway, you start 
comparing different solutions; One thing you 
are looking at when comparing solution is there 
no subscription fee; One thing you are looking 
at when comparing solution is free trial; Look-
ing at what is the best option for me when com-
paring subscriptions; By knowing that you can 
cancel the subscriptions every day or every 
month you are more willing to sign up;  
 
You do not accidently find a subscription, it is 
something you need;  
 
 
 
 
A subscription is not some that catches your at-
tention;   

IS Haha no, I just keep it because I am not paying for it. I 

mean you could say, that 1 kroner is paying, but…  

AN Haha yeah I know what you mean.   

CB Haha yeah but some start-ups incentive is to get you sub-

scribe… I mean in the first place it is nice. Like with fit-

ness, when they say no registration fee and so on. Or half 

price for the first three months. That is a nice bonus.  

AN It is, especially, because you need it anyway. Like you go 

out and then you start comparing. Like where is there no 

subscription fee. Where do I have a free trial? Like what 

is the best option for me?  

MA And when you know from the beginning: “Okay, I can 

cancel my membership every day, or every month”.  

AN Yeah I think especially with subscriptions you do not ac-

cidently find a subscription and is like: “Oh yeah…” But 

for subscriptions you need it. Or you know you use it and 

then you particular look for a subscription like this spe-

cific service and then you start comparing. And then you 

look at these things, we just said like… So is not like 

something that catches my attention. For me it is personal 

more… I go to the gym three, four times a week, I use 

Netflix every other day…   

I1 Okay, then we have one last question and that is “how 

would you characterize the ideal subscription solution?” 

 

 
 
The ideal subscription solution is convenient;  
The ideal subscription solution is cheap;  
 
The ideal subscription solution is trustworthy;   
The ideal subscription is something you know 
that you would need; 
 
The subscription is recommended by friends, 
who have had a good experience with it;  
 
 
 
 

CB Convenient 

MA Cheap 

CB Trustworthy. It is a brand or… It is something that you 

know, something that you probably need, I do not know 

MA Probably when that you heard from your friends, they are 

doing it and have good experience with it and yeah… 

CB Yeah, because you do not find some small dingy sub-

scription company and be like “oh I need to be with this, 

without at least checking first” 
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AN “I am the only one who has it, here are my credit card de-

tails. Please take my money” no but yeah 

 
 
 
 
 
Do not think that there is a perfect subscription 
company;  
 
It is always nice to have different types of sub-
scriptions within the brand;  
 
The ideal subscription is personalized; 
 
 
The ideal subscription solution is if you can 
have it for even cheaper if you share it share 
with others;  
Spotify offers a good solution with the family 
account; The ideal subscription solutions offers 
student discounts;  

I1  Okay 

CB I do not think that there is a perfect subscription com-

pany, but  

IS No, but I think that it is always nice if you have different 

types of subscriptions within the brand  

AN  Personalize your… 

IS Like with Netflix 

MA Or if you can have it for even cheaper if you share it with 

4 people 

IS Like this family account that you can have on Spotify 

MA Or student discounts 

CB But that is only now haha Student discount is only nice if 

you are a student, if you are not a student, then student 

discount is something… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The whole signing up and signing out process 

is important with subscriptions; 

The signing out process is especially important;  

 

 

When you sign up for something you do not 

check how to get out of the subscription;  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

AN My card is valid for, I think, another 2 years even though 

I am not studying anymore 

IS True 

AN I think it is about this whole signing up and signing out 

kind of process  

IS Especially signing out 

AN Yeah yeah, but usually you do not know that before right, 

like I mean I am not, When I sign up for something I did 

not check when I signed up for Netflix, like yeah how do 

I get out of this again 

IS No but I mean I think if you are unsure if you want to 

sign up or not then there would be a button, like it is su-

per easy to you know 

AN And then I would believe them and then it is a big button, 

like green thing. Easy to unsubscribe, yeah alright let us 

do it, let us do it 

IS Haha yeah, but what I mean 

AN I know what you mean 

IS I would be more likely to have… 

CB If I have doubt, a lot of websites have this “Frequently 

Asked Questions” and “How easy is it to unsubscribe” is 
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almost always one of the questions so if that sounds like 

something, I can do within 10 clicks then I am sold. 

How easy is it to unsubscribe, is almost always 
one of the questions when signing up;  
 
 
 
No subscription companies get successful if it 
is super hard to get out; 
 
Words are quickly spread out, if it is hard to 
sign out; Having a hard way of getting out of 
the subscription might affect the reputation of 
the company; If Netflix or Spotify had a com-
plicated unsubscribe process, then they would 
never have gotten this big;  
 
It is easy to loose people if companies do have 
a complicated unsubscribe process, 
 
It is easier to win people, if you have a good 
product; 
 
The product should be the reason why you 
stay;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is natural thing to type in credit card details; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We kind of grew up with this [disclosing per-
sonal information]; 
 
Parents were always saying that you have to be 
careful [shopping online];   
Our generation is not that concerned [disclos-
ing personal information]; 
 
 
 
 
 

AN I also feel like none of the big subscription-based ser-

vices, they… no one gets successful if it is super hard to 

get out, like they are never going to reach a critical mass 

if it is sup…like the word spreads and you know, it is like 

the reputation and they never get like big. So if Netflix or 

Spotify all these things had like complicated unsubscribe 

process, then they would never have gotten this big I 

think. 

MA But then it is also easy to lose people  

AN Yeah, that is true 

IS But it is also easier to win people, if you have good prod-

uct then you just stay with your subscription 

AN So the reason should not be… yeah the product should be 

the reason why you stay, so… 

I1 Okay. Okay and then we just want to elaborate on, you 

talked about it before, but how do you feel when disclos-

ing your personal information, when you for example 

shop through a subscription online. You talked a little 

about it before that you did not care that much 

AN Yeah, Christian talked a little about it before 

IS Actually I… for me it is just a natural thing that you have 

to type in your credit card details for example, but it is 

not like… I just think that there is not that much on my 

bank account so in case there is some happening it is not 

that bad. I mean it would be…. 

CB It would still be shitty anyways  

IS Exactly, but it is not that… yeah it is not 5 million dollars 

AN I think it is like, we kind of grew up with this you know, 

like I remember when this whole thing started, my par-

ents were always sawing like “be careful what you bla bla 

bla.” But like our generation, we are not that concerned, 

because like, if it is not happening to you personally, you 

are more like “yeah, it always happens to the others.” 

Like a few weeks ago, I actually had an incident where 

someone tried to book something on Airbnb with my 

credit card information, and then I called my bank and 
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was like “How can that be” and said like “obviously if 

you put it like, buy stuff online the information is some-

where, and if people get in there and hack it, then obvi-

ously they have your information” so there is a risk obvi-

ously, but everybody knows the risk, but like, it became 

such a common business model let us say, like whatever 

you want to do online or need to do, yeah you cannot do 

anything without your credit card anymore let us say, so 

it is just, became a normal thing I guess. And the inci-

dents where something happens compared to where noth-

ing happens also like, make you more feel better because 

usually nothing happens 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Everybody knows the risk [disclosing personal 
information]; 
It became such a common business model that 
whatever you want to do online or need to do 
disclosing personal information; You cannot do 
anything without your credit card anymore; 
It became a normal thing [disclosing personal 
information]; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parents hate putting their credit card details, 
and; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IS But I also think that… are you not insured by your bank 

if someone steals your bank account details 

AN But then again, you have to take care of it…. It is a nice 

feeling to know if in case you get it back 

IS But I also know that my parents hate putting their credit 

card details, and actually a friend of my mom has this 

kind of pre-paid credit card for all those online shopping 

stuff haha 

MA That is actually quite smart 

AN I had that when I was I Sydney, like when I went to travel 

outside the country I went to my bank, commonwealth 

bank, and they gave me like these two travel credit cards, 

and I could online like put money on these, it is the same 

thing, prepaid, so I put money from my actual account to 

these travel cards and there was online like what I put on 

there. Also, there were on fees so I could basically put 50 

dollars each day or like each week and then when it is 

gone, it is gone.  

IS Actually, there is a bank in Germany, which… I mean, 

they do not have a banking license, but you can kind of 

have 

AN  You can still give them your money and like haha 

MA Which bank is it? 

IS  We just talked about it a few days ago, Revolut. 

AN It is online right? 
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IS Yes yes exactly, and they kind of created credit card for 

you if you want to buy something online, but then you 

can only use like the credit card number and stuff once, 

and then I gets like deleted afterwards, so.. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AN That also makes a lot of sense 

IS Exactly. I think that is a super good offer for people who 

do not want to put their credit card details in  

MA Also to pay over paypal, because I know that I have en-

tered my credit card details only once and I think that 

they also take over all the risk if there is something hap-

pens 

IS Always do it if you can 

MA Me too 

AN I do not have paypal 

MA Get it 

AN Yes! Subscribe haha going to subscribe to a lot of things 

now. Especially underwear. 

CB Underwear and socks are going to be the new thing to 

subscribe to 

AN Actually, it is going to happen right now haha 

I1 Okay, that is perfect. Now we are done with the question 

and then we have, it only takes two minutes, we have 

made a little experiment, and we will give you three dif-

ferent offers and then you have to choose  

MA Two different 

I1 Yeah, three different offers and then you have to choose 

between 2 options, and then you have to write it down, 

here you have a little paper and you have 10 seconds to 

choose. Okay, and we will start with this Netflix offer  

CB But do we have to choose the cheapest or the one we 

want to choose  

I1 The one you want to choose. 

IS But… can I ask something? Do you have to directly pay 

those 800 

I2 Yeah, upfront now 

IS Okay 

I1 We have three more, sorry two more. Okay, the next one. 

Well we actually did not write any numbers… sorry if 
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does not make sense, this is first offer, wait it says right 

here. Okay, this is a gym membership. And are you 

ready? The last one. For razor blades 

AN Yeah that the… ahh  

MA We also use… 

AN Yeah, I know, I know haha I just figured that out. Can I 

see the last one just again, like very quickly. 

MA Okay the price is one think, but what would you do with 

48 razorblades haha 

CB Just get a 2-bedroom apartment, one for the razor and one 

for you haha 

AN Like all your subscription stuff, yeah get in there haha 

IS  Your own warehouse, then you can just start selling 

AN Yeah, that is also very German, you buy something very 

cheap and sell it for more 

I1 Okay 

MA I just need to change something very quickly is that 

okay? 

I1 Actually, no 

AN You lose haha 

I1 But, we would like to just hear your answers please, and 

we will start with the Netflix one 

I2 Which one did you choose? 

IS Number 1 

AN Number 1 

MA Number one yeah 

CB Number one 

I2 And why did you choose it? 

CB Because I can cancel every month then 

IS Yeah 

AN Also, it is not even that much cheaper, like 12 times 79 

is… 

CB It is less than 100 kr.  

AN Yeah it is almost the same, so it is like yeah… 

IS Yeah exactly, and it is not that much  

I1 What if the price a little cheaper here? 

AN Depends on how much, like okay, there is probably, there 

is also personally, like at what point do you consider 
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worth it, but for Netflix for example I would still in one 

year have a Netflix subscription, so if there is a big differ-

ence, but then it comes to this point you know flexibility 

or fancing everyone and like the price you save so that is 

like at some point the price is going to be more than the 

flexibility and then you choose like yeah. 

I2 But how big should the difference be? 

CB Depends on how…. 

IS At least more significant 

CB Yeah. Let us say it was like 5-600, then I would consider 

it more than… 

AN I would say around 2 or 3 monthly fees, then I would say 

“okay, that might make sense” 

I1 And gym, fitness membership? 

CB Same 

MA I took one, but then… 

IS I took 2 

MA And now I am thinking about it and I would also take 2 

AN I took 1 

I2 And you took? 

CB I took one as well 

I2 And? 

IS 2 

I2  And 1 as well. And why did you choose number 1? 

CB Well I also think that I would choose number 2 as well 

now, because it is something that you use more fre-

quently 

MA More frequent, yeah. 

IS And also, if I know that I paid that much money for a 

gym membership I feel like I have to go haha 

I1 That is a good point yeah. 

AN  I still would choose 1, especially for me I have like times 

where I go more often and times where I do not go, then I 

am few month here, few month there and like, I do not 

know where I am going to be in 8 month let us say, so, I 

mean it also depends on your life situation let us say, I 

know in few years that I am going to stay here for the 
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next 10 years, then i might consider it, but right now I am 

for 1  

I1 Makes sense 

I2 And what about you? Why did you want to change it? 

MA Because I am think if you maybe if you have it for one 

year, but then your are away for one month or something 

and do not use it, it is… I do not know. Also the thing is 

if you have the one per month do you have register the 

subscriptions again or it is just automatically 

I1 Yeah, automatically 

MA Ahh okay 

AN For me personally it is also, I…. like this flexibility point 

even if I do not need it, just feeling or like  knowing that I 

have it is a big thing for me to be honest, so then like usu-

ally I always choose this flexibility  over price, let us say, 

because just knowing that I could, helps a lot already 

with signing up. 

I1 Okay and then the last one? 

MA 1 

IS 1 

AN 1 

CB 1, just because I do not know what I want to do with 48 

razors at once. 

AN Also I do not shave that often haha 

CB But 8 razors for 2 months, should be okay so.. 

AN For me, probably one would be enough for 2 month haha  

MA Although it is definitely cheaper to go for the second one, 

but then maybe you have 48 razors laying at home and 

them you use way more than 2 per month and then… 

yeah 

AN It is also super, like, cheap, comparably cheap product, 

where you are more like “yeah I can get I everywhere 

you go”  

MA It is not that cheap actually . 

CB 4 razors from Gilettes is like 200 kroner 

AN Yeah okay, I know I am not and expert on that field haha 

I1 Okay.  
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IS But also, I just did not want to have, I also do not want to 

have 48 razorblades, because I do not have any connec-

tion, like, yeah I use it…. 

AN Why? You could sell them no? 

IS I also doubt that I could make any money out of selling 

razorblades, to be honest 

AN You are German, it is in your genes. You can sell any-

thing 

CB But people would be like, “have you used them before” 

and you would be like “No no no, do not worry” haha 

AN Haha, yeah, some small hair… maybe once, only once 

haha  

CB Slightly used, slightly used. 

AN Almost as new razor blades 

MA That’s disgusting on ebay.  

AN 40 almost as new razor blades haha.  

I1 Okay, yeah I think we are done with the questions. 

I2  Thank you so much. 
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Appendix H 
Danish Focus Group 

Interview Guide 

 

Informants:  Anders Hørsel 

 Christine Qvist Jensen 

 Josefine Maria Rostgaard Sørensen 

 Kristoffer Samtal 

 Philip Voss Snedker 

 Sabine Dahl Jeppesen 

Language of interview: Danish 

Place and time of interview: Valkendorfsgade 34, 1151 København K 

8th April 2019 

Documentation: Recording on file 

  

Topic  Interview Question 

Intro 1. Kan I sige jeres navn og tilkendegive at I accepterer, at I bli-

ver optaget? 

Consumer behavior  2. Hvad handler i primært i butikker, online og subscriptions? 

3. Hvilke parametre er vigtigst for jer når i handler? 

4. De 3 vigtigste parameter for danskere, når de handler er va-

lue for money, kvalitet og pris – hvad tror I årsagen er til 

dette og/eller er der andre parameter, som I selv finder vigti-

gere end de 3, når I shopper? 

Consumer behavior within 

subscriptions  

5. Hvilke parameter er vigtigst for jer, når i handler igennem en 

subscriptions? 

6. Hvilke subscriptions har I i dag, og hvad er de primære årsa-

ger til, at I har dem?  

7. Kan I komme i tanke om nogle subscriptions I har opsagt og 

hvorfor I valgte at opsige dem? 

8. Hvad der skal til for at I tilmelder jer en ny subscription? 
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9. Hvad er den ideelle subscription løsning for? 

 10. Hvordan har I det med at opgive jeres personlige oplysnin-

ger, når i f.eks. skal handle igennem en subscription eller on-

line?  

Subscriptions and loyalty  11. Hvad tror I der skal til for at skabe loyalitet gennem subscrip-

tions?  

12. Mener I selv at i er loyale overfor jeres subscriptions? 
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Appendix I 
Interview guide, German focus group interview 

 

Interview Guide  

Informants:  Alex Neu 

Milena Arms  

Ira Scha 

Christian Bøgh-Sørensen 

Language of interview: English 

Place and time of interview: Copenhagen Business School  

Solbjerg Plads 3, 2000 Frederiksberg 

8th April 2019 

Documentation: Recording on file 

  

Topic  Interview Question 

Intro 13. Can you say your name and state that you accept that you 

will be recorded? 

Consumer behavior  14. What do you primarily buy when you are shopping in store, 

online and through subscriptions? 

15. What criteria or parameters are most important to you when 

shopping? 

16. In our research we have found that the three most important 

parameters for Germans when shopping are value for money, 

quality and price, what do you think is the reason for this 

are? 

Consumer behavior within 

subscriptions  

17. What parameters are most important to you when you shop 

through a subscription? 

18. What are the pros and cons of shopping through a subscrip-

tion? 
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19. What specific subscriptions do you have today, and what are 

the main reasons why you have them? 

20. Can you think of some subscriptions you have unsubscribed 

from and why you chose to do it? 

21. What elements are needed when signing up for a new sub-

scription?  

22. How would you characterize the ideal subscription solutions? 

 23. How do feel when disclosing your personal information 

when you, for example, shop through a subscription or 

online? 

Subscriptions and loyalty  24. What do you think is needed to create loyalty through sub-

scriptions? 

25. Are you loyal to your subscriptions? 
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Appendix J 
Mail Interview - Expert: Coding 

Open Codes  Axial Codes  Selective Codes 
Social media is widely applied compared to bill-
boards and TV advertisements 
Subscription services have to be compelling enough 
to generate word of mouth on social media plat-
forms 

Social media is widely applied 
within subscriptions 

Subscription companies do 
marketing differently 

Traditionally, marketers used a lot of money on 
buying customer data 
Every customer are given an identity within sub-
scription companies 
Today, subscription companies get consumer data 
through their service 
Marketing resources [consumer data] are used a lot 
to optimize growth within subscription services 

The subscription model pro-
vides consumer data 

Today, engineers and product developers are taking 
care of the consumer data 
Data scientists are also used in subscription compa-
nies 
Engineers have taken over the marketing shop 
Engineers are used to build freemium models to 
creating upgrade incentives and offering in-app 
purchases 

Engineers and data scientists 
are increasingly used for mar-
keting 

Traditional branding and promotion are still im-
portant within the customer journey 
Talented storytellers are still needed to translate the 
data into broader and compelling message 

Some traditional marketing 
tools are still important 

Subscription services can mainly shape the cus-
tomer journey by offering compelling and complete 
end-to-end experiences 
The “sign-up” experience, the “first time of trying it 
out” experience and the “this is cool I’m still using 
it” experience are sorts of experiences that help 
subscription services to attract new subscribers and 
keep them happily surprised 
Keeping the current subscribers happily surprised 
on a consistent basis is an important element within 
subscription 

Experience is fundamental in 
the customer journey 

Experience and service shape 
the customer journey 

The “sign-up” experience, the “first time of trying it 
out” experience and the “this is cool I’m still using 
it” experience are sorts of experiences that help 
subscription services to attract new subscribers and 
keep them happily surprised 
Consumer expects continuous improvements in the 
quality of experiences 
Keeping the current subscribers happily surprised 
on a consistent basis is an important element within 
subscription 
Consumer expects continuous improvements in the 
quality of experiences 

The ability to provide great ex-
perience 

Marketing efforts have to start with a great service 
Creating great service in the first place are crucial 
within subscription 

Subscriptions have to start with 
great service 
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Appendix K  
Expert Interview, Coding Expert  

Open Codes  Axial Codes  Selective Codes 
Freemium models have paid quite well for many 
companies 
Offering different types of trials 
In order to make profit, companies need to sort of 
upsell to more premium versions 
Trials and freemium versions attract new customers 
and reactive customers 
Subscription companies are doing marketing with 
trials to try to convince potential customers to expe-
rience the subscription 
Customers prefer the freemium model 
The freemium model has been successful 
The freemium model has been proving quite suc-
cessful 
A lot of companies try to discriminate among their 
costumer segments by offering it for free for con-
sumers but not for business customers [freemium 
model] 
Trials within subscriptions have also worked 

Freemium and trials attract new 
customers 

Willing to subscribe when risk 
and commitment are low 

The lower risk related to the subscription model can 
help companies to gain more customers, because 
there is a low risk related to the business model 
There is a lower risk with subscriptions, as often 
you do not have to commit 
For customers there are lower risk within the sub-
scription based business model, as there is not a big 
financial investment 
People are risk adverse 
Risk adverse people want to try and they do not 
want to commit to big purchase 

Low risk 

There is a lower risk with subscriptions, as often 
you do not have to commit 
Risk adverse people want to try and they not com-
mit to big purchase 
There exists a lower commitment within subscrip-
tions 
Subscription based pricing involves a low amount 
and low commitment 
Subscription companies can attract customers, as 
there is not a big financial investment related to the 
purchase 

Low commitment 

System 2 is working, when people buy a one off 
purchase product and it is a high amount 
People are rational and think a lot, when they are 
using system 2 
Naturally people do not want to think a lot 
Subscription based pricing involves a low amount 
and low commitment 
Subscriptions are more intuitive straightforward de-
cision 
People are quite decision lazy, as they do not want 
to think, because using system 2 cost a lot of energy 
Using system 2 annoys people 

Low effort 

 
 
Decision making does not in-
volve high effort 
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With subscriptions companies can make it straight 
forwards, as it is easy 
System 2 does really not have to be activated with 
subscriptions 
It pays off that System 2 does not have to be acti-
vated with subscriptions 
With subscriptions it is only one month, so consum-
ers do not have to use system 2 to make a decision 
The amount that customers have to pay at once is 
significant lower with subscriptions compared to 
normal purchase 
Subscription based pricing involves a low amount 
and low commitment 
System 2 is working, when people buy a one off 
purchase product and it is a high amount 
There is a lower risk with subscriptions, as often 
you do not have to commit 
Risk adverse people want to try and they do not 
want to commit to big purchase  
There exists a lower commitment within subscrip-
tions 
Subscription companies can attract customers, as 
there is not a big financial investment related to the 
purchase 

Lower prices and low commit-
ment 

Subscription based pricing is about doing version-
ing, like the classics, good, better and best kind of 
strategies 
Subscription based pricing is really popular 
Subscription based pricing is quite handy and con-
venient for customers 
It is often quite difficult to assess profitability 
within subscription based pricing 
Subscription based pricing have these kind of  
wording: ‘Good, better and best’ 
The whole versioning has been super successful 
The good, better, best kind of versioning work for 
customers because they can choose what they want 
By having versioning, subscription companies have 
high chances of meeting the value perceptions 
Companies really need to be sure that they under-
stand their customers with versioning 
Companies have to arrange different types of sub-
scriptions efficiently to not ruin the business [ver-
sioning] 
Pricing on recurring basis is a benefit, as companies 
have a lot of different levers and mechanisms to use 
with subscription based pricing 

Different options within sub-
scription based pricing 

Subscription based pricing 
gives the ability to customize 

The good, better, best kind of versioning work for 
customers because they can choose what they want 
Subscriptions are customer centric 
Companies can tailor the offer a lot more to the 
customers’ needs within subscriptions 

The ability to provide customi-
zation 

Companies try to move away from one time pur-
chase to recurring purchase 
Usually, subscriptions was a lot based on time, but 
some companies are shifting towards pay per view 

Increasing tendency to provide 
subscriptions 

Demanding another way of 
shopping 
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Companies can make more revenue with the sub-
scription based business model, instead of having a 
one-time payment 
There is a clear trend that more subscription based 
business models will arise 
Medical equipment and machines were normally 
sold, now subscription businesses are being paid 
based on how often the doctors actually use the 
equipment 
Subscription based pricing is really popular 
Shifting to the subscription based business model 
depends on the industry 
Customers do not really own the products, which 
has brought many difficulties within pricing 
The customers is less risk, as they do not own the 
product, they are just basically using it or using the 
service 
Within subscriptions, product is more about having 
it as a service oriented business model 
This is a clear trend [shift from product to service] 
Subscription is a service you kind of renting out the 
product 
Customers have clear preferences for the subscrip-
tion model, as they are requesting it 
Subscription companies are more renting out the 
products 
There are lot benefits for customers when they only 
have to lease or rent 

Consumers do not want owner-
ship 

Companies can make more revenue with the sub-
scription based business model, instead of having a 
one-time payment 
Pricing on recurring basis is a benefit, as companies 
have a lot of different levers and mechanisms to use 
with subscription based pricing 
Retention is a basic benefit within subscriptions  
It is a benefit for companies to have recovering rev-
enues within subscriptions 
There is a lot of general benefits with subscriptions 
that comes with the kind of more service oriented 
business model 

Recurring payments 

It might be a challenge for subscription based com-
panies to have a value based pricing approach 
The value is difficult to determine in value based 
pricing 
It is difficult to determine the customer lifetime 
value within subscriptions 
There are a lot of difficulties related to focusing on 
value instead of lower the price 
A lot of companies are not really good at setting the 
price equal to the value 
A lot of companies are not good at value pricing, 
because they destroy value by running too many 
promotions  
Value perceptions are necessarily not the real value  
More companies would like to do value based pric-
ing, but they do not know how to do it, which is the 
main problem 

Value based pricing is difficult 
Understanding customers 
are crucial in value based 
pricing 
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A lot of companies are struggling to  implement 
value-based pricing 
A lot of companies do not know how to measure 
the willingness to pay 
Companies struggle with changing their salesforces 
mindset, when implementing value-based pricing 
Salesforce is only used to negotiate price and they 
are not used to communicate value and to defend 
the right value, which is a problem 
Companies often use consultants, when they are 
implementing value-based pricing, because they 
cannot do it on their own 
A lot of people have difficulties in changing their 
mindset 
People hate changes 
By having one-off-purchase, it is a lot easier to cal-
culate and forecast profitability and customer life 
time value 
The general approach to pricing is that the price has 
to equal the value 
People and companies are increasingly understand-
ing what value is and value based pricing 
In value-based pricing companies set the prices ac-
cording to the customers value perceptions 
Value-based pricing means that companies are able 
to meet the right target of what customers are will-
ing to pay 
Companies are getting increasingly innovative and 
creative when it comes to value-based pricing 
Value-based pricing is superior 
It can be costly to implement value-based pricing 
By having versioning, subscription companies have 
high chances of meeting the value perceptions 
Companies are used to do cost plus pricing, which 
might be a challenge when changing to the sub-
scription based business model 

The ability to set the price equal 
to the value 

It is beneficial for customers to have the oppor-
tunity to cancel a subscription any time 
People want it convenient 
There exists a lower commitment within subscrip-
tions 
There is a lower risk with subscriptions, as often 
you do not have to commit 
Subscription based pricing is quite handy and con-
venient for customers 
The good, better, best kind of versioning work for 
customers because they can choose what they want 
The convenience aspects within subscriptions 
change the customer journey 

The ability to provide flexibility 
and convenience 

Consumers prefer flexibility 
and convenience 

The amount that customers have to pay at once is 
significant lower with subscriptions compared to 
normal purchase 
There exists a lower commitment within subscrip-
tions 
It depends on the product whether a customer will 
choose to buy on subscription rather than a normal 
purchase 

Subscriptions are more benefi-
cial than normal purchases 
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There is a lower risk with subscriptions, as often 
you do not have to commit 
There are lot benefits for customers when they only 
have to lease or rent 
Companies can tailor the offer a lot more to the 
customers’ needs within subscriptions 
A loyal customer is a customer that pays on a regu-
lar basis 
Loyal customers never cancel their subscriptions 
Subscriptions might lead to loyal customers, but it 
depends on the product line 
Subscriptions with a really low price helps custom-
ers to being loyal 
If the price is really low, consumers are barely go-
ing to notice it on the bank account 

Loyal customers 

Low price might lead to loyal 
customers 

The amount that customers have to pay at once is 
significant lower with subscriptions compared to 
normal purchase 
Subscription based pricing involves a low amount 
and low commitment 
Risk adverse people want to try and they do not 
want to commit to big purchase 
If the price is really low, consumers are barely go-
ing to notice it on the bank account 
Subscriptions with a really low price helps custom-
ers to being loyal 

Low price 

Retention is a lot harder with subscription based 
business models 
Retention is harder with subscription based busi-
ness models, as customers can just cancel the sub-
scription 
A lot of companies try to retain customers by giv-
ing them discounts 
Sometimes companies are too focused on not losing 
customers, so they forget about profit 
In B2B companies are so focused on retaining cus-
tomers that they forget about the financial side 
Forgetting about the financial side, is an issue 
within subscriptions 
Subscription companies have focus on both reten-
tion and acquiring new customers 
Retention is a basic benefit within subscriptions  
The subscription based business model help compa-
nies retain customers 

Focus of retention 

Retention is important within 
customer journey 

Different offers within subscriptions influence the 
customers journey 
Lot is taking place online with subscriptions 
Companies can do a lot more consulting with sub-
scriptions 
The customer journey has changed in terms of the 
online aspect, customers can both sign up and can-
cel online, so the easiness 
The convenience aspects within subscriptions 
change the customer journey 

Different customer journey 

The marketing aspect has changed after the sub-
scription based business model 
There is a lot of greater possibilities with marketing 
within subscriptions 

Different options with market-
ing 

The Marketing Mix is managed 
differently 
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Subscription companies are doing marketing with 
trials to try to convince potential customers to expe-
rience the subscription 
Other possibilities with general promotions is to re-
duce the setup fee 
Customers do not really own the products, which 
has brought many difficulties within pricing 
The customers is less risk, as they do not own the 
product, they are just basically using it or using the 
service 
Within subscriptions, product is more about having 
it as a service oriented business model 
This is a clear trend [shift from product to service] 
Subscription is a service you kind of renting out the 
product 
Subscription companies are more renting out the 
products 

Product is replaced with service 

Pricing helps to create revenue on a recurring basis 
Pricing on recurring basis is a benefit, as companies 
have a lot of different levers and mechanisms to use 
with subscription based pricing 
With pricing everything starts with segmenting the 
customers and understanding the customers, which 
are key parameters in order to create a successful 
subscription company 
Reducing prices might destroy the value, this is a 
big problem within subscriptions 
Customers do not really own the products, which 
has brought many difficulties within pricing 
Companies set prices that they think reflect the 
value, but when they reduce the price it is a prob-
lem 

Pricing is about understanding 
the value 

Within subscriptions, place has definitely changed 
in terms of the channels that are used 
Lot is taking place online with subscriptions 
The customer journey has changed in terms of the 
online aspect, customers can both sign up and can-
cel online, so the easiness 

Online platforms are used 

A lot of companies are not good at value pricing, 
because they destroy value by running too many 
promotions 
Companies that runs too many promotions can 
manage to destroy their value and get into financial 
troubles 
A lot of subscription based companies run too 
many promotions 
By running too many commercials it changes con-
sumers’ perception about value 
Within subscriptions, the solution based pricing of-
fers a lot of new opportunities for running promo-
tion 

Running too many promotions 
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Appendix L 
Mail Interview – Company: Coding 

Open Codes  Axial Codes  Selective Codes 
Some customers have canceled the subscription due 
to the new initiative [will not receive 100 kr. in dis-
count anymore] 
We, humans do not like changes and do not like  
anything that gets 'more expensive' 

Customers do not like 
changes in price 

The balance between per-
ceived value and actual 
value 

New change resulted in customers do not receive 
DKK 100 in discount anymore 
Think that the customer gets an incredible amount 
of value for the 100 kr. 
AnnoAnno believes, the customers get a lot of 
value for the DKK 100 [do not get DKK 100 more 
in discount] 

Company’s perspective of 
value 

The stylists learn more about the customer for each 
box delivered to the customers 
Getting a closer relationship with the customer, and 
in this way deliver a better product next time and an 
even better experience 
Customers are very committed and write several 
pages of feedback to their stylists 
In many subscription solutions, the value of a sub-
scription is often constant 

Knowing the customers 

Creating loyalty within de-
veloping products through 
customer relationships 

There are several customers who are loyal because 
they choose to buy the clothes at AnnoAnno, even 
though they may have found it cheaper elsewhere 
Customers are very committed and write several 
pages of feedback to their stylists 
The best and not necessarily the easiest way to cre-
ate loyalty is through good service, good relation-
ship with the customer and the experience itself 
It is easier to create loyalty, as the business model 
is based on a relationship with the customer 

Creating loyalty through 
customer relationships  

They [customers] choose to buy from us [Anno-
Anno] because they feel that they get a good ser-
vice and have had a good experience 
The service aspect and the experience itself are im-
portant in order to create loyalty 
The best and not necessarily the easiest way to cre-
ate loyalty is through good service, good relation-
ship with the customer and the experience itself 
It is extremely important that the customer get a 
good experience in the beginning 

The ability to create a great 
experience and good service 

Loyalty is created differ-
ently depending on the type 
of subscription  

Being able to create loyalty depends on the type of 
subscription business you are running 
It is easier to create loyalty, as the business model 
is based on a relationship with the customer 
If you just receive a basic item that is the same 
every time, there are other parameters that are more 
in scope such as price 

The creation of loyalty de-
pends on the subscription 
model 
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Appendix M 
Danish Focus Group: Coding 

Open Codes  Axial Codes  Selective Codes 
It is easier to order clothes from 
home 
Buying shoes online, because you af-
ter all know your own size 
Shopping everything online, that you 
do not need to try  

 
 
 
Easy to shop online  

 
 
 
Easy to order online, but incon-
venient to return  

It is annoying having to send things 
back  
Returning a box, just sounds to much 
as a trouble 

 
Annoying to return online  

If the clothes do not fit in the size, it 
is easier to just to deliver it back to 
the store  
It does not cost any money [to de-
liver the clothes to the store], this is 
easier 
It is easier to go the store  
You are sure you get what you want 
because you can see it 
It was easier to go to the store and 
buy it [the computer] 

Easy to shop in stores  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Easy to try and select products in 
stores  Want to buy headphones in a store or 

try them first before buying online, 
as they need to be tested before buy-
ing them 
The feeling of how it [the head-
phones] fits is important 
If you are buying clothes, you want 
to feel the quality of the clothes and 
how it fits  

Want to try and feel the 
products 

Controlling the quality is important 
when you are shopping, in order to 
select your own products 
Want to choose the products your-
self, for instance apples and carrots 

Want to select the products 

You are sure that you get what you 
want, because you can see it 
Started subscribing on Goodiebox 
again because you can go into the 
website and examine what you re-
ceive, if you do not want to be sur-
prised 

 
The opportunity to see the 
product 

 
 
 
 
 
Service is crucial for subscrip-
tions with surprise content  
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You cannot see it [the product], 
therefore they [the company] have to 
maintain good service 
It is a little scary to shop based on 
not knowing what to receive 
It [subscriptions] has to have a high 
level of service because you do not 
know what you receive 
If you cannot see what is in it [the 
subscriptions] and what it is [would 
not buy box] 
If you have to buy something that 
you never see and not are sure of 
what is, then there must be both good 
service and the opportunity to unsub-
scribe 
You have to trust the product that 
you have not seen before 
If you buy something, you need to 
know what you buy 
The relationship is extra important 
with subscriptions because you can-
not see the product 
You have no idea what you get, so 
the subscription service a must be re-
ally high 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do not know what to receive 

Reading reviews about what others 
are saying about the product 
Trusting reviews 
Shopping a lot based on reviews 
Shopping a lot based on reviews, if it 
is not about buying clothes  
You do not have to spending time on 
investigating the product, if you do 
your shopping based on reviews 
You are sure that you get something 
good if you do your shopping based 
on reviews 
Reading reviews and examining if 
you get the right quality, due to lim-
ited knowledge about electronics 

Shopping based on reviews  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recommendations are highly 
weighted   

Mouth of mouth is important if you 
have to create loyalty within sub-
scriptions 
Word of mouth from a person you 
trust [to try a new subscription] 
A recommendation can make you 
sign up for a new subscription 

Worth of mouth 
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Word of mouth can make you sign 
up for a new subscription 
The network effect is reasonably im-
portant also for many different plat-
forms 
If you have a fixed consumption, it is 
easier to buying it through a sub-
scription every month [clothing pur-
chase] 
Started subscribing Goodiebox 
again, after receiving a box with a lot 
of good products that you always use 
Contact lenses are a completely lin-
ear need, you know exactly how 
much you need 
Equal consumption must be constant 
for subscriptions 
Food boxes are addressed to families 
who have relatively steady or solid 
consumption 
There must be a purpose of choosing 
to subscribe, for example something 
you use all the time 
Have Spotify on subscription be-
cause you will use it 
The advantage is that you either have 
an expected consumption or a linear 
consumption 
If a person’s consumption changes, 
you choose to unsubscribe  
Subscriptions can also work on all 
sorts of things you need regularly [as 
contact lenses] 
If you knew that you should use a 
white t-shirt from now on and the 
rest your life, then you would order it 
through subscriptions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fixed consumption 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Need to meet needs and the con-
sumption has to be fixed 

You receive value by buying it be-
cause you are going to use it 
The subscription continued because 
you want to read the magazine later, 
but just don not know when 
It is crucial to get things used [if you 
want to try a new subscription] 
If you know that you get things used, 
subscriptions are a great solution 

Knowing the subscription 
will be used 
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If you know you get it used then sub-
scription makes it easy and you just 
receive it  
Is not loyal if a habit can easily be 
replaced by another distributor or an-
other supplier 
Sportify is addictive 
Is not very loyal to some of those 
habit purchases  
It is usually a habit purchase that you 
buy through subscriptions 
It is more habitual than loyalty in re-
lation to the subscription solution 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Habit 

You do not know if you need three 
pairs of new socks every four months 
Don not know how much you are go-
ing to consume 
It is important to be able to predict 
your consumption when subscribing 
Have no idea how one's consumption 
will be 
You do not know your need 
It is difficult to predict clothes con-
sumption, except that there are sea-
sons 

Do not know the exact con-
sumption 

Your feel it [subcription solution] is 
value-creating because you have a 
need that is covered 
It should be adapted to your needs 
It should create a need to try a new 
subscription 
A need you did not know you have, 
could affect people to try a new sub-
scription 
If they [subscription solution] know 
how to solve it for you, they can af-
fect you to try new subscription.  
You will be just as satisfied as you 
are today [if you try the subscription] 
The ideal subscription solution 
should be able to meet a need 
The ideal solution has to match your 
needs completely 
The part that is most critical when 
having a subscription in the long run, 
is that it completely matches the 
needs you have 
The feeling of, it [the subscription] 

Meet a need 
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constantly creates value in your life 
The most important thing is to have a 
need covered 
Subscribing on Goodiebox, to try 
something new 
The reason for subscribing to År-
stiderne, was not due to the sign-on 
bonus, would like to try something 
new 
Would like to try something new 
You choose to subscribe in order to 
try something new 
You try something new [subscrip-
tions] 
You can try it when you want [cloth-
ing on subscription] 
The ideal solution make try some-
thing new 

Want to try something new  
 
 
 
 
 
Consumers like to try new things 
when they know what to receive  

You cannot see it [the product], 
therefore they [the company] have to 
maintain good service 
It is a little scary to shop based on 
not knowing what to receive 
It [subscriptions] has to have a high 
level of service because you do not 
know what you receive 
If you cannot see what is in it [the 
subscriptions] and what it is [would 
not buy box] 
If you have to buy something that 
you never see and not are sure of 
what is, then there must be both good 
service and the opportunity to unsub-
scribe 
You have to trust the product that 
you have not seen before 
If you buy something, you need to 
know what you buy 
The relationship is extra important 
with subscriptions because one can-
not see the product 
You have no idea what you get, so 
the subsequent service a must be 
mega high 

 
 
 
 
 
Do not know what to receive  

The idea of paying an amount to be 
surprised is unappealing 
Do not like the surprise element 
Do not like the surprise element 

 
Surprise  
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Like the surprise element 
Surprise is a bit of a gift item 
Would not like the surprise element 
of electronics 
It could be very fun to get vegetables 
as a surprise box, and try things that 
you have not tried before 
Perceive surprise boxes as shit 
If one likes to be challenged in his 
style a little once in a while, then it is 
a great way to do it [surprise sub-
scriptions] 
If you got another type of blouse sent 
home, you could actually be very 
surprised 
Started subscribing on Goodiebox 
again because you can go into the 
website and examine what you re-
ceive, if you do not want to be sur-
prised  
It [subscription] might be a bit bor-
ing after half a year or so  
It has been possible to order some 
create beauty products on subscrip-
tion, that you need and do not have 
to buy in the stores 
Contact lenses can be delivered to 
the mailbox, so you do not need to 
go to a post office 
By having paper towel and toilet pa-
per on subscription, you avoid to for-
get buying it  
Convenience is important 
It is just so nice to have a box stand-
ing there at home 
With some types of subscriptions, it 
is just easier for them to be in the 
mailbox instead of having to buy it in 
the store 
You should get some daily goods on 
subscription, if you should try a new 
subscription 
It is easy to do  
The [subscription] must be conven-
ient  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subscriptions are convenient 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Convenience and flexibility are 
fundamental   
 
 It gives some flexibility to receive 

contact lenses through subscription, 
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rather than having to buy them in the 
store 
Flexibility is important when shop-
ping through a subscription 
The opportunity to cancel must exist  
[flexibility] 
Flexibility and trust in the service 
must be in the top [subscription] 
Flexibility must be there [shopping 
though subscriptions] 
It [subscriptions] creates flexibility 
Flexibility is a criterion for the ideal 
subscription 
Flexibility and meeting a need where 
the need is self-sufficient [ideal solu-
tion] 
The [subscription] must be flexible, 
and then the [subscription] should be 
very adaptable 
Flexibility and quality are important 
if you want to try a subscription 
If the [subscription] has been so flex-
ible and of high quality over a long 
period of time, you will more likely 
to stay 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The importance of flexibility 

It [subscription] must be flexible, 
and then it [subscription] should be 
very adaptable 
It [ideal solution] must learn over 
time 
It [ideal solution] must learn over 
time in terms of your style and inter-
ests 
It is about being adapted to your 
needs 
It is great when it gets personal and it 
adapts 

 
 
 
 
 
The ability to adapt 

Sportify allows you to hear all kinds 
of music, you are not forced to listen 
to the same record 
Freedom has to be there [by sub-
scription] 
If you bought a movie, you would be 
committed to it 
Accessibility is important for build-
ing loyalty 

 
 
 
 
Freedom  

It takes some time before the norm 
changes in relation to purchases 
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There is a bit of a disruption in the 
way we act and how we want to 
spend our money 
We are habitual 
It takes longer for our behavior to 
change  

Change in behavior  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hard to start subscribing but 
habits can be changed   

Avoiding impulse purchases by get-
ting food at subscription 
Might be a little more sensible in 
their purchases if they are buying 
through subscriptions 
You are not tempted by impulse pur-
chases if you shop through subscrip-
tions 
It is charming you have the ability to 
create a good habit through subscrip-
tions 
You can force the habit to be a part 
of your life style, since you know 
you will waste the goods you have 
already paid for, if you do not use 
them 
One can clearly force some habits 
through with subscriptions 
There is much commitment within 
subscriptions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
From impulse purchase to 
habit purchase 

It is a disadvantage that it is more 
difficult to start subscribing 
It is harder to get started with sub-
scription in the areas where you are 
in doubt about your need 
It can be a little difficult to start sub-
scribing 
When starting to subscribe, there 
must be something extra good about 
starting, where you just think wow 
If you are going to start a new sub-
scription, there must be a great offer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hard to start subscribing  

A problem with surprise boxes may 
be that it will start to accumulate 
Fearing that you suddenly stand with 
20 t-shirts, will keep you from trying 
a new subscription 
It would be annoying if it suddenly 
just accumulated in the drawer 

 
 
 
Receiving too much 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You do not have a problem with 
throwing out magazines, but you 
have a problem throwing out clothes 
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Subscriptions work better for some-
thing that comes in and which also 
disappears again e.g. food 
It is easier to receive goods that you 
have a good conscience of throwing 
out 

Do not like to discard   
 
Should not satiate customers  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your feel it [subscription solution] is 
value-creating because you have a 
need that is covered 
It should be adapted to your needs 
The ideal subscription solution 
should be able to meet a need 
The ideal solution has to match your 
needs completely 
The part that is most critical when 
having a subscription in the long run, 
is that it completely matches the 
needs you have 
The feeling of, it [the subscription] 
constantly creates value in your life 
The most important thing is to have a 
need covered  
The [subscription] must be flexible, 
and then the [subscription] should be 
very adaptable 
It [ideal solution] must learn over 
time 
It [ideal solution] must learn over 
time in terms of style and your inter-
ests 
It is great when it gets personal and it 
adapts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The ability to understand  
customers’ needs  

Price is an important parameter when 
shopping in general 
It depends on the price 
The price is always important 
Just canceled TV package because it 
was too expensive 
Price is important when trying a sub-
scription 
The assumption for loyalty is that it 
is the same product otherwise it is 
not loyalty anymore, so it is quality 
or price 
Would change if it was 50 DKK 
cheaper 
If it is about price and quality, then it 
is not loyalty 

Price is important  
 
 
 
Value for money in terms of 
quality and price  
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It is important that you receive value 
for money when shopping in general 
Do not mind buying something 
cheap or expensive if the quality 
matches the expectations of the prod-
uct 
You weigh your purchases based on 
whether you get quality matching the 
expectations of the product 
Subscribe on a music service because 
you get value for money 
Compared to how many hours you 
use it [Spotify], it is extremely cheap 
The advantage is that you receive 
more for your money [shopping 
through subscription], if you com-
pare to what you would otherwise 
have received 
Price vs. value 
Dismissed Goodiebox as you did not 
get enough value for money 
The ideal subscription solution must 
provide value for money, it has to be 
worth buying it 
You really have to feel that you get 
good service or value for money if 
you get an extra ordinary thing 

Value for money 

Flexibility and quality are important 
if you want to try a subscription 
If the [subscription] has been so flex-
ible and of high quality over a long 
period of time, you will more likely 
to stay  
The prerequisite for loyalty is that it 
is the same product otherwise it is 
not loyalty anymore, then it is quality 
or price 
If it is about price and quality, then it 
is not loyalty 
It is about quality 
Is willing to pay for Spotify, which 
has a better interface 

Quality  

You save time because you do not 
have to think about buying it 
Would like to try to buy clothes 
through subscriptions because she 
does not have time to buy clothes 
herself 

Time efficiency  
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There is a time saving principle in it 
[subscriptions] 
You should not spend half a day 
from work or school to go out and 
try it [clothing on subscription]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Consumers prefer low effort 
when shopping  

You save time because you do not 
have to think about buying it 
With subscriptions you do not have 
to worry about things anymore 
Your subscription may involve you 
never have bad days when you do 
not have your contact lenses 
The best part is that you actually for-
get it [the subscription], since you do 
not thinking about having it [the sub-
scription] 

Fewer concerns 

The opportunity to cancel must exist  
[flexibility] 
If you have to buy something that 
you never see and not are sure of 
what is, then there must be both good 
service and the opportunity to unsub-
scribe 
It has to be easy to cancel and it has 
to be easy to return 
It is difficult to define when it is easy 
to cancel 
You must be able to cancel day-to-
day unless the [company] has sent 
the product, if it to be easy to cancel  
Have the impression that it is diffi-
cult to terminate the TV package 
Loyalty can also be built up by the 
fact that it is too much of a struggle 
for you to cancel 
Will not cancel subscription because 
it gives a lot of trouble 
It must be easy to cancel it [subscrip-
tion] 

Easy to cancel  

You think much more about it, when 
it is an expensive purchase 
It is a little easier to relate to Netflix 
because it does not cost that much  

High and low effort 

It has to be easy to cancel and it has 
to be easy to return 
Sportify is easy and easily accessible 
With some types of subscriptions, it's 
just easier for them to be in the 

 
 
 
 
Subscriptions should be easy 
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mailbox instead of having to buy it in 
the store 
It will make your life much easier, if 
you can return the things [clothes] 
that you are not interested in and re-
ceive clothing once a month 
If you know you are going to use it, 
then subscription makes it easy and it 
just comes 
It should be some daily things that 
were easier if you were to try a new 
subscription 
It it easy to do 
It [subscription] must be convenient  
The lack of personal relationship 
within subscriptions is a disad-
vantage 
It is important to have a relationship 
if they [shop assistant] have to help 
you with something 
Service is important for subscrip-
tions, because you do not have a re-
lationship, the only way you can cre-
ate relationships by subscription is 
through service 
Building a relation might create loy-
alty 
The relationship will boost your de-
sire to keep subscribing 
The relationship is extra important 
with subscriptions because you can-
not see the product 
It seems to be the human, who is cru-
cial [when shopping] 
Loyalty comes in the form of a rela-
tionship 
Loyalty comes from a relationship 
between people 
Relationships need not necessarily to 
be created through a human being 

 
 
Customer relationships  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Service and experience are cru-
cial to create great customer re-
lationships 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Service is important when shopping  
in general 
Good treatment is really important 
Subscriptions will need to maintain a 
relatively good service mindset  
You cannot see it [the product], 
therefore they [the company] have to 
maintain good service 

Great service 
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It [subscriptions] has to have a high 
level of service because you do not 
know what you receive 
If you have to buy something that 
you never see and not are sure of 
what is, then there must be both good 
service and the opportunity to unsub-
scribe 
The service will be critical if you is 
dissatisfied 
Service is important for getting a 
good experience because you have 
no experience in creating trust by 
subscription 
When you shop you have to trust it 
[solution], therefore service is im-
portant 
Service is important for subscrip-
tions, because you do not have a re-
lationship, the only way you can cre-
ate relationships by subscription is 
through service 
It is not really the product that cre-
ates loyalty. It is all about the ser-
vice, that make you feel treated well  
You really have to feel that you get 
good service or value for money if 
you get an extra ordinary thing 
If you get good service, you will 
come back 
Shopping at the same place every 
time due to good service 
Do not even look elsewhere because 
you have received good service 
If you are treated well and they 
[staff] are sweet, then you come 
again [why you do not look else-
where] 
Do not look elsewhere because of 
loyalty 
You are a loyal shopper if you get 
good treatment, or if you come back, 
the same place 
Of course, you will not come again, 
if you get bad treatment  
If you get a good treatment then you 
come again 

Customers are returning 
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Buy bikes from same store due to   
good service 
The subsequent service is important 
in the second any problems arise 
The subsequent service is important 
for building trust 
The subsequent service is important 
when creating loyalty for a subscrip-
tion 
Service is important to create loyalty 

Service after receiving prod-
uct or service 

Service is important for receiving a 
good experience because you have 
no experience in creating trust by 
subscription 
The experience is only created after 
receiving the product [subscription] 

Experience 

Trust is important when shopping 
through subscriptions 
When you cannot feel the item, you 
must have confidence in what you 
buy 
You have confidence in companies 
that have built a brand 
Service is important for getting a 
good experience, because you have 
no experience in creating trust 
through subscriptions 
Flexibility and trust in the service 
must be in the top [subscription] 
You have to trust the product that 
you have not seen before 
Purchased an iPhone online because 
you trust the Apple product 
You have to find a shop that you 
trust 
Word of mouth from a person you 
trust [to try a new subscription] 
When you shop you have to trust the 
[solution], therefore service is im-
portant 
When you shop in stores, you have 
to trust the people you are talking to 
You have no idea what you get, so 
the subsequent service a must be 
very high 
As a buyer, there is some confidence, 
and then you are willing to give 
some information until you at some 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trust is fundamental  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trust can be built through hav-
ing a well-known brand  
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point cannot see the relevance any-
more 
There is one degree of trust, because 
you can see that it improves your ex-
perience 
The subsequent service is important 
for building trust 
Do not care about giving up personal 
information when shopping online 
Do not care about giving up  per-
sonal information because there is so 
much focus on it 
Would not concern about disclosing 
the most of personal information 
Do not think that you do not want to 
give up personal information when 
shopping 
You would never use a subscription 
that you have never heard of before 
and looking a little bad 
Do not hesitate to disclose personal 
information when purchasing År-
stiderne, as it is a Danish brand 
In relation to the things that you have 
subscribed to, you always know 
someone who has it, or you know 
that it is loyal 
As a buyer, there is some confidence, 
and then you are willing to give 
some information until you at some 
point cannot see the relevance any-
more 
After GDPR, you know that there is 
much more control related to it [per-
sonal information] 
Do not care about giving up standard 
information 
Does not feel that standard infor-
mation is personal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do not care about disclosing 
personal information 

Need an expert if it is an expensive 
purchase 
Have a lot of confidence in them [ex-
perts, professionals] you are talking 
to 
When you shop in stores, you have 
to trust the people you are talking to 
You have confidence in companies 
that have built a brand 

Trusting experts  
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Purchased an iPhone online because 
trusting the Apple product 
Do not hesitate to disclose personal 
information when purchasing År-
stiderne, as it is a Danish brand 
You have confidence in companies 
that have built a brand 
Purchased an iPhone online because 
trusting the Apple product 
Do not hesitate to disclose personal 
information when purchasing År-
stiderne, as it is a Danish brand  

 
 
 
Trusting brands  

If you are going to start subscribing a 
new subscription, there must be a 
great offer 
Unsubscribed because receiving a 
better offer  
You unsubscribe if you get a better 
offer 
Canceled due to a better deal 
You are not loyal if you get a better  
offer 
If you have felt that it has been very 
well-functioning, then it is a big deal 
to change if something just get better 
You are loyal if you do not even in-
vestigate other solutions  
Would replace all subscriptions if re-
ceiving a better offer 
If you get a huge advantage of buy-
ing it here [the subscription], it can 
make people to try a new subscrip-
tion 
It is a good start to give an extra or-
dinary thing to get started  

Great offer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A great offer gives 
incentive to subscribe  

Sign-on bonus and a trial period are 
important when shopping through 
subscriptions 
Subscribed to Aktiv Træning be-
cause there was a sign-on bonus 
A prize can make you sign up for a 
subscription 
Buy goods over the Internet where it 
is cheapest 
Would be willing to try a cheap sub-
scription 
Will be willing to try cheap subscrip-
tion if it was a good deal 

Sign-on bonus 
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Would not be loyal to contact lenses 
if you could buy them cheaper else-
where 
Buy goods over the Internet where it 
is cheapest 
Would be willing to try a cheap sub-
scription 
Would be willing to try a cheap sub-
scription if it was a good deal 
Would not be loyal to contact lenses 
if you could buy them cheaper else-
where 

Cheapest solution 
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Appendix N 
German Focus Group: Coding 

Open Codes  Axial Codes  Selective Codes 
Online shopping is convenient when you can send 
everything to the store, try it and leave it, if you do 
not like it 
It is super convenient to buy food online 
It is super annoying to carry food home 
You do not want to carrying all the bottles of water 
home 
Would like to get the drinks delivered at home 
It is not even more expensive to get the drinks de-
livered at than going to the supermarket 

Online shopping is convenient 

Shopping universal products 
online is convenient  

It easier to buy shoes online, because the size is 
pretty universal 
Do not shop that frequently often online, but online 
is mostly electronics and shoes 
Prefer to buy regular stuff online 

Prefer to buy universal products 
online 

Like to try shoes on in the store 
Like to try the shoes first in the store, and then or-
der them online afterwards 
When buying clothes, quality and how it fits are the 
most important parameters 
Buying clothes in store in order to try it on and see 
how it fits 
Buy clothes in store in order to feel it 
If you know what you exactly want or need, you 
would go to a store and buy it to try it on and see it 

Prefer trying products in stores 

Want to try and select prod-
ucts  
 

Would never subscribe groceries, because want to 
pick the food and vegetables that you like the best 
Do not want someone else to pick your vegetables 
Would never buy groceries online due to different 
preferences towards foods 
Like to do the food shopping 
Buying food is like an experience 

Want to select the products 

Subscriptions are mainly for if you are going to 
continue to use the product or service 
If you continue to using the product or service, it 
make sense to have a subscription 
Some subscriptions are too expensive if you are 
only going to use the subscription for a short period 
Sometimes it depends on how long time you are go-
ing to use the subscription, as it cannot pay off, if it 
is for a short period 
You cancel if you do not use the subscription 
Feel loyal to the new gym due to the frequently us-
age 
You are thinking if you really need the subscrip-
tion, if you do not use it that much 
The ideal subscription is something you know that 
you would need 
If you only using it once, you are buying a day 
ticket 

Usage is crucial for subscribing  

 
Consumers want less con-
cerns within frequent use of 
subscriptions 
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The pros with subscriptions is about having a kind 
of carefree subscription, where you do not have to 
worry, which is convenient 
With subscriptions you do not have to care about 
anything 
You do not have to think about shopping with sub-
scriptions 
Subscriptions are coming automatically 
With subscriptions you do not need to be aware;  
Buying socks and underwear through subscription 
subscriptions are convenient, as it is products you 
never think of 

Less concerns  

Subscriptions involve low commitment 
It should be flexible to cancel the subscription and 
there should not be a one month commitment 
No or low commitment is important within sub-
scriptions 
It should be flexible to cancel the subscription and 
there should not be a one month commitment 

Low commitment 

The ability of having a trans-
parent subscription Hate subscriptions where they offer a 12 month 

deal, but break it down to the monthly rate 
Some subscriptions are kind of hidden that it is a 
year-subscription, which is annoying 
It is annoying, when it is hidden that the subscrip-
tion is a 12 month deal 
It is annoying when subscriptions trick you into a 
long-term contract 

Consumer do not like hidden 
long-term contracts  

Products like Netflix and Spotify never change  
Netflix is always looks the same 
The content in Netflix changes 
The general product does not really change in Net-
flix, they just keep updating 

The general product does not 
change  

Content needs to be updated 
more frequently  
 
 

At some point you will get bored with subscriptions 
With subscriptions, it is important that you will get 
surprises 
Subscriptions will be a little boring after some-
times, because you do not get a surprise anymore 

Consumers will get bored after 
sometimes 

Unsubscribed from Amazon Prime, because all the 
content had been seen; 
Did not want to pay for the subscription if you have 
seen all the content;  

All content has been experi-
enced  

Germans are really price aware 
Germans do not want to spend a lot of money, espe-
cially not on food 
Germans do not like to spend more money than 
they have to 
Some people in Germany are usually going for the 
cheapest solution 
If there is a new app that is comparable to Spotify 
and it is cheaper you would probably switch 
Subscribed as it was super cheap 

Germans are price aware 

Germans want low prices 
and quality  

It is sometimes not the best strategy not spending a 
lot of money on food 
It is a better strategy to spend a little more money 
on food and have better quality and know it is eco-
logical 
Germans have this price, quality approach, that they 
do not want to spend more money than they 

Price quality approach 
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actually have to, but at the same time not always 
just go for the cheapest 
Germans are finding the right quality for the right 
price 
Pros of shopping through subscriptions are conven-
ience, it is easier, it can be cheaper 
The pros with subscriptions is about having a kind 
of carefree subscription, where you do not have to 
worry, which is convenient 
Subscriptions are convenient 
Subscriptions are easy and timesaving 
You do not have to think about shopping with sub-
scriptions 
Having a gym membership on subscriptions is con-
venient 
Buying socks and underwear through subscription 
subscriptions are convenient, as it is products you 
never think of 
The ideal subscription solution is convenient 
Convenience is an important parameter when shop-
ping 
Willing to spend more money, if the shopping ex-
perience is more convenient, but it does really de-
pend on the product 

The ability to provide a conven-
ient solution 

Convenience, flexibility and 
easiness are important espe-
cially within the cancellation 
process 
 
 

It is a pros within subscriptions that you cancel it 
every month 
It is very easy, that you can just cancel the subscrip-
tion 
For some subscription companies it is complicated 
to cancel it 
It is kind of a burden to cancel some subscriptions  
The cancelling process should not complicated oth-
erwise people will not sign up again 
If the cancelling process is easy you might decide 
to get it again 
You might get the subscription again, if you know 
it is easy to get in and out 
It is so easy to unsubscribe 
It just takes two clicks in your browser to unsub-
scribe 
It is not a big cost to change subscription, if you get 
off the old one easy and on the new one easy 
Thought it was going to take billion years to unsub-
scribe, but it was surprisingly easy to unsubscribe 
By knowing that you can cancel the subscriptions 
every day or every month you are more willing to 
sign up 
Sometimes with subscriptions if cancel you still 
need to pay 
Some subscriptions you can cancel every month  
In some subscriptions you still have to pay for it, if 
you cancel it within the first three months 
Feared the unsubscribing part from the old gym 
The whole signing up and signing out process is 
important with subscriptions 
The signing out process is especially important 
When you sign up for something you do not check 
how to get out of the subscription 

The cancellation process should 
not be complicated 
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How easy is it to unsubscribe, is almost always one 
of the questions when signing up 
No subscription companies get successful if it is su-
per hard to get out 
Words are quickly spread out, if it is hard to sign 
out 
Having a hard way of getting out of the subscrip-
tion might affect the reputation of the company 
If Netflix or Spotify had a complicated unsubscribe 
process, then they would never have gotten this big 
It is easy to loose people if companies do have a 
complicated unsubscribe process 
When it comes to an actual product, subscriptions 
are not always the most flexible product when you 
do not know what you get 
The flexibility point of not knowing what to get is a 
disadvantage within subscriptions 
It should be flexible to cancel the subscription and 
there should not be a one month commitment 
It is not flexible to subscribe to physical products 
Subscriptions are not flexible if you need the prod-
uct immediately 
The flexibility is important within subscriptions 
It should be flexible to cancel the subscription and 
there should not be a one month commitment 

High flexibility 

The whole signing up and signing out process is 
important with subscriptions 
When you sign up for something you do not check 
how to get out of the subscription 
How easy is it to unsubscribe, is almost always one 
of the questions when signing up 

The signing up process has to 
be easy 

Pros of shopping through subscriptions are conven-
ience, it is easier, it can be cheaper 
It is very easy, that you can just cancel the subscrip-
tion 
It is super convenient, when you can freeze some 
subscriptions 
It is so easy to unsubscribe 
It just takes two clicks in your browser to unsub-
scribe 
It is not a big cost to change subscription, if you get 
off the old one easy and on the new one easy 
Thought it was going to take billion years to unsub-
scribe, but it was surprisingly easy to unsubscribe  
 

Subscriptions are easy 

Quality and experience are important when choos-
ing products and services 
When switching to another subscription it was not 
due to the price, but the whole experience 
The experience is needed to create loyalty through 
subscriptions 
The subscription is recommended by friends, who 
have had a good experience with it 

The importance of the experi-
ence 

Easy and great service are 
import for the whole experi-
ence  

Sometimes subscription companies have a really 
good customer service 
Good service is needed to create loyalty through 
subscriptions 

Great customer service 
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If you have a problem, you need someone you can 
get in touch with like customer service 

If subscription companies are difficult to reach, you 
are being annoyed and pissed off, so you might 
never going to subscribe again 
Subscriptions do not have any stores, where you 
can talk face to face with some employees 
If you call to some subscription companies you 
have to wait for minutes and minutes 
Would never get the subscription again because he 
was annoyed and pissed off [could not reach the 
company] 

Should be easy to reach  

Everyone has the own personal customer criteria 
Other personal criteria are hard for the providers to 
make it right for everyone 
Some consumers choose price over quality, others 
chooses service higher 
As long as the subscription meet the people’s per-
sonal criteria, then it is loyalty but not because of 
the company or the service 
The ideal subscription is personalized 
You are loyal until there is a better product or the 
old product does not fulfil or meet your criteria an-
ymore 

Fulfillment for personal criteria  

Loyalty depends on personal 
criteria  You are loyal if you not switch to another brand    

You are either brand loyal or service loyal 
You can be loyal to a company because you think 
they are great 
You are service loyal if the service is the cheapest, 
the closest, best service 
Think that you just stay with the subscription you 
had first 

Service loyal  

You are loyal if you not switch to another brand 
You are either brand loyal or service loyal 
You can be loyal to a company because you think 
they are great 
Apple is a great example of brand loyalty 

Brand loyal  

Pros of shopping through subscriptions are conven-
ience, it is easier, it can be cheaper 
It is cheaper to have Netflix compared to buying a 
TV package every month 
It is cheaper to lease a car on subscription instead 
of buying a car 
One of the reasons for having subscriptions is be-
cause it is cheaper 
It is much more expensive to pay every time, in-
stead of having subscriptions 
You have to pay a lot, if you buy a day ticket every 
time in the gym compared to a monthly subscrip-
tion 
The ideal subscription solution is cheap 
The ideal subscription solution is if you can have it 
for even cheaper if you share it share with others 
The ideal subscription solutions offers student dis-
counts 

Subscriptions are cheap Consumers want value for 
money 
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When buying clothes, quality and how it fits are the 
most important parameters 
Switched to another gym, because the old gym was 
crape even though it was more cheap 
Quality and experience are important when choos-
ing products and services 
The quality is much better with the new subscrip-
tion 
Quality is needed to create loyalty through sub-
scriptions 
The best quality and best everything makes people 
loyal 

The importance of quality  

When it comes to an actual product, subscriptions 
are not always the most flexible product when you 
do not know what you get 
Netflix is great because you know what you get 
every month 
The flexibility point of not knowing what to get is a 
disadvantage within subscriptions 

Do not know what you get 

Germans do not like the sur-
prise element  

Germans do not want to try new things 
Germans stick to what they know 
It is a German heritage that there is not much 
change in what they use to do 

Germans do not like to try new 
things 

It is important to trust the company with a lot of 
personal information 
Some people do not want somebody else to have 
their data and others do not care 
It is natural thing to type in credit card details 
We kind of grew up with this [disclosing personal 
information] 
Our generation is not that concerned [disclosing 
personal information] 
Everybody knows the risk [disclosing personal in-
formation] 
It became such a common business model that 
whatever you want to do online or need to do dis-
closing personal information 
You cannot do anything without your credit card 
anymore 
It became a normal thing [disclosing personal infor-
mation] 

Millennials are used to disclos-
ing personal information  
 
 

 
Unlike Millennials their parents 
have concerns about disclosing 
personal information 
 
 
 

Parents were always saying that you have to be 
careful [shopping online] 
Parents hate putting their credit card details 

Parents do not to like to dis-
close their personal data 

If you need a subscription anyway, you start com-
paring different solutions 
One thing you are looking at when comparing solu-
tion is there no subscription fee 
One thing you are looking at when comparing solu-
tion is free trial 
Looking at what is the best option for me when 
comparing subscriptions 

Comparing solutions 

Comparing solutions to get 
the best offer  

With registration fee it is too expensive 
It does not make sense to subscribe, if you only are 
going to use it for three months and the registration 
fee is expensive 
No registration fee is nice 

Registration fees are expensive 
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No registration fee or half price for the first three 
months are a nice bonus 
One thing you are looking at when comparing solu-
tion is there no subscription fee 
Trial months are very important 
If you do not like the subscription, it is super nice 
to have tested it 
Free trial is important when signing up for new sub-
scriptions 
You can forget to unsubscribe, when the subscrip-
tion offers free trial 
One thing you are looking at when comparing solu-
tion is free trial 

Like trials 

Quality and trustworthiness is needed to create loy-
alty through subscriptions 
Trust to the providers is needed to create loyalty 
through subscriptions 
It is important to trust the company with a lot of 
personal information 
The ideal subscription solution is trustworthy 

Trustworthiness 

Subscriptions need to be 
trustworthy and have a good 
reputation  Reputation is playing a big deal when  

creating loyalty through subscriptions 
The subscription is recommended by friends, who 
have had a good experience with it  
Having a hard way of getting out of the subscrip-
tion might affect the reputation of the company 

Reputation 
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Appendix O 
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Appendix P 
Coding questionnaire 
 
How can a subscription model be improved? (Optional) 

• Free to up and down adjust on how 
much you need 

• If a subscription can provide a product or 
service that provide more value for money 
then I will be more willing to subscribe 
and not be so focused on the price. Sub-
scriptions that you don't feel that you are 
committed might attract more people. 

• Option to pick and choose the things 
needed for you. Maybe a base subscrip-
tion with possibility to add on different 
products/services if needed. 

• By choosing different products with the 
subscription 

• df 
• Depends on the product/service...... 

Netflix, spotify and other entertainment 
streaming services basically just need to 
keep up with the latest new content, 
whereas a clothing subscription would 
have to adapt to my personal style. 

• i have not unsubscribed 
• I once du scribed to a shoe and handbag 

model. But I didn’t like it at all because 
they were to pushing.  
And the quality was really bad. 
  
If I would subscribe it would rather be 
more sustainably focused and higher in 
quality. 
But I still prefer shopping in real stores as 
I still have the time for it and it relaxes me 

• As  customized as possible 
• It depends on the product. I would buy 

food and cloathes on subscription if the 
leverence were more fexible. I would buy 
more games, series and movies in sub-
cribtion if it were cheaper or had more 
content 

• If companies could send a reminder with 
one-click cancelling option before the 
next payment is due, especially after a 
(free) trial-period. 

Free to up and down adjust on how much you 
need; 
 
If a subscription can provide a product or ser-
vice that provide more value for money; 
Subscriptions should not be so focused on the 
price; 
Subscriptions that you do not feel committed to 
might attract more people; Option to pick and 
choose the things needed; 
A basis subscription with possibility to add on 
different products and services if needed; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Netflix, Spotify and other entertainment 
streaming services just need to keep up with 
the latest new content; A clothing subscription 
would have to adapt to personal style; 
 
 
Were used to subscribe to shoes and handbags, 
but did not like it at all because they were to 
pushing; Did not like the subscription, as the 
quality was really bad; 
Would subscribe due to more sustainable fo-
cused; Would subscribe if the quality is high; 
Having time for shopping in real stores, which 
is preferable;  
Subscriptions should be as customized as pos-
sible; 
 
Would buy food and clothes on subscription if 
the delivery were more flexible; Would buy 
more games, series, and movies on subscrip-
tions if it were cheaper; Would buy more 
games, series, and movies on subscriptions if it 
had more content; If companies send a re-
minder with one-click cancelling option before 
the next payment; 
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• Different packages with different content 
to a different price, so that everyone can 
afford the product somehow 

• Listening to customers feedback and 
needs 

• Do not have any subscriptions 
• interchangeability and portability, i.e. re-

ducing lock-in effects. For instance, it 
sucks that I can not download a playlist 
from spotify and use it with a different so-
lution provider. This significantly reduces 
flexibility. 

• If it is clearly visible how the price is in 
real. The terms of the subscription should 
be way better seeable. 

• smart phone compatibility 
easy navigation (regarding unsubscribing 
or changing settings) 
transparent prices and services (can be 
somewhat mysterious as to what you sub-
scribe) --> how is your data handled and 
can you easily unsubscribe (see previous 
point) 

• I rather go to a store; wouldn’t do sub-
scriptions 

• Dont have too long cancellation periods 
• With offers, bonus, etc for loyal members. 

That’s what I miss sometimes in subscrip-
tions, because new members get all the 
great offers, the long lasting loyal ones 
don’t. 

• A combination of usage and the size of 
the fee 

• Cheaper, use of apps 
• Some offer this, but a way of customising 

the amount of times you get it delivered 
(e.g. razorblades) or conveniently pausing 
for some months (HBO when Game of 
Thrones is not on) 

• Subscriptions have to be a cheap solution 
but at the same time I need value for 
money e.g. use less time on shopping but 
the quality should still be high. Of course, 
I would be willing to buy something that 
is a bit more expensive if the quality 
matches. 

 
 
Different packages with different content to 
different price; 
 
Listening to customers’ feedback and needs; 
 
 
Interchangeability and portability; 
Reducing lock-in effects; 
 
 
 
More flexibility so you can use the product or 
service at a different solution provider; If it is 
clearly visible, how the price is in real; The 
terms of subscriptions should be way better 
seeable; 
Smartphone compatibility; Easy navigation in 
terms of unsubscribing or changing settings;  
Transparent prices and services; 
 
Transparent in terms of how I your data han-
dled; 
 
Rather go to a store, would not do subscrip-
tions; 
 
Not too long cancellation periods; 
Offers, bonus, etc. to loyal members, as some-
times in subscriptions only the new members 
get all the great offers and not the long lasting 
loyal members; 
A combination of usage and the size of the fee; 
 
 
Cheaper use of apps; 
Customization in terms of the amount of times 
you get it delivered;  
Conveniently pausing the subscription for some 
months; 
 
Subscriptions have to be a cheap solution, but 
at the same time it have to provide value for 
money; Use less time on shopping;  
Quality should be high; 
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• A subscription model can be improved my 
making the solution cheaper than a normal 
purchase. I think a lot of subscription 
models are too expensive, which is the 
main reason why a normally cancel a so-
lution. 

• Jeg kan godt lide, når man har mulighed 
for at sætte sit abonnement på pause eller 
springe over uden yderligere omkostnin-
ger. For eksempel se bacchusbox.dk 

• More flexible subscription options, also 
some things like buy ten times in a fitness 
studio or have five articles in a magazine 
or something similar, so you don’t have to 
have a monthly subscription but more 
flexible discount 

• should be possible to adjust the price ac-
cording to the amount I actually need 

• if you don't have to receive every month 
• By delivering quality service and NOT 

compromizing 
• Fitness World can make discounts for cur-

rent members. 
• Make it easier to cancel. 
• If it is not bound to national markets. 
• Flexible dates to cancel membership 
• The most important to me is that a sub-

scription model is convenient, but at the 
same time it should not be more expen-
sive to buy through subscription, if I feel I 
get value for money both on convenient, 
price and quality then I will always prefer 
to buy through subscription, since I don't 
want to to use time on shopping. 

• If i can receive more content for my 
money. Ex with Streaming services: It 
would be more convenient for me if I did 
not have to subscribe to both Netflix, 
Viaplay and TV2play. I could be nicer if 
It was all provided by the same streaming 
service. 

• By never ever raising the prices. 

Willing to buy something that is a bit more ex-
pensive if the quality matches; 
 
 
A subscription model can be improved by mak-
ing it cheaper than a normal purchase; 
A lot of subscription models are too expensive, 
which is the main reason for cancel a solution; 
 
 
Like the opportunity to pause the subscription; 
Like the opportunity to skip the subscription 
without additional costs; 
 
More flexible subscription options; 
 
 
 
 
Do not have to have a monthly subscription but 
more flexible discount when buying more; 
Should be possible to adjust the price relative 
to the amount you need; If you do not have to 
receive every month; 
By delivering quality service and not compro-
mising; 
Make discounts for current members; 
 
Make it easier to cancel; 
If it is not bound to national markets; 
Flexible dates to cancel membership; 
It is important that a subscription model is con-
venient; 
It should not be more expensive to buy through 
subscription; 
Will always prefer to buy through subscription 
when you get value for money both on conven-
ient, price, and quality; 
Do not want to use time on shopping; 
 
If you can receive more content for the money; 
 
It would be more convenient if you do not need 
to subscribe to several streaming services; 
 
 
 
By never ever raising the prices; 
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Appendix Q 
Danish Focus Group: Selective codes 
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Appendix R  
German Focus Group: Selective codes  
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Appendix S  
MEC – excel  
 

 

 

 


